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IN A Continuous Coverage
100KHz - 14.50MHz

A 1 000 Memory Channels
- A All Mode Reception

(including SSB & CW)
A High Scan Speed

The MVT-7100 is a new
handheld sensation with
the widest ever frequency
coverage! It's sensitive
receiver provides effortless
reception of SSB and CW
using true carrier injection
with 50Hz resolution. It can
even be hooked up for fax
and data reception (with
accessories).

The MVT-7100 is a complete
communications package in
the palm of your hand.

Accessories supplied: -
Telescopic Antenna, NiCad
Batteries, Car Connector,
UK Charger, Carrying Strap,
Earphone, English Manual

Price £449

111, 1 I IF

Available from your local dealer or direct from U.K. Distributors

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 London Road. North End, Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE. Tel: (0705) 662145 Fax: (0705) 690626
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Cover: The latest
communications receiver

from the Yaesu stable, the
FRG -100, has been put

through its paces by two of
SWM's regular contributors

- Peter Shore and Mike
Richards. You can read all

about it on page 33.

In the middle of this
issue you will find your

free, pull-out Guide to Short
Wave Listening magazine.

DISCLAIMER. Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine
may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave
Magazine advises readers contemplating mail order to enquire whether the products are
suitable for use in the UK and have full after -sales back-up available.
The Publishers of Short Wave Magazine wish to point out that it is the reponsibility of
readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered for sale by advertisers in
this magazine.
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editorial
SWM SERVICES

Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at E21 per

annum to UK addresses, £23 in Europe

and £25 overseas. Subscription copies

are despatched by accelerated

Surface Post outside Europe. Airmail

rates for overseas subscriptions can

be quoted on request. Joint

subscriptions to both Short Wave

Magazine and Practical Wireless are

available at E361UKI £39 (Europe) and

£41 (rest of world).

Components for SWM
Projects
In general all components used in

constructing SWM projects are

available from a variety of component

suppliers. Where special, or difficult to

obtain, components are specified, a

supplier will be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM

projects are available from the SWM

PCB Service, Badger Boards, 87

Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton

Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326.

Back Numbers and
Binders
Limited stocks of most issues of SWM

for the past five years are available at

£1.80 each including P&P to addresses

at home and overseas (by surface

mail).

Binders, each taking one volume

are available for £5.50 plus El P&P for

one binder, £2 P&P for two or more, UK

or overseas. Please state the year and

volume number for which the binder is

required. Prices include VAT where

appropriate.

Orders for p.c.b.s, back numbers,

binders and items from our Book

Service should be sent to:

PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST,

Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith

Court, Station Approach, Broadstone

Dorset BH18 8PW, with details of your

credit card or a cheque or postal order

payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques

with overseas orders must be drawn

on a London Clearing Bank and in

Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access,

Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are also

welcome by telephone to Poole (0202)

659930. An answering machine will

accept your order out of office hours

and during busy periods in the office.

You can also FAX an order, giving full

details to Poole (02021 659950.

We have now been at our new Broadstone offices for two months and are still unpacking
and sorting things out. Unlike a company making nuts and bolts we couldn't produce extra
quantities before the move to allow us to shut down. In fact the March issue of SWMwas
being produced while the removal men took the furniture out from around us! To cap it all,
no sooner had we moved Short Wave Magazine and Practical Wireless than our new title,
Practical Motorist, had to be moved from its Verwood offices. Even as I write this, 14 boxes
have been delivered containing new chairs, all of which have to be assembled by - guess
who?

SWM PCB Service

Anyway, back to more interesting things. The reason behind the preamble is to let you
know that the SWMand PWPCB Services have been 'sub -contracted out'. We have had increasing difficulties in
providing the level of service we would like to give you, so we have arranged for Badger Boards to take over the
service. I am confident that John Badger will be able to provide both the quality and level of service expected and I
know that he is looking to expand the service to include components where possible. You can find further details on
page 41.

Cover Price

You will, no doubt, have noticed that, with this issue, the cover price of your favourite magazine has increased. We
have managed, by dint of heavy investment into 'new technology', to keep the price steady for two years. However,
inflation has now caught up with us and we have, reluctantly, had to increase the cover price. There is one way that
you can beat the increase - for a limited period a subscription to SWM will be pegged at the old price!

Dick Ganderton G8VFH

letters
No Morse Licence

Dear Sir
I see that the B licensees are
still whinging. The imagined
excuse this time, would
appear to be the most
excellent modification to the
Morse test.

I have long come to the
conclusion that if you handed
some B licensees an A licence
on a silver platter, he, she or it
would look for a silver spoon.
Do they ever stop to think of
the unfair advantage that
English speaking amateurs
have over their foreign
counterparts? I wonder how

Holiday Help

IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW THAT YOU
WANT TO AIR PLEASE WRITE TO THE EDITOR.

IF YOUR LETTER IS PUBLISHED YOU WILL
RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY

SWM SERVICE

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any letters
for publication but will try not to alter their sense.

Letters must be original and not have been
submitted to any other magazines. The views

expressed in letters published in this magazine are
not necessarily those of Short Wave Magazine.

many English speaking
amateurs we would have, if
we all had to pass our exams
and Morse tests in, say,
Chinese.

B licensees do not have an
automatic right to an A
licence, they have to work for
it, the same as all A licensees
had to. Nobody bent over
backwards to accommodate
myself, I had to do a good year
of hard practice on the Morse,
in order to get my A licence.
Why do B licensees of the
present time think they should
have preferential treatment?

There is no possibility of
the Morse requirement being

removed in the foreseeable
future, so I suggest they stop
whinging and get down to
some hard studying as we all
had to do. Anything worth
having, is worth working for.

In conclusion, I would point
out to B licensees and would
be amateurs, that the rules
and regulations for an amateur
licence have stood us in good
stead for a great number of
years, we all passed our
exams, surely you are not
going to admit that we are
smarter than you are?
W. Mitchell
Co. Wicklow

Dear Sir
I have recently bought an AOR AR -2000 that gives lots of good listening.

What I would like to know is the law on scanners. Can I take my AOR on holiday to Majorca? Also
is there any law to say I cannot take the scanner onto the aeroplane? I listen to the airband most of all
and I don't want to have my scanner confiscated at the airport.
Terry Broadhead, Rotherham
Ed: I'd like to hear of any experiences readers have had taking their radios on holiday for our Holiday
Radio feature later on this year.
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Interference
Problems

Dear Sir
The problems of
interference to radio
receivers from the various
electrical and electronic
devices situated in or
around domestic premises
is like inflation and equally
frustrating.

Your correspondent in
January '93 SWM,
complaining of interference
from a house alarm system,
may find some consolation
from reading that I have
mainly overcome wideband
h.f. radiation from a
neighbour's satellite
dish/down converter.

First, identify the trade
mark of the offending
equipment and obtain their
address from the 'business
directory' usually run as a
department of the larger
city libraries, e.g.
Birmingham where they are
very helpful and efficient.
Write to the manufacturers
with full details of your
complaint. State that the
pleasure you had from your
hobby beforehand and that
it is considered their
responsibility to ensure that
their equipment does not
degrade other systems that
were in existence prior to
the commissioning of their
leaking equipment.

That will take time to
take effect. In the meantime
purchase an SEM QRM
Eliminator.

Position your receiver
where it is ergonomically
practicable within the area
where directly received
interference is at a
minimum. After connecting
the QRM Eliminator to the
receiver by coaxial link you
will need two antenna. A
main antenna erected as far
away from the source of
interference as possible and
a wire antenna erected to
pick up more of the
unwanted signals than your
main antenna.

Tune your receiver to a
quiet channel, apart from
the interference; within the
band you wish to monitor.
Cancellation of r.f.
interference is achieved by
careful adjustment of the
Eliminator's knobs.

Obviously, I, SWM or
SEM cannot be held
responsible if 100% success
is not achieved because
some non-linear types of
interference may not be
recognised by the
Eliminator. That being the
case you will have no
alternative other than
'putting the boot in', one
way or another!
Jim Hunt
Stourport-on-Severn

letters
Sangean Mods

Dear Sir
You asked what modifications readers had done to this receiver?

I have turned one into an all -band QRP c.w. transmitter!
Only one electrical connection to the receiver is needed and

the receiver itself is left untouched. The additional circuit board is
contained within the battery compartment. Keyed output at
about 20mW is amplified by a small wide -band p.a. The receiver
display reads the transmit frequency and the stores, etc., may be
used if required. Two transmit controls are provided, fine tuning
by VXO (for zero beating) and drive level.

Transceive operation is possible but I use an external RA17L
for reception. D A Bundey, Bath

Passed the Morse
Test

Dear Sir
Congratulations, seeing that
you have only made four
errors in your Morse alphabet
on page 17 of the January
issue, you have passed the
new Morse test. This,
according to your 'Junior

Listener' is going to allow six
uncorrected errors. Do you
think it is a good idea to have
such a test that allows so many
mistakes to go uncorrected? Or
is this just another typical
example of the attitude now in
this country, anything will do if
we can get through? Quality is
a thing of the past.
C Durant, Solihull

Long Range Maritime CW Services Update

Dear Sir
I was today passed a copy of the February SWM, which included
a special feature on 'Long Range Maritime CW Services', which I
read with interest. Unfortunately, there are a number of
inaccuracies in this article, These errors are listed here:

1: There is no Maritime Service in the 24MHz band. 22MHz and
25MHz (with paired frequencies in the 26MHz band) are the
highest ones used in this service.

2: There are some errors in the table listing coast station c.w.
frequencies:

is GKB (4.23790) should be 4.274MHz
ii: GKA (17.09850) should be 17.0984MHz
iii: GKB (22.44860) should be 22.4487MHz
iv: GKA (22.46690) should be 22.4670MHz

I cannot comment on the non-Portishead frequencies.
3: Portishead only remotely controls the Radiotelex stations

on medium -frequency. The southern ring stations are, in fact, co-
ordinated at Lands End radio (GLD) for c.w. and R/T working. For
the Northern Ring, Stonehaven radio (GND) is the controlling
station, although other stations (in both rings) are manned
regularly (but not constantly) on a local basis.

4: The Portishead Radio transmitter sites at Leafield and Ongar
(nor Dungar!) were closed in the mid -1980s. All Portishead Radio
transmissions now come from a site at Rugby.

5: The maximum power of Portishead is 10kW, not 15kW as
stated.

6: The allocation of ship callsigns is handled by the DTI
(Radiocommunications Agency). High -traffic vessels having
Short Wave Magazine, April 1993

'GB-' callsigns is not strictly true, as two of our high -traffic
passenger ships of the 1980s (Cunard Countess and Cunard
Princess) had callsigns of GUNP and GUPP respectively - certainly
not at the start of our lists! Both vessels have since re -registered
under the Bahamas flag.

7: Our c.w. traffic lists are generated by computer (our
machines were made redundant about 4 years ago) and are
transmitted at 20w.p.m.

8: The GKD transmitters are no longer used for working
purposes and no callsigns are generated. Vessels are now given a
turn on GKB, with GKC only being used at times of high traffic.
The GKF transmitter is no longer used.

By the way, we do not encourage listeners to monitor us, as
we are relaying messages of a private nature - listening to us is
akin to monitoring somebody's telephone line!

Finally, the 'unknown' stations in Table 1 are:
HWN - French Naval Radio, Paris
UJY - Kaliningrad Radio, CIS
FUX - French Naval Radio, Le Port, Reunion Is
CTP - NATO Radio, Lisbon
FUV - French Naval Radio, Djibouti
VXO - No trace my files
CFH - Halifax Radio, Canada
6WW - French Naval Radio, Dakar, Senegal
VHP - No trace on my files
HAR - Hungarian Naval Radio, Budapest
FUF - French Naval Radio, Fort-de-France, Martinique
DHS - Rugen Radio, Germany

Larry Bennett G4HLN
Customer Services Officer, Portishead Radio
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grassroots
rallies

April 18 Marske-by-the-Sea Radio Rally
will be held in the Marske Leisure Centre,
High Street, Marske-by-the-Sea near
Saltburn. Doors open at Ilam. There will
be the usual traders, a Bring & Buy and
refreshments. Talk -in will be on S22. Mic
0710N. Tel: 0287) 610030.

April 18: The Lough Erne ARC 12th Annual
Mobile Rally will be held at the Killyhevlin
Hotel, Enniskillen. Talk -in is on S22. Alwyn
GIOBFD. Tel: (0365) 323802.

May 3: The Dartmoor Radio Club Rally will
be held at a new and larger venue, the
Yelverton War Memorial Village Hall,
Meaty Lane, Yelverton, Devon. Doors
open 10.30am with Talk -in on S22. Ron
G7L1.G. Tel: (OM) 852586.

May 9: The MARS/Drayton mobile rally
will be held at Drayton Manor Park,
Tamworth, Staffs. Doors open at 10.30am.
All the usual traders, flea market, Bring &
Buy, club stands. The family rally. Peter
G6DRN. Tel 021.4431189. Trade stands
ring Norman GBBHE. Tel: 021-422 9787
evenings.

May 30: Plymouth Radio Club Rally will be
held at Plymstock School, Plymstock.
Doors open from 10.30am to 4pm. There
will be car parking, traders, Bring & Buy,
Talk -in, Raffle and refreshments. Derek
Foster G7ESZ. Tel: (07521787181.

June 6: The Spalding & DARS are holding
their Jubilee Mobile Rally at Springfield
Gardens, Spalding. T Kettlewell. Tel:
(0775) 722940.

June 27: The 36th Longleat Amateur Radio
Rally, Longleat House, near Warminster,
Wiltshire. Shaun. Tel: (02251873098.

July 4: The York Radio Rally will be held in
the Tattersall Building, York Racecourse,
Knavesmire, York. Doors open at 11 am,
entrance fee ft Ample free parking,
amateur radio, electronics and
computers, arts and crafts, Morse tests,
licensed bar and cafe. Talk -in on S22.
Andy Suter. Tel: (0904) 708164.

July 11: The Horncastle Amateur Radio,
Electronics & Computing Fair will take
place at the Queen Elizabeth's Grammer
School Sports Hall. Tony Nightingale
G6CZV. Tel: (0507) 522482.

August 8: Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest
will take place at the Flight Refuelling
Sports ground, Merley, Wimborne. The
event will run from 10am to 5pm and will
include the usual mix of traders, Bring &
Buy, craft exhibitors, car boot sale and
field events. Overnight camping facilities
available for the 7th. Talk -in on S22.
Richard Hogan G4VCI3. Tel: (0202) 691021.

September 5: The Telford Rally will be
held at the Telford Exhibition Centre,
Telford. Bob G7BWQ. Tel: 109521 770922.

September 5: The Bristol Radio Rally will
be held in The Great Train Shed, Temple
Meads Railway Station, Bristol. Muriel
Baker G4YZR. Tel: (0275) 834282.

September 5: The Vange ARS Annual
Rally will the held at The Laindon
Community Centre, Laindon High
Road/Aston Road, Laindon, Basildon.
Doors open from 10.30am. Admission 75p.
There will be trade stands, a Bring & Buy,
raffle, refreshments, good car parking,
talk -in on S22. Mike Musgrove G4NVT.
Tel: (0268) 543025.

If you're travelling long distances to
rallies, it could be worth 'phoning
the contact number before setting
off to check all is well.

Avon

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last Mondays,
7pm. The Small Lecture Theatre, Queens
Building, University of Bristol, University
Walk, Bristol. April 26 - Home Wine
Making - with free samples) Dave Bailey
G4NKT. 10272) 672124.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays.
Whitchurch Folkhouse Assoc, Bridge
Farm House, East Dundry Rd, Whitchurch.
April 7 - Voice Your Opinions, 14th -
144MHz Activity Evening, 21st - Stress
Management by Marafin Nash, 28th -
Simple Computer Programming. Len
Baker. (0275) 832222.

Bedfordshire

Shefford & DARS: Thursday, 7.45pm.
Church Hall, Ampthill Road, Shefford,
Beds. April 8 - Bring Your Vintage Amateur
Radio Kit with Books & Other Bygones,
15th - Ariane, The Rocket & The Launch
Site by John Goldfinch. P. Bradfield. (0462)
700618.

Berkshire

Maidenhead & DARC: 1st Thursday & 3rd
Tuesday, 7.45pm. The Red Cross Hall, The
Crescent, Maidenhead. April 1 - FM

Systems by G3VCT, 20th - The PC

Computer Part 2 by GOCWI. Neil GOSVN.

106281 25952.

Cornwall

Cornish RAC: 7.30pm. The Village Hall,
Perranwell Station, Perranwell, Nr Truro,
Cornwall. April 1 - AGM, 6th - Activities
Night, 11th - Computer Section. Geoff.
(0209) 820836.

Derbyshire

Derby & DARS. Wednesdays, 7.30pm. 119
Green Lane, Derby. April 7 - Junk Sale.
Richard Buckby. Ambergate 852475.

Devon

Plymouth RC: Tuesdays, from 6pm. Royal
Fleet Club, Devonport. RAE 6-7.30, Morse
7.30-8, Club evening 8pm onwards. Radio
shack available.

East Sussex

Hastings E&RC: 3rd Wednesdays, 7.45pm.
West Hill Community Centre, Croft Road,
Hastings. Fridays, 8.30pm. Ashdown Farm
Community, Downey Close, Hastings. April
21 - Junk Sale. Reg Kemp. 7 Forewood

Rise, Crowhurst.

Southdown ARS: Mondays, 7.30pm

Chasely Home for Disabled Ex -
Servicemen, Southcliff, Bolsover Road,
Eastbourne. April 12 - Latest
developments in Computers by Computing
Devices Ltd. Jan G4XNL. 10323) 412699.

Essex

Loughton & DARS: 1st & 3rd Fridays,
7.45pm. Room 12, Loughton Hall, Debden
Community Centre, Loughton Hall, Rectory
Lane, Loughton. April 2 - AGM, 16th -

Video Night. Ray Pedley. 081-500 2811.

Fife

Club Secretaries:
Send all details of your club's up-and-coming events to:
Lorna Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please tell
us your County and keep the details as brief as possible.

Dundee ARC: Tuesdays, 7pm. College of
Further Education, Graham Street,
Dundee. April 6 & 13 - No Meeting, 20th -
QRP History, Equipment & Tactics by
GMOLNQ, 27th - Construction Night.
George Millar. 30 Albert Crescent,
Newport on Tay, Fife.

Grampian

Stirling & OARS: Thursdays, 7.30pm.
Throsk, Nr Stirling. March 25 - Electronics
in Medicine by GM4UYE. Brian Mulleady.
(0324136235.

Greater London

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick RC: 3rd
Tuesdays, 7.30pm. Chiswick Town Hall,
Heathfield Terrace, Chiswick, W4. April 20
- Practical Problems in e.m.c. by G3IGM.
Colm Mulvany GOJRY. 081-749 9972.

Southgate ARC: 2nd & 4th Thursdays.
Winchmore Hill Cricket Club Pavilion, Firs
Lane, Winchmore Hill, London N21. April 8
- Grand Surplus Equipment Sale, 22nd -
London AR&C Debrief. Brian Shelton
GOMEE. 081-360 2453.

Wimbledon & OARS: 2nd & last Fridays,
7.30pm. St Andrews Church Hall, Herbert
Road, SW19. April 9 - No Meeting, 30th - I

Followed Rommel by Joan Nicholls. Chris
Frost. 081-397 0427.

Hampshire

Horndean & DARC: 1st Thursdays, 7.30pm.

Horndean Community School, Barton
Cross, Horndean. April 1 - F -layer

Propagation by G3NAQ. S.W. Swain.
(0705) 472846).

Hereford &
Worcester

Bromsgrove & DARC: Fridays. Avoncroft
Arts Centre, South Bromsgrove,
Worcester. April 9 - Constructor's
Competition. Joe Poole. (0562) 710010.

Hertfordshire

Dacorum AR & TS: 1st (informal) & 3rd
(formal) Tuesdays, 8pm. The Heath Park,
Cotterells, Hemel Hempstead. April 20 -
Being an RLO for the RSGB by G4UNL.
Dennis Boast 104421 259620.

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays, 8pm.
Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon.
April 1 - Hints & Tips with G3JNJ, 15th -
The Post Office Tower by George Morley,
29th - Social Night. Roy G4UNL. 081-804
5643.

Verulam ARC: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays,
7.30pm. RAF Association Headquarters,
New Kent Road, St Albans. April 27 -
Antenna Modelling Software by G3SEK.
Walter Craine. (0923) 262180.

Humberside

Goole R & ES: Most Fridays, 7.30pm. West
Park Pavilion, off Airmyn Road, Goole.
Last Fridays. The Black Swan Inn,
Asselby. April 2 - GOOLE On The Air, 9th -

Repeater Group Report, 16th - Video, 23rd

- AN Demonstration, 30th - Social
Evening. Steve Price. MOW 769130.

Kent

Bromley & OARS: 3rd Tuesdays, 7.30pm.
The Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens,
Hayes. April 20 - WAB Award Scheme by
Alan Messenger. Geoffrey Milne. 081-462
2689.

Lancashire

Rochdale & DARS: Mondays, 8pm.
Cemetry Hotel, 470 Bury Road, Rochdale.
April 12 - Five Million Volts. GOPUD. (07061

32502.

Norfolk

Dereham ARC: 8pm. St John's Ambulance
Hall, Yaxham Road, Dereham. April 8 -
SWL by G4LPW Mark Taylor GOLGJ. (0362)
691099.

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm. The
Norfolk Dumpling, The Livestock Market,
Harford, Norfolk. April 7 - AGM, 14th - Pre -
Historic Elephant of West Runton by Dr
Tony Stewart, 21st - Real Radio Evening,
28th - First HF NFD Briefing. Sheila
Snelling GOKPW. (0603) 618810.

Nottinghamshire

Mansfield ARS: 1st Thursdays, 8pm. The
Polish Catholic Club, off Windmill Lane,
Woodhouse Road, Mansfield. April 1 -

Junk Sale. Mary GONZA. (0623) 755288.

South Notts ARC: Fridays, 7pm. Highbank
Community Centre or Fairham Community
College, Farnborough Road, Clifton Estate,
Nottingham. April 2 & 30 - Construction at
Fairham College 6.30pm, 9th - On Air h.f. &
v.h.f., 16th - Open Forum (Members Only),
23rd - SNARC Sponsored Trip to
Friedrichshafen by GOLXX. Ray G7ENK.

10602) 841940,

Strathclyde

West of Scotland ARS: Fridays, 8pm.
Garnethill Multi -Cultural Centre, Rose
Street (Off Suchiehall St), Glasgow. April 9
- Making the Best Use of Test Equipment
by G3AXX & G4COX, 23rd - Developments
in AN. Jack Hood GM4COX. (06981 350926.

Suffolk

Sudbury & DARC: 1st Tuesdays, 8pm. The
Five Bells Inn, Great Cornard, Sudbury.
April 6 - Packet & AMTOR Comparisons
by G4GGC. Colin Muddimer. (07871 77004.

Warwickshire

Stratford upon Avon & DARS: 7.30pm. The
Home Guard Club, Main Road, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon. April 12 - No
Meeting, 26th - AGM. A. Beasley GOCXJ.
060-882 495.

Wiltshire

Trowbridge & DARC: 3rd Wednesday. The
Southwick Village Hall, Southwick,
Trowbridge. April 7 - CW Operating
Practice & Procedures by G3BPE, 21st -
Natter Nite. Ian GOGRI. (0225) 864698.
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Jon Jones
PO Box 59
Fishponds

Bristol BS1 6 4LH

Young Amateur of
the Year

The Radiocommunications
Agency, along with the RSGB,
have just started their Young
Amateur of the Year Award for
1993. This is open to anyone
under 18 who has an interest
in radio. They are looking for
outstanding achievement in an
aspect of radio, such as:
DIY radio construction.
Operation of radio
community service - helping in
emergency communications or
helping the disabled.
Encouraging others - perhaps
through the novice licence
scheme.
International communications.
School projects.

The prize for the most
outstanding achievement
between 1 August 1992 and 31

Tony King
(Mailbox), Moira

Tuilaepa and Myra
Oh (Pacific

Breakfast Show)
admire the first run

of Radio New
Zealand stickers
released late last

year.

Radio New Zealand sticker.

Russian Translations

junior listener
July 1993 will be awarded at
the RSGB's HF Convention in
September. The winner will
receive £250 cash and gets a
visit to the Radio -
communications Agency radio
Monitoring Station at Baldock,
Herts.

The runner-up also gets the
trip to Ba!dock. All entrants will
receive a copy of the RSGB's
amateur radio log book.

The all important
information - closing date and
applications address. the
closing date is July 31 and the
address to send your
application (yes, you can
nominate yourself) is:

Young Amateur of the
Year Award 1993, Radio
Society of Great Britain,
Lambda House, Cranborne
Road, Potters Bar, Herts
EN6 3JE. Good Luck!

I have heard about a young Russian who is willing to translate
reception reports or letters into Russian, so you can send them off
to Russian stations. The fee for this task is 3IRCs. Dmitri has had a
couple of letters published in Short Wave Magazine and has a
good command of English.

If you're interested in using his services, write to: Dmitri
Souslov, PO Box 96, Kazan 80, Russia - 420080. Actually, if
you want to be absolutely correct for the Russian postal system,
you should start the address with the country and finish with the
person's name.

Digital
Communications

Now the subject of digital
communications may be
daunting, but I've heard of a
four-part series you can listen
to on the subject. HCJB are

starting the feature on April 7
and it continues on the 14th,
21st and 28th. The Ham Radio
Today programme by John
Beck has called the feature
'Getting started in Digital
Communications'. This could
be well worth listening for.

Improve Your
German

The 3rd series of Deutsche
Welle's German -by -radio
language course begins at the
end of September for listeners
in Asia, Africa and North
America. I know that the
previous courses have been
heard well in the UK, so it's
still worth taking part.

Listeners wishing to take

Did You Know

It costs just £15 to obtain

a CB licence.
Not having

one, or using illegal

equipment
can

cost up to

two yea rs imprisonment

and an unlimited
fine.

Food for thought?

Unusual Information

part in the course as from
September shouldn't waste
any time in sending for the
book that goes with the series.
Just write, requesting a copy
of the blue booklet German
Why Not?series three, with
full English text - this is free of
charge by the way.

Deutsche Welle,
Listeners Mail Dept., PO
Box 10044, D-5000
Cologne, Germany.

The April 1993 picture from
the Deutsche Welle calendar.

I received a few bits of information from Tony King at Radio New
Zealand International recently, and learnt something in the
bargain! The emblem that you see on lots of all Radio New
Zealand paperwork has a meaning.

"At the centre is 'Te lka a Maui' the fish-hook with which Maui
hauled the North Island of New Zealand from the ocean. Its shape
echoes the 'koru' - the frond of the native punga fern, supported
by fern leaves. Above it is the representation of a mountain, such
as Taranaki (Mt. Egmont) or Aoraki (Mt Cook). The triangles come
from compass plates used in sailing ships, and now incorporated
in many Polynesian tattoos. They point towards the dots of
Micronesia's atolls, protected by reefed lagoons.

The wavy line at the base is like those painted on the body for
Melanesian dances and 'sing -song's, representing Vanua - the
land. The overall shell shape is reminiscent of fans plaited from
pandanus and coconut fibre by people all over the Pacific.

The emblem was designed by Michael Tuffrey, a New
Zealander of Samoan descent. There, if any of you are doing a
project on New Zealand, there's a bit of extra info that you can
use. In fact, if you have to do a project on any part of the world,
why not listen in to that country's international radio station, QSL
and see what they send back for you to include in your project.

How Old are Your
Mum & Dad?

This isn't such as daft
question! Deutsche Welle
are celebrating their 40th
Anniversary on May 3 this
year and are holding some
special events to
commemorate the
occasion. If you know
some -one who was born on
3 May 1953, then they can

take part in a prize draw.
Trips to Germany are
included in the list of prizes.
You do, of course, need to
send a copy of the
appropriate birth certificate
to qualify!

Even if you don't know
anyone with the necessary
birthday, there will still be
plenty of competitions for
you to enter, just keep
listening to Deutsche Welle.
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news
Radio & DXTV News

Problems continue with the Gibraltar
TV studio. The only locally made
programmes are now the area news
and the occasional offering of local
interest made by 'Straitvision', which
is inserted between the GBC news
and BBC WSTV input. Straitvision
was formed by redundant members
of the GBC staff. The local
government will not raise the
subsidy for GBC - which has
remained at the present level for 9
years - and there is every chance
that GBC could close.

In Belgium the Canal +
programme is aired on Chs. Ell, E63
on a 24 hour basis from the Leglise
transmitter. Canal Plus has changed
to Syster scrambling over the
terrestrial network, a system
developed between the Kudelski and
Canal + groups.

Swedish TV is to expand
broadcast hours during the
forthcoming months with SVT-2
transmitting a breakfast TV show
from March 1 last to combat the TV -
4 equivalent that has taken large
audiences and sold all advertising
space. The SVT-2 programme will
run 0630-0915 local and originate
alternately between 11 regional

studios including Stockholm. In next
door Finland, MTV boy
Mainostelevisio Ab) is to take over
the 3rd channel leaving the YLE to fill
the gaps in the schedule previously
filled on the 1st and 2nd networks.

There have been 86 applications
for private TV licences in Greece, 78
for local coverage and the others for
national networking though a few
are already on air! Network
applications include Mega Channel,
Sky TV, Hellas 62, Antenna TV, New
Channel, Kanali 29, Channel 7 X and
Nea Teleorasis. With such
competition ERT is revamping her
image, ERT-1 will go for a general
entertainment format, ERT-2 for the
young and ERT-3 culture and
education.

Reader Brian Williams in South
Africa noticed that his terrestrial M -
NET TV service - that has 'clear
periods' 1700-1900 local - was
carrying another scrambled
programme during the clear period.
With several adjustments of the
front panel M -NET decoder BBC
World Service TV appeared. Now
BBC WSTV is being carried over M -
NET during the 0200-1100 period
daily, a local paper has highlighted
the method for gaining free access
to the BBC service by decoder

Kellogg's Tour

Kenwood will be supplying radio
equipment to Britain's top
professional cycle races of 1993, the
Kellogg's Professional Tour of Britain
and the Leeds World Cup Classic.
Radio officials, TV crews and police
will be using Kenwood TK240 hand-
held radios and TK705 mobiles, base
stations and repeater units. The
Kellogg's Tour of Britain takes place
from August 9 to 13 and the Leeds
World Cup Classic on August 15. You
can see the route for the Kellogg's
tour on the map.

adjustment which has attracted
large audiences.

FM -TV Busybody is the name of
an English language f.m., TVDX and
satellite bulletin published in
Finland. The folded A4 format
booklet runs to 12 pages full of
interesting loggings and news. The
1993 subscription costs 110 FIM from
limo Leponiemi, Nox 7, 05901,
Hyvinkaa, Finland. Postal Giro
account is Helsinki 1388 116, add
another 25 FIM if using giro.

Tim Anderson has introduced a
computer program for Amiga and
IBM PC called DX Watch. This is a
data base of World-wide Band 1 TV
TX offsets with a small Band 3 and
u.h.f. offsets in addition. Additional

files can be added, e.g. each
country, continent, channel, etc. A
2nd programme on this disk includes
key words such as PTT NED, NOS,
Noxema, Nieuws, Pauze, etc so that
unknown words can be identified
and hopefully the country id. Users
can build up their own file (s) to give
a large TVDXing data base. The disk
costs £8.00 including UK post from
Tim Anderson, 2 Burry Road, St.
Leonards on Sea. E. Sussex TN37
6QX

Dave Shirley G4NVQ wrote the
program. Another disk called
Amiscan version 2.0 is available for
scanner enthusiasts at £8.50 - write
with s.a.e. for information.

Sixteen More Stores

Waters and Stanton have announced
that from March 1, a selection of
their scanners including Yupiteru and
AOR, will now be available through
all twenty-three branches of the
Maplin electronics shops.

This follows the successful
completion of the pilot scheme
started last year when seven of the
top Maplin shops were stocked out
with a selection of scanning receiver.
The after sale service work will
continue to be carried out by Waters
and Stanton who will also be able to
offer telephone technical advice to
customers before and after purchase.
The address of the nearest Maplin
Electronics store can be obtained by
either telephoning (0702) 206835
or purchasing the Maplin catalogue
from any branch of W.H. Smiths.

CB Prosecutions

Ninety-five people were convicted for
CB offences in the UK last year. The
Radiocommunications Agency won
every case it brought, and the largest
penalty imposed by the courts was
£668 plus costs. In the majority of
cases, the courts also confiscated
equipment.

Most offences were for unlicensed
use or the use of illegal equipment
such as linear amplifiers or a.m. and
s.s.b. sets. These are outlawed under
CB regulations.
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Venue Mix-up

The organisers of the All Formats Computer Fairs would like to point out that the venue for
the London Fair on Saturday April 24 is not Sandown Park, but the Novotel in
Hammersmith. for further details, contact: (0608) 662212.

Catalogues

Two new catalogues have landed on the desk this month. The first is from Marco, it's a 166 -
page catalogue with products alphabetically arranged, e.g. Aerials and Accessories, Audio -

Stereo Mixers, Books, etc.
The catalogue costs £2.00 from Marco, The Maltings, High Street, Wem, Shrewsbury

SY4 5EN. Tel: (0939) 232763.
The second catalogue is from the USA. Universal Radio has a new, expanded, edition of its

Communications Catalog (yes, as it's American they have a different spelling!). Catalog 93-01
is 100 -pages and covers equipment for the amateur, short wave and scanner enthusiast.

Several new items are in this catalogue. the Yaesu FRG -100 receiver, World Access 8A
Receiver, Standard

CCR708A v.h.f./u.h.f.
receiver, Philips AE -3905

Receiver, Sony & JRC
GPS Receivers and

many new books and
publications.
Catalog 93-01 is

available free inside
the USA by fourth
class mail, or for

4IRCs outside North
America. Universal
Radio, Inc., 6830

Americana
Parkway,

Reynoldsburg,
Ohio 43068,

USA.



A Prize Giving

A Ukrainian who won a two-week trip to Britain in a BBC World
Service competition is finally visiting the country - after 28 years!

Alexei Antonovich Brazhnik, who is now 61, was refused
permission to make the trip in 1965 by local Communist Party
bosses. But three years ago he was able to claim his prize when
he contacted the BBC during its first -ever exhibition on the former
Soviet Union. The BBC ran the competition on its Russian
Service, as a time in the sixties when east/west relations were
relatively relaxed. Jamming of the BBC had temporarily ceased
and only resumed when Soviet troops invaded Czechoslovakia in
1968. it stopped finally in 1987.

Competition entrants were asked to write a short essay about
what they would like to do if they had a chance to visit Britain,
together with questions on how they saw life here. Since his
arrival from Ukraine, Mr Brazhnik has quickly grown fond of his
local pubs and happily exchanged his own home-made vodka
doe best bitter!

Diamond Jubilee of
Drake

The R.L. Drake company
celebrates its 50th anniversary
as a manufacturer of electronic
communications equipment.
Originally the company
manufactured radio
equipment for the US Military
during the second World War,
but now have expanded its
role in communications
equipment by moving into the

amateur field as well.
In the early 1980s, the

Drake company expanded into
satellite communications and
became the foremost
American manufacturer of
satellite television systems - a
distinction it still holds.

For details on any Drake
equipment, contact: R.L.
Drake Company, PO Box
3006, Miamisburg, Ohio
45343, USA. Tel: (513) 866-
2421.

Surface Mount

Following on from the success of Toko's p.c.b. mounting high
power inductors, Cirkit are now stocking the new D7 series of
low profile surface mount types. Measuring only 3.2 x 4.8mm,
the D7 style is designed to accommodate a wide variety or wire
diameters. Inductances from 1).tH to 4701.tH are available, with
current ratings from 0.195 to 3.12A making these coils ideal for
noise filters and decoupling power supply rails. A magnetically
shielded version is also produced, using an external ferrite ring,
for use in more critical locations. Cirkit Distribution Ltd.,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ.
Tel: (0992) 441306.

news
Scanner Power
Supplies

The SSE PSU 101MKIV
is built for
powering/charging
most scanners found
on the UK market,
including the MVT-
7100. The PSU has two
d.c.I sockets at the rear,
one for using with
scanners and the other
may be used with
accessories such as the
JIM pre -amps, etc. It
also has a bracket with
a BNC fitted to the rear
of the support. The SSE
PSU 101MKIV is
supplied with 12V
d.c.output as standard.
Other versions are
available for other
pocket scanners with 9V and 6V d.c. outputs. Solid State
Electronics (UK), 6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton SO2 3NA. Tel: (0703) 768598.

Cross -Channel Radio

The Radio Authority has decided, in principle, to advertise a
restricted service licence, to run for a period of eight years, to
provide a travel information radio service along the M20
motorway between Folkestone and Maidstone.
If a suitable frequency can be identified and it can be secured
on an appropriate time -scale. the authority hopes to advertise
the licence as soon as possible. the Authority believes that
travel information for users of the M20 heading towards the
Channel ports and beyond (to France and Belgium) will
become increasingly important once the choice of cross -
Channel operator is extended by the opening of the Channel
tunnel.

New Antenna Tuning System

Logic Aerials have put in some work on the Delta Loop
antenna by adding a 'Delta tune System'. According to their
research, users of the system have noted improved results.
The delta loop antenna system has a wide band coverage and
low s.w.r. It is constructed of light -weight aluminium and is
easily assembled and made ready for use. A 50-7552 coaxial
cable connection is all that is needed. Logic Aerials have
applied for patent cover and are interested in hearing from
both the trade and retail customers. The antenna costs, £90,
more details from Logic Aerials. Tel: 10493) 781215.

The PK-900 Data Controller

ICS Electronics have expanded their range of data products with the inclusion of
the PK-900. Many readers will have heard of the PK-232, this is its successor.

This unit decodes Packet, ASCII, Baudot, Morse, AMTOR, NAVTEX, t.d.m. and
Siam. For further details you can either read Decode on page 53 or contact ICS

Electronics Ltd., Unit V, Rudford Industrial Estate, Arundel, West
Sussex BN18 OBD. Tel: (0903) 731101.
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LOWE ELECTRONICS
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WORLD BEATING SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

LOWE HF225
Everybody loves a winner! It
probably came as no surprise
to owners of the HF225 when
our receiver won yet another
award. After all, they are
already appreciating the
excellent sensitivity, superb IF filtering and the remarkable
ease of operation. Add a keypad for direct frequency entry,
an active whip antenna, synchronous detection and FM
unit and you have one of the most versatile receivers on
the market today - significantly less expensive than some
of its far eastern competitors!
HF225 £479.00
HF225 EUROPA £699.00
(A very special limited edition - telephone for details)

LOWE

HF150
Small, but perfectly
formed, the HF150
is really establishing itself as a premier receiver for serious
listening. It's complete with selectable sideband
synchronous detection, three AM bandwidths and SSB
filtering optimised for DXing utility stations. But we don't
just stop there. We've just made it a lot more useful by
launching a quick release mobile mounting bracket, and
now we've added computer control for complete
versatility. Call at any of our branches for full details.

HF150 £359

THE BEST OF THE REST...
KENWOOD R5000 ICOM RUE
Despite its age, still proving a tough,
reliable HF receiver. IF Shift and
Notch controls allow you to process
the incoming signal and narrower
CW and SSB
filters are
available for
those who
need them. Now the only shortwave
set with provision for installing a
VHF converter. (And our unique
two year warranty!)
From £949

Colin G3XAS at
BOURNEMOUTH
27 Gillam Road,
Northbourne,
Bournemouth
BH10 6BW
Tel: 0202 577760

LOWE

Fred G4RJS at
LONDON
223/225 Field End Road,
Eastcote,
Middlesex
HA5 1QZ
Tel: 081 429 3256

LOWE

An ideal
choice for
those who
need lots of
memory

channels and scanning facilities. FM
can be added as an option as can
narrower CW filters. DDS
technology ensures smooth tuning.
Direct frequency entry from the
keypad, clocks and timers enhance
the operation.
R72E £759.00

Dave G4KFN at
NEWCASTLE
Newcastle Airport,
Woolsington,
Newcastle Upon Tyne
NE20 9DF
Tel: 0661 860418

LOWE

Tony G4NBS at
CAMBRIDGE
162 High Street,
Chesterton,
Cambridge
C134 1NL
Tel: 0223 311230

LOWE

JRC N110535

.^7-"r"-

Probably
the finest
receiver
available
today.

Designed to give you total control of
the incoming signal, its many
features include pass band tuning,
notch filters, noise blankers, dedi-
cated data modes including FAX and
built in RS232 interface for computer
control via our Multiscan software.
From £1395

Tony G4CYE at
BRISTOL
79/81 Gloucester Rd,
Patchway,
Bristol
BS12 5JQ
Tel: 0272 771770

LOWE

NEW

Sim GM3SAN at
CUMBERNAULD
Cumbernauld Airport,
Cumbernauld,
Scotland
G68 OHH
Tel: 0236 721004

LOWE
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Head Office
Main Showroom
and Mail Order

DERBYSHIRE
Here to help you are:

Rob G8MPT, Bill G8LXN
Beryl G7LME, Julie
Tom G6PZZ, Richard G3OQT
John G3PCY

LOWE

(2C

Chesterfield Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire DE4 5LE

Tel: 0629 580800
Fax: 0629 580020

NEW!

YAESU

FRG100
A new receiver
from Yaesu has
been a long time

YA Boowe.. 1-11.-100

Steve G6URJ
KENT
Chatham Road,
Sandling,
Maidstone
Kent ME14 3AY
Tel: 0622 692773

LOWE

Steve G1WSY at
HEATHROW
6 Cherwell Close,
Langley,
Slough, Berks
SL3 8XB
Tel: 0753 545255

LOWE

os MI rap. tTro
OM MIMI NINO MO/
<LOCR INIEN 1101.

OM IOW NM MOM

coming and the FRG100 sets a new standard from this manufacturer.
Broadcast listeners may like the 6 and 4kHz bandwidths and the fifty memory
channels will store both frequency and mode.
Seems good value at £559

LOWE NEWS!
Plymouth is the site of our latest branch,
bringing Lowe sales and service to the
south west for the first time. Over the
years we have served a large number of
satisfied customers in the Devon and
Cornwall area by virtue of our excellent
mail order system, so we are
particularly pleased to offer customers
old and new, somewhere they can visit
and actually see our products and to try
them out before buying.

Derek Foster, G7ESZ, and Peter
Thornhill, G6ZKQ are your contacts
here. Both contribute widely to amateur
radio activities in the area, and keep
themselves up to date on the short-wave
scene also. In addition, both have many
years professional experience to draw
on and you still have the back up of the
biggest and best service department
dedicated to hobby radio. You'll find us
at:

The Basement
Royal Fleet Club
Devonport
Plymouth
Devon
PL1 4PQ

Tel 0752 607284
Fax 0752 607285

MULTISCAN
Computer control of receivers is a
growing interest with many SWL' s and
as a result, Lowe Electronics have
commissioned the Multiscan program
for IBM PCs and compatibles. This is
quite a sophisticated and versatile
program offering a high level of control
of functions depending on the receiver
in use. It supports the current range of
receivers from Kenwood, Yaesu, AOR,
JRC and Icom's R7000 and R7100.
Multiscan features 2000 memory
channels with dual VFOs and space for
a fifty character "comment". Manual
tuning can be accomplished with
keyboard entry, up/down controls or by
mouse control, together with mode
change, filter selection, BFO control,
passband tuning, noise blankers etc.,
depending on your receiver.
A spectrum analyser display is also
incorporated, together with a
comprehensive logbook and
precompiled database of over 1000
entries. The database is fully editable,
allowing you to create a number of files.
A datasheet is available but a
demonstration at one of our branches
allow you to see the full potential of
thise excellent software.
MULTISCAN £75.00

Tom G4LAR at
LEEDS
34 New Briggate,
Leeds,
LS1 6NU
Tel: 0532 452657

LOWE

LOWE
NEXT?

RF SYSTEMS
This small company from the
Netherlands has really turned on
the world of shortwave listeners.
Their products are highly
innovative, extremely well made
and offer great value for money -
and what's more they work!
Comprehensive datasheets are
available on all their products and
we'll be happy to supply these on
request.
Magnetic Longwire Balun £39.95
MLB Antenna Kit 1 (12.5m long)

£66.95
MLB Antenna Kit 2 (20m long) £76.95
MLB Marine (special MLB for
maritime use) £54.95
DXONE the ultimate active antenna

£289.00
DX7 Active antenna £179.00
T2FD Low noise antenna £169.95
DXListener £249.00

NEW! FROM
RF SYSTEMS
THE MAGNETIC
TRANSFER ANTENNA
Developed primarily for marine
applications, the MTA is a passive
antenna. Comprising of a 2m long,
UV resistant, plastic pipe with
stainless steel fittings, the MTA can
be mounted in a variety of locations.
It has a specially wound helical
element designed for
omnidirectional reception and is
elliptically polarised to make the
most out of transmissions vertically
or horizontally polarised. Two
versions are available: one covering
100kHz - 25MHz and the other
500kHz - 30MHz. We expect the
price to be around £159.00. Full
details on request.
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WEATHER MONITORING
BY RADIO

Open up a fascinating new world of short wave listening by monitoring
weather broadcasts from around the world

SONY ICF-SW 55 and ICF-SW 77 SSB
Radio Receivers

These are ideal for use with any of our HF weather broadcast
decoding systems. The name of each station can be stored
together with all relevant frequencies. Station selection is at
the touch of a button. The ICF-SW 77 even selects the
strongest frequency for that station automatically. 100 Hz
tuning resolution for the 55, 50 Hz for the 77, which has a
greater memory capacity.
For ease of use and value for money, the new SONY compact
receivers cannot be beaten. They give communications
receivers at twice the price a run for their money!

ICF-SW 55: £279.99
ICF-SW 77: £399.99

Weather Facsimile, RTTY, Navtex, CW
and FEC for the IBM-PC

All you need to produce superb reproduction of weather maps
and amateur transmissions on the VGA screen of an IBM-PC.
Extremely easy to use. Even the hardware to interface
between your PC and an SSB receiver and a 9 to 25 pin
interface adaptor are included.
Covers weather facsimile, Navtex, RTTY, CW and FEC.

ICS -FAX III: £139.95
Please contact us for free catalogue and price list.

Our products are available direct and from dealers throughout Europe. Callers by appointment.

VISA jr1

NEW! Synop on your IBM-PC
w OTHER MOP FOB 13-83-92-1288 GMT V ind(RED=Gusts END OF DATA

CS-SYNOP II permits SYNOP data sent in RTTY format on HF
by meteorological organisations around the world to be
directly plotted on the screen of your IBM-PC. Plotted weather
information fully selectable.
Just stand back and watch weather observations appear on a
map on the screen of your PC as you watch. Updates every 3
hours. The software and hardware interface are both included
in our remarkably low price.
This is a total breakthrough in weather monitoring by
radio. Send for more details now.

ICS-SYNOP II: £149.95

M=11

Direct Reception
of Meteosat and
NOAA Weather
Satellites on your
IBM-PC
Complete systems , ready to
plug in and go. Built to the
highest professional
standards.
All systems come complete with software, documentation,
computer interface, cable, receiver, pre -amplifier and antenna.
Very easy to use, giving superb high quality images. False
colours and animation available. Supports VGA, SVGA
displays on 286 processors and above. Includes features
hitherto seen only on professional systems costing many
times more. Colour brochure available on request.

Met -2a (Meteosat: £975.19
NOAA-2a: (NOAA option): £587.44

Prices include VAT at 17.5%.

Add £6.00 post and packing.

Data on any product available on request.

ICS Electronics Ltd. Unit V, Rudford Industrial Estate, Arundel, West Sussex BN18 OBD
Tel: (0903) 731101 Fax: (0903) 731105
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Economising the 328R Receiver
When he ordered a 328R 'Spy' receiver from Anchor Surplus, Bill Wilson had
little idea of the quality of equipment he was to get, or where it would lead.

The 328R spy receiver turned
out to be an ex -WD receiver,
measuring a mere 175 x 90 x
50mm and covering the range
2.5 to 30MHz in five bands. It
has a tuned r.f. stage, and an
excellent 460kHz filter in the
i.f. stage allowing very easy
c.w./s.s.b. reception.
Calibration of the long steel
strip tuning scale can be
checked with the internal
1MHz and 250kHz crystal
calibrator. Only a few
milliwatts of audio is provided
for the high impedance
headset - or to a tape recorder
for which a lead is supplied
with the radio. The 328R is
very lively indeed, even on its
own whip antenna.

Silicon transistors are used
throughout and the power
consumption is around 30mA,
this being supplied by a pair of
'special' 6.75V mercury
batteries - or by an external
12V d.c. supply. Three sets of
these batteries are issued with
the equipment and more could
be obtained from Anchor
Surplus for around 50p each.
Why do I mention this? Read
on...

Euphoria

Initial euphoria came to a full
stop when I happened to see
the current price of these
batteries - almost £10 each, so
that worked out at £20 for
around 30 hours listening! My
blood curdled at the mere
thought and the mind was
bent to devise an alternative
means of powering the
receiver to permit portable
use.

The 328R receiver and its new battery pack.

My first reaction was to use
a 1.5V NiCad and a small
inverter to give the necessary
12V. It was found possible to
fit the NiCad and inverter into
the battery compartment, but
the efficiency was pretty
abysmal. The eventual
solution was to make up a
NiCad pack in a suitable case
to physically match the
receiver and the opportunity
was also taken to incorporate
a small audio amplifier and

loudspeaker to obviate the
constant need to rely on
headphones.

A 'Retex' ABS plastics box
125 x 70 x 49mm was chosen.
This will accommodate a small
speaker as well as the ten
NiCads, AA size is ideal,
holders being available to take
ten of these, or in my case, a
'surplus' NiCad pack was
used. This consisted of ten
0.5A cells. There is a preset
variable resistor in the circuit

How the batteries fit into the project box, you can clearly
see the loudspeaker in the lid.

to set the appropriate charging
current for the type of NiCad
chosen. The box size given is
purely a suggestion, a larger
battery supply or speaker may
be preferred, in which case a
larger box would be required.
Sockets are provided for the
15-30V needed for charging
the NiCads, for the 12V output
to the receiver and audio input
from the 328R. The latter is a
5 -pin DIN to suit the tape
output lead of the receiver, but
it is wise to build in a spare
socket (Phono or whatever
one habitually uses) for
general use as an audio
amplifier.

A volume control is built
into the front of the case, thus
one can use the r.f. gain
control on the receiver purely
for this purpose while the new
volume control is simply that,
making c.w./s.s.b. reception
very much easier. To simplify
use of the unit, the sockets are
located on the rear of the unit
to leave room at the front for
the volume control, ON/OFF
switch and the 'power -on'
I.e.d. The DIN socket, of
course, accepts the 'tape' lead
of the radio, either the
earphone or tape socket of the
328R may be used, as both are
controlled by the receiver's
gain control. A small piece of
stripboard holds all the other
components, the layout not
being critical in any way.

Setting -up

The only setting -up required is
the adjustment of the charging
current for the particular type
of NiCads used. Before
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connecting the batteries,
insert a milliammeter between
D2 and the minus line, set R6
to maximum resistance,
provide a source of 15 to 30V
d.c. at SK3, (+ to centre) then
adjust R6 until the correct
charging current for the
particular type of NiCad is
indicated, the meter is now
replaced by the NiCads and
the unit is complete.

The unit is easy to build,

Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the 328R economiser unit.

cheap - especially if 'surplus'
NiCads are used - and will
soon pay for itself. The idea
could be applied, of course, to
any other battery equipment
for which NiCads are not
available.

There is one small
modification that can benefit
the receiver-the b.f.o. pitch
control has perhaps too big a
swing, however it is a simple
matter to add a resistor

(a 1001d2 will provide a
starting value for experiment)
between two tags on the b.f.o.
control. Locate the pin on the
printed circuit board below the
b.f.o. control that has a white
wire going to the control.
Solder one end of the new
resistor to this pin and then
solder its free end to the
centre pin of the control
(green wire). All that remains
to be done is to carefully tune

the pot core directly behind
the b.f.o. control so that the
I.s.b. and u.s.b. settings are at
the extreme limits of the
control, once this is done,
there is then no need to
'search' for the correct I.s.b.
and u.s.b. settings each time
the b.f.o. is used.

Finally, has anybody got a
circuit or handbook for the
328R?

Shopping List Electrolytic
471.IF 2 C2, 4

Resistors 100µF 2 C3, 7
10Q 1 R5

330 1 R3 Semiconductors
120Q 1 R2 Diodes
680Q 1 R4 1N4001 1 D2
1kQ 1 R7 I.e.d. 1 D1

Potentiometers Transistors
Preset BC212 2 Tr1, 2
100Q 1 R6 Integrated Circuit
Variable TBA820M 1 IC1

101d2 1 R1

Miscellaneous
Capacitors Switch s.p.s.t. (S1); 5-pin DIN socket ISK2); phono socket
200pF 1 C5 (SKI); d.c. input socket (SK3); 3.5mm socket (SK4);
10nF 1 ci loudspeaker; ten AA NiCads (see text for alternatives); Case to
100nF 1 C6 suit.
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South Midlands
Communications Ltd

Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 Chesterfield (0246) 453340
Birmingham 021-327 1497 Axminster (0297) 34918

AWARD WINNER
`BEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 1992'

YAESU
COMMUIVICATOCAS RIECEMIER FRG -100

POWER

MOON

O

(PILO t

L
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um* 111E1

SCAM ML

MINI WIN - NMI 11111111 IIIIIII INF
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FRG -100
As awarded by the World Radio TV Handbook in their 1993 Radio Industry

Awards. This is what they have to say about the new FRG -100. .

"Yaesu has succeeded in bringing improved technology and features
within the price range of a much wider group of shortwave broadcast

listeners. It has been a long time since Yaesu revamped their broadcast
receiver but for many listeners it will be worth the wait!

A good package at an affordable price."

WHAT MORE NEED WE SAY!
TRY ONE TODAY, YOU'LL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED

The widest range of receivers in the UK.
Yaesu AOR  Sony  Icom  Yupiteru  Kenwood  Lowe  JRC

Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 Chesterfield (0246) 453340 Birmingham 021-i271497 Axminster (0297)34918
SMC HO, School Close SMC Northern SMC Midlands SMC Birmingham Reg Ward & Co. Ltd
Chcrncllers Ford Ind. Est. Nowell Lane Ind. Est. 102 High Street 504 Alum Rock Road 1 Western Parade
Eastleigh Nowell Lane New Whittington Alum Rock West Street
Hoots S05 3BY Leeds 1S9 6JE Chesterfield Birminghcrm B8 311X Axminster
9crm-5pm Mon -Fn 9am-5.30pm Mon -Fri 9.30am-5.30pm 9crrn-5pm Tues-Fri Devon EX13 5NY
9am-lpm Sat 9am-fpm Sat Tues-Sat gam -4 pm Sat gam-5.20pm Tues-Sat
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Receivers: 'All Mode' - 'All the time'
New AR1500EX - Enhanced model extra. Completely new version of this popular handheld receiver featuring
new printed circuit boards for even better performance. This is a special model for the U.K. market only. Coverage is
from 500 kHz all the way to 1300 MHz without any gaps in the range. Channel steps are programmable in multiples of 5
kHz and 12.5 kHz up to 995 kHz, the BFO will allow tuning between these steps for SSB operation. All popular modes
are provided NFM, WFM, AM and SSB (USB, LSB and CW) with the BFO switched on. The receiver is supplied with a
comprehensive selection of accessories: DA900 wide band flexible aerial, NiCad pack, Dry battery case (for use with 4 x
AAA alkaline cells), Charger, DC lead fitted with cigar lighter plug, Earphone, Soft case, SW aerial wire terminated in a
BNC connector for shortwave reception and Operating manual. Versatility is excellent. The AR1500EX may be powered
from it's internal NiCad pack, spare dry batteries may be carried for extended operation and used with the dry battery
case, the set may also be plugged directly into the cigar lighter socket of a motor vehicle (external input range 11 - 18V
DC). Suggested Retail Price £349.00 including VAT. (UK Carriage free)

With the AR3000A (base -mobile receiver) your listening horizons are truly extended
providing receive coverage from 100 kHz all the way up to 2036 MHz without any gaps
in the range. The AR3000A offers the widest coverage on the market today with a high
level of performance and versatility from long wave through shortwave, VHF and onward
to the upper limits of UHF and SHF. Not only will the AR3000A cover this extremely
wide range it will allow listening on any mode: NFM, WFM, AM, USB, LSB AND CW.
The AR3000A also features an RS232C port for computer control. Suggested Retail
Price £949.00 including VAT. (UK Carriage free) .-IRI500EX

"Nearly New" stock offers substantial savings
Occasionally we are able to offer "Nearly New" equipment with full 12 months' AOR warranty at attractive prices.

There can be many reasons for this stock, but most important for 'you' is that we can offer substantial savings
from Suggested Retail Price. All equipment is thoroughly tested before despatch to ensure full conformity

to specification. Typical examples of "Nearly New" equipment include:

1. Brand new arrivals from Japan with slight cosmetic damage, possibly a small scratch or soiled packaging. 2. Dead on arrival (or near -arrival) which has
been refurbished - often in the Japanese factory. Be rest assured, any faults in the early days tend to be of a minor nature, of course any such faults are
cleared and the equipment fully tested prior to placement into "Nearly New" stock. 3. Equipment returned subject to a re -stocking charge within a few days.
This is most unusual and would only be the subject of an unwanted Christmas or Birthday present etc.

Terms: Equipment is sold subject to the company's current terms and conditions, a copy of which is available upon request. The company reserves the right
to change prices, terms and conditions and specifications due to changes in cost and currency fluctuation. All prices are shown in pounds Sterling £ and
include VAT. E&OE. "Nearly New" equipment carries a 12 month parts and labour warranty. Due to the nature of this offer, we cannot accept returnsfor
refund, credit or exchange. In the unlikely event of equipment failure, we will be happy to provide full service facilities. Carriage: Parcel Force 48 isthe
usual method of despatch, the cost is £6.00. Parcel Force 24 and TNT next working day services are also available, the charge is £10.00, whiledeliveries by
this method are usually next day, the service is not guaranteed. This offer is only available directly from AOR (UK) and subject to availability.

"Nearly New" Price Indicator
MODEL DESCRIPTION Suggested "Nearly New" Saving

Retail Price Price
AR3000A The ultimate. Unique all mode extremely wide band

base -mobile receiver. Coverage is from 100 kHz - 2036
MHz with no gaps. Fitted with RS232 computer port. 949.00 799.00 150.00

AR1500e Compact all mode hand-held receiver. Receive
coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz... AM/NFM/WFM
& SSB using BFO. Enhanced model. Was 299.00 250.00 49.00

AR1500EX Compact all mode hand-held receiver. Receive
coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz... AM/NFM/WFM
& SSB using BFO. Latest model. 349.00 299.00 50.00

AR2800 Competitively priced full featured base - mobile
scanning receiver. All mode operation AM/NFM/WFM
& SSB using a BFO. Coverage is 500 kHz - 600 MHz
& 800 - 1300 MHz. Includes internal NiCad. 449.00 375.00 74.00

AR2500 Base - mobile receiver 5 - 550 MHz & 800 - 1300 MHz
fitted with BFO. Has an RS232 computer port. Was 419.00 325.00 94.00

AR2000 Hand-held receiver 500 kHz - 1300 MHz without gaps.
AM/NFM/WFM 309.00 250.00 59.00

"Nearly New" equipment is truly supplied as -new and is not the result of worn out used equipment through trade-in deals etc.

If you are unable to obtain supplies of new
AOR products from your local dealer, you may
order directly - we have a fast mail order service.
Please send a large S.A.E. (34p) for full details.

1111[21TM

AOR AOR (UK) Ltd.
Room 2, Adam Bede High Tech Centre,
Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derbys. DE4 4BG.
Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927

A subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan E&OE



Time Signals from Broadcast &
Other Sources

There is little excuse today for DXers not to have at least one clock in the
house giving near -perfect time, maintains Philip C Mitchell.

World-wide, a total of 30 radio
transmitters spend their entire
life maintaining highly
accurate time signal sources
24 hours a day, which apart
from keeping out time pieces
accurate are an essential
source of time standards for
industry, commerce,
astronauts, aircraft navigation,
defence forces and science.

These stations are in
addition to the hundreds of
broadcast stations, such as the
BBC, that at fixed times
through their programme
schedules, send out accurate
time signals for the benefit of
their listeners.

UTC

All these time signals are
given in Universal Co-
ordinated Time (UTC), which
has replaced Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) in the last decade.

Some of the specialised
radio stations that maintain
time standards have dual
purpose functions. The main
carrier frequency, for example,
is sustained at highly accurate
levels for use as a reference by
manufacturers of
communications receivers and
transmitters, along with the
other instruments needing
precise calibration. The
accuracy of transmitted
frequencies from some of
these stations, e.g. WWV and
WWVH is of the order of about
1 part in 1000 million
(1 x 10-11) and the daily
deviation less than 1 part in
1012. The same transmitted
emissions maintain time
standards and accuracy,
constantly improved over the
years to what is now in the
order of 0.01ms as derived
from cesium atomic time scale
clocks.

As with an extra day being
inserted in our calendars for a
leap year every four years,
likewise an extra leap second
has to inserted into the time
scale approximately every two

years to compensate for
variations in speed of rotation
of the earth and the fact that
there is a deviation in the
position of North and South
Poles about 10m every 14
months. This latter deviation
will alter the relative position
of longitude from which time
zones are related.

Who Can Be Heard

The constant UTC time will
then be corrected to equal
astronomical time UT1. This
'event' usually takes place on
December 31 or June 30 and
means, in effect, just one
minute in time on either of
these dates will be 61 seconds
long!

Some of the time signal
stations that can be received
in the UK are listed in Table 1.
These are just a few out of the
many global radio sources.
Many share the same 2.5, 5, 10
and 20MHz frequencies, so
will also be received on the
back of stronger signals.
Separation will, therefore, be a

possibility if a directional
antenna system is used, hence
a co-ordinate of position
should be known.

A more comprehensive list
of time signal stations is
published in the World Radio
TV Handbook. Here it is noted
that most of these will issue
QSL cards against verified
reception reports.

Amongst the more
interesting and informative
stations transmitting time
signals are American -based
WWV and WWVH, operated by
the US National Institute of
Standards and Technology.
Both are synchronised to give
the same information at
slightly different times in the
minute cycle. From the
schedule in Fig. 1, it will be
noticed that within each
minute, considerable
information is broadcast apart
form basic time standard
indicators. The voice
announcements of time are
first given by a female voice
(from WWVH) at 45 seconds in
the segment and followed by

male voice (from WWV) at 53
seconds to differentiate the
two stations.

In the UK the principal time
and frequency standard
source is from station MSF
Rugby, operated by the
National Physical Laboratory,
Teddington. In addition to the
audio time signals, two binary
codes are transmitted, one of
10ms (fast code) and the other
sequence at 1 bits/second
(slow code) and it is these
transmitted codes that have, in
recent years, spawned a new
breed of commercially
available highly accurate
timepieces that are able to
receive these signals. The time
coded transmissions were
dealt with in some detail in
Wireless World (ref 1) back in
July 1978.

Kits

Junghans manufacture these
clocks and watches, but a two-
part kit is available from
Maplin (ref 2), and Cirkit can
supply both a receiver and

5ENllW
rroadcast Format
Yy TH441w44 0031 7111
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Fig. 1: The hourly broadcast schedules of WWV
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BEGINNING OF EACH HOUR IS IDENTIFIED BY
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MINUTE ARE OMITTED.

C 440 HZ TONE IS OINTTED DURING RR.ST
HOUR OF EACH DAY.
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TIME AND FREQUENCY
STANDARDS

MSF RECEIVER

HSF receiver and
Rewbichron digital display
in kit form from Cirkit.

REWBICHRON 2

display kit for those keen
enough to desire an ultimate
time -keeping facility.

Radio -controlled time
pieces would seem, therefore,
to be a pointer to future
developments similar to the
gradual replacement of
mechanical clocks and
watches with more accurate
quartz crystal -controlled ones.

Ref 1: Wireless World,
Ref 2: LP7OM kit £19.95. Maplin
Electronics, PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: (0702)
554161.
Ref 3: 40-06002 MSF RX £17.16 +
carriage REWBICHRON 2 41-
00506 REW 2 £44.89 + Carriage.
Cirkit Distribution Ltd, Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NQ.
Tel: (0992) 444111.
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U.S. Deportment of Commerce
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

RADIO STATION WWV
FORT COLLINS, COLORADO

2.5 MHz -40°40'55"N, 105.0731'W
5 MHz -40"40'42'N, 105°02'25'W

10 MHz -40.40'48'N. 105°02'2561N

15 MHz -40°40'45'N, 105°02'25'W
20 MHz.40.40.53'N, 105°02'29'W

This is to confirm your reception report of WWV

on ..t<1.0 MHz.;t1645-.20.q. UTC
flhauemcies Time

Serial N2 27898

. 7.40i/; / 9 9/
Dale

Eng.ewtet-in Cheroe

Table 1.

Fig. 2: WWV QSL card.

Station Location Frequency Power Mode Time Format

CHU Ottawa 3330 3kW s.s.b. 24hr second pulses of 3000 cycles of lkHz modulation.

45 18N/75 45W Canada 7335 10kW s.s.b. 24hr

14670 3kW s.s.b. 24hr Voice announcement at H+50 f.s.k. transmission at 30th second.

DCF77 Mainflingen 77.5 50kW a.m. 24hr Carrier amplitude reduced by 25% at beginning of second.

50 OIN/9 00E Germany Year, month, day, minute in b.c.d. code.

MSF Rugby 60 27kW a.m. 24hr Interruption in carrier of 100ms for second, 500ms for minutes.

52 22N/01 11W UK Month, day, hour, minute in b.c.d. NRZ code.

HBG Prangins 75 20kW a.m. 24hr Interruption in carrier for 100ms at beginning of each second.

46 24N/06 15E Switzerland Minutes indicated as double pulse, hours by treble pulse.

VVWV Fort Collins 22500 2.5kW a.m. 24hr See separate schedule in Fig. 1.

40 41N/105 2W USA 5000 10kW a.m. 24hr See separate schedule in Fig. 1.

10000 10kW a.m. 24hr See separate schedule in Fig. 1.

15000 10kW a.m. 24hr See separate schedule in Fig. 1.

20000 2.5kW a.m. 24hr See separate schedule in Fig. 1.

WWVH Kauai 2500 2.5kW a.m. 24hr Similar to WWV except female voice announcement

21 59N/159 46W Hawaii 5000 10kW a.m. 24hr at the 45th second.

10000 10kW a.m. 24hr

15000 10kW a.m. 24hr

TDF Allouis 162 2MW a.m. 24hr Phase modulation of carrier. Time in binary code form.

47 10N/2 12E France
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MAY ISSUE ON SALE 8 APRIL

COMPUTING
IN RADIO

 Software review

 Special offer
software

 Product
showcase

 Computer
control of the
FRG -8800

pw publishing ltd.
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,

Dorset BH18 8PW
Tel: 0202 659910  Fax: 0202 659950

GRIST
MAY ISSUE ON SALE 18 APRIL

Spruce up for sum er with a
power washer

': Stopping brake
faults

': Exchange
engines -
don't be
conned

pw publishing ltd.
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,

Dorset BH18 8PW
Tel: 0202 659910  Fax: 0202 659950

RAMS IV
MULTIMODE Rx PROGRAM FOR YOUR SPECTRUM

RTTY 5 Baud rates
AMTOR (SITOR)
MORSE To 250 wpm or more
SSTV Large picture and multi speed

All this with generous
QSO Review and picture store £25.00

RMS Ill users upgrade for £12.50
Please add £1 post & packing

Send large SAE (33p stamp) for details of all our products.

J.E.E) Ek_EETFiEllICS 1510.
Unit 45, Meadowmill Estate, Dixon Street.

E3 Kidderminster DY10 1HH Tel: (0562) 753893
VISA

SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most Video Recorders,

Colour & Mono Televisions, Cameras,
Test Equipment, Amateur Radio Vintage Valve Wireless,

Any Audio, Music Systems, Computers, Kitchen
Appliances etc. Equipment from the 1930s to the present

and beyond.
Over 100,000 models stocked, originals and photostats.

FREE catalogue Repair & Data Guides with all orders.

MAURITRON
TECHNICAL SERVICES (swm),

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor. Oxfordshire, 0X9 40Y
Tel: (0844) 351694  Fax: (0844) 352554

VISA

-+ THE SCANNER SALE
. * * SPRING SALE * * *

PRO 2006 - BACK IN STOCK!!
25MHz-520MHz and 760MHz-1300MHz AM FM

240v 12v, 400 memories

ONLY £279.95 (List £299.95)
P8043 Special Offer £189.95 200 CH 68.88 118-174 220-512 806-999
AM/FM
PRO41 £89.95 10 CH hand-held (List £99.95)
YUPITERU 7000 £319.95 200 CH hand-held (list £349)
MS1000 £259.95 1000 CH base,mobile (List £279.95)
UK Scanning Directory - very useful and a comprehensive list! £15.95

A scanners include FREE p&p in the UK 12 months warranty

Link Electronics
228 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PEI 2NE (0733-345731)

for =T=Send large S.A.E. dew s

ELECTRONICS
VALVES &
SEMICONDUCTORS

Phone for a
most courteous quotation

081-743 0899
Fax: 081-749 3934

Telex: 917257
We ere one of the largest stockists

of valves etc, in the U.K.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD. ONSOLND NI11I2\18RJOA D

I

IMPROVE YOUR YAESU
FT 101 MK I - E Double balanced mixer for quieter receiver £24.00
10, 18, & 24 MHz kit £23.00
CM/ filters for FT101E/B/ZD, 707, 107, 902, 102 - State which £45

P.A. & Driver valves. Also repairs. Enclose s.a.e. please.
P&P £1.50 per order
New & S.H. p. exch. - kom Yaesu & AOR on dem.

G3LLL HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS

45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 1EF

5 miles J31 M6, 10254159595 Closed Thurs. Hols? Phone First
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The Real Cause of
Sunspots

If you were wondering about what causes the sunspot
cycle, two American economists claim to have

discovered the answer. Greg Baker reports.
Economic research is the
unlikely source of information
on what causes the sunspot
cycle. Writing in the US
economic journal Southern
Economic Journal, Volume 48,
Number 3, January 1982,
Richard G. Sheehan and Robin
Grieves give us what must be
the most startling finding this
decade.

That famous economist
William Stanley Jevons (1835 -
1882) put them onto it -

modern mathematical
economics helped them prove
it.

Jevons believed that
fluctuations in US economic

activity was caused by
variations in the sunspot
number.

Using data from 1899 to
1978 these two university
economists attempted to
vindicate the often scorned
Jevons. They found that
indeed there was a causal link
between sunspots and the
business cycle. Unfortunately
for Jevons, however, the
causation was the other way
around: US business cycles
cause variations in the
sunspot number.

What they don't say is what
market condition cause an
increase or a decrease in the

sunspot number. But then, we
know that, don't we? The 1987
stock -market crash must have
caused Sunspot Cycle 22.

So that's it, the upturn in
the sunspot number heralding
the beginning of Cycle 22 was
caused by the stock -market
crash and the down -turn in
economic activity. And the
faltering world economic
recovery is gradually killing
Cycle 22.

According to research, we
should be keeping an eye
on the financial markets to
judge the number of
sunspots!

The implication for short
wave listeners is obvious.
Abandon keeping track of
propagation reports. Watch
the business section of your
newspaper instead. The FT
Index will tell you all you need
to know!

The Supa-
Tuta Plus

The Supa-Tuta Plus is a self-contained unit, ideal for everyone
from absolute beginner to advanced student. The unit offers a 10 -
lesson introductory course. with full check listings in the
comprehensive handbook. And when you're ready to go on the air.
ifs also a full -function electronic keyer!
The Supa-Tuta Plus is easy to use and everything is controlled
from the front -mounted keypad. The unit has an external Morse key
socket for sending practice. plus variable speed (two to 99 words per
minute). variable sidetone via an internal speaker and headphone
socket. There are also 90 different training sequences with answers
for checking. plus 10 random sequences. and also 10 different
messages of 500 characters with answers. You'll also find a library of
random words and abbreviations - (no answers here!). The Supa-
Tuta Plus has an 'echo mode enabling the student to send Morse
back to the unit for comparison. a Morse character check. and a
Morse element check. After you've learned Morse with the Supa-
Tuta Plus, you can use it as an electronic keyer. by connecting it to
your transceiver. As an electronic keyer the Supa-Tuta Plus
features. Relay watching. dot and dash memory. iambic paddle
memory. single paddle operation. variable speed operation between
two and 99 w.p.m. and variable weighting. It's also fully portable.
measuring 130 x 145 x 40rnrn (sloping to 20mm). and operates
from an extemal power supply of between 9-14V d.c.

The Supa-
Keya

-714-77.
0 0 0 0
0 0
00 00
mono
Sew 1,14.1c

74,,, 424.00

The Supa-Keya uses microprocessor technology to proode
sidetone pitch between 500 and 1250Hz, sidetone volume control.
speed between two and 400 w p.m., single key speed trim. set
weight control, single key weight trim. automatic insertion of serial
number (four digits). automatic increment/decrement of serial
numbers. eight stored messages Inon-volatile). and you can
edit/append or clear stored messages. The Supa-Keya accepts
iambic paddle operation, has switchable dot and dash memories.
employs a relay output for transceivers. has a Morse check and
transmitter tune facility. An innovative design feature enables the
keyer to check the accuracy of the input characters. If you send an
incorrect character. the Supa-Keya will reject it and sound an error
signal Iswitchable in normal use). And. to complete a very useful
package. the Supa-Keys is also fully portable. measunng 130 x
145 x 40mm (sloping to 20mm). and is powered from en external
9-14V d.c. supply.

Sizeceal eVeit4
Are You Keen On The Key -
Or Would You Like To Be?

Or Are You One Of The Many Satisfied Kenwood Receiver Or
Transceiver Owners? If So, Here's An Opportunity To Increase The
Versatility Of Your Rig.

This month SWM has got some 'Supa' special offers for you, direct
from the famous Dewsbury Electronics stables. They come in the
shape of the Supa-Tuta Plus at £55 including p&p (normal price £75
plus p&p), the Supa-Keya at £75 including p&p (normal price £99
plus p&p), and the Supa-Tuna for £50 including p&p (normal price
£67.50 plus p&p).

The Supa-Tuna

0 0 0 00000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

Lave Male
74.1« 217.50

The Supa-Tuna has been been designed to make the
use of the Kenwood range of receivers and
transceivers even easier to use. The Supa-Tuna
provides the following facilities: Rapid frequency
selection. v.f.o. selection, frequency scanning up or
down, memory channel (and bank where applicable),
mode selection, and transmit/receive (where
applicable). The Dewsbury Supa-Tuna is housed in an
attractive metal case measuring 130 x 145 x 40mm
(sloping to 20mm). and is powered by an external 9-
14V d.c. supply.

To: Short Wave Magazine (Special Offer April),
FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.

Please send me Supa-Tuta Plus @ £55.00 inc. p&p.
Please send me Supa-Keya @ £75.00 inc. p&p.
Please send me Supa-Tuna @ £50.00 inc. p&p.

Name

Address

Postcode

Payment Details

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd)

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature Tel'

Photocopies of this order form are acceptable, but you must still send this
flash with your order as proof of purchase.
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MVT-7100 NEW FROM YUPITERU
*Continuous coverage 530kHz-1650MHz.
Switchable AM, FM, WBFM, LSB & USB.
 1000 memory channels!
Battery -saver circuitry.
 13 tuning steps, down to 50Hz.
Supplied complete with Nicad batteries & charger.

AT A
HAMSTORENEAR you!

Frequency range 50kHz-30MHz.
US13, LSB, CW, AM and optional FM.
050 fully -tuneable memories
*Adjustable BFO and SSB carrier offset.
Instant broadcast band selection from 16 pre-programmed memories.
*Clear, back -lit LCD with frequency read out down to 10Hz.

okf awn, ERG -100
T T--+ MANI VFO MEM.1 11,60.1 nIket,N1 CtIA  fof,N.  WO

Hamstores stock AEA, AKD,
Alinco, AOR, Barenco, Comet,
Cushcraft, Davis, Dee Comm,
Diamond, !corn, JRC, Kenwood,
Lowe, Microset, MFJ, RSGB Books,
Toyo, Yaesu, Yuplteru, second-
hand & ex -demo equipment.

Part -exchanges & payment by
Access, Visa and Switch. Financearranged (subject to status).

Interest free credit is available on
selected new ICOM products.

If you cannot visit an HAMSTORE
In person, use our efficient MAIL
ORDER SERVICE. Stock items
normally dispatched within 24Hrs.

We give full warranty on allICOM products bought from
authorized ICOM UK dealers. In
some cases the equipment will be

replaced if the fault is beyond
speedy and satisfactory repair.
ICOM equipment purchased from
an unauthorized dealer is not
covered by ICOM warranty.

Gordon G3LEQ & John G8VIQ
at Birmingham, Chris G8GKC at
Herne Bay and Doug GOLUH
Paul G7MNI in London all look
forward to your visit.

LONDON
11 Watford Way,

Hendon,
London NW4 3JL.
Tel: 081 202 0073
Fax: 081 202 8873

HERNE BAY
Unit 8, Herne Bay West

Industrial Estate, Sea Street,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.

Tel: 0227 741555
Fax: 0227 741742

BIRMINGHAM
International House,

963 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury
West Midlands B69 4RJ

Tel: 021 552 0073
Fax: 021 552 0051

ALL OPEN TUES TO FRI 09:00-17:00 & 09:00-16:00 SATS. N.B. Herne Bay closed for lunch



NEVADA E"R"
YUPITERU
NOW IN STOCK
THE NEW MVT 7100
Set to be THE handheld
scanner of 1993 this radio has
to be heard to be believed!
Now with SSB reception here
are some of the many features:-
* Covers 530KHz-1650MHz
* Modes NFM/WFM/AM/LSB/USB
* Memories 1,000 channels
* Freq steps 0.05/0.1/1/5/6.25/9

12.5/20/25/50/100 KHz selectable
* Scon Speed 30 Ch. per second
The set is supplied with a full compliment of
accessories including Telescopic Antenna, Car
Connector, NiCad Batteries, Carrying Strap,
Belt Clip, Earphone, Original Manufacturers
English Manual, UK Spec. Charger.
First Supplies will be limited - reserve your set
now! PRICE £449

MVT 7000 HANDHELD
* Receives 8 to 1300 MHz

100kHz-1300MHz
lot reduced sensitivity)

* 200 Memory channels
* AM/FM/NFM
* Rotary or keypad freq control
* large display with signal
strength meter

SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH: -

Full set of high power NiCods, AC chorger
DC power lead and carry strop £369

MVT 8000 MOBILE/BASE
This new model is the mobile version of the
popular MVT 7000 Handheld above.
* Receives 8 to 1300MHz, 100kHz to

1300MHz lat reduced sensitivity)
THIS RADIO IS ESPECIALLY SENSITIVE AT

UHF FREQS. Set is supplied with mains
power unit. £389

AIRBAND RADIOS
THE WORLDS FIRST DEDICATED CIVIL/
MILITARY AIRBAND
RECEIVER, THE VT225.
A powerful pocket scanner
that leaves the competition
standing. - A super sensitive

set designed for optimum
performance on the
Civil/MilitaryAirbands.
* Receives 108-142 MHz ,

Civil Airband 222-
391MHz Military Airband
149.5-160MHz Marine Bond

* 100 Memory channels
* AM/FM on VHF
* Priority channel function

EACH SET IS SUPPLIED COMPUTE
WITH:- NiCods, earphone, carrying strop
and mains charger

VT -125 UK CIVIL AIRBAND
RECEIVER
Using the same technology as the VT -225, this set

covers the full Civil Airband - hearing distant

signals that are inaudible on some other scanners.
* Covers 108-142MHz
* 30 Direct entry memories
* Search steps 25, 50, 100kHz SUPPLIED
COMPLETE WITH NICADS AND UK
CHARGER £189

FAIRMATE
HP2000
STILL ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR
HANDHELD SCANNERS ON THE MARKET.

Over the last year the HP2000 has outsold
almost all other models.

* Continuous coverage from
500kHz to 1300MHz

* 1000 channels of memory
* Keypad or rotary control
* AM, FM and WIDE FM modes
* Search steps from 5 'o 995kHz

EVERY SET COMES COMPLETE WITH: -
Full set of high power NiCads, 2 antennas,
carrying case, earphone, DC cable, belt clip
and strop, UK charger £299

NEVADA
MS1000
BASE/MOBILE
SCANNER
MOBILE VERSION OF
THE HP2000 HANDHELD BUT WITH
SEVERAL ADDITIONS:-

* Switchable audio squelch
* Tope recorder output socket
* Automatic - signal operated tape recorder

switching
* Metal case for improved EMC compatibility
* Receives:- 500kHz - 600MHz,

805. 1300MHz. Supplied with mains
cower suooly £279

AOR SCANNERS
NOW IN STOCK
THE NEW AR1500 EX
ENHANCED MODEL FOR THE
UK. With a new circuit board
and many improvements this set
is better than ever. Covers
500kHz to 1300MHz receiving
NFM, WFM, AM, and SSB.
Supplied with a large selection
of accessories including:-

* T2'7rder * Soft case * Ear piece
* - battery case * 5 mtr LW antenna
NOW IN STOCK £349

AR2800 BASE/MOBILE
* - .es 500kHz - 600MHz,

- 1300MHz AM, FM, WFM.
SSB capability with BFO.

* 1000 Memory £449

AR3000A
NEW MULTIMODE SCANNER £899
* Receives 100kHz - 2036MHz.
Modes:- USB, LSB,
CW, AM, FM, WFM.

Acepac 3 software
now available, for
use with IBM PCs
and clones...£119

JAPANESE LOW LOSS COAX
Super low loss coax - essential for optimum
performance with wideband UHF scanners
and receivers. This cable is good for
frequencies up to 3GHz.
Model 5D (8.1mm) 7.5p per metre
Model 80111.1mm) £1.79 per metre
Model 10D113.1mm) £2.75 per metre
We stock a range of PL259, BNC & type
connectors for the above cable £ CALL

SCANNERS
BLACK JAGUAR
BJ200 MKIV

and completely revamped

e s.on of this popular scanner.

Now using surface mount

technology performance is better

than ever.

* 50-88, 26-30, 115-178, 200-280,
360-520 MHz

* Selectable AM/FM
* 16 memories
IDEAL FOR: C:vil/Military Airbands

Public Services £239

BEARCAT
855XLT
Due to a special

purchase we can

now offer this 50th

Base Scanner at an

amazingly low price.
* 66-88, 118-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz
* Includes Mains Adaptor £195

BEARCAT
142XLT
Another nu...

model. This

Scanner is ideal
for Marine

enthusiasts. Supplied with UK Mains Adaptor.

* 66-88, 136-174, 406-512
* 16 Channel Programmable £117

BEARCAT 200XLT
200XLT HANDHELD SCANNER

Still one of the easiest to use,

and the most reliable scanners
on the market, easy to program,

sensitive receiver.

* 200 memories

* 66-88, 118-174, 406-512,
806-956MHz

* UK charger/nicad pack
supplied £249.95

BEARCAT 100XLT
Moaelieo on the ever -popular 200XLT but with

only 100 channel memory capability and top
frequency of 512MHz £199.95

SONY
As a Sony Shortwave Centre we stock the
complete range of Sory Shortwave products -
here is a selection of the popular models.

ICF2001D
A full coverage shortwave, VHF, and airbond
radio (150kHz to 136MHz). Receives
AM,FM, and SSB £299

SW77
One of the new additions to the
Sony range,the SW77 covers
150kHz to 30MHz plus76-108MHz. With o
rotary tuning dia1,125 scan memories,
reception of AM, FM, USB, LSB, CW, tape
record facility, this is a superb all
rounder £349

SW 1 E
Pocket shortwave plus VHF radio supplied with
headphones, case and shortwave guide. This
model won't hurt your pocket t £149
SW7600
One of Sony's most popular VHF and
Shortwave radios, 76-108MHz
FM,150kHz - 30MHz Shortwave receives
AM, FM, SSB Well Rated I £149

SONY SW55
A new multibond radio from Sony with dual
conversion receiver that gives outstanding
results.

* 150kHz-30MHz, 76-108MHz
* All modes including SSB
* 125 multi -function memories
Plus lots more facilities £249

AN1
An external active antenna with
built-in pre -amp, covers 150kHz - 30MHz.
Fully portable with easy to mount fixing

brackets £57.95

AN3
Active antenna for Aircraft and VHF
reception, suitable for Sony Air 7
chid others. £54

NEW SONY "PYXIS" GLOBAL
POSITIONING
RECEIVER
A portable satellite
receiver that gives
* Position in

Lat./Long. and altitude
accurate to 30-100 metres

* Distance and direction to destination
* Current speed and heading
* Time incl. estimated time of arrival

NEW LOW PRICE £599

THIS MONTH'S BEST BUY

NRD-525 HF GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER

Constoereo to ce or'e or the finest receivers ever made! We've

managed to locate o limited quantity of a very special price.

Now's your chance to own one of the thoroughbreds amongst

receivers.

* Receives 90kHz to 34 MHz

* 200 channels of memory

*RIFY, CW, SSB, AM, FM, FAX

* Programmable memory scan

* Wide dynamic range
* Built in Clock/Timer circuits

* Fulw solid store modular design

* Poss band tuning

* Microprocessor controlled, electronic tuning

* Double Superhet RX

1st I.F. 70.4 MHz
2nd I.F. 455 kHz

LIMITED QUANTITY AT £795

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY A `47,=171°3=1
VISA
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HING FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST
HUGE STOCKS - FAST DELIVERY - PERSONAL SERVICE
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE

TELEPHONE HOTLINE: (0705) 662145 FAX: (0705) 690626

SCANNER
ACCESSORIES
LOW NOISE PRE -AMPLIFIERS
These new preamplifiers ore a must for the
scanner enthusiast and will allow reception of
signals that were inaudible without them.

MODEL M75
For base and handheld
scanners

* 25-2100MHz
* Low noise GaAs FET
* Selectable filters for

optimum performance
* Variable gain/

attenuation control £79.95

MODEL M100
Same specification as the M75 above but
with full RF switching. May be used with
transceivers of up to 5 watts RF output Ideal for
the latest TwinBonders £89.95

TWO-WAY REMOTE MASTHEAD
SWITCH
Uses one coax feeder to the masthead and

remotely switches between 2 antennas with
this unit. Very low loss up to1.3GHz Uses
Greenpar N type connectors £44.95

JIM PSU101 MK IV
A combined desk stand and
power supply/charger for
handheld scanners. Suitable
for most popular models.
Special versions now available
please call for more details
£29.50

JIM BHA3
Desktop stand for handheld scanners E9.95

JIM CH -A4
Mobile holder for use with
handheld scanners in the car £6.95

SCANNING ANTENNAS
NEVADA SCANMASTER
(500 kHz - 1500MHz)
New high quality wide band
receiving antenna uses fibre
glass/stainless steel, with 4 small
radials. type connector. Length
1 1 metres £39.95 + 75 P&P

WB1300 DISCONE (25-1300MHz)
Stain:ess steel top of the range N' type
connector. Complete with short mounting pole
and clamps '8 elements with vertical whip' -
complete with short mounting pole and clamps
etc etc. Best value at ...C49.00 + £4.75 P&P

MICRO -SCAN (180-1300MHz)
New low cost ground plane antenna
£12.00 + £4.75 P&P

SKYBAND (25-1300MHz)
Stainless steel economy wideband Discone
recommended - bargain price only
£27.50 + £4.75 P&P

LOG PERIODIC BEAM (105-
1300MHz)
20 -element w/b beam - transmits on VHF/UHF
amateur bands. 12dB fwd. gain.
£135.00 + 24,75 P&P

DIAMOND D707 (500kHz-
1500MHz)
A base ant. with 20dB pre -amp 3.5ft long
fibreglass. Requires 12V DC supply.
£99.00 + £4.75 P&P

DIAMOND D505
(500kHz - 1500MHz)
Mobile version of D707 £69.00 - £4.75 P&P

MALDOL MH1300
(500kHz - 1500MHz)
High gain wideband ocr :arming
ant. with preamp. Suitab t magnetic

or outer mount £69.95 - £4.75 P&P

YAESU
NEW FRG -100 HF RECEIVER
Call us now and be one of the first to own this
brand new general
coverage receiver. To
the first customers we
will offer a UK Mains
Adaptor free of
charge plus a G5RV
Antenna. Order Now £559

ICOM
We carry a varied selection of the Icom
range. However should you want something
which is not in stock PAUL can get most things
within 24 hours! (subject to availability). Here
is just a small selection of their vast range!

IC 87100
Covers 25 -
2000MHz.
Includes 900
memory channels with all mode capability.
Five different scan options and an automatic
record facility, what more you ask? Full
brochure available. Special offer £1159

IC R72
Covers 100kHz to 30MHz on the HF Bands
and offers all mode reception (FM, with the
optional board) Easy to use and ideals/ suited
to the new corner. A full 99 memory channels
with scan facility and a 10dB preamp fitted
as standard £759

IC RI
Icom's most popular pocket -
sized wideband scanner
Frequency from 1 50kHz to
1300MHz with 100
programmable memories. AM,
FM and WFM Modes. Sleep
timer and clock facility
Optional NiCads, carry
cases, and fast chargers are

available.
NEW LOW PRICE £329

IC R100
Mobile or base extra wideband scanning
receiver covering 500kHz to 1.8GHz with
100 memory channels and receives AM, FM

WFM Modes £565

PHILLIPS D1875
Shortwave receiver covering all the major
shortwave broadcast bonds
SPECIAL PRICE £49.95

KENWOOD
R5000 RECEIVER
Based on the receive section of the TS440S
HF Transceiver both in looks and design this
model covers 100kHz to 30M1 -1z all mode,
100 memories and facility for optionol
filtering. RECOMMENDED £ CALL

MICRO -READER
ERA Microreader
Data Communications
decoder - decodes
RTTY, CW, AMTOR (Al

& SITOR (B). 16
character LCD display needing only
connection to receiver extension speaker
socket. Shortly to become available will be the
large 4 -line LCD display with built-in parallel
printer driver port. Variable in-built morse tutor.
(Call and reserve your optional display now)
£169.00

SHORTWAVE
RECEIVERS
LOWE HF-225
Receiver (30kHz - 30MHz) Optional extras
inc FM/AM detector, Ni-cads, Speaker, Case
& Active Ant. long standing favourite.
Quality filtering included. £479.00

LOWE HF-150
Receiver Economy model but with an excellent

set of ' EARS'. LCD display. Portable or
Mains Power £359.00

NRD-535
Japanese top of the range general coverage
receiver, 0.1  30MHz Lots of Options
available £1395

DRAKE R8E
Don't let its looks fool
you - this is a top -class
receiver direct from the

States and a company
known for its quality and reliability.
100kHz-30MHz supplied as standard lno
hidden extras) with all filters and syncronas
detector. Recent reviews agree - the
performance of the R8E is second to none.
Only £1195

DRAKE
R8 VHF CONVERTER
In -board convertor giving: 35-55MHz and
108-174MHz £225
MS8 MATCHING EXTERNAL SPEAKER
Improves audio reproduction £49.95
COMPUTER CONTROL
Drake software now in stock (for IBM Ks and
clones) £59.95
*For those of a technical nature, a full
technical manual is now available £29.95

BOOKS...
UK Scanning Directory
Everything you wanted to know

but were afraid to ask
£14.95

Shortwave Confidential
Frequency List. 0-30MHz C8.95

Marine Frequency Guide Near the coast Ideal book E4.9 5

VHF/UHF Airband Guide At lost, now back in print .......

Scanners 2 ;_;';
-::.;111 books Cull d good into £8.95

£8.95
Short Wave CommunicaCommunications..................................

Flight Routings Guide Book (1992 version)
£4.95

VHF/UHF Scanner Frequency Guide

New i60 Page guide coves
26MHz to 12GHz ......... £9.95

SANGEAN
ATS803A

shortwave receiver
with AM/FM and
SSB reception, with many features and good
sensitivity filtering. This hos become one of our
most popular low cost radios. SPECIAL OFFER
THIS MONTH: Free post and packing ....£119

STEEPLETONE MRB7
Multi -band Radio. This radio will appeal to
both Aircraft Enthusiasts and the Marine
Monitors.The multi -

band 'jumbo' radio
has almost
everything you need
to monitor these

bands. LW, MW, &
SW plus the Marine
and Aircraft Bands...
Good Starter! £69.95

TRADING POST
We buy as well as sell new & used
radio equipment, please feel free to
call Paul or John for instant quotes
on P/Xs and Buy -ins

Nevado msi000 Deskap Scanner £175.00

Kenwood 55000 S/Wore Receiver £650.00

NRDS15 ' Jnr EXT SPKR Boxed £425.00

Kenwood R2000 ...lhheed VHF Comet' £575.00

Tatou FRG9600 -iebile Scanning Recene £375.00

Standard AX700 Bose scanner £495.00

AR1S00 ..-anner with 55B....._.£210.00

Roberts R808 'able Receive, £99.00

B J200 MKIII - £125.00

Taesu FRV7700 £75.00

Sony 5W77 -node+ £285.00

Mors II .e:enier 1501417620MHz £165

Kenwood 51000 SW Digital Receiver £245

learn 57100 ',bond Receiver £945

Softy 1C2001 7.bk Receiver c/e orband (Inc £185

B oomer 200XLT -I/H Scanner Ic/e. 900 MHz] £145

Tupiteru YT -125 Pocket Arbond Scanner £99

Sony Air 7 . HF Recewer, boxed, as new £175

Yupiteru VT -225 ..".-IF/UHF Dual Airbond RX £185

roar ICRI scnolleg pocket canner £220

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL P/X DEAL

Get the very latest in handheld scanning
receivers - the AR1500, by part exchanging
any of the following: -
Films* HPI00, HP200 & HP2000,
AOR ITO, 2000. 850 5 900s

Yupiteru vvT5000, 6000 & v1 125s

B oarcat COXIT 1 COAT, 100X[, 50/55811. & 70X175

Call us now - even if we haven't
listed your radio, for what we

know to be unbeatable P/X deals.

AR3000 OWNERS LOOK!
SCS RECEIVER CONTROL SOFTWARE
We have just received a new

software package from the

USA that offers:-

* AR3000 Computer Control * Large Frequency Data Base

* Comprehensive Logging System * Runs on IBM PC

Special introductory price £59.95

Send £1 P&P for your free demo disk.

OR: Thinking of buying a new AR3000A?

This month we will include the above software

FREE OF CHARGE with every AR3000A purchased from us.
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"RIGr SAVER"
CARRIED OVER FOR THIS

MONTH ONLY

._A A

FREE

YUPITERU
MVT-7000
Hand-held. Probably the

UK's most popular hand-held

scanner!

MVT-8000
Mobile or base wide band scanner

MVT-7100
Hand-held.

Covers 530kHz

to 1650MHz

Special offer this month when you
buy a new hand-hel  scanner

YUPITERU YAESU
FRG 1000
The most promising general

coverage receiver yet.

FAIRMATE

HP -2000
One of the most popular

scanners o

AL/NCO
DJX1E
Hand-held scanner.

Covers 500kHz to

1300MHz,

receiving AM/FM/

WFM with 100 memories.

PHONE FOR

NE:1 -

A i

0
ICOM ICR1

Wide band receiver.

Covers 100kHz to

1300MHz receiving

AM/FM with 100

memories.

A011
AR -1500
Hand-held. Covers 500kHz to

1300MHz receiving NFM,

WFM, AM and SSB.

AR -3000A
Multimode scanner -
covers

100kHz-2036MHz

Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM

AR -2000
Hand-held wide band

scanning receiver 1000

memories.

BEST PRICES

ALAN HOOKER
42 NETHER HALL ROAD, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE, DN1 2PZ
TEL/FAX: (0302) 325690 Open: Mon -Sat 10-5pm Closed Thurs

II /TIP

Due to imminent price rises the above prices are held only while stocks last

Cl

Part exchange and equipment purchases welcomed! Credit
facilities available subject to status. APR from 37.8%. Located
next to Hanger Lane Tube Station (Central Line) and on the

junction of the A406 87.- A40.

rnile

t tonS 065 73's - Alan and Jez.oP yvze. vibA .01
The 511 00,0 vAge Savoto vaw.al A.R.E. modifications still available for lcom receivers

he 5 PHONE NOW ON - 081-997 4476

OPEN MONDAY -FRIDAY 9.30-5.30 SATURDAY 9.30-3pm EASY PARKING AT THE REAR OF THE SHOP

PRESENTING THE YAESU FRG 100

YAESU
COMNSINIC A 11011IS RECEIVER FRG -100

POWER

PHONES

0

VFO
ISe

ilos 'I 3 ki Urt cit

ATE VFO MEM VFO MEM
1dB 12/18 /MEM CLEAR A. MEM VFO LOCI

SR AGC-F CLOCK TIMER SFt SET DIM

MEM SQL VOL SSB CW,N AM!N V

SCAN

SCAN SF I

BIG PERFORMANCE - SMALL BOX
This undoubtedly will be the best selling HF receiver ever to be released. It has already caused a storm with its

nearest rivals and will continue to do so until it dominates the market.
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The Sun - The Source
Part 6

Kevin Fox concludes his series on how the sun affects the propagation of
radio waves.

The SIDC (Sunspot Index Data
Centre) number is more of an
index to solar activity rather
than a count of visible spots.
However, there are more
accurate methods of
discovering this information -
especially in the short term:
the Solar Flux and the 'K' and
'A' indices.

Solar Flux

The amount of radio
frequency energy generated
between 2.600 to 2.800GHz by
solar activity is measured on
earth and is called the Solar
Flux. In times of low solar
activity such as sunspot
minimum, the Solar Flux will
be low. Conversely when the
sun is very active then the

Solar Flux will rise
accordingly. Direct
measurement of the Solar Flux
tells us what the sun is
actually doing now rather than
what we think it should be
doing. Further, the Flux
changes slowly so that it may
be used for propagation
predictions over a matter of
weeks. There is a close link
between the SIDC sunspot
count and the measured Solar
Flux, usually expressed in the
formula:
SF = 73.4 + (0.62 x DSC)
where SF=Solar Flux and DSC
the Daily Sunspot Count.

For example, an SF rating
of 180 equals a DSC of 137
(which is good propagation,
by the way). Just to recap, the
higher the Solar Flux as

measured on earth then the
'better' will be the radio wave
propagation.

The 'K' and 'A' Indices

The solar wind blasting past
the earth also contains a
strong magnetic element in its
make-up - the same effects
which can disrupt magnetic
devices and induce electricity
in lines and pipes on this
planet. Yet again we have
another two weapons in our
arsenal to ultimately discover
the best possible frequency to
use, which is after all exactly
what we're trying to achieve in
the first place. At various solar
observatories around the
world the magnetic element of
the solar wind is measured

(detected) every three hours
and the results plotted. This is
known as the A Index.

Whereas the Solar Flux told
us how much r.f. energy the
sun was producing at 2.8GHz,
the A Index tells us how much
magnetic energy is contained
in the solar wind, and how
much is reaching earth's
atmosphere. Loosely, an A
Index of less than 10 indicates
fairly quiet ionospheric
conditions, whilst an A index
of 30 may mean possible
ionospheric storm conditions
and a good likelihood of
aurorae. The A Index directly
measures the magnetic
content of the solar wind, and
how much of it is hitting
earth's atmosphere. However
the K Index actually measures
the effects of the magnetic
disturbance on earth. Instead
of sampling the solar wind on
its way past the planet, the K
Index monitors changes in the
earth's magnetosphere,
pinpointing local variations
and disturbances. Again there
is a link between the 'K' and
'A' Indices.

So, we now have all the
elements needed to ascertain
the m.u.f., so it's time we put
them all together and find out
how it is worked -out. Put
simply and stripping away all
the technicalities, The
Maximum Usable Frequency
(m.u.f.) is exactly that: the
highest frequency we can use
to ensure that our radio signal
is returned back to earth via
reflection from the
ionosphere.

Critical Frequency

Solar data discussed so far is
an indication of what the sun
should be doing. To work-out
the m.u.f. we have to know
what the sun is doing. The first
step in this process is to
measure the Critical
Frequency. Simply, a wide
band of r.f. energy is fired
vertically up into the
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ionosphere, and the highest
frequency which is
successfully returned to earth
is nominated the Critical
Frequency (c.f.). Above the c.f.
and the signal is lost into
space (see Part 3, SWM Dec
92). Intrinsically, the Critical
Frequency is of no use to the
radio amateur as it only
records the highest (vertical)
signal returned to earth, and
there are not many amateurs
who want their r.f. to land less
than 2m away from their
transmitters! However, both
the E and Fl layers also have
their own Critical Frequencies,
so beware of my simplification
of a complex subject.

Maximum Usable
Frequency

The m.u.f. is a three cornered
calculation (see later) giving
short wave listeners and radio
amateurs the frequency that
will propagate a radio signal
over a given path with the
minimum amount of
attenuation and absorption. It
is usually expressed as a
frequency, such as m.u.f. =
12MHz. You should aim to
work as close to or slightly
below the m.u.f. for best
results as exceeding the m.u.f.
means that the signal will be
lost in space, whilst working
well below the m.u.f. increases
attenuation and runs into
difficulties like E Layer
reflections, which will stop
your signal from reaching the
F Layers.

Calculating the m.u.f.

The m.u.f. can be
calculated from a formula that
uses the Critical Frequency
(c.f.), height of the F2 Layer
and the distance to the target
country, and is usually given
as :

MUF = fg cosec A
Where 'fp' is the Critical

Frequency and A is the take off
angle from the transmitter.
(The height of the F2 Layer
and the distance to the target
country is taken into account
by cosec A.) The drawing, Fig.
6.1, makes this seemingly
complicated formula a lot

easier, and is taken from an
original drawing courtesy of
CQ Publishing Inc. USA.

There are some important
things you have to keep in
mind when considering any
m.u.f. calculations.

1. As the m.u.f. is directly
related to Critical Frequency it
will vary as previously
discussed - seasonally, day/
night etc.

2. Transmitter power plays
no part in m.u.f. calculations:
the ionosphere either reflects
a signal or it doesn't.

3. m.u.f. calculations are
only valid for a single hop.
That's not to say that your
signal will then simply stop
dead; after the first reflection
off the ionosphere other
factors take over, such as
angle of antenna radiation,
and multiple skips from the
surface of the earth.

4. m.u.f. further varies
according to the distance to
the target country. As
previously said, the higher the
m.u.f. the better the overall
propagation. Using the higher
frequencies, such as 28MHz
(10 metres) - m.u.f. permitting
- allows a good quality signal
to travel a very long way with
a minimum of transmitter
power.

Home-brew Predictions

Starting at v.h.f./u.h.f.
frequencies, keeping a close
eye on the TV weather reports,
especially the satellite
pictures, which show you
trends. What to look for has
already been discussed earlier.
Beacon watching is perhaps
the best method at these
frequencies because this
method can also show you
different propagation modes
such as 'Tropo', aurorae and
sporadic E. Having a list of
continental beacons will be of
great assistance to v.h.f./u.h.f.
operators and listeners. The
British Astronomical
Association (BAA) have details
of how to construct a very
sensitive magnetometer that
measures any changes in the
earth's magnetic field (see 'K'
Index), and will pass them on
to you on receipt of an s.s.a.e.

This device will give you
advanced warning of possible
auroral conditions.

For members of the Radio
Society of Great Britain -
which should be every UK
licensed amateur - they will
have access to the excellent
propagation news and
predictions in the RSGB's
house magazine Radio
Communication. Again, as a
service for all amateurs
whether members or not, the
RSGB broadcast solar data on
their Sunday morning news
bulletins.

Other sources of solar
information are the Standard
Frequency Station WWV in
Boulder, Colorado, USA,
which transmits geomagnetic
and solar activity information
at 18 minutes past each hour,
on 5, 10MHz, etc. using s.s.b. If
you don't have an h.f. receiver
try telephoning them directly
on 303-499-8129! Radio
Australia broadcasts daily
sunspot counts, the Solar Flux
and geomagnetic data on
frequency 9655kHz, but note
that this information is always
a day behind. The Marconi
Radio Propagation Services
provide solar and
geomagnetic data, but at a
price, of course. Write to them
at Baddow Research Lab,
Great Baddow, Essex CM2
8HN.

Computers

For those amateurs and
listeners who own a personal
computer and are already
familiar with a programming
language such as BASIC, the
formulae already given in this
short series can easily form
the kernel of a powerful
computerised propagation
predicting program.

MINIPROP

For h.f. operators with either
an IBM PC compatible or an
Amstrad PCW series
computer, there is a superb
h.f. propagation prediction
program called MINIPROP.
This is what's known as a
Shareware program: if you like
it and use it a lot then you're

supposed to send a donation
to its creator and register
yourself as a user. Registration
automatically qualifies you for
any further upgrades of the
basic program, and the full
instruction manual. However,
that said, as the program
comes to you from a
Shareware or Public Domain
software source for just the
price of the media. There's
already an 102Kb ASCII
documentation file which
firstly gives you a good
grounding in the basics of h.f.
propagation before explaining
how to use the program. But
be warned, the document
prints to forty pages!

When up and running, you
set up the parameters, such as
your own location (latitude
and longitude in decimal), the
angle of radiation of your
antenna, and the bands you're
interested in. Once you initiate
the program, MINIPROP asks
for the date in American
format (MMDDYY), then
Terminal A (that's you) and
the target country (enter a
valid prefix such as 'ZL' for
New Zealand. MINIPROP then
asks for either the Solar Flux
or the sunspot count. Then
you sit back as the program
crunches the numbers. Once
the numbers are crunched
MINIPROP shows the great
circle bearings of both
terminals, the path of the
Greyline, local sunrise/sunset
for both terminals, and the
distance between them. After
further number crunching, the
program then gives a band -by -
band detail of time and the
received signal strength above
a pre-set threshold (set by
program default or by you).

This may seem an unusual
way of giving the results of
calculating the m.u.f., but it it
works very well in practise as
it shows you how many skips
will be required to your target
country, and how loud your
signal will be on arrival at the
DX station. Of course
MINIPROP does much more
than this but I think I've given
you enough basic detail to
whet your appetite for what is
a first class piece of software.
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FOR LATEST PRICES...Tel: 081 566 1120

When you see the review of the
new MVT-7100 in this month's

174 SWM pull-out magazine, and you
like what you read, then call me
NOW for a natter! Buy your new
set from MARTIN LYNCH using
INTEREST FREE payments over

9 months!

or FAX (24HrJ: 081 566 1207

INTEREST FREE - ZERO 0/0 APR!!
DEPOSIT £49 plus 9 x £44.44
YUPITERU NIVT-71 00
Latest version from Yupiteru.
AM/NFMANFM/USB/LSEI/CW.
500kHZ - 1650MHz
Latest high grade performance

Some more INTEREST FREE goodies to whet
R-5000
For PROAMs Net it).
100kHz - 30MHz receiver, all
modes. 100 memories.
DEPOSIT E249
plus 9 x £77.77

AOR 150015
Tiny HF all -mode including
SSB. 500kHz - 1300MHz, no
gaps, no kidding!
DEPOSIT £99
plus 3 x £66.66

FRG -100
Tiny HF all -mode including
SSB. 500kHz - 1300MHz, no
gaps, no kidding)
DEPOSIT £99
plus 9 x £66.66

AOR 3000A
Multimode, 100kHz
2036MHz. Use with your
PC. Warn your wife or XYL1
DEPOSIT £195
plus 9 x £86.66

WT -225
Ultimate Air Scanner. 108 -
I 60MHz. 222 - 391MHz.
You'll love itl
DEPOSIT £49
plus 3 x E66.66

FRG -8800
You're not getting bored
with this high
performance HF receiver.
0.15 - 30MHz.
DEPOSIT £159
plus 9 x £55.55

LOWE HF-225
30kHz - 30MHz. All -mode for
true patriots with taste!
DEPOSIT £79
plus 3 x 1133.33

ICR-7100 If?
Mkt
ICOM approved enhanced
version. 50kHz 2GHzI
DEPOSIT £259
plus 9 x £111.11

SIMARTIN LYNCH
OFFICIAL SPONSOR

- -- HF & IOTA '92

DRAKE ROE
0.10 - 30MHz. Best from
the USA. Simply 'quacking'
rig! DEPOSIT £245
plus 9 x £100

JRC NRD-525
I've secured ten only of
these at a very special
price.
£795
or £195 Deposit
plus 9 x £66.66

ICR-71/72
Still the top ICOM HF rig.
I 00kHz 30MHz
DEPOSIT £249
plus 9 x E77.77

LOWE HF-150
Get the Low down on the
ugly bug.
DEPOSIT £59
plus 3 x £100

your appitite
MVT-7000
AM, FM, NFM. Probably the
best/most popular in the
UK. 200 memories.
DEPOSIT 649
plus 3x £100

IC-R1E
So small we keep losing
them) Come and try one.
I 500kHz - 1300MHz
DEPOSIT £65
plus 3 x £102

PAVT41000
Is it a bird, a plane7...no it s
YUPITERUI 8MHz 1300MHz
AM/FM.
DEPOSIT £49
plus 3 x £100

Allneo DJXID
500KHZ - I .3GHZ.3 speeds
and modes (scanning). I00
memories.
DEPOSIT £39.95 plus
3 x E76.66

YOUR INDEPENDENT

SUPPORT RETAILER
The one who supported you first!

WE ARE -THE
CLOSEST

ST
ORE

TO HEATtgloW

ON
OCCAOILLY
LINE

-
is..0105511-1E

JUST ROAD

FROM
NottitifiELOS

UNDERGROUND
STATION

FREE
FINANCE

Together with TRICITY FINANCE, I
can still offer INTEREST FREE

CREDIT OVER NINE MONTHS. For
example, the new YAESU

FRG -100 will cost you only
£59.94 Deposit, followed by nine

payments of only £55.55.

It costs nothing to spread the
load over nine whole months and
you only pay the normal price -

no hefty interest charges! On the
smaller items, I am offering a

THREE MONTH DEFERRED
PAYMENT OPTION. Pay the

deposit shown, then pay the
balance in three months - with no

interest. If you can't manage to
pay the amount in full, you can

then pay it off monthly, using the
CREDIT CHARGE SCHEME.

Give me a call NOW on 081 566
1120 and find out how easy it is
to have you new radio TODAY!

CALL, WRITE OR FAX -
SPRING NEWSLETTER NOW

AVAILABLE
Packed with interesting goodies,

including 'First Impressions' by Ken
Feather, an insight into using all the

latest Handles and Scanners from Japan,
a review on the latest HF Mini Mobile
from KENWOOD, plus much, much
more, TOGETHER WITH THE LATEST
MARTIN LYNCH SECOND-HAND LIST!!
WRITE OR PHONE FOR YOUR FREE

COPY TODAY!!

wat.TIN
KS
LYNCH

G4H
!Ill- 551 51111 R 51)10 0!(;1.1 CENTRE

286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W5 41:13
Mon - Sat. (Ham apm. Late Night Thursday

566 1120. F AX: Oat 56:6 IN, Ariel' Shop Hours: MAO 339 AA,

566 1120 -

DON'T FORGET INTEREST FREE FINANCE OFFER EXTENDED
AND NOW AVAILABLE OVER 12 MONTHS!

YOU
CHOOSE THE
WAY TO PAY!

TRADE-INS TAKEN SERIOUSLY
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Waters & Stanton
UK's largest stockist of specialist receivers

"It's Fantastic!"

1411)414thvinitz
23LT

1MHz - 2.4GHz
Can read a 2W signal
frequency at over 100ft!
With 25 Watts

. . WOW!

Simply switch
on and
connect an
aerial to
read

frequencies from local
transmitters. This is like no other unit you
have ever seen. It's absolute magic!

 HIGHLY ACCURATE COUNTER
 BNC AERIAL SOCKET  INTERNAL
NI -CADS  AC CHARGER  VARIABLE

SONY SW -7600 £169
200kHz-30MHz + FM BROADCAST
SSB/CW/AM
Includes free AC supply aerial and case!
The classic portable for those on the move who
want to keep in touch
with the world
broadcasts. In addition
it gives good reception
of SSB and is a
travellers joy! All our
stocks are genuine
UK Sony.

FREE Delivery on any Sony
Radio THIS MONTH

SONY ICF-2001D £299
150kHz-30MHz + FM + airband
USB/LSB/CW/AM (sync)
Includes free universal AC adaptor
If you want a truly portable communications
receiver that performs as well as
base station
models yet fits
into the domestic
scene, look no
further.
At £399 it would
be good value.
At £289 it's an
absolute bargain.

NEW LOCAL STORES
Most scanning receivers on these two pages can

now be purchased from us via your local
MAPLIN stores in:

BIRMINGHAM 021 384 8411
MANCHESTER 061 236 0281
READING 0734 566 638
BRISTOL 0272 232 014
LEEDS 0532 449 200
BRIGHTON 0273 620 930
GLASGOW 041 353 3323

Now you can call at your local store and enjoy
the full Waters & Stanton after sales warranty.
Contact your nearest store today for the Maplin

convenience and the Waters & Stanton technical
back-up and warranty.

SONY ICF SW55 £269
150kHz-30MHz + stereo FM AM/SSB/CW
The SW -55 is the latest short wave portable from
Sony. It integrates computer technology to provide a
programmable
data base of 25
station names
in its memory
bank. Also
included are125
preset stations
for individual
frequencies.
Fabulous!

Write or phone for the largest mail order price list in the
business - bits you didn't know existed!

YUPITERU
MVT-7000 £369

VT -225

 100kHz - 1300MHz No Gaps!
 200 Memories in 10 Banks
 WBFM/NBFM/AM Selectable
 Dual Speed Scanning
 Variable Contrast Display
 Battery Saver
 Programmable Steps
 Signal Strength Bar Meter
 Superb Sensitivity
 4 x AA Ni-cads Supplied
 AC240 Volts charger
 Cigar 12V Power Lead
 External 12V Socket
 Telescopic Whip
 Illuminated Display

£269
 Military & Civil Airband Monitor
 Civil 108 - 142/149.5-160MHz
 Military 222 - 391 MHz
 100 Memories 10 Bands
 Scanning and Search Modes
 Delay and Lockout
 Priority Channel
 Memory Lockout
 Steps 10 - 25 - 50 - 100kHz
 Superb Weak Signal Reception
 Illuminated Display
 Power from 4 x Ni-cads
 240V AC psu 12V cigar lead
 BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
 Size only 127 x 35 x 58mm

The World's Favourite Scanners!
Don't Make Expensive MVT-5000

Mistakes!
Imported by us, these are the latest factory
fresh models to European specifications. If
you can find a better advertised price on
current available stock we'll match it! And
remember, we have the experience and
service ability that is second to none. That
means we will still be around to help you
long after we have sold you the equipment.

YOU'RE SAFE WITH US!

VT -125 1189
 Superb Civil Airband Monitor
 108 - 142MHz
 30 Memories
 High Quality AM Reception
 Scanning and Search Mode
 Priority Channel
 Memory Lockout
 Steps 25 - 50 - 100kHz
 Superb Weak Signal Reception
 Illuminated Display
 Power from 3 x Ni-cads
 12V Cigar charger/supply lead
 BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
 Size only 57 x 127 x 35mm

VT -150
11

£239
 25 - 550/800 - 1300MHz
 100 Memories in 5 Banks
 NBFM/AM Selectable
 Dual Speed Scanning
 Fast Band Search
 Battery Saver
 Programmable Steps
 Carrier/Audio Scan
 Excellent Sensitivity
 Power from 4 x AA cells
 External 12V Socket
 Telescopic Whip
 Carry Strap

£189
 Dedicated Marine Monitor
 142 - 170MHz

30 Memories
Crisp FM Reception

 Scanning and Search Mode
 Priority Channel
 Memory Lockout
 Steps 10 - 12.5 - 25kHz
 Superb Weak Signal Reception
 Illuminated Display
 Power from 3 x Ni-cads
 12V Cigar charger/supply lead
 BNC Helical Antenna & Strap
 Size only 57 x 127 x 35mm

Retail and Mail Order: 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S. Tel: (0702) 206835/204965
Retail Only: 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 44765

VISA & ACCESS MAIL ORDER. 24 Hour Answerphone. Open 6 Days a Week 9am
Rail: Liverpool St./Hockley or District Line/Hornchurch

Fax: (0702) 205843

-5.30pm
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Electronics
24 HOUR DELIVERY AVAILABLE

TEL. 0702 206835
FAX. 0702 205 843

FASTEST MAIL ORDER!

HUGE RETAIL STORE
Mail Order Price Catalogue
We now have our new mail order price list available.
Nearly 1500 items listed from all the top
manufacturers. You'll find items in there you never
knew existed! From big rigs to little accessories, its
the biggest list in the industry. All you have to do is
ring or write and it will be in the post.

Mail Order
We have the busiest mail order department in the
business. And its expanding. We send out over 10,000
parcels a year. We now have a regular night shift for
despatch and of course everything is computerised.
We really do try to get everything out the same day
and in the last coupe of weeks we have re -organised
the mail order department to try and make sure we
can continue to achieve this target as our business
grows.

Come and see for yourself - Visit
us on our OPEN DAY, Sunday 9th
May - BARGAINS GALORE!

MFJ - 722
Receiver Audio Filter

uttcrevar

.0013n 410,21

IMP

This filter will radically improve your short wave
reception whether it be receiver or transceiver. Simply
plug between audio output and speaker or headphones
and hear the weak signal DX without the QRM! Uses
7IC devices and provides full speaker output when
fed with 12V DC. Far cheaper than conventional IF
xtal filters and far more flexible. Used by DX'ers
throughout the world, the MFJ filter will transform
your listening pleasure.
 SSB high pass filters 2.5 - 2.0 - I.5kHz
 CW band pass filters 180 - 150 - 110 - 80 Hz
 CW centre audio frequency 750Hz
 Notch filter 300Hz - 3kHz variable 04.95
 Notch bandwidth adjustable
 Straight Through Position carr. £4.00
GLOBAL AT -1000

Receiver ATU 500kHz - 30MHz
This receiver ATU has been in production for over ten
years and is still the best on the market! Its performance
is excellent and is the sure way to improve your aerial
matching problems when using random wires, balancing
feeders or even coaxial fed systems. No aerial can hope
to be a good match over the whole spectrum and you will
only get maximum transfer of signal into your receiver
when the aerial load presents a 50 Ohm impedance. This
is just what the AT -I000 does. It also has provides the
added bonus of improving the front end selectivity. An
essential item.

£89.95 carr £4.00
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Factory Fresh
Latest European Version
530kHz-1650MHz!

PHONE FOR
FULL TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

WFMINFMIAMILSBIUSBICW
Widest Frequency Range Ever!
1000 Memories in 10 Banks
500 Search -Pass Memories
Steps from 50Hz to 100kHz
Proper USB/LSB Switching
Dial Resolution to 50Hz
30 steps per sec. scan rate!
Illuminated Keypad
20dB Attenuator

Supplied with:
Ni-cads, DC Cigar Lead, Antenna,
Hand Strap, Belt Clip, Earphone,
AC Charger, Full Warranty.

Each one individually tested.
YOU'RE SAFE WITH US!
See REVIEW in new "VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE"

AM-FM-SSB-CW
Scanner

£449

Professional Frequency Directories
The VHF/UHF Scanning Short Wave International

Frequency Guide Frequency Handbook
* Large A4 format
* 26MHz - 12,000MHz
* Thousands of frequencies
* Full Duplex information

Air, sea and land stations
Military and civil

* Government and commercial
* Emergency and security
* Official band plans
* Editorial and review
This is the long awaited replacement for our
previous title, "The Complete Guide To VHF/UHF"
which was sold to hobbyists and professional bodies.
Now it has been completely updated and expanded.
It's even better value and you will find it brimming
with information. It's beautifully bound and printed
and is a must for any VHF/UHF enthusiast's
reference library.

f9.95
160 printed pages Carriage £1.50
Phone your Access number NOW!

* Large A4 format
* 500kHz - 30MHz
* Duplex and channel lists
* Call signs, times and modes
* SSB/CW/DATE/FAX
* Broadcast listings and times
* Air, sea and land
* Military and civil
* New marine listings
* Editorial and review
This new title will be published in early April and replaces the
eighth edition of the "Short Wave Listeners Confidential
Frequency List". We challenge you to find better value! ifs
crammed with stations that have actually be monitored in Europe,
not just listed by somebody else. Our team of monitors have done
it the hard way, which means you get the very latest information.
When you read this you'll realise what you have been missing!
Money back if returned in 10 days.

192 printed pages
Phone your Visa number NOW!

9.95
Carriage £1.50
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--17 Lzr Au -Tr
he 'New -Look'

RadioLineAre you
listening
each week
to the
'new -look'
RadioLine
from Short
Wave
Magazine

Professionally produced, it
includes News, Views, Station
'dents and Signature Tunes, Big
Prize Write-in Competitions and a
monthly Technical Feature on
various aspects of short wave
listening

Updated every Saturday
and that's guaranteed!
Subscribers - listen -in for the Prize Subscriber number - if it's
yours, let us know and a prize will be on its way to you.

The prizes for the April Competition will include a Lowe SRX-50
s.w. radio.

Radio

0891 654676
Calls charged at 36p per minute cheap rate, 48p per minute at all other times.

TrZY-1717 Tr-1MT -17
28
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248 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W1P 9AD Tel: 071-637-0353/0590  Fax: 071-637-2690

YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST
Full Worldwide Guarantees

from SONY!

CALL THE SONY SPECIALISTS

071-637-0353/0590!!
Mail Orders Welcome.

071-637-0590/0353
Fast - Efficient - Convenient. To your doorstep!!

SONY ICF-2001D
FULL KIT INCLUDING: AN1-£275
AWARD WINNERS

071-637-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

ICF-2001D Kit £275 ONLY
Finest all-round pro -receiver in the business.

FW/LW/MW/AIR mulit-band reception 32

station preset memory  Synchronous detector
circuit PLL quartz -locked synthesiser circuit

digital/analogue tuning 2 -way scan tuning

(memory, broadcast, define)  2 -position tone
control  Direct metre band access  4 -event
programmable time AM attenuator SSB

reception  External antenna for AM, FM and AIR

band  288x159x52mm (w/h/d) 1.7kg. 2001
DSYSTEM-ICF-2001D with active antenna AN -1 in

one complete package.

NEW ICF-SW77 Similar specification to

2001D but with log-shuthe dial tuning for

accuracy £349

Kenwood TH78E £449
Fairmate HP2000

fr 2699

Nevada MSI000 £269
Aran CT145 £169
Yaesu FT26 £279
Yaesu FT76 £279
Yaesu FT23R

£Yaesu FT411 E224299

Yaesu FT811 £269
Yaesu F1911

£Yaesu FT290R2 £434699

Yaesu FT2400RH £264

ICF-SW7600 £154.95

HIGH PERFORMANCE PORTABLE
RECEIVER WITH PLL SYNTHESIZER

CIRCUITRY AND CONTINUOUS AM
FREQUENCY COVERAGE

LW/MW/FM/SW/SSB reception  PLL synthesized circuitry

 FM stereo  Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way

tuning: 10 memory presets, auto scan, manual tuning, 10

key direct tuning  Sleep function  Digital dock 
Programmable timer  2 step lone control  Antenna input

socket  Headphone socket  Key protection  LCD display

Dual conversion system Supplied with compact

antenna, stereo earphones and A( power adaptor  Power:

4.AA size battery.

ICF-AIR7 £249

ICF-PRO 80 £309

CR-V21 world bond receiver -

fax printout, Rm weather rec £2699

PRO worldband rec Ind
weather fax £2699.00
PRO dish antenna £1599.00

SONY
ICF-SW7600 £159.95
1CF-SW1E £154.95

ULTRA -COMPACT SHORTWAVE RADIO WITH PLL

SYNTHESIZER CIRCUITRY

FM/LW/MW/SW reception  PLL synthesized circuitry  FM stereo 
Continuous AM frequency coverage  4 way tuning: 10 memory presets,

auto man, manual tuning, 10 key direct tuning  Programmable timer 

Sleep function  Digital clock and alarm  LCD display with light function 

Dual conversion system  2 step tone control  Key protection  Record out

socket  Supplied with stereo earphones, shortwave guide and compact

aerial  Power: 2xAA size battery.

ICF-SW800 £89.95
ICF-SW20 £69

AN -1 ANTENNA £54.95
ICF-7601L £89.95

SONY ICF-SW55 "SUPERADIO"
 World time zones  SSB
 Full digital p/sets
 Multiband £249 only

SCANNERS AND TRANSCEIVERS
YUPITERUAIR -POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

VT -125 II £159.95
MVT-7000 £315.00
VT -225 £240.00
MVT-7100 £389.00

PANASONIC
RF-B10 World bond receiver - pocket size £59.95
RF-B65 S/pro muhi band digital radio -
memories preset £169.95
RF-B45 Digital m/band radio £129.95

071-637 0353/0590

IC OM it 44-,,
1SCANNERS/TRANCEIVERS

IC -R1 15-1300 MHz

100 memories _Only £349.95

I(P-2ET £274.95
ICR-7100 £1199
I(W-2E £429.95

FULL RANGE STOCKED

GOVT. AND LOCAL AUTHORITY

ORDERS ARE WELCOME.

TAX-FREE EXPORT!

MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

YUPITERU
VT -150
142-170MHz FM marine monitor... £159.95

MVT-8000
200BHz-1300MHz base scanner......_£319.95

MVT-6000
25-550/800 1300MHz scanner.......  £249.95

ALINCO
DJ -180E £119.95

DJ-SIE £199.95

DJ flE . U49.00

DJ -580E tori 019.95

DR -599E rtd bell boom - £569.00

DR -112E 2u Ht

DJX10100khlt -1300Mliz -reps £259.00

NEW ALAN TRANSCEIVER Cf145 £199.00

AOR
AOR1500EX £319.00

AOR2800 £409.95

AOR2000 £279.95

AOR3000A £849.00

HAND-HELD CBs
from f49

MOBILE CBs
from £79.95

BASE STATION
from £169

New full range antennas,
base stations, CB mobiles, etc

ROBERTS
RC818 £189.00
R808 £109.00

R7275 bands - FM/MW/SW/LW/SW1 4 179.95

GRUNDIG R747 3 bands £92.95

SATELLIT 700 £349.00 RF-M3 Tiny £59.95

YACHT BOY 222 £56.95 RP -26 FM/SW/LW £81.95
YACHT BOY 230 £36.70 RP -14 Cassette radio 4 Fhts £60.95
CONCERT BOY 230 £36.70 RC -35 Mono cassette radio £56.95

PHILIPS
D2345
 Portable Rodio  LW/MW/FM/2 x SW  Fine

Tuning Control  Mains/battery supply £24.95

D1875
 Compact 12 -band Portable Radio  LW/MW/FM/9

shortwave  Large tuning control  Tuning LED indicator

 Telescopic and ferromptor aerial  DC supply connection

 Earphone connection  Wrist strap

 Attractive pouch £49.95

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,LONDON W1P 9AD

%Pt frAid4 deal calk 0714374353
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S.R.P. TRADING
SANGEAN ATS 803A

(Direct key -in world receiver
with quartz alarm clock timer)

Specifications and features
* 150-29.999 continuous tuning with no gaps. Phase locked
loop -double conversion Superheterodyne Full
shortwave/AM/SSB 150-29999kHz no gaps! + FM87.5-108

mono/stereo * Five tuning
functions: Direct press
button frequency input auto
scanning, manual scanning
memory recall and manual
tuning knob * Built-in clock
and alarm. Radio turns on
automatically at preset time
and frequency. * Large

digital frequency display. * Fourteen memories - nine memory
channels for your favourite station frequencies. Last setting of mode
and waveband stored in five memories. * Direct press -button
access to all 12 shortwave broadcast bands. * Two power sources
- battery or AC mains adaptor. * General coverage of all AM bands
in LW/MW/SW (dedicated broadcast band coverage on all
versions), plus of course the FM band for quality sound broadcasts
in headphone stereo. * SLEEP function turns the radio on or off
after an adjustable time of 10-90 minutes. * Separate BASS and
TREBLE controls for maximum listening pleasure. * External
antenna jack for better reception. * Adjustable RF GAIN control to
prevent overloading when listening close to other strong stations or
if there is interference. * New improved wide/narrow filter
(6/2.7kHz) * BFO control (Beat Frequency Oscillator) enables
reception of SSB/USB/LSWB (single side band) and CW (Morse
Code) transmissions. * Illuminated display to facilitate night-time
use. * Designed for both portable and desk top use. * Five dot
LED signal strength indicator.
DIMENSIONS: 29.2cmx16.0cm (11.5inx6.3inx2.36in).
OUTPUT: 1200mW (10%THD) WEIGHT: 1.7kg (3.751bs) without
batteries. Wide/narrow filter switch.

£119.95 + £5 check, test and p&p.

11111111111 :
lirtreesTrr771,-..

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300

Built and designed for use with scanners. Coverge: 25 to
1300MHz. Total height - 36ins - 9ins at widest point.
Comes complete with 4 metres of RG58 coax cable and
BNC connector fitted.. Ideal indoor - high performance
antenna and can also be used as a car antenna when
your car is static. REMEMBER YOUR SCANNER IS
ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA SYSTEM!

£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
V1300 Antenna

Most discones only have horizontal elements and this
is the reason that they are not ideal for use with a
scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are likely to
receive on your scanner are transmitted from vertically
mounted antennas. The Sky Scan V1300 discone has
both vertical and horizontal elements for maximum
reception. The V1300 is constructed from
best quality stainless steel and aluminium
and comes complete with mounting pole.
Designed and built for use with scanners.

£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
Magmount MKII

For improved performance, wide band reception, 25 to 1300MHz.
Comes complete with protective rubber base, 4m RG.58 coax
cable and BNC connector. Built and designed for use with
scanners.

£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

YUPITERU
MVT 7000
HANDHELD
DROBABLY THE UK'S MOST

'OPULAR HANDHELD

c'T2ANNERI

* :.?ceives 8 to 1300 MHz
00kHz-1300MHz

(at reduced sensitivity)

* 200 Memory channels
* Rotary or keypad freq. control
* AM/FM/NFM
* Large display with signal strength ..meter

EACH SET IS SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH

'Lill set of high power NiCads, AC charger,

DC cower lead and carry strop.

April Special Offer £PHONE

IIu

MVT 8000 MOBILE/BASE
ccoe s irie mou,e re

popular MVT 7000 Handheld above.

* Receives 8 to 1300MHz, 100kHz to
1300MHz (at reduced sensitivity)

THIS RADIO IS ESPECIALLY SENSITIVE AT

JHF FREQS. Set is supplied with mains

oower unit.

April Special Offer £PHONE

AIRBAND RADIOS
This - ..e 3'e

THE WORLDS FIRST DEDICATED
CIVIL/MILITARY
AIRBAND RECEIVER,
THE VT225.
A powerful pcctet scanner

'sat leaves the competition

sanding.  A super sensitive

set designed for optimum

cerformance on the

7..'/MilitaryAirbands.

* '-::eives 108-142 MHz Civil Airbond
222-391MHz Military Airband

149.5-160MHz Marine Bond
* DO Memory channels

* -.IA/FM on VHF
* Priority channel function

1.

EACH SET IS SUPPUED COMPLETE
WITH:- NiCads, earphone c, _

-oins charger

April Special Offer £PHONE

VT -125 UK CIVIL AIRBAND
RECEIVER
ising the same technology os the VT225,

-nis set covers the full Civil Airband - hearing

aistant signals that are inaudible on some

other scanners.

* Covers 108-142MHz
* 30 Direct entry memories

* Search steps 25, 50, 100kHz S 22 ED
COMPLETE WITH NICADS AND April
Special Offer £PHONE

FAIRMATE
HP2000
STILL ONE OF THE MOST

POPULAR HANDHELD

SCANNERS ON THE

MARKET.

Over the last year the

HP2000 has outsold almost

all other models.

* Continuous coverage from 500kHz to

300MHz

* 000 channels of memory

* Keypad or rotary control

* W, FM and WIDE FM modes

* search steps from 5 to 995kHz

EVERY SET COMES COMPLETE

WITH: -

F511 set of high power NiCods, 2 antennas,

carrvinq case earphone, DC cable belt

-orger

April Special Offer £PHONE

MS1000 BASE/MOBILE
SCANNER
mob'ILE v'ERs,oN OF TriE riP2000

HANDHELD BUT WITH SEVERAL

ADDITIONS:-

* Switchoble

audio squelch

* Tape recorder

output socket

* Automatic - signal operated rape

recorder switching

* All metal case for improved EMC

compatibility

* Receives:- 500kHz - 600MHz,

805 1300MHz. Supplied with mains
power supply

April Special Offer £PHONE

AOR SCANNERS
AR1500 HANDHELD
Covers 500kHz to

1300MHz receiving NFM,

WFM, AM, and SSB.

Supplied with a large

selection of accessories

including:.

* Charger

* Dry cell battery case

* 5 mtr LW antenna

* Eor piece

* Soft case

April Special Offer

Irrrp

Of'

aommommi

£PHONE

SW ANTENNA TUNING UNIT £39.95 + £3.00 P&P

SW LONG WIRE KIT Delux £19.95 + £2.00 P&P

SANGEAN ANT 60 =ortoble shortwave antenna £14.99 + £1.00 P&P

G5RV
_ £19.95 + £2.00 P&P

Half Size 40-10m £17.75 + £2.00 P&P

WIDE BAND RUBBER ANT. r:, scanners BNC £6.95 + 50p P&P

METAL RETRACTABLE ANT. ::,.-ners wit-  r' ' £6.95 + 50p P&P

SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane, Belbroughton, Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs.
Tel: (0562) 730672. Fax: (0562) 731002
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A Lightweight UHF Antenna -
Further Info

The Lightweight UHF Antenna, described in the March 93 issue of SWM was
an interesting concept in using a selection of BNC connectors to assemble
the centre section of the dipole. However, several readers have enquired as
to where they can obtain some of the more unusual connectors. This short
additional article provides details of from where and for how much you can

obtain all the connectors needed.

Farnell Electronic
Components, Canal Roads,
Leeds, West Yorkshire
LS12 2TU. Tel: (0532)
636311 can supply all of the
BNC connectors used. in the
project. They are normally a
trade only source but will
accept orders with either a
personal cheque, VISA or
ACCESS card number for
payment with your order.

To make it easier to identify
the various connectors and
their Farnell order codes, the
picture showing the
connectors before assembly
has been reproduced here,
with the part numbers added.
To help even further, a
complete parts list with Farnell
order codes and prices - as at
March 93 - is also given.

Description

T Adaptor 50Q
BNC to 4mm 5052
Right-angle 5052
BNC Straight Plug 5052

Farnell Order Code Price

251-197
GE35011
150-658
105-545

£2.96
£1.98
£5.98
£1.92

One off of each item in the
table is required to complete
the project.
All the prices given above are
exclusive of post and VAT, so
ordering by telephone using a
credit card is much easier.

251-197

6E35011

This picture shows how the various BNC plugs are
assembled to form the central section of the dipole.

150-658

105-545

First Aid
SWM contributor would be very pleased to hear from anyone who
wants to dispose of any 'DS' electrical fittings. These are a round -pin
plug and socket system in which one ofthethree pins is a replaceable
fuse. Old catalogue information would be handytoo. Andy Emmerson,
71 Falcutt Way, Northampton NN2 8PH. Tel: (0604) 844130.

Help! Help! Help! Could any reader please help a fellow s.w.l. My
friend has had his Trio 9R59D nowfor several months. Unfortunately,
working instructions did not come with it. Is there anybody outthere
that can help. All costs will be met. A. Doman. 12 Pool Bank Street,
Nuneaton, Warks CV11 5DB.

Has anyone got a spare 'tuning film' for an R210 h.f. receiver, or know
where I can get one. Also any information on fitting the film. Gavin
Jones. 74 Joseph Luckman Road, Bedworth, Warwickshire CV12
8B0. Tel: (0203) 315080.

Could anyone give me details on how to fully control my Yaesu FRG -
9600 using my IBM compatible PC. I am running the CAT FIF 232C
interface and am sending frequencies, mode, etc., to the radio
without any problems. What I haven't managed to do is getthe radio
to send a 'Busy' signal back to the PC. I am running a BASIC (V4.0)
program but do not know how to write the software to enable
effective hand -shaking to occur. Do I also need to carry out some
additional wiring in the CAT? Any help would be appreciated. Paul
Davies. Tel: (0279) 451977 7-10pm.

Short Wave Magazine, April 1993

Grandadby Leon Balers & David Leveren

I hope our new gadget opens Grandad' s wallet.
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KENWOOD - DIRECT  ICOM  ALINCO AOR  YAESU  LOWE  DRAKE  YUPITERU
A
EHAYDON COMMUNICATIONS - LONDON

WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FURTHER!
SHORTWAVE CORNER

SAVE £70

£269

ony ICF-2001D
0.15-30MHz USB/LSB/CW/
AM+FM BROADCAST.
YES+AIRBAND £339

SW -55 Mike Richards thinks it's impressive 4289 £269
SW -77 A sure winner gag £369
SW -7600 Small but good £489 £149
AN -1 Sony indoor/outdoor Active Antenna £69 £59

Lowe HF-225 Looks are often deceivinn
"It's b.... y good"

including

FREE LONG WIRE

Yaesu FRG -100
A sure contender
2 fora leaflet
SW -50 The cheapest digital
SW receiver available -
yet it's very good!

GiPHILIPS AE -3905
Miniature Digital SW Recvr.
(Incl. World Clock
+ Load'sa Xtra's) G4610
0.1,30mHz + FM Stereo!!

WHILST
STOCKS LAS -

NOW IN STOCK
M L B Magnetic Balun £38.95

VHF - UHF TCVRS
KENWOOD
TM -732E
State-of-the-art dual
band mobile 2m/70cms 50W

TH-78E 2m/70cm handy + wide band RX
TH-48 70cm handy + 2m RX
TH-28 2m handy + 70cms RX

ET2

From E269
A I- I MCC) SAVERS

DJ -580E
2m 70cm s
+ wide band
RX + EXTRA
NICAD FREE!!

DR -112E

DJ -180
2m + wide band

RX + EXTRA
NICAD
FREE!!

DR -599E
2m /70cms + wide

band RX £549

NOW 1114 1 -CO BC !
YAESU FT -530R

Includes Nicads and
charger. 2M/70cms (NEW!)

ICOM IC -W-2

£415 2m 70cms £395
wide band RX

YAESU FT -736
"Must be the best all
mode VHF -UHF base"

NOW IN STOCK THE YELLOW PAGES OF SCANNING
"UK SCANNING DIRECTORY" £14.95 FREE PAP

SCANNER CORNER
AR -3000A OUR BEST
SELLING SCANNER!
0.1-2.03MHz. ALL MODE
Beat the
price increase

"ITS SW IS BRILLIANT!"
AR-1500EX
NOW IMPROVED
EVEN MORE.
0.1-1300MHz.
ALL
MODE

Yupiteru
MVT-7100
0.1-1650MHz
with true S.S.B.

Ring for your
free spec. sheet

IHP -2000E OPT -2300 No scanner
New improved should be
version. without one!

0.1-1300MHz. 0.1-2.36G Hz

£269
includes nicads

£-8+9 and charger

DOWN IN PRICE

NEVADA
MS -1000
0.1-1300MHz

e279 £229
MVT-7000
Still going
strong

£299

24 hour salesline 0850 586313 * Mail Order: Same Day Despatch * Sales/service:- (Phone/Fax) -081-951 5782. Open:- Mon -Sat 10-6pm

'4 -go prm 132 High Street, Edgware, London HA8 TEL
Just around the corner from Edgware underground (Northern Line). Close to Ml, M25, A406. * FREE PARKING *
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Build your own Amateur Radio Station with HOWES KITS

RECEIVERS
DXR10
DcRx54
DcRx20/ 40/80
TRF3
Hardware

10. 12 & 15M Amateur Bands SSB/CW Receiver
HF SSB Air -Band 5.45 to 5.7MHz
Single Ham Band SSB/CW Receiver for 20, 40 or 80M
Shortwave Broadcast TRF Receiver 5.7 to 12.8MHz
For DXR10 or TRF3: £19.90. For DcRx: £20.90

Building your own receiver is one of the most interesting
projects you can undertake. All our receiver kits offer you
the thrill of hearing stations over long distances! Because
the HOWES KITS range is an extensive one, you can
add on to your receiver with optional kits such as Digital
Read-out, "S Meter" and with our Amateur Band receivers,
convert them into transceivers with the matching transmitter
kits. The optional Hardware packs listed above contain
basic cases, tuning capacitors, knobs, dials etc. Transceiver
and matching accessory hardware packs are also available
(as used to build the equipment in the photo at the top of
the page). These simple and easy to build receivers offer amazingly good results!

£27.50
£16.90
£16.90
£15.50

DXR10 Assembled Module

ASL5 DUAL BANDWIDTH FILTER
Hot up your radio's selectivity with this excellent accessory! The CW filter has a narrow 300Hz
bandwidth, and the speech filter is at least 50dB down at 3.3kHz - sharper roll -off than most
crystal filters! The ASL5 connects between the radio and the external 'speaker or headphones,
so no mods to the set are needed.
ASL5 Kit: £15.90 Assembled PCB Module: £25.90

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants NN11 6PT
Tel: 0327 60178VISA

SPA4 4 to 1300MHz Pre -Amp.
Boost the signals from your discone, nested dipoles etc. with the SPA4 receiver pre -amp!
Using a special IC amplifier giving at least) 5dB gain with low noise, the SPA4 is easy to build,
and is very effective for weak signal areas.
SPA4 Kit: £15.90 Assembled PCB Modules: £21.90

ACTIVE VHF AIR -BAND ANTENNA
The HOWES AB118 covers 118 to 1 37MHz. It has a band-pass filter to reduce out
of band signals, a tuned halfwave end -fed antenna element for good low angle (long

Kit distance) reception, a low noise pre -amplifier and switched 10dB attenuator. The antenna
fits standard 1.5" plastic pipe for easy weather-proof installation. Interesting to build, and
should transform your reception if you are still using that whip on the back of the scanner!
AB118 Kit: £18.80 Assembled PCB Modules: £25.90

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
Use 6 to 8 feet of wire with the AA2 module and you get broad-
band performance right across the long, medium and shortwave
bands. There are two gain settings, and the strong signal
performance is designed to be compatible with the popular SWL
sets (IP3 +38dBm typical). Don't settle for less!
AA2 Kit: £8.90 Assembled PCB Module: £13.90

AA4 25 to 1300MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA
Designed as the neat, compact, unobtrusive alternative to the discone, the AA4 is
deservedly popular with those who want broad -band performance without having to have
a antenna that shouts "scanner"! Fits in standard 1.5 inch water pipe for outdoor use, or
use uncased indoors.
AA4 Kit: £19.90 Assembled PCB Modules: £27.90
PLEASE ADD 1'1.50 P&P for kits, or f4.00 if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. We have lots more kits in the range!
Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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very light feel. This means that
in FAST mode, it is very easy
to scan across the bands too
quickly.

The greatest drawback as
far as I was concerned was the
lack of direct frequency input.
It seems rather short sighted
in this day and age not to
include a keypad to allow easy
frequency call up. But Yaesu
have at least incorporated a
feature which allows easy
access to the broadcast bands.
The user simply has to press
and hold the SET button
together with the UP key. The
set emits a 'beep' (about
which more later) showing
that the band selection mode
has been accepted. The user
presses the FAST key, and
then either UP or DOWN to
step through each of the
broadcast bands from long
wave to the 11 metre band
and the lowest frequency of
the band is tuned in.

The instruction Book

This is the point where the
instruction book has to be
consulted. Running to 40
pages, it is comprehensive
and thankfully written in clear
and easy to understand
English. This is also where you
start to realise that things you
had assumed in using the
receiver without the benefit of
reading the instructions are
not what they first seemed.
For example, you discover that
the FAST tuning increments
can be altered for each mode
(a.m., s.s.b. or c.w.) to
between 100Hz and 100kHz.
This is particularly useful for
broadcast listening as it is

FRG -100
Communications Receiver
Compact, easy to
use and yet
sophisticated,
complete
coverage...it sounds
like the description
of a radio listener's
dream receiver. But
perhaps that dream
set has come a little
closer to reality with
the introduction of
the new Yaesu
FRG -100
communications
receiver. Short
Wave Magazine
decided to send the
receiver out to two
different, specialist,
reviewers to get the
best possible picture
of this radio. Peter
Shore tuned around
the broadcast bands
and Mike Richards
tried it on the utility
bands before
looking into the
technical aspects

I was not terribly thrilled when
the Editor of Short Wave
Magazine telephoned and
said, "drop everything - we've
got a new receiver for you to
test", especially since the
resulting article had to be
written up within four days.
And so it came to pass that a
cold miserable weekend in
February I unpacked the new
Yaesu FRG -100 receiver,
plugged in a long wire
antenna and switched on...

It is compact, measuring
just 238mm x 243mm x 93mm
high and weighing in at a little
over 3kg. The controls are
neatly laid out on the front
panel, with a large signal
meter and liquid crystal
display and a reasonable size
tuning knob over to the right.
The total of 28 buttons and
knobs is far less than some of
the larger portable receivers
marketed currently by Sony,
which suggests that getting to
know how this set works
should be reasonably
straightforward.

That proved to be the case,
for with only a limited amount
of time to get to know the
FRG -100, I gave the instruction
book a miss and went straight
in to knob twiddling. When the
set is switched on it tunes to
the frequency last used.
Tuning manually is easy: turn
the knob and the set tunes in
100Hz steps if a.m. reception
mode is selected, or by
depressing the button to the
bottom right of the tuning
knob, marked FAST, the
increments increase to 1kHz. It
took me a little while to get to
master control of the tuning
knob as it seems to have a

YAESIJ
C.moorArroms Wei ./1 FIK1-100

PON/FR

possible to select 5kHz steps
for manual scanning across
the broadcast bands.

Selectivity can be altered:
the factory settings on a.m.
are 6.0kHz and 4.0kHz in a.m.
narrow. The narrow filter can
be set as low as 2.4kHz,
although listening is not
terribly pleasant with
selectivity so narrow. The
standard s.s.b. and c.w.
selectivity setting is 2.4kHz
and when fitted, an optional
unit allows c.w. to be
narrowed to just 500Hz.

Memories

The FRG -100 boasts a total of
52 memory channels which
store, in addition to frequency
data the mode (a.m., a.m.
narrow, s.s.b. and c.w.). It took
me a little while to master the
workings of the memory
system, but I must say that it
is extremely flexible. To store
frequencies takes but a few
moments. The VFO/MEM key
is depressed, and MEM
appears in the digital display.
The rotary MEM knob at the
bottom left of the front panel
should now be turned until a
vacant memory channel is
found and once a channel has
been selected, the frequency
can be stored by holding the
VFO-MEM key for a second
until the machine beeps twice.
Recall of the stored channels
is as straightforward, achieved
simply by turning the MEM
knob until the memory to be
recalled is found, and then
pressing the VFO/MEM key to
switch from v.f.o. to memory.

A further, and as far as I
know unique, feature is the
ability to sort the memory
channels into ascending
frequency order. To make this
a set suitable for all
applications, Yaesu have built
in a sophisticated clock and
timer device. Two clocks can
be operated independently in
either 12 or 24 hour modes.
Unfortunately, the display
cannot show both time and
frequency, so to check time,
the clock function has to be
selected and the clock remains
displayed until the CLOCK
button is depressed again.
Even if you start to tune the
set, the clock remains on
display if selected and
switching back to frequency
has to be carried out by hand.

A novel feature is the
hourly time signal which can
be switched on or off. When in
operation, the time
annunciator, as the handbook
describes it, gives a series of
three beeps (two short and
one long) in the three seconds
before the hour, whether the
set is on or off. It was quite
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peculiar to be listening to the
time signal on World Service
and to have the FRG -100
imitate the Greenwich Time
Signal! The 'beep' is
interesting in that the
frequency of the sound it
emits can be altered
continuously between 270Hz
to 3520Hz, although the
factory sets the frequency at
880Hz. The receiver can be
programmed to switch on and
off, either as an alarm function
or to allow unattended
recording of a programme. A
further sleep facility allows the
set to switch off after a user -
programmed delay, infinitely
variable between one minute
and two hours.

That concludes Peter's
part of the review, now
Mike Richards takes over
with his look at the
performance on the Utility
Bands along with the
technical information for
the rig.

When I received the FRG -100
from Peter Shore I was initially
impressed by its fine styling,
clean lines and compact
layout. The FRG -100 is also
very light and easily
transported thanks to the side
mounted carrying handle.
Powering -up proved to be
straightforward as it only
required a standard 12V d.c.
supply capable of delivering
1.2A. The review model was
supplied with an a.c. adaptor
that was fitted with a two pin
mains connector. I have a
personal dislike of this type of
connector, but it's a simple
matter to remove it and fit a
standard 13A plug.

Ergonomics

A good test of the ergonomics
of any receiver is to see just
how far you can get without
reading the manual. The FRG -
100 came through this very
well and I was able to move
around the bands and store
and retrieve frequencies from
the memories with no
problems. I was particularly
impressed with the main

liquid crystal display which
proved extremely clear in all
lighting conditions. The digit
size was also just about right.
With all the fuss associated
with the launch of a new
receiver, I, like Peter was
surprised to find no direct
entry tuning or pass band
tuning. However, as you will
see later, the FRG -100 has a
range of impressive features
that more than compensate.

Tuning Modes

Although Peter has outlined
the main tuning modes, I
thought I'd add a few
comments on the
programmable tuning steps.
The main advantage of this
mode is that you can
programme different tuning
steps for each mode. This
unusual feature proved to be
very useful in a number of
circumstances. An example of
this is when tuning through
the channelised marine s.s.b.
bands. Here the channel
spacing is 3kHz so by setting
the steps to match you can
quickly step from channel to
channel. One of the main
benefits of this system is that
you avoid all the inter channel
mush and can make better use
of the FRG -100's squelch.

However, this system really
comes into its own when used
with the Search facility that I'll
cover later.

The only problem I found
with this systems was the
increased sensitivity of the
tuning knob. This could be
reduced somewhat by halving
the tuning rate using the set-
up options. Those that need a
high degree of frequency
accuracy will be impressed
with the frequency calibration
option. This is a feature that's
been absent from receivers for
quite a few years. When I was
a lad it was standard practice
to have a mechanical
calibration of the tuning dial.
However, with the high
stability of modern receivers it
has been deemed
unnecessary. The provision of
a programmable v.f.o. offset
on the FRG -100 is therefore
something of a revelation. The
adjustment range provided is
really quite wide, covering
±3kHz in 10Hz steps. Although
it's not likely to be used very
often it's good to have the
facility available.

Memory Tuning

The FRG -100's memory
management system included
a memory tune facility. This

Specification

Frequency Range:
Reception Modes:
Stability:

Standard Tuning Steps:

Sensitivity:

Selectivity:

Intermediate Freq:
Squelch Sensitivity:

IF Rejection:
Image Rejection:
Audio Power:
Antenna Impedance:
Supply Voltage:
Power Consumption:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Accessories:

50kHz - 30MHz
u.s.b., I.s.b., c.w., a.m. (f.m. optional) Frequency
<±10p.p.m. from -10 to +50°C
<±2p.p.m. from 0 to +50°C (TCXO-4 option)
10Hz/100Hz (c.w./s.s.b.)
100Hz/1kHz (a.m./f.m.)
<0.25µV 1.8-30MHz s.s.b./c.w. (2.4kHz)
<10/ 1.8-30MHz a.m. (6kHz)
<0.5pV 1.8-30MHz f.m. (15kHz)
c.w. (narrow option) 500Hz -6dB, 1.8kHz -60dB
s.s.b. 2.4kHz -6dB, 4.5kHz -60dB
a.m. narrow 4kHz -6dB, 15kHz -50dB
a.m. 6kHz -6dB, 18kHz -50dB
f.m. (optional) 15kHz -6dB, 30kHz -60dB
47.21MHz, 455kHz
<2µV 1.8-30MHz (c.w./s.s.b./a.m.)
<0.320 28-30MHz (f.m.)
70dB or better (1.8-30MHz)
60dB or better (1.8-30MHz)
1.5W in 4Q with < 10`Yo th.d.
Lo -Z 50Q, Hi -Z 450Q
11-14V d.c., negative ground
1.2A max.
238mm (wide) x 93mm (high) x 243mm (deep)
3kg (approx.)
Mains adaptor supplied

meant that the operator could
use the manual tuning
controls to move on from a
memorised frequency. This
increased the flexibility of the
system so that memories
could be used just to select the
desired band. As a simple
example, you could set a
series of memories to the l.f.
band edge of the amateur
bands. These could then be
used rather like the broadcast
band selection mode to move
quickly between these bands.
With the comprehensive
memory facilities of the FRG -
100, it's not surprising to find
a number of built-in scanning
modes. The four main modes
were memory, band, priority
and group scanning. The
memory scan was the most
basic system that scanned
through the memories
avoiding only those that had
been locked out by the
operator.

I found the band scan to be
particularly effective when
monitoring channelised
marine or aeronautical
services. By setting the FAST
tuning steps to match the
channelisation you could very
effectively monitor a band for
activity. The matching of the
tuning steps with the
channelisation overcomes the
problems often associated
with using squelch controlled
scanning on the h.f. bands.
The group scan mode let the
operator choose to scan a
limited range of memories.
The memory groupings were
organised in a rather
ingenious way so that you
could either have ten groups
of five or five groups of ten
memories. To make best use
of the system you would
gather together common
stations into one of the
memory groups.

Advanced Features

Yaesu have really put some
lateral thought into the r.f.
features of the FRG -100. One
of the problems often faced by
utility listeners is poor
compatibility between the
recovered audio spectrum of
s.s.b. signals and the
requirements of the decoder.
This is particularly true of
systems that use the American
high tones for RTTY. The FRG -
100 combats this problem with
an adjustable carrier
frequency offset. This gave an
adjustment range from -1.5kHz
to +4.5kHz at the 455kHz
second i.f.

I found I could considerably
improve data reception by
adjusting the offset to cut out
the I.f. noise that can often
confuse decoding systems.
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For c.w. enthusiasts there
were two interesting options.
The first enables the beat note
to be adjusted to either 400,
500, 600 or 700Hz. The only
odd point about this is that the
most common preference of
800Hz is missing!

More interesting is the
inclusion of selectable c.w.
sidebands. When enable you
can effectively choose to
receive c.w. using either upper
or lower sideband. The main
advantage is in the reduction
of interference from adjacent
stations. The selection of i.f.
filters is an important decision
for all utility listeners. The
FRG -100 eases this decision by
giving the operator the facility
to assign any filter to any
mode. You can even assign
different filters to u.s.b. and
I.s.b. By combining the filter
selection with the carrier offset
the FRG -100 becomes a very
powerful receiving system.

Computer Control

At the beginning of this
section I mentioned my
surprise at the FRG -100 not
having a direct entry tuning
mode. Well, it's in the area of
computer control that the
FRG -100 takes a step forward.
Those that are familiar with
Yaesu's amateur transceivers
will no doubt be familiar with
their Computer Aided
Transceiver (CAT) system.
This system provides for
simple computer control of all
the key receiver functions.

The beauty of the system is
that any computer system
fitted with a serial port can be
used to control the receiver.
Connection to the computer is
made with a simple three wire
lead carrying just send,
receive and common. The data
rate is fixed at 4800 baud with
one start bit, eight data bits
and two stop bits. The
instruction manual contained
full details of the remote
commands so it was perfectly
feasible to write your own
control program. If you don't
have programming
experience, your Yaesu dealer
should be able to supply a
range of software to give
sophisticated control.

Some of the more
advanced packages include a
built-in frequency list that's
linked directly to the receiver.
Using this type of control is a
delight as you just select the
desired station from the list
and the receiver is instantly
set to the correct mode and
frequency. You can even
build-up very sophisticated
scanning routines for
advanced monitoring. So, as
you can see the provision of

CAT certainly compensates for
the lack of direct frequency
entry.

Under The Bonnet

With its fascinating range of
features I was looking forward
to putting the FRG -100
through its paces in the lab. A
look at the block diagram
showed the receiver to be
fairly conventional with a high
(47.21MHz) first i.f. followed
by the main gain and filtering
at 455kHz. Frequency
generation was by a
combination of crystal and
voltage controlled oscillators.
The overall frequency
accuracy was determined by a
10.48576MHz reference
oscillator. Incidentally, this
could be replaced by an
optional temperature
controlled oscillator for the
ultimate in stability.

Sensitivity measurements
were the first to be made and
the review model exceeded its
specification throughout the

frequency range. Audio
distortion levels were also
checked out and the FRG -100
achieved a best a.m. result of
1.55% with a modulating
frequency of 400Hz. Working
through the rest of the
specification showed that the
performance was well within
the manufacturers limits. The
only exception to this fine
performance was the 4 and
6kHz filters. Whilst these were
quoted as having 6dB
bandwidths of 4 and 6kHz

We asked SMC to comment on Mike's findings on a.m. selectivity and the
inability to go below 130kHz. Their comments are as follows:

There would appear to be no fault with the set tested. We measured
another one and obtained results similar to those noted.

-40dB
-6dB

-60dB

a.m.(n.)
10.6kHz
6.9kHz
14.5kHz

a.m.
12.4kHz
8.2kHz
15.6kHz

The set will go down to 50kHz. However, this requires a button pushing
procedure to modify the software. Start with the set switched off. Hold in
both the FM and SSB buttons while switching the set on. All of the first batch
into the UK were originally set up to not go below 130kHz, as Mike found.

Conclusions

I found the FRG -100 a relatively easy and pleasant set to use,
although some of the functions took some time to become
familiar with. It performed well, even with a relatively short and
simple outdoor wire antenna, with Radio Australia's broadcasts
being easily received. The greatest drawback as far as I was
concerned was the lack of a keypad for direct frequency entry,
something taken for granted on most cheaper digital receivers,
let alone communications sets. Overall, I think that this would be
a worthy addition to any short wave listener's receiver collection,
with the proviso that it is better to listen with headphones than
relying on the small speaker mounted in the set's roof. Peter

The FRG -100 can be very deceptive in that its wealth of unusual
features are not obvious from a simple scan of the front panel. I
was certainly fooled at first sight by the apparent simplicity of the
front panel. However, the more I used the receiver the more I
grew to like it. I can see that the FRG -100 will take its place
alongside the other market leaders in the competitive amateur
communications market place, being suitable for all types of
listening from broadcast through the complex data modes.

Mike
The FRG -100 is available from all Yaesu dealers and the current
price is in the region of £550 (but that's at the current rate of
exchange). Our thanks to SMC Ltd., SMC HQ, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hants 505
3BY. Tel: (0703) 255111 for the loan of the review model.

respectively, measurements of
the review model showed
these to be very much wider.
The 4kHz variant measured
7.8kHz whilst the 6kHz unit
appeared to give 8.2kHz
bandwidth. A check of the -
50dB point gave 13 and
14.2kHz respectively. I suspect
this was a fault associated
with the review model, as the
correct response should have
given a narrower 6dB point
but wider at -50dB.

The review model also had
a problem with its lower
frequency limit. The
specification indicated
coverage down to 50kHz but
the software prevented
selection of frequencies below
130kHz. I've mentioned both
problems to SMC and I'm sure
they will be quickly resolved.

The acid test with any
receiver is its on -air
performance and the FRG -100
fared very well indeed. For the
broadcast listener, the
recovered audio was very
clear, even when using the
small internal speaker. The
versatile filtering options gave
the operator maximum
flexibility in dealing with
adjacent channel interference.

A common problem on the
broadcast bands is overload
from very strong signals. One
of the most effective ways to
combat this is with good r.f.
filtering and adjustable
attenuation. The FRG -100 had
both of these and the
attenuation was adjustable in
6dB steps from 6 to 18dB. The
adjustment was made using
two buttons on the front panel
marked 6dB and 12dB. When
both buttons were pressed the
attenuation increased to 18dB.

When I used the FRG -100
for utility reception I was very
impressed with the excellent
frequency stability. This is
absolutely vital when
receiving unattended FAX
images. As I mentioned
earlier, the carrier offset and
c.w. sideband selection
facilities were extremely
useful and set the FRG -100
apart from many other
receivers.
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riDiK),L3TioE
by Ron Ham
Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4HE

From Edinburgh or Glasgow,
depending where he was at the time,
Ron Livesey, using a small refractor
telescope ahead of a projection
screen, identified four active areas on
the sun's disc on December 9,14,19,25
& 28 and five on the 10th and 29th.

Although his January solar
observations were sometimes
hampered by mist and overcast skies,
Cmdr Henry Hatfield (Sevenoaks),
using his spectrohelioscope, located
one sunspot group, 2 filaments, 1

medium 'hedgerow' and 4 very small
quiescent prominences at 1211 on the
1st, a single faint group, a small slightly
active plage, 5fs and 4 qps at 1132 on
he 3rd, 1 grp with a slightly a ctive plage,
7fs and 8 small qps at 1252 on the 8th,
2grps, 7fs, 1 medium 'hedgerow'
prominence on the south-east limb, 7
small qps and many speckles at 1147
on the 18th and 3fs, 1 medium and 3
small qps at 1140 on February 1.

In addition to prove the sun was
'alive' I!), Henry's 136MHz radio
telescope recorded individual bursts
of solar noise on January 1, 16 and 23.

Despite a great deal of cloud that
plagued Sussex in January, Patrick
Moore (Selsey) projected the sun's

on to his telescope's screen
each time the sky was clear and his
efforts revealed a number of individual
sunspots at 1000 on the 8th, Fig.1 and
what looks like a couple of groups at
the same time on the 14th, Fig.2. Both
Figs.1and2are copiesof the drawings
made by Patrick on his projection
screen.

Auroral

The auroral co-ordinatorforthe British
Astronomical Association received
reports describing a 'glow or
unspecified form' for the overnight
periods on December 1,14,18,20, 29 &
30, 'quiet arc or band' on the 19th &
29th, 'ray bundles' on the 7th & 29th,
'active flaming' on the 13th, 19th, 28th
& 30th and 'corona structure' on the
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28th, from observers ranging from
Ireland, through Scotland to North
Dakota. Radio or visual observations

auroral activity and/or details of
magnetic disturbances are welcomed
by Ron at Flat 1/2, East Parkside,
Edinburgh EH16 5XJ.

Magnetic

The various magnetometers used by
Karl Lewis (Saltash), Ron Livesey,
David Pettitt (Carlisle) and Tom
Rackham (Goostrey), between them
reported activity in the earth's
magnetic field on December 3, 7, 8, 9,
10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 28 & 29. Storm
conditions were recorded on days 17
& 28.

Propagation Beacons

First, my thanks are due to Gordon
Foote (Didcot), Simon Griggs

Fig. 2.

(Chelmsford), Henry Hatfield, Ted
Owen (Maldon), Ted Waring (Bristol)
and Ford White (Portland) for their
28MHz beacon logs which, when I
combined their efforts, enabled me to
compile the monthly chart, Fig. 3, of
beacon signals heard in the UK
between December 26 and January
25.

"It's been very quiet indeed," said
Simon Griggs who is right when he
reports that the beacon signals 'have
thinned out' since his November
offering. Reports of new beacon
signals being heard this time came
from Gordon Foote, who copied
EA2ZRA on January 16 and Ford White
who logged KO4N and NOJAR on 13th

Tropospheric

Towardthe end of December, Leo Barr
(Sunderland) was checking Band II,
with his new Roberts RC818 receiver

and "came acrossthe first decent
in months". In addition to a German
station around 102MHz he logged BBC
transmissionsfromAberdeen,Ashkirk,
Black Hill, Forfar, Holme Moss,
Humberside, Sandale and Whitby,
Classic FM from Black Hill, Lincs FM
from Belmont and possibly a

Scandinavian signals on 93.3MHz.
Variations in the atmospheric

pressure for the period December 26
to January 25 can be seen in my
television column elsewhere in this
issue.

Short Wave Magazine carries
some books on propagation,
which may interest readers of
Ron Ham's column.

Introduction to Radio Wave
Propagation BP293. "How does
the sun and sunspots affect the
propagation of the radio waves
that are the basis of our hobby?
They affect the ionosphere, but
differing frequencies react
differently. Find out how to use
charts to predict frequencies that
will be the most profitable. What
effect will noise have on the
signal? The answers to these
questions and other can be found
in this book." This book costs
£3.95.

Two other books are
Introduction to Amateur Radio
BP257 and Introduction to VHF/
UHF for Radio Amateurs BP281,
both by Ian Poole. These books
cover various aspects of
propagation and cost £3.50.
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DATONG
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Clayton Wood Close
West Park

Leeds LS16 6QE
Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

For products you can rely upon
to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters,
Audio Filters, the Morse Tutor and Speech Processors
send or telephone for a free catalogue and selective data sheets
as required.

All our products are designed and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched within 48 hours subject to availability.

VISA - VISA AND ACCESS WELCOME -

331)))))) ) ) )
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The new
AR2000
500kHz-1300MHz
with better
sensitivity
than the
original
2000

£309

HF-150 Compact
Communications Receiver
£359 inc VAT
Designed as a logical alternative to the Japanese 'push
button portables', the HF-150 places a 'real radio' within
your price reach. Whilst reflecting the Lowe approach to
simplicity of operation, the HF-150 nevertheless has all the
features and facilities you need. This truly is 'Real Radio'.

Frequency coverage: 30kHz-30MHz.
Modes: USB/L5B/AM/Sync. AM (selectable 5'band).
IF Bandwidths: 2.5kHz & 7kHz.
Tuning: 8Hz steps with variable speed. Memories: 60 holding frequency & mode
Aerial inputs: 600 ohms, 50
ohms & Hi -Z Whip.
Power 12Vdc from mains
adaptor (supplied).
Case: All metal light alloy case.
Size: 185mm(W) x 80mm(H) x
160mm(D).
Weight: 1.3kg (less batteries).

AR3000A
The AR3000A is a follow on from the highly

acclaimed AR3000. Many major improvements have

been implemented at the request of
enthusiasts. The tuning control

is now 'free running' to
provide a smooth feel for

558/CW, x10 buttons have

been added to make step

size faster and more

convenient. All information

is contained on the LCD

instead of a separate status LED

indication. The RS232

facility has
a switch on the

rear panel to

enable/disable operation. Memory clear and full

microprocessor reset functions are available
from the front panel. The re- writing of

microprocessor firmware using an even

more efficient language has further
increased scan and search speeds.

NOW IN

STOCK

Gateway to
the world
£479 rnc VAT

Frequencies: 30kHz-30MHz.
Tuning: 8Hz steps.

Memories: 30 channels.
Filters: IF filters for all modes fitted.

Tuning: Keypad & spin -wheel.
AM/FM Sync. Detector (optional).

Keypad for remote entry (optional).

EXCELLENT QUALITY at a
REASONABLE COST

AR1500
100kHz-1300MHz and

same modes as the
AR2000. Price to be

confirmed Approx. f349

We are a main dealer for all potoular
makes of receivers, transceivers, scanners,

ie. YAESU, ICOM, KENWOOD, ALINCO & LOWE.
Prices are correct at time of going to press.

400 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
Telephone: 071-723 5521 Telex: 298765

OPENING TIMES: 9.30am-5.30pm Mon -Fri. 10am-4.30pm Sat.
Normally 24hr despatch

but please allow 7 days for delivery
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THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR APT, HRPT, ETC.
INNOVATIONS, CONSTRUCTION, HARDWARE, SOFTWARE
REMOTE For All
I MAG I NG WEATHER SATELLITE

Enthusiasts
G R 0 U P: For a Free Information Pack and Membership details send a
jomompaiks_ large SAE to the Membership Secretary, Ray Godden, Rig -Sub.
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY P.O. Box 142, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, WD3 4RQ, England

SRBI ASTRA/PAL UPGRADE
* Upgrade your old BSB equipment to PAL - retaining digital capabilities
* Full LED indication of analogue/digital and horizontal/vertical settings
* Provides full LNB voltage switching * Board £20 * D2 MacEprom £12
* Ready made, fully tested, easily fitted * Astra LNBS from £22
* Fixed 6.5MHz Sound Carrier * Dishes/SRB1 Spares

FFWD PO BOX 55 Phone for details

SERVICES LUTON, LU1 1XG = Info & C/Card Orders (0582) 423885

RECEIVE and TRANSMIT FAX IMAGES
This latest version of PC HF FAX not only enables you to receive
weather charts, rebroadcast satellite pictures, amateur and press
transmissions on your PC computer but also has the ability to
transmit your own fax messages.

NEW FEATURES INCLUDE:
230 page manual with worldwide fax frequency and
schedule list.
Integrated online fax broadcast schedules with
multiple search fields.
Support for Super VGA displays as well as Hercules,
CGA, EGA, VGA, LCD.

Standard capture resolution 640x800 with 16 grey
levels, with VGA, and EMS memory Images are saved
at 1280x800 with 256 grey levels.

True colour press and satellite rebroadcast Images in
EGA, VGA and SVGA.

Printer support for 14" wide printers plus Epson
compatible colour printers.
File compression, Image cropping, Digital noise
reduction, Pixel photometry, and Contrast control.
Import of ASCII text files for conversion and
transmission as fax files.

Installation is simple, both the demodulator and modulator plug
into the serial port of the PC and are powered by the computer.

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users £39.95 p&p £1.50

£116.33 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

All items come complete with a comprehensive manual.
tutorial audio cassette and demodulator. They will work
on any PC compatible computer from 8088 to 486 and
notebooks. The demodulator plugs into the serial port of
the PC and requires audio from a radio receiver. Suitable
dedicated receivers and aerials are also available.

Call today for full details and brochures

COMAR ELECTRONICS
UNIT 10, SAMUEL WHITES ESTATE,

pMEDINA ROAD, COWES,
ISLE OF WIGHT, P031 7LP v

Tel: 0983 200308 Fax: 0983 280402

PC GOES/WEFAX
PC GOESANEFAX enables you to receiver both

FAX and SATELLITE images on your PC computer
In FAX mode it wA display weather charts. rebroadcast satellite images. press and
amateur transmissions. In SATELLITE mode it will capture images from both
METEOSAT and all Polar orbiting satellites. Some of its marry advanced features
are:  Image resolution 640x800v16 standard. 1280.800x256 with VGA and 1MB
EMS  Super VGA support  Display in black/white. monochrome grey scale.
blue/grey  Colour or user programmable colour  supports all known FAX and
satellite transmission modes  Start, stop, phasing tone recognition and tuning
oscilloscope  Latitude and longitude gridding on Polar orbiting images  interactive
thermal infra red analysis Polar orbtting prediction program  Mulbtrame
animation  Image brightness  Contrast  Reversal and rotation control.

Price only £199 Inc VAT p&p £3.25

PC SWL 3.0
PC SWL Is a complete package allowing

decoding of data sent over radio
This new version contains the following facilities:

 RTTY baudot 45. 50. 75 and 100. or user selectable rate  ASCII 75. 110, 150.
and 300. or user selectable rate  FEC/ARO including AMTOR/SITOR 75 and 100
baud  MORSE CODE with automatic or manual speed control  NAVTEX marine
weather and navigational information  RAW HEX for manual decoding  Improved
automatic signal analysis  Integrated shortwave station log, to enable search, sort
and store stations  New drop down menus, integration with PC HF FAX.

Upgrade for existing PC SWL users £39.95 p&p £1.50

£99 inc VAT p&p £3.25
Order PC SWI. and PC HF FAX together for only £178 p&p £3.25

Many Radio Amateurs and SWLs are puzzled. Just what are all those
strange signals you can hear but not identify on the Short Wave Bands?

A few of them such as CW, RTTY, Packet and Amtor you'll know- but
what about the many other signals?

HOKA ELECTRONICS HAVE THE ANSWER! There are some well-known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices, complete with expensive PROMS for
upgrading etc., but then there is CODE3 from Hoka Electronics! It's up to you to make the choice - but it will be easy once you know more about Code3. Code3 works on
any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS 2.0 or later and having at least 640k of RAM. The Code3 hardware includes a digital FSK Convertor unit with built-in 230V AC
power supply and RS232 cable, ready to use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of data transmissions. Code3 isthe most sophisticated decoder
available and the best news of all is that it only costs £329!

 Morse - Manual/Auto speed follow. On screen WPM indicator
 RTTY /Baudot/Murray/ITA2/CCITT2 plus all bit inversions
 Sitor - CCIR 625/476-4, ARO. SBRS/CBRS FEC. NAVTEX etc
 AX25 packet with selective callsign monitoring, 300 Baud
 Facsimile, all RPM/10C (up to 16 shades at 1024 x 768 pixels)
 Autospec - Mk's I and II with all known interleaves
 DUP-ARO Artrac - 125 Baud Simplex ARO
 Twinplex -100 Baud F7BC Simplex ARO
 ASCII - CCITT 5, variable character lengths/parity

 AR06-90/98 - 200 Baud Simplex ARO
 SI-ARO/ARCI-S - AR01000 simplex
 SWED-ARO/ARO-SWE - CCIR 518 variant
 ARO-E/AR01000 Duplex
 ARO-N - AR01000 Duplex variant
 ARO-E3 - CCIR 519 variant
 POL-ARO - 100 baud Duplex ARO
 TOM242/ARCI-M2/4-242 CCIR 242 with 1/2/4 channels
 TOM342/ARa-M2/4 CCIR 342-2 with 1/2/4 channels

 FEC-A - FEC100A/FEC101
 FEC-S - FEC1000 Simplex
 Sports Into. 300 Baud ASCII F7BC
 Hellscreiber - Synch./Asynch.
 Situ RAW - (Normal Sitar but without synchronisation)
 ARO6-70
 Baudot F7BBN
 Factor - coming soon!

 SYNOP RTTY Decoder - coming soon!

All the above modes are pre-set with the most commonly seen baudrate setting and number of channels which can be easily changed at will whilst decoding. Multi-
channel systems display ALL channels on screen at the same time. Split screen with one window continually displaying channel control signal status e.g. idle
Alphas/Beta/RQ's etc, along with all system parameter settings e.g. unshift on space, Shift on Space, multiple carriage returns inhibit, auto receiver drift compensation,
printer on, system sub -mode. Any transmitted error correction information is used to minimise received errors. Baudot and Sitor both react correctly to third shift signals
(e.g. Cryillic) to generate ungarbled text unlike some other decoders which get 'stuck' in figures mode!

Six options are currently available extra to the above specification as follows: 1) Oscilloscope. Displays frequency against time. Split screen storage/real time. Great for
tuning and analysis. £35. 2) Piccolo Mk 6. British multi -tone system that only we can decode with a PC! £65. 3) Ascii Storage - Save to disc any decoded ascii text for
later processing. £35. 4) Coquelet - French multi -tone system, again only on offer from Hoka! £65. 5) 4 Special ARO and FEC systems i.e.. TORG-10/11, ROU-FEC/RUM-
FEC, HC-ARQ (ICRC) and HNG-FEC. £75. 6) Auto -classification - Why not let the PC tell YOU what the keying system is?! £65.

Please add £5 to the above prices for carriage by fully insured First Class Postal delivery (default method).
Call or write for our comprehensive information leaflet - there is just not enough room here to tell you everything about Code3!

Professional users - please ask about our new CODE30 DSP unit available now! (Piccolo down to -12dB S/N!!) Prices start from £1375.

VISA
HOKA ELECTRONICS (UK)
26 Bury Road, Shillington, Hitchin, Herts. SG5 3NY

Phone (0462) 711600 or Fax (0462) 711769
ID
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Roger Bunney, 33 Cherville Street,
Romsey, Hants S051 8FB

The past few weeks has been
relatively still across the satellite belt,
all is quiet in the Gulf - though
undoubtedly the Starbird SNG unit is
on standby lestthe sabres rattle again.

After a long silence Eutelsat I F2
now at 3°E fired up for several days
from January 22, with colour bars and
a caption at 10.97GHz horizontal
indicating thatthe Austrian Aflenz Earth
station was uplinking onto the bird.
The caption was present for at least 2
days, then to colour bars and then
transmission ceased. It will be worth
watching the satellite for future
transmissions. In the Gulf War, 3°E
had been used for the Jerusalem
Capitol Studios for their backlinking
into Europe for numerous
broadcasters. The satellite seems to
be in an inclined orbit as the signal
over several hours fell in strength and
then rose. A mystery signal, again
colour bars with a caption 'UKI 88' had
been present on the new Eutelsat II F4
7°E bird at 11.13GHz vertical. The
mystery relatesto use of inverted video
and a superimposed sine wave, not
unlike a version of SAVE encryption
(as used until recently on BBC WSTV
and the Red Hot Dutch porn channel).
There's no sound and the picture has
been there for weeks.

Andrew Sykes again with an
excellent catch during January of the
'EBU MOGADISHU' caption
downlinking into Europe in Ku band
with various newsfeeds. Normallythe
ground station(s) representing the
various news networks based in
Somalia uplinks to Intelsat 505 66°E in
Ku band, cross strapping on the bird to
give a C Band Global beam coverage.
However, on this one day the satellite
was downlinking in Ku band and
Andrew came acrossthe signal.A rare
catch.

A letter and long printout has just
arrived from Ian Waller (Lincoln
Satellite). Ian, a veteran satellite
activist both by hobby and profession,
has been monitoring C Band (4GHz)
and logged the first ever news feeds
onthe TDRS 41°W satellite onJanuary

20 carrying the US Presidential
inauguration. If you wondered how Sky
gottheir Indian cricket coverage back
to the UK then Intelsat 507 57°E in
inclined orbit on the Global beam trdr
38 at 4.17GHz with main audio at
6.4MHz is the answer! And also in the
east of our parish, Gorizont 53°E has
fired up her Lucht transponder where
has been seen colour bars with the
'EBU Moscow' ident acrossthe centre.

A new test pattern with 'TORT'
appeared on Eutelsat II F3 16°E at
11.09GHz vertical on February 11,
which was later identified as yet
another Turkish TV channel uplinking
out of the BTI London Teleport. It
rejoices in the name of 'Turkiye
Gazetesi Radyo Televizyonu' and will
be running up to 17 hours daily later in
the year. Another shortly to arrive (at
the time of writing though operational
when these pearls are read) is Radio
Televisionc Marocaine againover16°E
at 10.97GHz vertical carrying their
Arabic TV service. With Egypt and
Tunisia already onthis bird our Middle
Eastexileswill be happy, its interesting
to see how Arabic TV operates with
the Koran both opening and closing
the programme day.

The end of BSkyB transmissions
over Marco Polo 1 and 2 at 31°W
brought bargain priced D2MAC
receivers and dishes onto the UK
surplus market, many of these are
being modified by enthusiasts for both
D and D2MAC service on other
satellites (BATC has carried
information) and the Trac company
have commercially been modifying the
equipment and with new software.
Marco Polo 1 closed earlyJanuary but
Marco Polo 2, which was sold to
Norwegian Telekom in Autumn 1992
has been moved and now operates
from 0.8°W - re -christened as THOR'.
Eventually 5 TV services including a
sports and children's channel will
downlink spotting into Norway and
covering most of Scandinavia.
Towardsthe end ofJanuary both CNNI
(11.78GHz) and a specially
orchestrated Filmnet service

SSC
%Pm" 4illedi
Identification logo for the Egyptian Space Channel over Eutelsat
II F3 at 16°E.

Andrew Syke's wall mounted dish that has been producing
noise when the dish moves, any suggestions to reduce the
problem.

(12.01GHz) both in right hand circular
polarisation opened transmissions.
CNNI is in DMAC and Filmnet D2MAC,
the latter into Eurocrypt S encryption.
CNNI is rumouredto be going Eurocrypt
S later this year.

If you've capabilityof Telecom band
operation then check out Olympus at
18°W. An unusual bird, it carried
occasional education and corporate
video material during the daytime, even
the BBC use her for outside broadcast
circuits - usually BBC Scotland.
Weekday evenings from around
2100UTC the French CBC (Canada)
news is carried, going into their
weather forecast for various cold
outposts around the north and then
into programmes, including
commercials. Thetransmissions cease
around 2215 onwards. Check out
12.57GHzforthe educational feeds and
12.52GHz for the CBC offerings. Who
the CBC transmissions are intended
for is notknownthough learned opinion
suggests Canadian forces in Europe.
Can anyone comment?

Finally, I noticed in early February
that the MIR space station has been
downlinking data via the ZSSRD-2
satellite 16°W at 11.37GHz circular.
Lookfor intenseflashing onthe screen.
A close lookwas also keptat10.835GHz
since this is used intermittently for
video feeds ex MIR via ZSS to Earth,
the crewusually appearing in shotand
talking tothefolks back home in Russia,
though nothing has been yet seen. The
national press indicated that attempts
were to be made on MIR to deploy a
large reflectorto deflect solar rays (or
radiation) back to Earth! The video
frequency is slightly below Ku band as
on 'normal' satellite receivers, the SR -
50 manual receiver (and indeed other
manual and non -synthesised units) can
usually be simply modified to extend
coverage down to the MIR video
downlink - signalsthough are weakish
on a 1.5m dish.

Satellite News

Two changes to widebeam footprint
coverage on Eutelsat II F3 16°E with
the Egyptian Channel dropping

Superbeamand changingto11.178GHz
trdr27vertical,andthe Hungarian Duna
7 downlink changing the footprint but
remaining on trdr 33 11.596GHz
horizontal. Mid January sawthe move
of all EBU leased feeds of the news
and programme exchange circuits
from Eutelsat I F5 21°E to the more
efficient II F4 at 7°E and increasing
leases to 4 trdr. with an anticipated 2
additionaltrdrleaseswithin 18 months.
Coverage from the new bird ranges
from Northern Scandinavia to the
Sahara, East to the Urals and West to
the Canaries. Eutelsat II F6 should be
up and operational during 1994 and
already bookings are being taken for
trdr. capacity - II F6 will co -slot with II
Fl at13°E andofferdedicatedTV prime -
time downlinking (1700-0100CET),
dishes of 800mm will be required
across most of Europe/UK with 1m
diameters needed in the fringes such
as Moscow.

In January,the merger of Eurosport
and Screensport took place and it's
likely that the reformed channel -
'Eurosport - The European Sports
Network' will operate out of Paris, the
UK staff of 120 having been made
redundant. The new channel will carry
audio in English, German and Dutch
over the existing Eurosport Astra trdr,
a French version 'TV Sport' will air over
Telecom 2 later late Spring.

The Lifestyle (and Satellite
Jukebox) Channel has also closed and
RTL-2 are hot runners for an Astra trdr.
shortly. Nickelodeon, anAmerican kids
channel is to be launched by Sky over
Astra in October '93 (0700-1900) when
Astra 1C is on stream.

Sky will offer the channel
production facilities at their West
London site and the upsurge in
children's programming has lead to
rumours that Ted Turner (alias CNNI)
launch his own kids channel later this
year - called 'The Cartoon Channel'.

And finally Euronews is now
transmitting her 20 hour per day
programming into Europefrom Eutelsat
II F1 13°E at 11.57561-1z vertical trdr 37.
Based in Lyons, France,the audio sub-
carriersinclude English, French, Italian
and German.
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RADIO SHACK
Famous for

SCANNERS
The widest choice of scanners in the UK is available for

you to see and help you with your decision here at
RADIO SHACK. You can be certain of our completely

impartial advice as we do not import the equipment
ourselves and all that we sell is from the manufacturers

or their appointed distributors so assuring you of full
backup and service.

We also keep antennas, accessories and tape recorders
that work automatically when reception commences.

Amongst our stock when this goes to press is the latest
hand held scanner known as the

PRO -43.

This little unit, AM/FM switchable 200 channels in 10

memory banks, superb performance and up to 1000 MHz

in coverage, is only £229.95, give us a call and discuss it.

AR3000A
The latest full coverage receiver/scanner covering all frequencies

from 100 kHz to 2036 MHz. Available from stock

We also stock scanners by

AOR

ALINCO

ICOM

JUPITER

BLACK JAGUAR
NEVADA

REALISTIC

UNCLE TOM COBLEY AND ALL

Carriage free in U.K. Call us for our tax free export prices.

We will be pleased to quote you for anything you require
in the communications and computer field. We are
pleased to hear from you and see you. We aim to give
you the attention you deserve, so please call before you
come along.

73s Terry Edwards G3STS

RADIO SHACK LTD
188 Broadhurst Gardens, LONDON NW6 3AY

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead
Station on the Jubilee Line)

Tel: 071-624 7174 Fax: 071- 328 5066

RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tuition Service

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one
which guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest

possible time. Only The Rapid Results College offers you all
these advantages:

El A qualified personal tutor

0 Study material prepared by specialists

0 Completely self-contained courses

0 Handy pocket-size booklets

O Personal study programme

El Regular marked tests

El Courses regularly updated

O 48 hour despatch

El Free advice before you enrol

11 Telephone Helpline

0 Free 'How to Study' Guide

El Instalment Plan

0 Free Postage on course material

0 Worldwide Airmail Service

0 Extra tuition free if you don't pass first time

POST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE
RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTUS
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

Postcode

111111 The Rapid Results College
R Ric Dept 1V133. Tuition House. London SW I9 4DS. FREE ADVICE: 081 947 7272 (9am-5pml

PROSPECTUS: 081 946 1102 124 hour Recordacall Service quoting Dept. No. above).

ACe"

THE FLYING SHOP
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT

YUPITERU VT -125 MkII
 Excellent reception  108-142MHz
 30 memory channels
 Illuminated LCD display! 25. 150 or 100kHz steps
 Search, scan or direct frequency entry
 Keylock  Keyboard beep tone  LCD signal meter
ONLY £144.53 inc VAT
Complete with 3 AA size ni-cad batteries, 240V
mains adaptor 12V d.c. cigar plug & carry strap

MAC/WIN 108
 Compact  108-142.975MHz  LCD display
 Search, scan or direct frequency entry  Key lock

 Priority channel
ONLY £112.80 inc
VAT

YUPITERU
MVT-7000
1MHz-1300MHz
 AM-NBFM-WBFM  Multiple steps
 Better than 0.5pV  200 memories  Rotary dial
 S -meter  Fast scan speed  Lockout/priority
 Ni-cads  Charger/AC PSU  12V lead
The MVT-7000 is the latest from Yupiteru and provides
unbroken coverage throughout the spectrum. Each one is
carefully tested by us and supplied with a unique power
supply that will not only recharge the ni-cads, but also run
the set directly from the mains. It's beautifully styled lines
and superb engineering make it the best buy for the
customer who wants the widest frequency range possible.
£285 inc VAT

The Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport,
Westerhatn, Kent TN16 3BN

Tel: (0959) 576370 0900 - 18.00 (Mon -Sun)
(0959) 572352 0700-0900 & 1800-2000

Fax: (0959) 576711 24 Hour.
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EUROPE

By Peter Shore

The last remnants of the Cold War
in terms of international broadcasting
are clearly the Munich based
broadcasters, Radio Liberty and Radio
Free Europe. They started operations
back in the 1950s, originally run by the
CIA, beaming news and information,
and, many would argue, extensive
propaganda, to the Soviet Union and
its satellites. But President Clinton's
tight budget plans means that the
stations will close by 1995 with the loss
of around 1600 jobs. Initially, RFE and
Liberty will be merged with the US
Information Agency, the parent of the
Voice of America, and savings over
the next five years will amount to
US$644 million. RFE has been very
successful in moving in to the newly
liberalised eastern European states
such as Czechoslovakia where it
broadcasts nationally on f.m. with no
short wave transmissions at all.

Many listeners will remember the
extensive jamming that was directed
against RFE and Liberty during the
height of the Cold War. It was reputed
that the Soviet Union spent more on
jamming than itdid maintaining itstotal
broadcasting efforttothe West. And in
so doing, the bands were made 'at
times' almost unlistenable. The
cessation of broadcasts from Munich

A QSL from Vatican Radio.

may mean more room for other
broadcasters onthe shortwave bands,
astens of frequencies are used by the
stations at different times of the day
and night.

The future of European radio could
lie in the co-operation of stations from
across the continent; and to prove the
point, four international broadcasters
are working together to form a new
pan-European channel. !twill be known
as European Digital Radio and will
make use of the new Digital Audio
Broadcasting - DAB - system that is
dueto be introduced in many countries
across Europe in early 1995.

Radio France International, BBC
World Service, Radio Netherlands and
Deutsche Welle are formulating plans
for a station that will broadcast news
and current affairs in three language
streams -English, German and French
- during the day and in the evening the
station will combine to transmit music
in CD quality stereo.

All this is technically possible with
DAB, as the system is flexible enough
to allow each CD quality channel to be
subdivided into several mono f.m.
quality channels by the use of
multiplexing. Intelligent receivers
would be able to combine and splitthe
channels, and the listener could select
whichever channel or language he or
she wanted. There are inevitably
problems ahead for the European
Digital Radio channel. Finance will be
needed as well as access to the
terrestrial DAB frequencies which will
be in short supply. But the project is
novel and already attracting much
interest in professional circles. It could
well become a reality in the early days
of DAB.

World Radio Network

Last year, I told you about an
organisation called World Radio
Network that had hired an audio sub -
carrier onthe Astra satelliteto transmit
the programmes of a variety of
international broadcasters to
European listeners in high quality. The

tests last summer proved worthwhile
with lots of reaction from Astra-
equipped listeners in the UK and on
mainland Europe, and now World Radio
Network is back.

This time the station is using
Eutelsat, and has moved in a slightly
different direction. It is marketing itself
primarily as a means for international
stations to reach rebroadcasters on
the ground, in other words local f.m. or
medium wave stations who wantto fill
their air -time with programmes
produced by other broadcasters.

Vatican Radio has already signed
up with WRN, and the programmes
can be heard by anyone equipped with
a dish capable of receiving Eutelsat II
Fl at 13°E. Tune to transponder 32H at
11.554GHz (used by Middle East
Broadcasting Centre) and the audio
sub -carrier at 7.74MHz.

Satellite News

More satellite news: a station
broadcasting in an East European
language has been heard on the Astra
satellite on transponder 15 using the
audio sub -carriers at7.74 and 7.92MHz.
Calling itself Radio Musica Facti, it
seems to be in Polish, and is on the air
each evening. Keep a close eye on the
audio sub -carriers on the UK Gold
transponder on Astra. BBC domestic
and international programmes will be
much in evidence from the beginning
of April. World Service and three
national networks (likely to include
Radio Four) will be on the satellite.

But using satellite for radio does
not guarantee success, as was proved
by the demise of Radio Luxembourg's
English service atthe end of December.
The station's owner, CLT, decided to
pullthe plug after advertising revenues
plummeted after the switch from the
familiar old medium wave channel of
208 metres. At a minute or two before
midnight on December 30, Mike Hollis
closed the faders for the last time,
marking the end of almost sixty years
of constant broadcasting in English
from the Grand Duchy.

European Broadcast News

On to some general frequency news
about European broadcasters: Radio
Vlaanderen International is beaming
programmes in French and Dutch to
Belgian forces serving in Somalia.
There is a weekly hour long broadcast
on Sundays at 1700UTC on 15.54MHz.

With the split of Czechoslovakia in
totwo separate states atthe beginning
of the year, external services are now
emanating from Prague, capital of the
Czech Repu blic, and Bratislava, capital
of Slovakia. English services from
Prague can be heard in Europe at 0700
on 11.99, 9.505, 7.345 and 6.055MHz
and at 1800 on 9.605, 7.345, 6.055 and
5.96MHz, at 1930 on 7.345 and 6.055MHz

and at both 2100 and 2200 on 9.605,
7.345, 6.055 and 5.96MHz. Slovakian
overseas broadcasting will, from the
beginning of April, include French,
English and German. The advance
schedule I have received suggests the
following times and frequencies:

1130-1200 in English on 11.99, 9.505
& 7.345MHz

2030-2100 in English on 7.345MHz
0200-0230 in English on 9.58

& 5.93MHz
Radio Vilnius's English service is

reduced to just on shortwave channel
as it is unable to afford the cost of
hiring time on transmitters in other
parts of the former Soviet Union. The
transmissions at 2000 and 2230 are
carried on 9.71MHz, and on medium
wave on 1557 and 666kHz, and at
0000UTC on 7.15MHz.

Radioline

Finally, if you tune around the bands on
a regular basis, you might like to know
that the very latest news and tips are
carried on Short Wave Magazine's
weekly Radioline.As well asfrequency
news,there isthe chanceto win prizes
each week, and if you read this column
each month, you could find that many
of the answers to the competition
questions are easy to complete.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE PCB SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for SWMconstructional projects are now available from the SWM PCB Service. The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -fibre and are fully

tinned and drilled. All prices quoted in the table include Post and Packing and VAT for UK orders.

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger
Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton

Board Title of Article Issue Price
£

Goldfield B78 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your
envelope SWM PCB Service. Cheques should be SR008 Experimental VHF Receiver Jun 91 5.81

crossed and made payable to Badger Boards. When SR007 VLF Receiver Dec 90 5.24
ordering please state the Article Title as well as the SR006

SR005
Medium Wave AM Radio
R210 Converter

Nov 90
July/August 90

3.34
6.87SR00Board Number. Please print your name and address PRO-2004 Modifications Oct 89 6.63

clearly in block capitals and do not enclose any other SR003 HF to VHF Converter Aug 89 5.22
correspondence with your order. SR002 Weather Satellite Reception Jun 88 3.88

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Only the p.c.b.s
listed here are available.
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Ron Ham, Faraday, Greyfriars, Storrington,
West Sussex RH2O 4HE

A5 I write this column in early
February, the television bands are and
have been generally quiet from the
DXer's point of view. However, by the
time you read it, toward the end of
March, conditions may be totally
different. We will then be looking
forward to the start of the 1993
sporadic -E season andthe super DX in
Band I and the spring and summer
tropospheric openings that usually
accompany the warmer weather.

Where To Look

Last September, George Garden
(Edinburgh) took his JVC 610 receiver
with him on holiday and Fig. 1 shows
him on a trip up the Austrian Alps in
Southern Bavaria. Regular readers of
this column will know that whenever
conditions suggesta hintof DX George
takes this set to the nearest high spot,
frequently Cairn 0' Mounth,to see what
is about. Like most sets made for the
continental market, this JVC has three
European wave -bands, two v.h.f.,
Bands I (45-68MHz) and III (175-
230MHz) and one u.h.f. covering Bands
IV (471-608MHz) and V (615-856MHz).
As with most of these small sets the
Channel numbers are scribed on the
JVC's dial, 2-4, 5-12 and 21-69
respectively.

For example, in addition to their
u.h.f. channels, television signals can
be found from Czechoslovakia on Chs.
R1 (49.75MHz) and R2 (59.25MHz) in
Band I and Chs. R6 (175.25MHz), 7
(183.25MHz), 8 (191.25MHz), 9

(199.25MHz) and 10 (207.25MHz) in
Band Ill, Denmark on Chs. E3

(55.25MHz) and 4 (62.25MHz) and E5,6,
7, 8 and 10, Germany on most 'E'
channels alreadymentioned, Hungary,
Poland, Romania, and the
Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS - Russia) on most of the aforesaid
'R' channels, Ireland on their Chs. 'A'
(45.75MHz), 'B' (53.75MHz) and 'C'
(61.75MHz) in Band I and '0','E','F','G',
'H', 'I' and 'J' spread between
175.25MHz and 229.75MHz in Band Ill,
Italy on their channels 'A' (53.75MHz)
and 'B' (62.25MHz) in Band I and 'D','E',
'F','G"H' and 'H1' in Band III, Norway
on all the 'E' spots in both bands and
almost the same for Portugal, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland. This should
explain why so many signals mix
together on the same channel when
an extensive Sporadic -E opens up
Band I or a widespread tropo upsets
Band Ill.

Some stations in countries using
the 'R' channels also have allocations
in Band II. For instance the vision
frequencies for Chs. R3, 4 and 5 are
77.25MHz, 85.25MHz and 93.25MHz,
respectively. The sound signals for R4
and R5 can sometimes be heard, when
sporadic -E is present, on a domestic
f.m. receiver on 91.75MHz and
99.75MHz respectively.

From Cheshire, Tim Bucknall

writes, "I can't give a frequency
because the dial on my Vega is
unprecise." Quite right Tim, channel
numbers suffice for the majority of
television viewers, it is mainly set
designers, engineers and DXers, using
instruments, communications
receivers and scanners, that require
more detailed information. However,
this can all be found in the television
section of the World Radio TV
Handbook, published annually by
Billboard and the latest edition is
availablefrom the SWM Book Service
at £15.95 plus £1 P&P.

Band I

The normal range of signals from
stations operating in Band I can be
greatly increased by such natural
disturbances as aurora, meteor trail
reflection, Sporadic -E and
disturbances in the upper 'F2' regions
of the ionosphere. Although pictures
received via 'F2' are usually smeary,
unlockable and often overlapping each
other, the signal does sometimes
steady itself and lock.

This was proved by Lt. Col. Rana
Roy (Meerut, India) between 1553 and
1631 last October 21, Figs 2, 3 and 4,
when he received such signals from
Thailand on Ch. E2 (48.25MHz). He
thinks it likely that Thailand appeared
again, Fig.5, at 1527 on the 31st. Under
similar conditions on Ch. E2 he
identified Bangkok and Dubai TV on
the 14th and 15th and Thailand on the
17th and 23rd. Among the items he saw
from known and unknown sources
were adverts, childrens' TV, football,
songs in Arabic and Thai and Teletext.
Also on Ch. E2, from 1530 to 1645 on
December 16, Rana found smeary and
fluttery pictures accompanied by
"sound like a diesel engine running."

Picture Archives

Announcers, logos and on-screentext
can be most useful when trying to
identify the source of a signal, but
please keep in mind that such pictures
may only be clearfor a few seconds so
you must be ready with the camera if
you want a photograph. Bob Brooks
(Great Sutton) has been a DXTV
enthusiast for decades and from his
archives he sentthree photographs of
transmissions, with presenters, that
he received from stations in
Czechoslovakia (CST), Fig. 6, Sweden
ISVT), Fig. 7 and Switzerland (DRS),
Fig. 8 during the last 8 years.

Satellite TV

While using his satellite receiver at
1830 on November 20, Rana Roy saw a
Russian TV news programme, on band
'C', Fig. 9, from an unknown origin.
"Sound and pics very clear," said Rana.
John Scott(Glasgowiuses anAmstrad/
FidelitySRX 200 decoder and an 800mm

'dish' antenna to receive signals from
Eutelsat and, when required for
records, he prints out the pictures via
his video recorder. Among his catches
in January were Germany, Fig. 10,
Holland, Fig. 11 and Russia. Also from
Eutelsat, Peter de Jong (Leiden,
Holland) received a test card from
Tunis (R7), Fig. 12, on December 23
and a caption on the Egyptian Satellite
Channel (ESC), Fig. 13, on the 29th.

Weather

"The winter this year did start rather
early and we had some cold weather
between November 20 and December
10," wrote Rana Roy on January 4,
adding, "It warmed up after that and
we are having temperatures between
28°C during day and 11°C at night.
Normally at this time of year it should
be between 0 to 5°C at night and 15 to
20°C during the day".

"Overall, the weather for January
has varied from wet, windy and cold to
dry, sunny and cold," wrote David
Ashley from Norwich. David recorded
a massive low of 938mb during the
month. Wet and windy was the same
story here David, I recorded 5.60in of
rain during the month compared with a
mere 0.94in in January last year. The
daily variations in atmospheric
pressure, seen in Fig.14,weretaken at
noon and midnight from the recording
chartonthe Short& Mason barograph
installed at my home in Sussex.

During the great January snowfall,
David Glenday (Arbroath) measured
an average depth of 400mm in his back
garden. "Usuallywe getverylittle snow
here, being on the coast," said David
and continued, "After that came rain
andthe snowthawed, causing dreadful
flooding, especially in Perthshire. Also
strong winds".

"We had huge depths of snow lying
in Aberdeen bringing all roads out
impassable," wrote George Garden,
adding that at one time high gales
blocked the Aberdeen/Dundee road
and on another occasion storm force
10 winds knocked out the power at
Fordoun and flooding and fallen trees
blocked more roads.

Tropospheric

In Basingstoke,JohnWoodcockfound
French pictures in Band III and Dutch
sound on Ch. E36 around 2015 on
December 27, French sound on Ch. E39
at 1415 on the 31st, French sound and
vision in Band III on January 2. During
that opening on the 2nd, Simon Hamer
(New Radnor) received pictures from
stations in Denmark(DR), Norway(NRK
& Bergen TV2) Germany (ARD1) and
Sweden ISVT1) in Band III and Belgium,
Denmark (TV2), Eire (RTE), France,
Germany(ARD1, HESSEN3, MDR3, N3,
RTL+, SAT1, SWF3, WEST3 & ZDF),
Holland (NED3) and Sweden (SVT2) in
the UHF bands. He watched The Flying

Fig. 1: George Garden.

Fig. 2: Thailand.

Fig. 3: Thailand.

Fig. 4: Thailand.

Fig. 5: SE Asia.
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Fig. 6: Czechoslovakia.

Fig. 7: Sweden.

Fig. 8: Switzerland.

Fig. 9: Russian News.

Fig. 10: Deutsche Welle TV.

Fig. 11: The Netherlands.
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Fig. 12: Tunisia.

in mb
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29.2 988
29.1 984

Fig.14.

Fig. 13: Egypt. Fig. 15: SSTV.
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Fig. 16: SSTV.

Doctors from Holland's NED3 with
Dutch sub -titles and in December he
received a phone call from Wellington
so that he could be interviewed for
Radio New Zealand's Christmas 'DX'
programme, Mailbox.

The 2nd was also the best day for
David Ashley when he logged good
quality u.h.f. pictures from Denmark
(TV2), Holland (NED1,2&3) and
Germany (ZDF) and from the UK he
received Central, HTV West, LWT,
Meridian, Tyne Tees and Yorkshire.
Because the signal from LWT was
overloading he tried his portable and
resolved the picture with its own loop
antenna. David also found weak
pictures from Holland during the
daylight hours of the 19th and 31st and

Fig. 17: SSTV.

the evenings of the 16th and 29th.
David Glenday found a brief

tropospheric opening during the high
atmospheric pressure (30.75in/
1040mb) on February 1. Between 1100
and 2230 he received pictures from
Denmark (DR) and Germany (ARD1) in
Band III and Denmark (TV2), Germany
(ARD1, NDR3, RTL+, SAT1 & ZDF) and
Holland INED1,2 &3) inthe u.h.f. bands.

"At 1620 on January 14, I tuned to
Ch. 28 and nulled out the combined
signals from CH4, Leek & Macclesfield
and saw a weak BBC1," said Tim
Bucknall and continued, "I monitored
it for several hours and, by watching
local news, I learnt that it was BBC1,
Midlands." He also had a fair result
from CH4, Lancaster, on Ch. 21. Around

In mb
30 7 1038
30 6 1035
30 5 1032
30 4 1029
303 1026
302 1022
301 1019
300 1015
299 1012
298 1009
29 7 1005
296 1002
29 5 998
29 4 995
29 3 991
29 2 988
29 1 984

1440 on the 24th, Tim monitored Ch. 40
and found a news programme with a
logo down the side which looked like
an 'M' on top and a 'W' underneath.
"Then came what looked like the flag
of St. Andrew," said Tim, but it did not
stay on screen long enough to be
certain.

During the tropospheric openings
on November 6 and 7 and December 8,
Rana Roy received pictures in Band Ill
from stations in Amritsa on Ch. E7,
Jalandhar (E9), Kasauli (E6), Lahore
(E5) and Marhi (E8) and from Pakistan,
Sialkot (E10) and 'STN' (Shalimar
Television Network). Itsworth looking
at an atlas with good coverage of India
and Pakistan to see how Rana's DX is
received

SSTV

Despite damage to his antenna by the
January gales, John Scott kept an eye
around 14.230MHz for slow scan
television signals and copied a 'CD'
card from DK2AN in Germany, Fig. 15
and a new year greeting, Fig. 16 and a
'CD' caption, Fig. 17, from SM5EEP in
Sweden. The line across the head and
chin in Fig. 17 are caused by
interference.

Books

Books to interest the TV DXer are available from the SWM Book Service. Possible titles include. Guide to
World-wide Television Test Cards by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith. It's a very handy and useful reference
book for the DXTV enthusiast. There's over 200 photographs of test cards, logos, etc. It's 60 pages and
costs £4.95.

For the amateur television enthusiast, The ATV Compendium by Mike Wooding G6111M, is available.
Fields such as 3cm TV are covered in depth, particularly the home construction aspect. This has 104
pages, and costs £3.00.

There are also a wide range of books on satellite TV to interest those involved with that aspect of the
hobby
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Peter Rouse GUIDO, Barcroft, Rohais de Bas, St Andrews, Guernsey, C.I.

Abrief word this month about
antenna tuning units because I have
had several letters over the last few
months on the subject. First, it would
appearthatexperience has shownthat
some combinations of antenna and
receiver when used with Lowe's
magnetic longwire balun do notbenefit
from an a.t.u.

The simple rule of thumb appears
to be that with a good quality
communications receiver you can
probably get away without one.
However, unless experience shows
otherwise, I would strongly
recommend using an a.t.u. with
portable types of receiver such as
those from Tandy, Sangean, Philips,
Sony and National Panasonic. Such
receivers have very simple front -ends
and simply cannot cope with strong
out of band signals. The usual result is
that they overload and desensitise.

The next question I get asked is
what sort of a.t.u. should be used? I
cannot answer for every installation
but would suggest that the usual Pi -
match arrangement is probably best.
They are available ready built or in kit
form or you can even build your own if
you can get hold of suitable tuning
capacitors (designs are shown in the
PWbooks such as Wires and Waves).

Your Number is Up

As promised, a look at what is
happening with numbers stations. It
would seem that despite the warming
of relationships between eastand west
the numbers stations are still active
but there have been quite a number of
changes. Simon Mason is quite an
authority on the European scene and
his book Secret Signalsis published by
Tiare Publications in the USA, where it
would appearthese stations have quite
a following. Simon reportsthatthe well
known Papa November and DFC37 and
DFD21 stations have now gone. He
also thinks the Romanian Skylark and
Czechoslovakian Drums and Trumpet
stations may have closed as they have
not been heard for some time. He has
also established that the Lincolnshire
Poacher on 7.887, 8.464 and 9.251MHz
tra nsmits from Cyprus and isfor agents
in Iraq and transmissions are often
jammed by a warbler. One new station
to listen -out for appears around 4.660
and 5.650MHz on Thursday and Friday
with numbers being read out in a strong

Russian accent. David Featherstone
adds that an American voice can be
heard reading numbers on 7.588MHz.

The Laughing Cavalier has also
been in contact to say he is alive and
well but I must ask himto write in again
with his proper name and address (for
my eyes only) so that I can pass him the
information he wanted.

Oops

I gave out some duff information
recently with the Raymond callsigns.
Raymond 1 is Langley AFB in Virginia
but Raymond 9 was probably Dyess
AFB in Texas and Raymond 7 Cannon
AFB in New Mexico. My thanksto Ken
H. and Paul Hilton for the information.
Paul has also submittedtwo interesting
loggings. Stations 2YH, 3MU and 2MX
have been heard on 5.310MHz andthey
sound like UN stations possibly in
Yugoslavia (see the entry from Adrian
Rees as well). Paul also heard the
Canadian Coastguard Ice Advisory
Service on 4.408MHz with an iceberg
warning. Paul has also got his hands
onthe callsignsforthe newpresidential
team: Eagle is President Bill Clinton,
Sawhorse is vice-president Al Gore
and Evergreen is Mrs Clinton.

USAF Callsigns

Still with callsigns Len Spindler offers
a tip on the USAF Reach callsigns and
says that two numbers usually
indicates a tanker and five numbers an
airlift mission. Stuart Viney queries
what sounded like an AWACs on
6.735MHz using the callsign Blue
Tattoo and giving track vectors. Both
British and American accents were
heard and Stuart wonders if this may
be connected with renewed activity
over Southern Iraq. Simon Lucas uses

The Shuffle is regularly heard by utility listeners.

a Lowe HF-225 with 25m long wire and
has logged UN activity in Yugoslavia
on 6.996 and 5.310MHz. The latter
appears to be UN units monitoring
shipping activity off the coast.

Adrian Rees has heard the signals
mention by Dominique Kemp between
2 and 3.4MHz. He believes that it may
be a military encryption system with
the short digital transmission used to
match the equipment for the analogue
transmission that follows. Adrian asks
fora copy of the current frequency list
for RTTY, FAX and soforth. SorryAdrian
butyou have writtento the wrong chap
and, without implying any criticism,
can I take this opportunityto explain to
all readers that like most of SWM's
correspondents I work from home and
have no regular contactwith the other
writers. Any mail addressed to me
should solely concern this column or I
end up having to post your material to
the writers concerned.

Bizarre Propagation

Geoff Crowley writes from Iceland
where some fairly bizarre propagation
takes place attimes particularly when
he can see the Northern Lights. Geoff
uses a FRG -7700 with modified Datong
AD370 active antenna system. He
heard Virgin 008 requesting medical
assistance for a passenger on
8.960MHz, Paramaribo ATC (Surinam)
on 8.850MHz and what sounded like a
drunken Chinaman singing for an hour
on 8.943MHz. Considering that is an air
band allocation itseemsveryodd. Geoff
also heard what may have been British
military operations on 8.972MHz with
the call signs C6W, DPM, 4PJ, P6Y and
Bluestar. Geoff queries Igaluit which
appears on several North Atlantic
Track frequencies. This is one of the
Canadian NAT -D stations and operates

Eg

from Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island.
Geoff tried to monitor the recent
Lufthansa hijacking but without
successand asksif a specialfrequency
is used. Not as far as I am aware
although there is a special squawk
(transponder) code of 7500.

Barry Stoyles monitored Shuttle
rebroadcasts on 21.395 on 5

consecutive days and heard a
refuelling tankers convention on
8.906MHz ontheJanuary7 with Mobils
14, 18, 20 and 31 all working on track
Orange. Barry queries a Shanwick-
Gander link on 8.831MHz. So that is
where they have moved to. There used
to be a Shanwick-Gander-Iceland link
purelyfor contact between controllers
on 10.878MHz. It looks as if Barry has
found their new frequency. He, like a
number of readers, also queries some
of the frequencies being used on the
NAT and CARtracks. It looks as if there
is a reshuffle going on. I will not publish
lists yet butwait untilthey have settled
down. A reader signing 'Casey -01'
heard a curious exchangeon 5.604MHz
between United 934 (A 747 bound from
Los Angeles to Heathrow) talking to
his despatcher about a near miss with
a UFO which the pilot described as like
an Aurora spy plane with no wings or
tail.

And Finally

Several readers have asked aboutthe
USAF Flight Information Handbook. The
USAF no longer sell directto the public
but according to Peter Finn you should
be able to get it through Diagraphics
Books and Information Ltd. Telephone:
071-978-4257 and ask for Miss Patrick
who will supply prices. And yes, Peter
I willtake up your offer of the old maps.

Books

Copies of Peter's Book Short Wave
Communications are still available from the
SWM Book Service, along with Scanners
3rd edition and Scanners 2.

Short Wave Communications covers a
wide area and provides an introduction to
the hobby of radio communications.
Internationalfrequency listingsfor aviation,
marine, military, space launches, search
and rescue, etc. The book costs £8.95.

Scannersisa guidefor users of scanning
receivers, covering hardware, antennas,
accessories, frequency allocations and
procedures. The book costs £8.95.

Scanners2is the companion to Scanners
and provides even more information on the
use of the v.h.f. and u.h.f. communications
band and gives constructional details for
accessories.
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LEILD Paul Essery GW3KFE, PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY161ZZ

Perhapsthe event of the month is
the P5RS7 (Yes,that's right!) operation.
It started I am told on December 18,
and closed on instructions from
Pyongyang at 1800Z on January 6,with
some 36 000 contacts in the log. It is
understood that logs for 6/80/160 are
with JAIHGY, and the rest are
following. Romeo Stepanenko 3W3RR,
plus UB5JDM, UWOMF, UT3UY, and
SWL Oleg Pavlenko operatedfrom near
the Russian Border. Of course, we must
now awaitthe DXAC approval to see if
North Korea is added to the list of
possibles.

Another 'biggie' was the AH1A -
Howland - effort, but surprisingly few
people logged this - or did you all think
he was just another East Coast W, one
wonders?

In late March (if all goes well) we
may possiblysee an outburstof activity
from Ghana; this will be the PA3AWW
group. Bhutan is also coming into the
'possible' class, thanks to the good
work of Jim Smith VK9NS. There are
hopes of ET activity too, where DK7PE
was at the time of writing going to
meetthe newly re-formed EARStaking
a transceiver donated by INDEXA.

Letters

Geoff Crowley leads off from
Hafnarfjordurin Iceland. Geoff is rather
restricted asto what he can put up but
uses a Datong AD370 with a larger -
than -normal antenna. Since the last
report, Geoff has added computer -
based decoding for FAX, RTTYAMTOR/
SITOR but not -yet- SSTV. The AMTOR
stuff is proving to be hard to crack,
although Jeff has managed to decode
SM30M0 and IK5AAX. 24 and 28MHz
didn't yield much, but on 21MHz Geoff
heard VKs for the first time, plus of
course some more on 14MHz plus also
ZL4DD - nice to hear one's home
country fromthe other side of the world.
Naturally enough in Iceland, auroral
echo has been in strong evidence. and
3.5 and 7MHz have done well. We like
Geoff'sturn of phrase aboutthe aurora
- like a science -fiction program!

A voice from the past now; Luciano
Marcquardtwritesfrom Hereford after
a break of manyyears since he usedto
report regularly to Justin Cooper.
28MHz gave AC4ZB and KC4EHY plus
Europeans, while on 21MHz I note
EC9LW (NW Africa), 4N5PK, VE3GLX,
W7HSP, K6CCY, WOQEV, 9K2ZZ,
8P6QM, VY2MP, N2NVH and 7X2WAK;
more local but still of interest were
I SOAYZ and TF3SV. At 14MHz EA8AKN,
VK3UM, WP4EPA, LYI BYN, VO1NP,
N20K, ZA1CWN, ZL3JU, PY7ZZ and a
gaggle of Europeans. On 80 I see
KC7TC/AM (aeronautical mobile),
AF3R, K2OV, TI4MF and more
Europeans including DY1HJ.

Ted Trowel! managed to listen to
the c.w. from 5B4AEV and H P1AC on
7MHzwhile on 10MHz K6DC(at1500Z!),

0D5/SP7LSE were booked in. 0M3KFE
was worked on sideband, as this is
now a new country - Slovakia. At
21MHz XE2MX and YN/SMOOIG. Finally
28MHz for HK3RQ and PZ1 DY.

Stuart Crow is at Birks Hall, Exeter
during term -time, with about 10m of
wire strung round the room. The site
tends to blot out the Europeans - a

boon! - so on 7MHz Stuart managed
ZL1AXQ, ZL2APW, ZL2BCG, ZL3RV,
ZL4AU,ZL4DJ,ZL4IG,VK2BZA,VK2UH,
VK3QX, VK4TM, ZF8AA, KP4AWI,
CXSBW, HK6NNF, PT7WA, PY1NEW,
PY7AW, YV1GOT, YV5FCI, VE1JEP,
VE2HQ, VE2OTT, VE2ZZT, 5T5SN,
4X6SK, UH8EA, EA9LZ, 9H1AL, 9H1FC
plus Europeans; On Top Band, a gaggle
of UK stations were noted, and on
Eighty Stuart located VO1MZ, CQ9FF
and EA9TL; on 18MHz he tripped over
FK8CP for a new one, ZL2AAG,
ZL2APW, VK2BFE, VK2CLB, VK7GK,
JA000, JR1MAF, JA2VPO, JJ3LLT,
JH4RLY, JA7MVX, TA1AL, 7X2BK,
7X2DG, 7X2WAK IC8S DA and
Europeans. 24MHz saw off K1ZFA, and
on 14MHz D44BC, VK2AMD, VK5AAG,
VK5BVJ, VK5QG, and VK6AKB were
logged.

Around The Bands

Another newcomeryetis Nigel Dunhill
who writesfrom Barwick-in-Elmet, and
runs a Sony ICF-20010 fed by the Sony
active antenna. On 3.5MHz this netted
CM6LE, CN8HR( QSL to CN8NS), JT1/
RB5LUK, KP2BH, KP4CKY, KW2P/KP5
(Desecheo), P43LJP, TZ6W, VP2EY,
VY2SK, ZB2CF (Box 292, Gibraltar),
3A2LU,4N4BH,4U1UN,7X4AN,7X2BK
and 9K2MU. Turning to 7 MHz CE8ABF,
UH8ED, ZA1E, 4U1ITU, and finally
14MHz where 7X2WKE and 9H4M were
noted - not so many as usual.

Gerald Bramwell in his new abode
in Swinton drew a blank on 28MHz,
and found just RT5UN and LZ1KUZ on
24MHz. 18MHz gave four Ws, 7X2BK
and EA8ZO, Europeans, plus c.w. from
HA8TIB and HA5AW. On 14MHz RTTY
dealt with HA6PX, G8VF, HI8BG and

IK3ASM; on sideband, AC4PX, VQ9AC
and YV5ANF, UR8J and a gaggle of
EUs, 7MHz yielded r.t.t.y. from UB4HQ,
UH8EA, SV1 BDO, IK5RUN, and IK8GYS;
on c.w. Gerald heard W3IMD, N2UN,
W1JR, W3GAG, WQ1 F, an assortment
of Europeans, EA7CEZ, 5B4ADA; and a
turn overto sidebandfor9H1AL,9H1ED,
ZB2CF, CN8HR, FM5CD, 9K2US,
LU6AMW, PY5EG, HI8CJC1, EA8AMT,
VP2EY, EA9LZ, KP2BH, WP4AZT,
KP4AAQ, 0 A8K, YV5IXF, KP4TR, TI4CF,
LU1IV, 9K2MU, HS1HSJ, KP4ERJ,
YV4WM, HK1HHX, FK5BF, JA1VKV,
NP4A/M, TA5C, KP4YD, and YV1GOT.
3.5MHz saw and enormous crop of
sideband Ws, and d.x. from all over,
including 0A4/LA7J0, 0D5/SPIMHV,
RTTY from lots of Europeans, and a
daffy of c.w. stations came in from
Europe. Finally, on Top Band, no real
DX but lots of Phone and c.w. from
Europeans and various parts of the
UK.

More Letters

Vince Cutajar in Malta tried 24MHz for
WA4DAN/KP5, J28BG, C9RTC, and on
18MHzwere added 0M3TZW,3XOHLU,
OKIAJN, 5Z4BI and AH1A on Howland
for a bit of real DX not reported by
others.

Simon Griggs in Chelmsford
listened on 3.5MHz in the wee sma'
hours and accounted for WA4TII,
W4PZV; K311 (c.w.), HK3JJH, PT7NK,
PT7BSH, On 7MHz c.w. from W1AW,
VE2AUG, SV2BFM, CM7EH, NE2Q,
WA2HZO, FM 5FZ, K4G XQ, K5XX,
A62EH, K2TQC, N9RD, K2SIG,WA2EI N,
WA4WRL, K4EJQ, W4XJ, CN8CV,
RD6DAB, KP2J, PT7WA, VP9/LA9IAA,
SV2BOH, PP7CW, AA7KE, SVIBKN,
RM8T,VV7ZQ,ZA1J, plus sideband from
UH8EA, TI4CF, RV6 HF, YV4ARB,
HJ4TTF, YV5IXF and ZS6P. Top Band is
represented by LX1UN. On 14MHz we
get the loggings as 5B4ES, ZB2E0,
7X2WEK, all s.s.b. plus c.w. from
UV9CJ. Up again, to 21MHz for c.w.
from JA6BDB, JE2ARR, PP5AUX,
PY7SA, PP7IK, plus s.s.b. from TK5CW,
EA9RA, OY2VO, and JA6HKC. Finally

Rolls Royce Amateur
Radio Club QSL card.

28MHz for OD5/SPIMHV and 4Z4HB.
Simon goes on to ask about some

of the 'special' stations on the bands;
he himself has noted that WIAWis the
HQ station of ARRL; the bulletins and
Morse practice appear on 1.818,3.581,
7.047, 14.075, 18.097, 21.067 and 28.067.
The bulletins are keyed at 1200, 1500,
1800 and (Mon -Fri) 0500UTC; the slow
Morse Monday, Wednesday, Friday at
0400 and 1400GMT,with 1100 and 1700
on the other days. Fast Morse is 1100
and 1700UTC Monday, Wednesdays
and Fridays, Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 0400, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Saturdays and Sundays at 1400UTC.
The slow stuff is given at 5, 7, 10, 13,15
w.p.m; the fast at 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 13,
and 10 w.p.m.

As for GB2RS, this is the News
Service of RSGB. It is read on various
frequencies on Sundays; the 3.5,7, 50,
144MHz bands in particular, Details
are in the current RSGB Call Book,
obtainable from the SWM Book
Service. The GB2RS bulletin includes
both national and local news.

Getting A Licence

I never cease to be surprised at the
number oflistenerswho never seemto
take the logical next step of getting a
licence. One who did isJohn Hemming
who now sports 2EOACN from
Northfield. At the novice power level,
John has quickly discovered the profit
in using c.w. so he was up to some 46
countries worked by mid-Januarywith
only S America to complete a WAC.
Equipment available include the
Sommerkamp FR100b/FL200b combo,
home-brew 'Sudden' and an '0X0' to
coverthe bands of interest. John has a
simple way of ensuring he can never
'over -do it' with the Sommerkamp set-
up - he uses a crystal mic, which
promptly distorts if he goes over the
limit! On the antenna side, John sticks
to an end -fed wire; at 15m (50 ft) high
there is some 37m (120ft) of end -fed
wire, no doubt fed through an antenna
coupler of some sort.
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THE AIRBAND SPECIALISTS
At the time of writing our combined VHF/UHF frequency guide
and UHF only supplement are dated mid December however we
expect new editions to be available from late February.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE THESE LISTS IN FULL A4 FORMAT
JUST LET US KNOW WHEN ORDERING.

NEW EDITION VHF/UHF LIST: £7.50 including p&p

UHF ONLY LISTING: £4.00 including p&p

From the comments we receive I would like to think that our
guides are the most comprehensive and accurate listings
available, if you are not familiar with them then please give
them a try, we are sure you will find them both informative &
interesting. They include airfield, en -route ATCC centres,
Range, Ops, Display and other frequencies whilst also giving
Stud/channel tie ups.

LEATHER
CARRY CASES

We have real, yes real leather
carry cases available for the
Yupiteru VT -225, MVT-5000 and
AOR/Fairmate AR1000/2000
series.

All the same price
£14.99 each.

If you don't like the smell of
leather please don't buy one as
we have had one returned by the
purchaser as it smelt too much
like leathery

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

We now stock a wide range of IBM
PC software, mainly aviation
related but other 'games' as well.
Any radio purchase over £200
entitles you to purchase any PC
software within our range for £20.
Choose anything from F15 Eagle DJ
to Sub Logic's ATP or if you require
something specific just ask!

Javiation, Carlton Works, Carlton Street,
BRADFORD, West Yorkshire, BD7 1DA

Telephone: 0274-732146 Facsimile: 0274-722627

WE'RE 14
THIS MONTH!

CMnol andwr l.
Yoko 7"

410-1./ multi -system TV

Echo Star SR -50 Satellite receiverT,Ir_ _
LYE= 9110 True.

INT012

Aerial Techniques celebrates its 14th year of successful trading with
several special offers to customers both old and new.

AR300XL Aerial Rotator complete with control consul £46.00
AR1202 Rotator Alignment/Support Bearing for greater loads £15.00
Triax MTH13 High Gain 13 element W/B Band 3 Aerial £39.95
Yoko r screen black and white multi -system TV, covers bands
1 & 3 and UHF. for use in UK, Europe & FRANCE, 12v DC
& Mains £110.00
SATELLITE DXERs motorised package. comprises Echostar SR -50
manually tuned receiver. 90cm spun aluminium Dish, 0.9dB LNB.
feedhorn. polariser, actuator and indoor positioner
(1.2m Dish option available) £499.00
IAII prices are indusrve xi Vat. Carnage & Insurance delivery £6.50 on larger items)

Serving the TV and Satellite trade. the retail and enthusiast sector, we
have been providing an expert and knowledgeable sales with a free
consultancy service for over 14 years. We sell both the usual and often
requested. together with the unusual and rarely asked for, if we've not got
it then if it's made we WILL obtain it. Terrestrial of Satellite - we're there.

Our CATALOGUE at £1 samples some but not all that we
can supply, send for your copy today. UK & overseas
despatch normally ex stock within 24 hours, we'll accept the
usual credit cards, cash, cheques. POs - as convenient. Ring
daytime with you query or late on our 24 hr 'phone or send in
your fax and we'll get back to you shortly.

11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH
Tel: 0202 738232 Fax: 0202 716951
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MOMENTUM ELECT
A breakthrough in computer based decoders from the

designers of the 'EASYREADER DM1000'

PC-READER DM2000

ENT
k b

1"1 1.-0Fal
II I.

Use your IBM PC to

FACSIMILE

decode:-

6w
Fa' AMTOR/SITOR/ARQ

 RTTY saARQ/FEC/NAVTEX

MORSE car PACKET

Ear INCORPORATING 'SMARTLOCK'

The PC -Reader DM2000 comes complete with manuals and

de modulator, all you need is a IBM PC and SSB receiver

For more details write or phone

PC -Reader hot-line
`11 0384 896879

I

ilfl ELEC

ENTU1VI
EASYREADER DM1000

Specially designed for the

non -computer users

Great value at
£225.00

Easyreader hot-line
13 0384 390063

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

MOMENTUM ELECTRONICS  MOMENTUM ELECTRONICS
M
M
M
M

All the DM Reader range incorporate the 'SMARTLOCK' system to demodulate signals. This means for the
beginner quick results without fully understanding the transmission mode. For the experienced user a

flexible, expandable system with many sophisticated features.

MOMENTUM ELECTRONICS LTD.
6 & 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road, Lye, West Midlands, DY9 8EL

51S

;S
MOMENTUM ELECTRONICS  MOMENTUM ELECTRONICS
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Godfrey Manning G4GLM
c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum,
63 The Drive, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS

Who won the Christmas Quiz?
Fourteen of the 15 entrants correctly
recognised the Breguet Atlantic.
Unfortunately, Peter Cardwell
(Sheffield) was disqualified for not
submitting his entry on a postcard, so
making itstand an unfair chance inthe
random selection process. The
remaining entries allwentonto random
selection since no-one gave the
correcttie-break answer. Suggestions
as to the location were Biggin Hill,
Boscombe Down, Fairford,
Farnborough, Le Bourget, Mildenhall
and St. Mawgan. This aeroplane
obviously gets around! A clearer view
of the aircraft, as snapped by Christine
Mlynek at RAF Brize Norton, appears
this month. The prize of a v.h.f. radio
controller goes to C. Smith (Oldham).

Jack Chapman (Luton) mistookthe
Atlantic fora Vickers Viscount, another
turboprop. He wasthinking of Viscount
806 G-APIM, now being restored at
Brooklands since its accident early in
1988. While parked, it was struck by a
taxying SD3-30. The hydraulic pressure
accumulator was faulty on the Shorts
and this caused the brakes to fail.
Jack's father was a pattern maker at
Vickers' Weybridge plant (right nextto
Brooklands) before the War. Jack is
forgiven for misidentifying the aircraft
since the engines of the twotypes look
so similar.

Receiver Hardware

My first ever contact with a novice
radio amateur is a letter from Edward
Turnbull 2E1ANZ (Tyneside). His
receiver covers h.f. and v.h.f. Although
performance is good at h.f. via a long
wire and a.t.u., very little comes in at
v.h.f. This is because the a.t.u. is doing
its job of filtering out signals that are
beyond its operating range. Connecting
the long wire directto the receiver will
get round this problem but then, I

suspect, the signals will be too strong
and hence overload the receiver. A
good all-round vertically -polarised
v.h.f. antenna is the discone, although
I appreciate that commercial versions
of these are rather expensive for most
novices.

Edward sends postcards of scenes
at Newcastle Airport. He also muses
aboutthe relationship between British
Airways and the independents, now
that Dan -Air has been taken over.

Eric Bennett (Kidderminster) has
noticed differing performances by
different antennas. Now, the type of
antenna and its location and height
are important and have a strong affect
on received signal strength, but Eric
also mentions that the antennas are
connected by different lengths of
coaxial cable. Every metre of cable
attenuates the signal, and you can tell
by how much this happens by
reference to the manufacturer's data.
This will be quoted inthe catalogues of
the major electronics suppliers. You

A clearer view of the Christmas Quiz aircraft. Christine Mlynek.

wantto choose cablewiththe minimum
amountof dB lossper metre at 100MHz.
Also, I hope the ejector seat owned by
Eric's son, Neil, isn't still armed with its
rocket charges!

Information Sources

UK government aerodromes
summarise their actual weather state
by a colour code and Eric would like to
know what these mean. The order of
colours, starting with the clearest
weather, is blue, white, green, yellow,
amber and (airfield closed) red.
Visibility is respectively 8000, 5000,
3700, 1800, 900 and less than 900m.
Significant cloud base is respectively
2500, 1500, 700, 300, 200 and less than
200ft. Yellow is a critical state and may
be subdivided, yellow 1 being slightly
better than yellow 2. At USAF Europe
aerodromes, slightly different figures
are represented by the same colours.
If black is given beforethe main colour,
it means thatthe airfield is closed for a
reason other than poor weather.

Julie Stafford (The Aviation Hobby
Centre, 1st Floor, Main Terminal,
Birmingham International Airport B26
KIJ) kindly sent a copy of The Pocket
UK Airband Frequency Guide by Ron
Swinburne. Although I don't often
recommend 'private' frequency lists,
this one has some useful features. Its
size makes itthe only list I know of that
really will fit into a pocket. Both v.h.f.
and u.h.f. allocations appear inthe one
list and there is also a table of company
operations frequencies. Most novel is
a reverse look -up table that enables
the aerodrome (or other locationito be
found when the frequency is known
and this alone makes itworth the price
of £3.74 (inclusive of UK postage, an
extra £1.59 should get it airmailed
anywhere in the world). Perhaps the
D&D Cell at LATCC should buy one - I

am given to understand thatthey don't
keep a reverse look -up table!

Although I don't know of The
Shackleton Preservation Society, I can
put Peter Hamblett G8AAL (Bewdley)
and any other ex-Shackleton people in
touch with The Shackleton
Association. Contact the Secretary at

Meadow View, Perks Lane, Prestwood,
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire
HP16 OJH.

Air Experiences

Vincent Dagostino has started flying
lessons from his local airfield in

Edinburgh. Hardly surprising, as his
aeronautical interestdatesbackto age
8(1 am told that I first took interest in
aircraft atage 1 - beatthatl). Vincent's
first experience of making airband
transmissions involved obtaining
clearance from Edinburgh Ground
(121.75MHz) in order to start and taxi
his Cessna 152. The transponder was
setto 7000 duringflight,thisconspicuity
code enabling the aircraft to be seen
on radar even though not under radar
control. Ittells a controller: "I am here,
and you can clearly see that I am
keeping out of the way of your radar -
controlled traffic". A peculiarity is that
the Student Pilot's Licence allows radio
transmissions to be made so that
experience can be gained. A Private
Pilot's Licence does not allow radio
transmissions! A separate radio
licence is also needed but I am sure
that Vincent will be taking this as part
of his training course.

Tim Binder (East Grinstead) was
lucky enough to visit air traffic control
at Gatwick. The radar controllers
(125.875 and 118.6MHz) are located in
a building separate from the control
tower itself and the calm atmosphere
contrasts with the bustle in the visual
observation room. Tim found that one
of the outer markers has been
withdrawn andthatLATCCvectorsome
traffic to Heathrow and Stansted on
119.775MHz.

Follow -Ups

Back in February, I mentioned the
Bristol Type T188 at the RAF Museum,
Cosford. Fred Pallant G3RNM
(Storrington) found the aircraft
described in Sir Archibald Russell's
autobiography, A Span of Wings. Sir
Archibald joined Bristol in 1925 and
retired 45 years later from his post of
Chief Designer/Chief Executive. In

those days, experience and loyaltyto a
company counted for something and
employers helped to retain their staff.
The aircraft, of 1961 vintage, is
described as being two large engines
onthe minimum of airframe (Hand has
a hightailplane mounted on a large fin.

Fred experienced the Harvard
(illustrated in February) when in the
Rhodesian Air Training Group. A
characteristic of this aircraft was a
tendency to ground loop, pirouetting
in a tight circle around one main wheel
when the other wheel lost its grip. The
narrow track between the main
wheels, which were mounted forward
of the centre of gravity, caused this but
the long undercarriage legs were a
redeeming feature since they
prevented the wing -tip from scraping
the ground when this happened. At
least the rearward centre of gravity
will have made it harder forthe aircraft
to nose over. You can still hear the
unmistakable propellernoise whenthe
type is displayed at air -shows.

Frequency and Operational
News

The last ever RAF Halton airshow is
expected to take place on June 19.
Although Halton has been saved from
total closure, all technical training
there will cease and the airfield will
close. Presumably this means the end
of club flying there. Future Halton
shows will not include any flying. I

believe that Halton is presently the
country's largest grass aerodrome.

A new a.ti.s. is expected at Bristol
(Lulsgate) on 121.75MHz according to
Alan Jarvis (Cardiff). Although this is
the same frequency as Edinburgh
Ground (see above) the geographical
separation allows safe reuse of the
channel.

Looking now at GASIL of 1/93 from
the CAA, Gloucestershire's Radar has
changed from 125.65 to 120.975,
Newcastle's Approach from 125.65 to
124.375 and Northolt's Tower/
Approach from 134.15 to 126.45MHz.
Swansea might eventually have d.m.e.
paired with 109.2MHz (channel 29X,
ground reply on 990MHz). Both ATZ
and MATZ have been withdrawn at
Sculthorpe; Truro has a new ATZ.

AIC 2/1993, also from the CAA,
introduces changesto upper airspace
due to the move of Shannon north
Atlantic landfallsto 12°W.A number of
airways, with UN designations, are
affected along with UR116 and the
Aerad charts that will be most helpful
in showing these are H201/2 and NAT1/
2. Send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to the editorial office at
Broadstone for your free copy of the
single A4 sheet Airband Factsheet,
which lists the addresses of chart
suppliers.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 49*
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Alan Gardener
PO Box 1000, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5HB.

Iguess that advertisements for the
new hand-held scanner from Yupiteru
will have appeared by the time this
column is published - and from a first
glance at the specifications it looks
very promising. The new model is
called the MVT-7100 and is styled in
the same manner asthe current MVT-
7000, but just take a look at all the
improvements Yupiteru have made.
The frequency coverage starts at
530kHz and endsat1.65GHzwithtuning
steps ranging in size from 50Hz to
100kHz.

Scan/search speed of up to 30
channels per second are possible and
the available modes include for the
first time selectable upper or lower
sideband reception, as well as c.w.
Frequencies can be stored in 1000
memory channels and there are 500
pass channels available, plus the
scanner is supplied with a large
selection of accessories including
NiCad batteries and mains charger.

I can easily imagine this model
becoming the most popular hand-held
during 1993, if the performance turns
out to be as good as anticipated. You
can see a full review of this scanner in
the free booklet Guide to Short Wave
Listening inside this issue.

Databases

Several months ago I mentioned the
subject of using computer databases
to keep track of frequency lists. I had a
lot of correspondence on this subject
with lots of people suggesting their
own favourite packages or offering to
write specialistsoftware. Judgingfrom
the number of different databases in
use I don't think that it is a worthwhile
proposition for commercial software
companies to produce a specialist
package, but several enthusiasts have
written their own.

One of these is 'AMISCAN' written
by Dave Shirley and Tim Anderson.
The program allows you to store, sort
and retrieve information easily with
separate columns for frequency,
channel, mode, service and location. It
also includes a simple ASCII file
conversion utility which allows you to
import and export information to and
from other databases. This is very
handy if you wantto swap frequencies
or up/download via a modem. I found
the IBM PC version very easy to use
and fairly fastin operation. The authors
intendto developthe program as users
suggest additional features and the
next version may include an improved
globalsearchfunctionwhich will allow
you to set up several separate files of
frequencies which can be included in
a single search operation.

Tim Anderson is, of course, no
stranger to the pages of SWMand he
has included several thousand
frequencies of particular interestto TV
and Radio DXers in the Database. This
feature alone must make it worth

obtaining a copy, which I think is very
reasonably priced at £7.50 inc P&P.
You can obtain either an IBM PC or
AMIGA version of the program from
Tim Anderson, 2, Burry Road, St.
Leonards On Sea, East Sussex.

European Scanning

With the recent bad press that
scanning has received it is interesting
to note that one of our European
neighbours has just changed the law
relating tothe use and sale of scanning
receivers. This change of legislation
may ripple through to other EEC
countries .

Germany used to be one of the
most restrictive countries as far asthe
use of scanning receivers was
concerned, but this has suddenly
changed. Many former 'underground'
scanning groups are now meeting
openly and it has even been reported
that a few radio magazines are
beginning to include features on
scanning and are publishing frequency
lists. The reason for this change in
policy is not entirely clear, but it may
be connected with the harmonisation
of EEC radio regulationswhich member
countries are now trying to work
towards.

This could help improve the
situation in Britain, where the calls for
a ban onthesale of scanning receivers
seem to have subsided for the time
being. Another factor could be the
introduction of digital communication
systems which are very difficult to
monitor, making new legislation
unnecessary.

It would seem that it isn't just
scanner owners who will be prevented
from listening. The trade press has
been reporting rumoursthathave been
circulating about the new GSM digital
cellulartelephone systemwhich is due
to come into service soon. It would
seem that several Government
departments are concerned that the
digitally coded transmissions are too
secure making the off -air monitoring
of calls by the security services
difficult. As a result of this the coding
structure may be changed slightly
before the system comes into full
operation.

Digital Short Range Radio

While we are on the subject of digital
radio an entirely new type of service
may be launched during the next few
years. Digital Short Range Radio or
DSRR is likely to take over part of the
existing u.h.f. CB allocation at934MHz.
A similar service had been proposed
during the mid 1980s but as far as I am
aware it was only ever introduced in
Japan, as a form of CB.

The new digital service is likely to
appeal to small businesses who don't
want the expense of operating their
own p.m.r. radio system with a remote

UK TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT LICENCE FREQUENCIES
(MHz)

BASE/MOBILE
5.750 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

7.556 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)
9.071 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

10.438 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

11.117 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

16.014 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

18.990 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)
20.990 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

24.135 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)
26.218 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)
27.045 (a.m., n.b.f.m. & s.s.b.)

27.74125

27.89125

49.82 to 49.98

173.325

458.650

888.500

153.200

454.375

27.120

49.4875

140.96875

BASE MOBILE

85.875 72.375

167.20 172.00

456.925 462.425

941.5/942.0 896.5/897.0

1466.875 1529.375

1467.125 1529.625

base station, but need a more reliable
servicethan CB can offer.Typical users
are likely to include farmers,
construction sites and local area
delivery companies. The proposed
system will have 76 voice channels
and two control channels, with digital
selective calling using a transmission
format similar to that proposed for
GSM. The transceivers will
automatically find a clear channel,
signal the details to each other on the
control channel and alterthe operating
frequency without the user being
aware of any change.

The system is particularly clever in
that itwill allowthe use of both simplex
and duplexoperation inthe same band.
So repeater stations can be used if the
licensing authority will permit it. The
base stations are likely to transmit in
the band 933-935MHz with a 25kHz
channel spacing paired with the band
888-890MHz for repeater inputs if they
are used. It is estimatedthatthis should
allow up to 2000 users within the same
geographical area.

These proposals are still being
developed and it is unlikely that
anything will a ctuallybecome available
for at least a couple of years, in the
meantime conventional methods of
analogue transmission are likely to
remain with us for some time to come.

USE

h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
h.f. Fixed and Mobile
Citizens Band
Citizens Band
General purpose
Low power Telemetry (no speech)
Low power Telemetry (no speech)
Low power Telemetry (no speech)
Wide Area Paging (Tone only)
Wide Area Paging
On -Site Paging (Tone only)

On -Site Paging (Tone only)

p.m.r. 'Mid' (also short term hire)

p.m.r. 'Low' (also short term hire)
p.m.r. 'Hi' (also short term hire)
p.m.r. u.h.f. (also short term hire)
Cellular
Fixed Links

Fixed Links

Road Construction
Communications

Until DSRR becomes established, most
large scale construction projects will
rely on simple radio communication
systems to co-ordinate work on site.
The DTI RadiocommunicationsAgency
has been looking into the problem of
allocating radio frequencies for these
purposes. Many companies were
having to make use of the limited
number of shortterm hire frequencies.

These were not suitable for use in
many areas because of the large
number of licensees per channel.
Having a clear radio channel is
particularly important when safety is
involved, for example between the
banksman and tower crane operator
on building sites or for traffic co-
ordination during road works.

The DTI has now allocated the
frequencies (see table at the top of
page 49) specifically for road
construction projects in the UK along
with detailed regulations fortheir use.
In order to maximise the re -use of
frequencies limits will be place on the
base station radiated power and
CTCSS tone squelch frequencies.

These may prove interesting if you
are stuck in roadworks or live near a
major road building project.
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UK ROAD CONSTRUCTION FREQUENCIES (MHz)

BASE MOBILE USE

82.5250 69.02500 Vehicle recovery / Traffic management
163.0875 158.5875 Resident Engineer
163.3000 158.8000 Contractor
163.3750 158.8750 Contractor
163.5125 159.0125 Contractor
163.6125 159.1125 Resident Engineer
165.0750 169.8750 Resident Engineer (Not within M25)

Testing, Testing

With all these new radio systems
becoming available you may wonder
how equipment manufacturers
manage to try out new designs once
they have got beyond the stage of
laboratory development.

Well, one way is to obtain a Testing

and DevelopmentLicencefromthe DTI.
This allows the user to radiate signals
on defined frequencies purely for the
purposes of testing, development,
modification, servicing or repairing
equipment as well as scientific
research, experimentation and the
training of radio theory or practice -
which covers a very large range of

users. Interestingly quite a few of the
frequencies lie within the h.f. bands
so the list on the previous page should
appealto shortwave listeners as well
as scanner owners.

Burger Communications

I know that many readers of this
column also subscribe to various
American publications devoted to
communications monitoring in one
form or another. If you are one of
them, you will know that one of the
topics that features fairly regularly is
the frequencies used by companies
such as McDonalds and Burger King
for their drive-in restaurants.

So here it is - the first UK letter on
the subject from reader Ian
Macdermott of Essex. The staff at his
local drive-in seem to use radio

headsets to pass orders taken from
customers to the staff inside the
restaurant who prepare the meals.
Ian has done extensive research on
the subject, which has frequently
involved placing large orders! - and
says that they don't seem to operate
inthe 27, 30,49 or 168-175MHz bands.

I know that the US versions
operate in some form of duplex or
twin frequency mode and because of
this require quite a large transmit/
receive frequency spacing. One
possibility may be the 459/161MHz
bandswhich are pairedfor low power
on -site communications, but do any
Car driving, Burger eating, SWM
readers have any other ideas?

Until next month - Good Listening.

°\ M d
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47

Air traffic control doesn't operate
on split frequencies, so I'm not sure
what changes Jeff Palfrey (Salisbury)
believes to have occurred on
132.8MHz. This is part of the Cardiff
sector. Also, I'm not aware of the power
output of relays being changed
according to time of day, as queried by
Michael Elland (Cork). Michael is
looking for a reporting point: could it be
MORKA to the south of Dean Cross on
UA1?

The nextthree deadlines(fortopical
information) are April 8, May 7 and
June 4. Replies always appear in this
column and itis regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible. All letters
to 'Airband,' c/o The Godfrey Manning
Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive,
Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8PS.
Genuinely urgent information/
enquiries: 081-958 5113.

Radio Navigation

A Phantom jet, 'posing' rather impressively, at a recent air show.

Abbreviations

AIC

a.t.i.s.

a.t.u.

ATZ

CAA

D&D

dB

d.m.e.

ft
GASIL

h.f.

LATCC

m

MATZ

MHz

RAF

u.h.f.

USAF

v.h.f.

W

Aeronautical Information
Circular

automatic terminal
information service

antenna tuning unit
Aerodrome Traffic Zone
Civil Aviation Authority
Distress and Diversion
decibels
distance measuring
equipment

feet
General Aviation Safety
Information Leaflet

high frequency
London Air Traffic Control
Centre

metres

MilitaryAerodrome Traffic
Zone

megahertz
Royal Air Force

ultra high frequency
United States Air Force
very high frequency
west

v.o.r. - Supersedes the n.d.b. The v.h.f. omni-directional radio range behaves as if it has a radial spoke sticking out for every degree on the compass. These
spokes are entirely imaginary butthe cockpit indication tells you which radial is being crossed (or flown along). Can also drive the needle on a radiomagnetic
indicator so that the pilot knows which way to steer to the beacon.

TACAN - TACtical Air Navigation. A combination of a d.m.e. and a military version of the v.o.r.
The instrument landing system guides the aircraftto the runway during final approach. Two radio beams are required:the localiser (v.h.f.) for direction

and the glideslope (u.h.f.) for height. Some aircraft can land themselves automatically by following the i.l.s. Most only fly to 200ft above the threshold, then the
pilot takes over. Microwave landing system will eventually supersede i.l.s. Although its functions are similar, it is also capable of providing enhanced facilities.

Marker - A 75MHz beaconthattriggers a light and audible warning inthe cockpit if the aircraftflies directly overhead. Sometimes found on airways, but most
commonly as outer and middle markers to indicate the progress along an i.l.s.

s.s.r. transponder - Airborne device (u.h.f.) that puts out a signal which shows up on the screen of secondary surveillance radar. As well as showing the
aircraft's position, it also identifies which aircraft is involved and is capable of transmitting altitude information.
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Lawrence Harris
5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5QB

What super pictures we have
been getting from the CIS (Russian)
WXSAT METEOR 3-4! During February
it has been coming overthe north pole
(therefore travelling southwards), and
switching to visible lighttransmissions
as the sunlight illuminates the ground
below.

On February7, I watchedthe passes
at both 1230 and 143OUTC as it came
over Greenland, revealing massive ice
sheets,then across Newfoundland,the
Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and
disappeared overthe western Atlantic.
The picture revealed coastline all the
way along the river, almostto Montreal,
showing the whole of the Gulf to be
frozen over. At least that is how it
appeared to me.

The skies over Canada were clear
and the land views were quite
breathtaking. Some fog obscured the
river near Quebec butthere seemed to
be large icebergs and more general
ice sheets. The land appeared frozen

1111161111111111111W

some 'banding' that seems to be
associatedwiththe aperture changes.

For those not too familiar with
METEOR pictures, the visible images
include sets of bars and columns, the
latter represent digital numbers,
changing every few seconds. These
give an indication of the level of open
aperture, and changes often coincide
with bands running across the image,
perhaps indicating temporary under -
or over - exposure.

The infra -red imagesfrom 3-3 have
remained very good, allowing us to
see clear views of Iceland and
Greenland, which the NOAAS also
transmit, but at lower resolution.

These METEOR WXSATs orbit
about 1200km up, so we seethemwhen
they are further away than the
American NOAAs, which are about
800km high. This means that we get a
greater coverage from the METEORs,
and Fig. 3 is a METEOR 3-4 visible
image showing the whole of Lapland

shadoon.en1 Yr,* Pirly

Wow.. t 1113 ,22111TC MA191 ..r a, AV,

Fig. 1: NOAA 12 high resolution visable image of New Zealand
from Steve Rawdon.

over as well. I have kept the image, so
if anyone else using Timestep Weather
Systems' PROsatl I or PCSATIII would
like a copy, send me a pre -paid
package with disk and I will oblige
without cost.

Current WXSATS

January saw the continued operation
of both METEORS 3-3 (on 137.85MHz)
and 3-4 (on 137.30MHz). Both have
remained transmitting continuously,
but only METEOR 3-3 was actually
transmitting infra -red images during
its nighttime pass. As described above,
the visible light images from METEOR
3-4 have been very good, as have those
from METEOR 3-3. Ok, yes there is

and North Cape, at the top of Sweden
and Norway. It was collected by Peter
de Jong of Leiden during spring last
year.

METEOSAT-3 Moves West

On 27 January 1993, METEOSAT-3,the
geostationaryweather satellite began
its moveto its newlocation atlongitude
75°W, over the South American state
of Colombia. From there it will be able
to provide meteorological coverage of
virtually the whole of the American
continent.

This change of operation began in
1991, following agreement between
ESA and EUMETSAT. METEOSAT-3
was made available to the US

Fig. 2: NOAA 12 visable image from Mark Pepper

meteorological service NOAA because
of the launch delays for the agency's
new second -generation satellite
service. METEOSAT-3 became a
television star as it monitored the
course of the devastating Hurricane
Andrewthat hit Florida in August 1992.

This co-operation between
EUMETSAT and NOAA goes back
several years. Between 1985 and 1988,
NOAA made capacity available on its
GOES -4 satellite to Europe to collect
meteorological data. METEOSAT-3 is
to become an integral part of NOAA'S
forecasting service, and for the first
time, Europe has constructed a
satellite ground station on USterritory,
at Wallops Island, Virginia.

METEOSAT weather images have
been a feature of peak time European
television for over 15 years. They
provide fast, reliable meteorological
data for Europe, warnings of storms,
rain, ice, drought, sun and snow.
Meteorologists combine this satellite
data with ground measurements to
make weather predictions, based on
complex computer models.

Two METEOSATS, operating in a
geostationary orbit 36 000km above
the equator, provide a daily stream of
weather data to users all over Europe,
Africa and the United States.
METEOSAT-5 is currently operated in
stand-by mode as an in -orbit 'spare',
while software modifications are
prepared for its future use.

Transmitting The Data

A couple of editions back I published a
diagram of the data flow from
METEOSAT to the eventual users
(which includes us). Basically, an on-
board communications system
transmits raw imagesfromthe satellite
to the Wallops ground station in
America; these images are relayed by
a telecommunications satellite to the
METEOSAT ground facilities in ESA's
European Space Operations Centre
(ESOC), at Darmstadt.

From here, the spacecraft and its
payload are controlled. Images are
processed and meteorological
products derived and distributed to
national meteorological services and
nearly 2000 end users. The
meteorological products and image
data for the United States are relayed
to the Wallops station by a

telecommunications satellite, for
distribution via METEOSAT's
communications payload and ground
telecommunications links.

Not only METEOSAT-3 but also the
Wallops station, is completely remote -
controlled from ESOC in Darmstadt,
including any station changes
(equipment reconfiguration) and
software -updating. Trans -Atlantic
telephone trunk lines and ESA -installed
back-up facilities ensure redundancy
(i.e., spares) of the whole
communications system.
The success of the pre -operational
satellites paved the way for the
operational METEOSAT programme
(MOP -1, etc), which covers the
construction of three more satellites,
support ground facilities, and the
operation of these facilities until the
end of 1995. After then, there is a
second generation.

My thanks to NOAA and
EUMETSAT for the information
provided in the Press Kit (number 01/
93)fromwhich some ofthis information
originates.

METEOSAT-3 Schedule

A new WEFAX schedule came into
operation on January 22 during the
transfer of METEOSAT-3 to its new
location. I am not certain whether a
few ofthe more westerly of us might be
able to continue to receive the
transmissions but here is a summary
for those who may find reception
possible.

The firstsequence of images starts
at 10 minutes past each hour, and, for
0010, 0210, 0310, 0510, 0610, 0810, 0910,
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Fig. 3: METEOR 3-4 image of Lapland from Peter de Jong

1110, 1210, 1410, 1510, 1710, 1810, 2010,

2110 and 2310UTC is M1D (i.e., the
equivalent of the former L1D). At 01, 04,
07, and 10 hours the M2D image is
used. At 1310, 1610, 1910 and 221OUTC
the M1C (visible) image is transmitted.
Each is normally followed by the next
in the sequence.

The second sequence starts at 42
minutes past hours 00 through 10,
imaging M1E (water vapour) or M1D.
These are followed by three further
images. From 1150 to 2350UTC (on the
50 minutes) there is the visible M1C
image, followed by M5C or M5D.
Administrative WEFAX is transmitted
at 0246 and 0846UTC daily. If you want
a copy of the schedule just send me an
s.a.e. with one extra stamp to cover
copying costs.

Letters

It's particularly interesting to receive
foreign correspondence, so when a
letter arrived from New Zealand
containing high resolution images, I

was delighted. Four pictureswere sent

bySteveRawdonofthe Meteorological
Office at Wellington Airport, Fig. 1 is a
NOAA 12 visible image of NewZealand.
Both the North and South Islands are
clearly seen, and the original picture
shows much more detailthan my atlas.
The image was received at 193OUTC
on January 30, and setting up this time
and date with my satellite tracking
program showsthat NOAA 12 was over
the islands at this time.

Mark Pepperof Camberley recently
provided me with some excellent
pictures from his WXSAT equipment
from which Fig. 2 is a further example.
Mark used a laser printer to print this
NOAA 12 picture after some image
processing. You can clearly see the
two black lines which form the minute
markers on the right hand side. These
markers are also heard in the a.p.t.
signal, so if you can't decode the
pictures, you can still 'hear' what is
going on just by listening to your
scanner.

The leftside ofthe frame showsthe
grey levels which, in the infra -red
section, represent precise

temperature calibrations. Richard
Atkin of North Devon has been using
a Realistic PRO -2006 scanner feeding
his GOES/WEFAX software to obtain
WXSAT pictures. Richard points out
that although ideally one would use a
dedicated WXSAT receiver to obtain
good quality pictures (because of
receiver bandwidth considerations)
he feels that beginners might find it
worth trying a conventional receiver
(assuming thatthey already have one).

Trevor Lane of Bideford has set up
some receivers and various antenna
for general radio use, and, having
heard the polar orbiting satellites, is
now proposing to extend his decoding
facilities further. Trevor has treated
himself to a 486SX 25MHz computer
and has bought the TRACKII satellite
tracking program from Timestep. I

have submitted a review of this
softwarefor publication, and a feature
on computers is also underway.

Dave Rogers of Highworth has
modified his METEOSATdishto reduce
its weight. Basically this involved
removing large areas of aluminium and
fitting 12mm chicken wire mesh. This
was mounted on a home-made polar
mount and lets him move between the
two METEOSATS. I wonder whether
Dave can still receive M-3 from its new
position?

Dave has been trying out a new
program written by Viv Williams that
connects between his WXSATscanner
and computer, running Timestep's
PROsatll program (that I reviewed
some months back). Viv's program
automatically collects a.p.t. images
from the NOAAS and METEORS
whenever his receiver detects a signal.
Pictures are automatically stored, and
the system then switches back to
METEOSAT!

Alan Jarvis of Cardiff noticed that
on his Insta ntTra ck program last
December 9/10 the total eclipse of the
moon was indicated by the positions
of both sun and moon being exactly

opposite in the sky. Programs do
sometimes indicate eclipses though
generally accuracy is fairly limited.

Books on Space

Simon Allen of Kidlington is one of
several SWM readers who have been
trying to locate specialist books on
space matters. May I refer everyone
firstlytothe SWMBook Service (details
inthis edition), and secondlyto Geoffrey
Falworthwhose office is at 15Whitefield
Road, Penwortham, Preston, PR1 OXJ.
This is a postal address only (no visitors
please). I send a detailed logging of
satellite operations to Geoffrey for his
specialist space publications.

BARAS News

The British Amateur Radio Astronomy
Society had a narrow escape from a
premature demise recently. Its former
secretary Stewart Newberry has had
to step down from his post, leaving the
need for a new committee. I have agreed
totake the post of Editor of its magazine
GAMMA, and I am pleased to be able to
introduce potential and former members
to the new officers.

Chairman Colin Clements; Secretary
Joe Pritchard, 27 Walkley Crescent
Road, Walkley, Sheffield S6 5BA;
Treasurer P Willis, 36 Chadswell
Heights, Lichfield, Staffs WS13 6BH;
editorial matters to me at the usual
address.

I will pass on any urgent details via
this column until the Society is re-
established.

Kepler Elements

I will send a print-out of the latest
elements upon receiving an s.a.e. and
separate stamp. All known weather
satellites are included, together with
their transmission frequencies if
operating. This data is supplied courtesy
of NASA.

Be sure of getting your copy of SWM each month.
Place this regular order form with your

newsagent... today
I Dear Newsagent, Distributed by Seymour -1
please reserve / deliver my monthly
copy of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
NAME
ADDRESS

Signed

If you can't see SWM on the
bookshelf at your local outlet,
please call the Editorial Office in
Broadstone and we will talk to our
distributors to find out why!

I
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NEW
FAX and WEATHER SATELLITES

Full resolution charts and greyscale pictures from any
SPECTRUM computer to a dot matrix printer. Basic system
£40 plus interface for FAX £40 or WX SATS £59.

APT -1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE
Enables all weather satellite signals to be displayed on any
FAX system. Plugs into RX-8 system direct. £59 or £39 if
ordered with RX-8.

RX-8 8 -MODE RECEIVE
Every possible feature and performance to receive FAX, HF
& VHF PACKET, COLOUR SSTV, RTTY, CW, AMTOR,
UoSAT and ASCII on any BBC computer. Reviews Oct. 89
Ham Radio Today and July 91 Rad Comm. Complete system
of EPROM, interface, instructions, leads and demo cassette
£259.

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE
Performance, features and ease of use make this still a best
seller. Needs TIF1 interface. BBC, CBM64 tape £25. disk
£27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM tape £40, + 3 disk £42 inc
adaptor board (needs TIF1 also) or software -only version
£25. TIF1 INTERFACE has 4 -pole filtering and computer
noise isolation for excellent HF and VHF performance. Kit
£30, ready-made, boxed with all connections £40. Available
only with software.
Also MORSE TUTOR £8, LOGBOOK £8. RAE MATHS £8
for BBC, CBM64, VIC20 and SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR
with UK, Europe, World maps £10. Disk £2 extra for all.
Lots of information available about everything, please ask.
Prices include VAT and p&p by return.

1111vrsa technical software (SWM)
Fron. Upper Llandwrog. Caernarfon LL54 7RF

Tel: (0286) 881886

4
az====
JirT1 PSU-101

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES

FOR SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVERS

/. JIM PSU-101 MkIV. A high quality UK manufactured fully
regulated 220-240V AC power supply with RADIO BASE
HOLDER combined. For use with FAIRMATE
HP-100E/200E/2000/1000AB. AOR-1000/1500/2000.
YUPITERU MVT-5000/7000/7100/125, VT225.
REALISTIC PRO -35/38. ICOM-R I. UNIDEN UBC5OXL.
BC55XLT. UBC7OXLT, ALINCO UBCIOOXLT. New
unique features include 2 DC output sockets one for
radio and the other for accessories. A bracket for BNC
socket for antenna connection. Separate DC
leads included. 9 volt version for Tandy,
etc. available. PRICE £29.95.
2. JIM BH-A3. Universal base stand for
handheld scanners -transceivers etc.
convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base.
Bracket for BNC socket for base
antenna connection. PRICE £10.95.
*3. JIM BH-A3C. Now fined as
standard with approx. 30cm (12in.) high quality low loss 50 ohm RG58A/C1
cable with professional right angle BNC plug and BNC bulkhead socket.
Ideal for RX and TX up to 4GHz (no 50239 socket). PRICE £13.95.
4. JIM CH -A4. Car mounting holder for handheld scanners- transceivers
with BELT CLIP support. Safe and convenient use of scanner etc. in car,
truck, boat etc. PRICE £7.95.
5. JIM BC -4H. Unique FAST Universal 4 hour + 14 hour Ni-cad charger.
"auto -switch -off" timer (no more guessing). Ideal Fainnate, AOR, Yupiteru
etc. Leads + 4 sizes of AA holders supplied. PRICE £19.50.
6. JIM SM-Al High quality S meter for scanners CB. PRICE £26.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Prices include postage

Further information on SSE products. send A4 SAE to:

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS (UK)
6 The Orchard. Bassett Green Village.
Southampton SO2 3NA

%Tel: (0703) 769598

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 1993
11' edition  534 pages  £30 or DM70

5000 new coastal and fixed station frequencies!
Our bestseller covers the complete frequency range between 0 and 30 MHz. We are
the very first non -governmental monitoring service to use state-of-the-art equipment
such as the revolutionary new WAVECOM W4100 teleprinter systems decoder. Latest
military and political events such as the impacts of the Guff War and the Balkan War.
and of the recent and current revolutions in Eastern Europe. are covered exclusively
by our UTILITY GUIDE. Sophisticated operating methods and regular overseas
monitoring missions (1992 for months in Brunei. Dominica. Indonesia. Malaysia.
Martinique, Sabah and Sarawak) complete this unique book.

The completely revised new edition includes a frequency list with 19549
frequencies, and a call sign list with 3590 call signs. Up-to-date schedules of FAX
meteo stations and RTTY press services are listed both alphabetically and
chronologically. Abbreviations, addresses codes, definitions, explanations, frequency
band plans, international regulations. modulation types, NAVTEX schedules, 0 and Z
codes, station classes, telex codes. etc. - this reference book lists everything. Thus, it
is the ideal addition to the World Radio TV Handbook for the "special" stations on SW!

Further publications available are Air and Meteo Code Manual, Guide to
Facsimile Stations and Radioteletype Code Manual (12- editions). We have
published our international radio books for 23 years. They are in daily use with
equipment manufacturers, monitoring services, radio amateurs, shortwave listeners
and telecommunication administrations worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue.
including recommendations from all over the world. For recent book reviews see Mike
Richards G4WNC in Shortwave Magazine 292, 7/92 and 10/92. All manuals are
published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course written in English.

Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special price of
El 05/DM250 (you save E17/DM40) you will receive all our manuals and supplements
(altogether more than 1700 pages!) plus our Cassette Tape Recording of
Modulation Types.

Our prices include airmail postage to everywhere in the world. Payment can be
by of DM cheque. cash. International Money Order, or postgiro (account Stuttgart
2093 75-709). We accept Access American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa
credit cards. Dealer inquiries welcome - discount rates on request. Please mail your
order to

0 Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-7400 Tuebingen

Germany
Tel. 01049 7071 62830

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
Professional

-grade high performance
data communications

,..., ........0

price:
decoder/analyser,

yet easy to use and at an affordable
* Decodes Morse

code,

Inversion,
arq, fec, ASCII,

standard baudot, bit- wavecom W 4010
LP

packet radio and variablespeed baudot and ASCII.

D
* For professional

users, 14additional commercial
datacommunications

modes (onsupplementary
eproms)are available.

* Measures
baud rates withhigh accuracy and makessynchronous and

indication for tuning

asynchronous
bit analysts.

* LED -bar. NOW AVAILABLE
- VERSION 5* Hard -and software additions and upgrade capabilities.* Built-in f7 -b (f6) decoder*

18
Uversal microprocessor

video card (24 lines x 80 characters
o

ni
lines x 40 characters).* Extensive rfl-filtering on all lines.* 5 int. language

sets, including
Cyrillic and Greek.* RS-232c/v.

24 serial port, Centronics
parallel port.* Optimal customer's

support due to in -home rid and 1 yearPRICES FR0111141 1 10.00 inc. VAT.
sends.a.e.
For details of this and other decoders please

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS,
176 LOWER HIGH STREET,

STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG

©Tel: (0384) 390063
Fax: (0384) 371228

Instant finance available subject to status.
Written details on request.
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Mike Richards G4WNC
200 Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3AS.

Ian McDermid has been a keen
listener since the 1930s and has
devised his own methods of learning
Morse code. One of the techniques
was simply to listen to station
callsigns until he could successfully
decode them. If you would like to try
this just look around for stations
sending a sequence of Vs followed by
the callsign. The Vs are particularly
useful as they help you to adjust to the
sending speed of the station. The
advantage of this learning method is
thatyou start by learning the rhythm of
the code rather than just dots and
dashes. Once you have mastered
callsigns,you can move on tofive letter
groups.

John Jones - Radio Sunshine.

Two letters from C.R.J Healey of
Plymouth and J. Booth of Portsmouth
ask aboutthe interference suffered by
the Offenbach FAX broadcast of
134.2kHz. Although this subject has
been raised before, it's worth another
mention.The source of the interference
is an I.f. radiolocation system that
operates on an adjacent frequency.
The strength of the interfering signal
varies across the country, but few
listeners have completely clear
reception. From the experiments I've
made and letters from readers, there
are a few things that can be done to
help. If your receiver has passband
filtering you can generally use this to
minimise the interference. An
alternative is to use a good quality
audio filter system such as the FL -3
from Datong.

Radio Sunshine

Featured station for this month is John
Jones of Coventry. John appears to
have a very brightoutlook on life hence
the station name - radio sunshine. You
can't blame him for trying! John is a
keen amateur and utility enthusiast
and has built-up a useful station. The
h.f. bands are covered using the
excellent Lowe HF-150 coupled to the
popular ERA Microreader decoder. He
also uses a Grundig 500 for general

broadcast listening. John keeps an
interest in the higher frequencies
through his AOR AR -2500 and
Realistic 2004 scanners.

As with all successful listeners,
John has a good antenna system.
The main h.f. antenna is a full size
GSRV, which is a popular choice for
listeners with a strong interest in the
amateur bands. The main feature of
this antenna is its ability to load -up
successfully on all the h.f. amateur
bands. Forthe v.h.f. bands he uses an
Anron 99 CB antenna and a WX290
vertical tri-bander. John's current
ambition is to pass the RAE and he's
working hard to achieve this.

Bletchley Park

Those of you with long memories will
no doubt remember the significance
of Bletchley Park during the Second
World War. For those with shorter
memories, Bletchley was the home of
the Government Code and Cypher
School. They played a key intelligence
role during the war and were
responsible for breaking the coded
transmissionsfromthefamous German
Enigma machine. This was absolutely
critical as the Germans believed the
code to be unbreakable.

Another famous development was
the world's first computer - the
Colossus. This became one of Britain's
best kept secrets. So why am !writing?
Quite simply because a trust has been
formed to preserve and develop the
Bletchley site. The trust is hoping to
re-createthe activities aroundthe park
and open a series of museum centres.
These would be dedicated to the
intelligence services, computing, radar
and air traffic control. Before this can
come to fruition, the trust desperately
needs donations.

As many of the signals that interest
Decode readers have a direct
connection with the work at Bletchley,
I thoughtyou might like the opportunity
to contribute. If you'd like to join in,
your cheque should be made payable

to BLETCH LEY PARK TRUST A/c
60173762, Barclays Bank PLC, Milton
Keynes. The address for contributions
is: The Hon Treasurer, Suite 8 Denbigh
House, Denbigh Road, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes MK1 1YP. Tel: (0908)
640404. My thanks to Tony Leavesley
of York for supplying this information.

PK-900 Released

This month, ICS Electronics of Arundel
have released news of a brand new
data controller from AEA. Whilst AEA
are most well known for their PK232
data terminal, they have been
producing a range of data processing
equipment for many years. The latest
release is the PK-900, which is billed
as the successor to the now famous
PK-232.

As you can see from the
photograph,the frontpanel design has
changed considerably and now
features a large liquid crystal display.
This display replaces the Le.d. based
status and mode indications of the 232
and looks to be a great improvement.
The old I.e.d. bargraph tuning display
has also been built in to the main
display. The only controls on the front
panel are the threshold and power on/
off. So what else does the PK-900 do I
hear you asking. For a start, it features
dual radio ports. This has particular
importance to Packet operators who
need access to h.f. and v.h.f. bands. All
you have to do is connect the audio in
and out from each transceiver to one
of the two ports. Switching between
the two is then done using the driver
software, so negating any hardware
switching.

In addition to the standard Packet
features the PK-900 includes AMTOR,
RTTY,ASCI I, NAVTEX, Morse, FAX and
TDM. The data modes are also
supported by AEAs SIAM signal
analysis utility that eases signal
identification. Perhaps one of the most
importantenhancementsforthe utility
listener is the FAX system. Whereas
the PK-232 system could only support
the reproduction of black and white
charts,the PK-900 features grey scale
FAX. This opens up a whole newworld
of FAX photographs and satellite
images. Although these were
receivable with the PK-232, the grey
shadeswere ditheredto black orwhite
and so lost a lot of definition. The
provision of a grey scale really brings
these images to life.

The new PK-900 data controller.

As well as the useful range of
standard modes, the PK-900 can be
easily upgraded. Two options currently
available are PACTOR firmware and
9600 baud G3RUH/K9NG hardware.
Both of these are available as low cost
plug-in options. If you're controlling
the PK-900 using a PC compatible
there's a new PC-Pakrattfor Windows
program available. ICS will be
importing a limited number of units
that are to be available on a first come
first served basis. Incidentally the
anticipated UK price is £499.95 but for
more details I suggestyou contact ICS
Electronics Ltd, Unit V, Rudford
Industrial Estate, Ford, Arundel, West
Sussex BN18 OBD. Tel: (0903) 731101.

Utility OSLs

This is a subject that I've mentioned
before, but is worth another word for
the sake of the newcomers. I was
prompted to write following a letter
from Michael Cox of Wigan. He saw
my recentmentionof Ocean Gate Radio
and, having received this signal, sent
them a GSL.You can imagine his delight
when, some time later, he received a
weighty package of goodies. Included
inthis pack was a postcard from WOO
listing all their current operating
frequencies. This included full details
of their voice frequencies. There was
also a plasticised mat detailing the
addresses and frequencies of the
AT&T stations WOO, WOM and KMI.
Justto complete the picturetherewere
a couple of bookletsdetailingthe AT&T
radiotelephone system. So, as you can
see, Michael was very pleased with
the response from WOO.

I obviously can't guarantee a
response as good asthis, butt can give
you a few tips that will help ensure
your QSL is welcome. The first pointto
understand is the purpose of a QSL.
For the service provider, a QSL gives
vital information onthe coverage of his
transmitters. By correlating reports
from a number of sources an accurate
coverage map can be compiled. One
of the key points about any QSL is that
it must include some form of evidence
thatthe station in question has actually
been received.

Forthe utility enthusiastthis is best
achievedwith a printoutofthe decoded
signal. Not only does this prove
reception, but itgives a good indication
of the quality of reception at your
location. It's also a good idea to include
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comprehensive details of your
receiving equipment and antennas. If
you logged the station over a period of
time or perhaps at different times of
day, then include that as well. In short,
the more information you give the more
useful your report becomes. You must
always remember that the receiving
station has no obligation to reply, so
don't expect a reply for every QSL and
be prepared for a long wait for those
that do reply. If you provide a
comprehensive reportyou willfindthat
most stations will respond with an
interesting reply. If you know of any
stations that provide particularly good
QSLs let me know so I can pass the
message on.

EX -USSR FAX

A recent letter from Jan Nieuwenhuis
of The Netherlands gives details of
FAX stations that are in operation
followingthe break-up of the USSR. As
the political boundaries have, at least
temporarily, stabilised !thought itmight
be useful to reproduce Jan's list here.
One point to remember with these
stations is theytend to use a variety of
drum speeds instead of sticking with
60 r.p.m. Common variants are 90 and
120 r.p.m. with 10Cs of 576 or 288. As
you can see, the list is in alphabetical
order with callsigns added where
available.

Alma Ata Meteo 1, 7.91MHz
(RCW79)

Alma Ata Meteo 2, 9.9275MHz
(RXA76)

Alma Ata Meteo 3, 13.707MHz
(RXA77)

Amderma Meteo 4,27MHz 6.38MHz
& 8.463MHz

Arkhangelsk Meteo 1, 3.657
(RVZ74), 5.347MHz (RSVV71)

Arkhangelsk Meteo 2, 7.762MHz
(RGH77)

Irkutsk Meteo, 5.28MHz (RKR76),
7.702MHz (RTP72), 10.207MHz (RTP78)

Khabarovsk Meteo 1, 4.5167MHz
(RX1372), 7.475MHz (RXB75), 9.23MHz
(RX070), 14.737MHz (RX072),
19.275MHz (RX074)

Khabarovsk Meteo 2, 3.25MHz
(RX1370), 4.58MHz (RYP27), 5.11MHz
(RYP29), 7.53MHz (RGM76), 10.22MHz
(RDVV76), 14.61MHz (RCR79)

Kiev Meteo 1, 3.36MHz (RPN71),
6.95MHz (RJK78)

Kiev Meteo 2, 4.525MHz (RPN75)
Kiev Radio, 12.8287MHz (UM)
Krasnoyarsk Meteo, 2.845MHz

(RT070)

Magadan Meteo, 5.755MHz
(RZX5),9.355MHz (RNR4), 12.17MHz
(RNR4), 13.405MHz (RNR4)

Minsk Meteo, 3.235MHz (RSR71),
3.81MHz (RST75), 7.575MHz (RSR79),
7.64MHz (RST76)

Moscow Meteo, 2.815MHz
(RV076), 3.875MHz (RC172), 5.355MHz
(RND77), 7.75MHz (RAVV78), 10.71MHz
(RKA73), 10.98MHz (ROD791,15.95MHz
(RBI77), 18.71MHz (RIZ59)

Nit 1.111.1Uidli
1111111,1

..+.00 V. tclri
IMO 11111

Melbourne Met chart.

Moscow Meteo 2, 53.6kHz (RIO),
5.15MHz (RV073), 6.88MHz (RAN77),
7.67MHz (RCC76), 10.23MHz IRKA78),
11.525MHz (RWZ77), 13.47MHz
(RKU71), 144.5kHz (RCG)

Moscow Meteo 3, 4.205MHz
(RAT21), 12.165MHz (RKB78)

Moscow Meteo 4, 4.55MHz
(Rww79)

Moscow Meteo 5, 5.325MHz
(RND79)

Murmansk Meteo 1, 10.13MHz
(RBW48)

Murmansk Meteo 2, 6.446MHz
Murmansk Meteo 3, 10.52MHz
Novosibirsk Meteo 1, 5.765MHz

(RY079), 9.22MHz (RTB26), 12.320MHz
(RY076)

Novosibirsk Meteo 2, 3.635MHz
(RCK77),4.475MHz, 5.335MHz (ROF77),
9.06MHz IRCU73), 12.23MHz (RCU79)

Rostov-na-Donu Meteo, 3.61MHz
(R0070), 7.63MHz (RNR78), 9.1MHz

Samara (Kuybishev) Meteo 1,
3.71MHz (RGJ61), 4.53MHz (RGJ62)

Samara Meteo 2,2.72MHz IRDE73),
5.102MHz (RDE72)

Samara Meteo 3, 5.42MHz
St Petersburg Radio, 7.48MHz,

13.78MHz
Tashkent Meteo 1, 3.69MHz

(RBV70), 4.365MHz (RPJ78), 5.89MHz
(RBV78), 7.57MHz (RBX72), 9.34MHz
(RCH72), 14.9825MHz (RBV76)

Tashkent Meteo 2, 3.28MHz
(RBX70), 5.285MHz (RBX71), 8.083MHz
(RIJ75), 9.15MHz (RCH73), 13.947MHz
(ROM5)

Tbilisi Meteo 3,.745MHz (RIS70),
7.495MHz (RDK23)

Yakutsk Meteo, 10.665MHz
IRCQ73), 13.45MHz (RC075)

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk Meteo,
4.63MHz (RIQ23)

Computer Compatibility

Roger Nice of Felixstowe writes with
what is becoming a common problem.
Roger is just starting out in utility
listening and wants to put together a
system based on a personal computer
(PCI.The problem he has come across

is just what computer to buy. Anyone
who looks through the multitude of
computer magazines will know that
there are a vast range of computers
available, all of which claim to be IBM
compatible. So how do know which is
the best machine?

I must admit I find this a difficult
question to answer as the market
seemsto be constantly changing. One
point that's particularly important for
the utility operator is the hardware
compatibility of the computer. This is
because many decoding packages
work directly with the computer
hardware instead of using standard
software routines.

The best I can advise is to keep to
the more well-known computer
manufacturers. If you have a particular
decoding package in mind it may well
be worth having a word with the
suppliers. Many keep a record of the
computers systems that successfully
run their software packages. If you
have any tips to help with the
compatibility problem I'd be very
pleased to hear from you.

VHF Utilities

A recent letter from Michael
McRoberts asks ifthere are any utilities
inthev.h.f./u.h.f. bands. Michael has a
Realistic PRO -2006 that he would like
to use with his Dragon 64 computer for
utilities. If you're interested in amateur
communications you will occasionally
find some RTTY activity in the 145 and
432MHz bands. Far more common on
the higher frequencies is amateur
packet radio. As far as other utilities
are concerned they're a bitthin on the
ground.

There are the weather satellites at
around 137MHz and 1690MHz. For more

informationtake a look at 'Info in Orbit'
column by Lawrence Harris. Most of
the remaining utilities comprise point-
to-point data links. These links often
use fairly simple data protocols such
as simple ASCII or a Packet variant.
Unfortunately, the information carried

bythese links is usually basic computer
data and so is not easily interpreted.
However, if you know different, please
write and I will passthe information on
via the column.

Frequency List

Nowforthis month's list compiled from
listeners reports. Thanks are due to
the following readers for writing with
logs: C. Healey, Les Griffiths, Robert
Hall and Day Watson. The format is
the usual: frequency, mode, speed,
shift, callsign time and notes. If you
would like a copy of the Day Watson
Beginners list or my Decode list just
send three first class stamps to the
address at the head of the column. It
would also be a great help if you could
mark your envelope BEGINNERS or
DECODE and enclose a return address
label.

117.4kHz,FAX,120,576,0CF37,1030,
Offenbach Meteo

2.6185MHz, FAX, 120, 576, GFE25,
1015, Bracknell Meteo

4.7855MHz, FAX, 120, 576, DHJ51,
1400, Grengel Meteo

5.24MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, 40C2, 2124,
TANJUG Belgrad

5.3977MHz, ARQ-342, 200, 350, -,
24hr, RFFP Paris

5.887MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, IRF50,
1527, ANSA Rome

6.872MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, YOG59,
1759, Rompres - Bucharest

7.4517MHz, ARQ-342, 200, 350, -,
24hr, RFFP Paris

7.88MHz, FAX,120,576, DDK3,1856,
Hamburg Met

9.0505MHz, FAX, 120, 576, NSY,
2356, USN Catania

9.133MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, ZAA6,
0910, Tirana pressreports

10.4M Hz, ARTRAC, 125,170, -,0669,
MFA Budapest

10.9607MHz, ARQ-342, 200, 350, -,
24hr, RFFP Paris

11.03MHz, FAX, 120, 576, AXM34,
1604, Melbourne Met

11.4167MHz, ARQ-342, 200, 350, -,
24hr, RFFP Paris

11.43MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, HMF49,
1842, Pyongyang

11.453MHz, RTTY, 50, -, IMB3, 1006,
Rome Meteo geoalert

12.186MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, -, 1755,
JANA Tripoli

14.642M Hz, SITOR, 100,170,-,1058,
UN

14.785MHz, RTTY, 50, 400, ATP65,
1517, Dehli/ATP

14.9315MHz, RTTY, 50, 850, -, 0743,
APS El Djazair

16.1652MHz, ARQ-342, 200, 350, -,
24hr, RFFP Paris

18.225MHz, RTTY, 50, 400,
CNM76X9, 1613, MAP Rabat press

19.0966MHz, RTTY, 50, 415, -,1150,
MFA Jakarta

19.7476MHz, RTTY, 50, 717, 6VU79,
1158, Dakar Meteo

20.0224MHz, FEC A, 96, 400,
DGU20H3, 1352, PIAB Bonn
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AIR SUPPLY
83B HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS LS19 7TA. Tel: (0532) 509581 Fax: (0532) 500710
Shop just two minutes from Leeds Bradford Airport. Shop hours: 1000-1330: 1430-1700 (hours do vary) CLOSED WEDNESDAY

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
On hand to help you towards an interesting and rewarding pastime. Specialists in AIR BAND

RADIOS AND SCANNERS. Hand held, mobile or base - AOR, Signal, Yupiteru, Icom, Uniden,
Sony, Nevada: HF receivers from Sony, Icom, Lowe, Yaesu: wide range of accessories, aerials,
plus CAA publications, maps, books, models from IMC, Wooster, Schabak, souvenir products

from British Airways and British Midland Airways. Large range of pilots products.
Agents for Transair, AFE and Airtour. Plus lots more.

If you would like our info pack send large SAE and stamps to value of 50p. VISA

Please mention

Short Wave
Magazine
when replying to
advertisements

A

ALL THE ENTHUSIAST NEEDS
Main Stockists of receivers by:

SONY icom KENWOOD AOR
YUPITERU UNIDEN SIGNAL WIN

LOWE FAIRMATE
Comprehensive range of accessories, aerials, books, aero-charts etc.

PS welcome,
finance available
Isowec, to status,

FLIGHTDECK
THE AIRBAND SHOP
192 Wilmslow Rd., Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH

Telephone: 061499 9350 Fax: 061-499 9349

Opening hours: 9:30am-010pm (CLOSED WEDNESDAYS)
We are located on the A34 (Wilmslow Road),

2 miles South from the M63 Junction 10, lust 3 miles from
Manchester International Airport

Send 50p for illustrated catalogue from dept. SWM4

Guaranteed complete to the last nut!

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DM Kit - E87.50 P&P E3.00 Ready Built - E140.00

* Stable VFO * SiWoee * Win Filler
a Iteevires 12/14 VOC * Very detailed

lastrudioas *Bluk ulNl cue
*Printed pawl

40m & TOP BAND VERSIONS
ALSO AVAILABLE

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
TU1 Kit - E41.25 Ready Built - [57.50
TU2 Kit - [51.00 Reedy Built - f72.00

P&P E3.00
* Large dia. coil * High grade capacitor * Built in balun * Circuits to match
your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW * TU2 has sensitive ORP/SWR meter

* TU1 is ideal for SWL

QRP SWR METER
* Specially designed for ORP * HF 1-30MHz

* Can be set down to '/2 watt for FSD
* Ideal for milliwatting * Low Insertion loss 0.2dB

TUA1 Kit - complete with case & meter E111.00 P&P £1.00

CARLTON (Receiver)

80-40-20m Dc Rx
* Receives USB, LSB and CW * Very sensitive
and selective * Simple modular construction
* 12-14 volt battery operated * Printed facia

Kit complete with can - EB9.50 P&P E3.00

PSU 15 REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

* Ready built * Mains input * 13.8V @ 1.5A
output * Ideal for DTR3 & 'Carlton' * Fully

protected
Supplied ready built - E52.00 P&P £4.00

Send SAE for brochure or call Alan G4DVW on 0602 382509

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1 BX

(callers by appointment only)

15509

Iry

THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING,

BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BIRMINGHA QJ

Telephone: 021 782 21 or 782 6560

OPEN 7
Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the
same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor by
Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back) and
one in the Airport's Viewing Gallery (Viewing Gallery open
everyday - Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from £169.00
plus a variable selection of good secondhand and part
exchange models usually available.

We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, Icom, Uniden,
Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.

Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft and
associated subjects there is, by publishers such as Ian
Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and many more.
Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on ATC, even books
on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo Jet, we stock 'em all.
Books for the Student Pilot and PPL, Checklists, Flight
Cases, current Topo Charts always in stock, Nay -Flight
Computers and much more. We also stock aviation
postcards, posters and badges (callers only). Can't visit?
Then send £1 for our mail order catalogue or telephone
us on:

021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423
We accept all major Credit Cards and Cheques with Bankers

Card Number (up to £500 for Personal Callers with I.D.)

JUST STARTING OUT? Why Not Try: -
Our most popular Multi -band Radio with a 'rubber duck' aerial

Airband - FM - PSB, batteries included,
12 months guarantee - e24.95 POST FREE!
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IcDEJ A_LigcM'EE
Macpu Brian Oddy G3FEX, Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH2O 4NS

Medium Wave Chart

Freq Station Country Power Listener Freq Station Country Power Listener
kHz__ kW kHz kW
520 -Hof-Saale Germany 0 2 R' 936 Lerida (SERI Spainnce 2- r
531 Am Beida Algeria 600 M' 945 Toulouse France 300 K',R'
531 Torshavn Faroe Is 5 G'.J 954 Madrid IRCEI Spain 20 KR'
531 Leipzig Germany 100 F'.1(,R.1 963 Sofia Bulgaria 150 ir
531 Oviedo Spain 10 111,1Al 963 Pori Finland 600 G,r,K,F1',W",r,1'2*
540 Wavre Belgium 150/50 11'.J,V,R'.1' 963 Paris France - -8 P-
540 Solt Hungary 2000 6'R 972 Hamburg Germany 300 .1'.K,R",W',1*
540 Vitoria Spain 5 J 972 Cordoba IRNE11 Spain 5 G'
549 Les Trembles Algeria
549 Bayreuth IOW Germany

600

200 F',J,Ir
972 Nikolayev
981 Alger

AU ikgr ea ri niae 500 F'
600/300 J',K.M,R,1

549 Minsk CIS 1000 981 Megara Greece 200 13*

558 Rostock Germany 20 R' 990 Berlin Germany 3(x IC,M,118'
558 Valencia Spain 10 er 990 Potenza Italy 10 S'
567 Berlin Germany 100 A' 990 R Bilbao (SERI Spain 10 1'
567 Tullamore (RTE1) Ireland (S) 5013 61-1J.K.L.NWY112' 990 Redmoss (BBC) UK 1 G',2

567 Marbella )RNE5) Spain 10 D 999 Madrid (A Popular) Spain 20 J ,K.FI ,1 

576 Stuttgart Germany 500 F',6*.J,K,13* 1008 Flevo (Hilv-5) Holland 400 E',G*1*JKMVU12
576 Barcelona IRNE51 Spain

585 Orf Wien Austria
20 J

600 J.K

1008 Malaga Spain

1017 Rheinsender Germany

1

600 E"G'.1',J.K.M,F1.111*

585 Pans (FIPI France 8 1017 Burgos (RNE5) Spain 5

585 Madrid(RNE11 Spain 200 G',14'.J,K.R',1* 1026 Graz-Dobl Austria 100 E8'
594 Frankfurt Germany 1000/400 r.11',1' 1026 Alicante )SERI Spain 3 I'
594 Oujda -1 Morocco 100 J 1026 Reus (SEA) Spain 10 J'
594 Muge Ponugal 100 J,F1' 1035 Lisbon (Prog31 Portugal 120

594 Zagreb Yugoslavia
603 Nicosia Cyprus

20 W
20 P*

1035 Tallinn
1044 Dresden

Estonia
Germany

500 1.r.K
250 ' PIMA

603 Lyon France 300 J 1044 Seoaa-Aioun Morocco 300

603 Sevilla Spain 20 J 1044 San Sebastian Spain 10 I'S'
603 Newcastle (BBC4) UK 2 J.(181* 1053 Zarogoza (COPE) Spain 10 R'
612 Athlone (RTE21 Ireland (S) 100 G',H*.J,10.1.W,Z.1* 1053 Burghead IBBCI) UK 20 G

.621 Wavre Belgium .80 1053 DroitwichTBRIT . Uk 150 G,H`,1`,J',U,1'

621 Barcelona Spain 10 Fr.S 1062 Kalundborg Denmark 250

630 Dannenberg Germany 100 J' 1062 Norte PortugalFae 100 6'
630 Vigra Norway 100 G -,f1* 1071 Brest 20

630 Tunis-Diedeida Tunisia 600 1080 Katowice Poland 1500

639 Praha (Liblicel Czech 1500 K8*.Z* 1080 Granada ISER) Spain 5 I'M
639 Almeria (RNF11 Spain 20 G' 1089 Brookmans Pk UK 150 H,U

639 La Coruna Spain 100 1089 Moorside Edge) UK 150 I'
648 Palma de Mallorca Spain 10 WS* 1089 Westerglen IBBC11 UK 50 G

648 Orfordness IBBCI UK 500 109E1 Nitre IJarokl Czech 1500 E',G*.li*
657 Burg Germany 250 K'8' 1098 Almeria (RNE 51 Spain 10 6'
657 Madrid IRCE21 Spain 20 1098 Lugo IRNE5) Spain 10

657 Wrexham (BBC) UK 2 1107 Munich IAFNI Germany 40

666 Bodenseesender Germany 300/180 r.K.M.R 1107 Barcelona IRNE51 Spain 20

675 Marseille France

675 Lopic Holland
600
120

0,16*

F.X.K,N.R"

1116 Ban Italy

1116 Ponteyedra (SERI Spain

150 F'
2 .11(1:1

675 Bodo Norway 10 G 1125 La Louviere Belgium 20 E',V,R*
684 Sevilla 16NE11 Spain 250 1125 Tovarnik Croatia 300/100 S.

684 Beograd Yugoslavia 2000 1125 Vitoria IRNE5) Spain 10 E',G*,K,S
693 Berlin Germany 250 G 1125 llandrindod Wells UK 1 J"
693 Burghead IBBC51 UK 50 1134 Zadar Yugoslavia 1200 E"G".1(13',1'
693 Droltwich IBBC51 UK 150 H",./*.K2 1143 Stuttgart (AFN) Germany 10 P.K4*.F1'.U*

702 Aachen/Flensburg Germany 5 1143 Messina Italy 6

702 Monte Carlo Monaco 300 1143 Kaliningrad Russia 150 Z'
702 Zamora Spair 5 .1* 1143 Revs (COPE) Spain 2 .1'

10711 Rennes 1 France 300 J',K.I:P.W 1152 Lenda (RN%) Spain PA'
711 Heidelberg Germany 5 R' 1161 Strasbourg (Fr Intl France 200 E*.J.V.R"
711 Laayoune Morocco 600 0' 1170 Krasnodar CIS 500 R'

720 Langenberg Germany 200 J 1179 Santiago Spain 10 R'

720 Lisnagarvey IBBC4I Ireland (NI 10 G'2 1179 Solvesbort Sweden 600 ("GJKLF1'U'r
720 None Portugal 100 R'- 2'1'2'
720 Lots Rd London UK

729 Cork IRTEll Ireland IS)
0.5 fl r K
10 C,G*,..1.13'

188 Kuume Belgium

197 Munich (VOA) Germany

5

300 C
729 Oviedo

S738 Paris Frdaanicue

50

4

G*.J.K*,11"2',1*
A'

197 Vitoria Spain

197 Minsk CIS

5

50 S.
738 Barcelona (RNE1) Spain 250 G*.J.11`.VF.1' 206 Bordeaux - Rand-- 100 P.J.1(1r-,T-
747 Flevo (Hilv2) Holland 400 1.6',F1',J.K,F1',1' 706 Wroclaw Poland 200

756 Brunswick Germany 803/200 V.H,.r.K,M,R*,1* 215 Lushnie Albania 500 S.

765 Sonens Switzerland 500 kl',J*.R.W 215 Kaliningrad Russia 500

774 Enniskillen )BBC4) Ireland INC 1 R 215 COPE Spain 2 JAM'S'
.774 San Sebastian Spain 60 K"F1',W 224 Vidin Bulgaria 500 P.K.RJr-

783 Burg Germany 1030 J82'.1' 224 Madrid (COPE) Spain 20 J

783 Miramar (13 Porto) Portugal 100 J 233 Liege Belgium 5 J.R'

783 Tutus Syria 600 S' 233 Nitra Czech 40 R'

792 Limoges France 300 J',R' 233 Tanger Morocco 200 D'
792 Sevilla Spain 20 7.R'R' 242 Marseille France 150 P.G',F1'

801 Munchendsmaning Germany 300 R',1' 251 Marra!! Hungary 500 E'1
801 St Petersburg Russia 1,000 S' 251 Huisberg Netherlands 10 EQ,J,R
801 Burgos Spain 10 M 260 Valencia Spain 20 D',E*.V.K.R'.1-
810 Madrid (SERI Spain 20 Fr 269 Neuminster Germany 600 (*.V.H.J',K8'2',1*
810 Burghead IBBC) UK 100 G 276 Strasbourg France 300 (*KR
810 Westerglen)BBCt) UK 100 H',J,K,L',R,1",2 278 Dublin/Cork (RTE2) Ireland ISI 10 E',G.1-1.J,K,U,W,1
619 Toulouse France 50 J 8* 287 Lltomysl IRFEI Czech 300/200 A'
828 Hanover Germany 100/5 J 287 Melnik 19661 Czech 400 G'
837 Nancy France 200 J.K2' 296 Valencia (COPE) Spain 5 S'
837 Sevilla IR Popular) Spain 10 .J,K,F1' 296 San Sebastian Spain 5 (*.K.R
846 Rome Italy 540 G'2*,1* 2% Orfordness IBBCI UK 500 r.K,R
855 Berlin Germany 100 R 305 Rzeszow Poland 100 R'

855 Murcia Spain 125 D',6',J,R* 305 Orense IRNE5) Spain 5

864 Santah Egypt 500 314 Kvitsoy Norway 1200 E*.V.11*.J'.1(R*1.1'1"

864 ,aris France
_S

300 J",1(11',1* 323 Zyyi (BBC) Cyprus 200 A'
873 Frankfurt (AFNI Germany 150 FGH'J'KLMRW 323 Leipzig IR Moscow) Germany 150 E',H,K.R.01'

873 Zaragoza Spain 20 M' Artr 323 Wachenbrunn Germany 1000/150 J'

873 Enniskillen UK 1 R.Y 332 Brno IDomamill Czech 50/25 Y'
882 Malaga (COPE) Spain 5 332 Rome Italy 300 E',G',J,K.F1'

882 Washford(BBC) UK 100 G"H"..1*.K.M.R.1' 341 Lakihegy Hungary 300 E
891 Algiers Algeria 600/300 H',..I.A.V.R*.r.1 341 Lisnagarvey Ireland 151 100 E'.1*.G.H.J',K,MTUl
891 Huisberg Netherlands 20 R' 341 Tarrasa (SERI Spain 2 J

891 Uzghorod Ukraine 150 S' 350 Nancy/Nice France 100 (*.11',J'.1(1r,T,U,1-
900 Pilsen Czech 40 .1',F1' 359 Berlin Germany ,R".S*'250/100 E',V 2
900 Milan Italy MO 'J' 359 - Melilla Morocco 5 S'
900 Bilbao ICOPE) Spain 10 J,W 368 Foxdale (Manx RI 10M 20

900 0urayyal Saudi Arabia 1 000 S' 377 Lille France 300

909 Brookmans Pk UK 140 386 Kaliningrad Russia 500

909 Clevedon IBBC51 UK 50 I' 395 Lushnie IR Tirana) Albania 11303

909 Westerglen IBBC5) UK 50 0' 395 Ufa CIS 7 S'
918 MadridIR Intercom) Spain 20 404 Brest France 20 P8',J.K.PJ.1*
927 Wolvenem Belgium 300 G*.X.K,R,U,1* 413 Masirah Is IBBCI Oman 1500 A

927 Izmir Turkey 200 B' 413 Zaragoza IRCEI Spain 20

936 Bremen Germany 100 J.K.V.W 413 Pristina Yugoslavia 1000 E'

Note Entries marked ' were logged during darkness All other entries web
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk

422 Heusweiler Germany
431 Dresden Germany

1200/600 E :F.G J .KR TU 1
250 R'

Freq Station
kHz
1440 Marnach IRTL)

1440 Damman
1449 Berlin
1449 Redmoss )BBC4)
1458 Lushnje 1R Trranal
1458 Brookmans Pk

Country

Luxembourg

Saudi Arabia
Germany

UK

Albania
UK

Power
kW
1200

1600

5

2

500

50

Listener

E',F.G'...1*,K.0',PU"

S'
E"...1.13*

1467 Monte Carlo Monaco 1000/400 E*GJAA'R'T'U'W'Z'
1476 Wien-Bisamberg Austria 600 E .

1476 Bilbao Spain 20

1485 Augsburg IAFNI Germany I J,S'
1485 Santander )SERI Spain 2

1485 Bournemouth UK 2 Z'
1485 Carlisle (BBC41 UK 1 S'
1494 Clermont-Ferrand France 20

1494 St Petersburg Russia 1000 R'
1503 Stargard Poland 300

1512 Wolvertem Belgium 600 E',G' J.K.M".R"T,UY
1512 Jeddah
1521 Kosice (Cizauce) CzechSaudi

Arabia 1000

600
1521 Duba Saudi Arabia 2000 S'
1521 Oviedo 5 (*.J.T"
1530 Vatican R
1539 Mainflingen GermanyIStapalym

150/450
700

P.P.K.W.R.U*
E',H,J.KRT'UW'Z'

1539 Valladolid
1557 Nice FranceSaaiu

5

300 P.V.J.R2'
1566 Sarnen
1566 Sfax

7Switzerland 300

1200 E'
1575 Burg Germany 250
1575 Genova Italy 50 E'
1575 Cordoba Spain 5

1584.0rense SER Spain 5 J,K,T
1593 Langenberg Germany 400B00 P.F.G'HJKR*T'U*W'
1602 Zielona Gora Poland 2 G'
1602 Vitoria Spainltaly 10 E'..1',K,T*2*
1611 Vatican R 5 B'
Listeners:
IA) Jana Arunachalam. Thumrart. Oman
(B) Ted Bandy. N London

(C) Leo Barr. Sunderland.

(DI Charles Beanland, Gibraltar
16) Darren Beasley, Bridgwater
IF) Vera Brindley. Woodhal Spa
(GI Geoff Crowley. Iceland
(H) John Eaton, Woking
(1) Chris Haigh. Huddersfield
(3) Gerry Haynes. while in Talgarth, Powys
(K) Gerry Haynes. Bushey Heath
IL) Simon Hockenhull. E Bristol

Sheila Hughes, Murder
IN) Rhodenck Illman, Oxted

(0) Mark Jones, Peterborough
IP) Zacharias (Amps. Thessaloniki
(Q) Ross Lockley, Stirling
AlI Eddie McKeown. Newry
IS) Roy Merrall. Dunstable
IT) George Millmore, Woonon I 0 W
IU) Sid Morris, Rowley Regis
IV) Roy Patrick, Derby
(WI Peter Pollard, Rugby
(X) Harry Richards. BartomonNumber.
10 John Sadler, Bishops Stortford
12) Tom Smyth. Co Fermanagh
0 I Phil Townsend. E. London
(2) Edward Turnbull, &strut

Although the short wave data here was correct at the
time of going to press, some broadcasters are likely to after
their schedules in March to allow for seasonal changes in
propagation.

By international agreement, such changes may be made
in March, May, September and November. However, some
broadcasters ignore the agreement - they make changes at
other times, often with little warning.

Long Wave Reports

Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC
(=GMT). Unless stated, all logs compiled in the four week
period ending January 31.

Up in Iceland, Geoff Crowley (Hafnarfjordur) has been
trying to pick up broadcasts from I.w. stations in Europe and
N.Africa, but the sideband splatter from Reykjavik on 207kHz
(100kW), only 8km away, makes reception between 200 &
217kHz impossible. So far he has logged Allouis, France on 162
(SINPO 24343 at 0819); Beidweiller, Luxembourg on 234 (23332
at 0750); also Atlantic 252 Clarkestown, S.Ireland on 252(44444
at 0818, but 12232 by 1616). Some UK DXers may be able to log
Reykjavik by using a good loop to null -out Munich on 207.

Medium Wave Reports

Unusual conditionsfor m.w.transatlantic DXing were observed
during much of January by Eric Duncan in St.Andrews. Most
nights he received CJYQ in St.John's on 930 around 2300, but
their signal was weaker than expected. He also heard VOAR
Mount Pearl 1210 on twelve nights and CKCW Moncton 1220
twice. Two stations in S.America were logged twice: R.Vision
(YVKG) Caracus, Venezuela on 950 and R.Globo in Rio, Brazil
on 1220.

R.Globo was also heard by Tim Bucknall in Congleton at
2334. He logged VOCM in St.John's on 590 and CJYG at 2345;
also CBGY in Bonavista on 750 at 0031. Later, some stations in
the USA became audible, WOGL in Philadelphia on 1210 was
identified at 0120. At 0157 he received a clear ident from the
Carribean Beacon, Anguilla on 1610.
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In his search for a good location, Sid Morris (Rowley Regis)
spentthe early hours of January 3 on the top of the Mendip Hills,
330m a.s.l. Using a Nevada MS -1000 connected to the car radio
antenna he logged CKOC Hamilton 1150 at 0100; CJYQ at 0210;
CJCB Sydney 1270 at 0215; CKPC Brantford 1380 at 0230; also CBY
Corner Brook 990 at 0240.

The absence of electrical interference at a location in Wales
enabled Steve Ferminger (Oxford) to receive his first ever
transatlantic signal, it was CJYQ at 2330. Encouraged by this he
continued to listen, but it was not until 0110 that WINS became
audible on 1010. Before switching off he heard CKCM Grand Falls
on 620 at 0125.

A weak signal from CJYQ was heard at 2325 by Darren
Beasley in Bridgwater. By 2340 it was peaking 22322, so he
searched the band! During the next half hour he logged VOCM
as 22212, VOAR as 23332 and CBG Gander on 1400 as 21211. In
Worthing, Ron Damp logged CJYQ as 22222 at 0040, but he was
unable to detect any other transatlantic signals.

Favourable conditions were observed on January 27 by Ted
Bardy in N.London. He logged CJYQ as 11231 at 0153; WNEW, NY
1130 as 21331 at 0203;VOCM as 12331 at0211;VVTOP Washington
1500 as 31132 at 0229; also WOGL as 21232 at 0247.

Sky wave signals from some m.w. stations in the Middle East
and N.Africa have also reached the UK, see chart. There was a
good deal of Local Radio DX about too! In E.Grinstead, John
Wells found reception from the north to be exceptionally good.
He logged 1.13 Moray Firth R via Greenside 1107 at 1345! On
January 8 Ross Lockley (Stirling) picked up BBC R.Guernsey on
1116 for about five minutes before co -channel BBC R.Derby
faded up again! He uses the broadcasts from Isle Of Wight Ron
1242 as a pointer to propagation conditions.

If you enjoy listening to records from the 50s, 60s & 70s, then
try RTL's German Service on 1440 - it proclaims itself to be
Germany's No.l. 'Oldies' station. Good reception of their ground
wave has been noted during daylight by Harry Richards in
Barton -on -Humber. After dark, very little fading has been
observed on their sky wave by Roy Patrick in Derby. Switch off
is at 2205UTC.

Short Wave Reports

Considerable h.f. propagation variations were evident during
January. Reception from some areas was often poor or non-
existent. A notable evening feature wasthe very early closure of
the 13, 16 & 19m bands. In contrast, favourable conditions for
Tropical band DXing often existed at night.

Attimes25MHz (11m) band conditions were so unfavourable
that the broadcasts were either inaudible or buried in the noise,
but more often good reception was noted.A marked improvement
in the reception of R.Australia via Darwin on 25.750 (Eng 0800-
0855) has been noted in the UK since they changed their beam
heading to cover N.Africa. During a test on January 17, Gerry
Haynes logged their signal in Bushey Heath as 35334 at 0808,
45333 at 0823 and 55444 at 0848.

Also active in this band are UAE Radio in Abu Dhabi on 25.690
(Ar to ? 0900-1300) 25443 at 0915 by Eric Shaw in Chester;
R.Norway Int, Oslo 25.730 (Norw to Asia, Aust 0800-0830 & 0900-
0930, Norw*to W.Africa 1300-1330. *Eng Sat/Sun) 44333 at 1325
in Hafnarfjordur, Iceland; R.Denmark via RNI 25.730 (Da to
W.Africa 1330-1355) 45544 at 1330 in Stirling; DW via Julich
25.740 (Ger to M. East, E.Asia 1100-1355) S10253 at 1100 by
Kenneth Buck in Edinburgh; RFI via Issoudun 25.820 (Frto E.Africa
0700-1550) S10333 at 1524 by Ted Walden -Vincent in Gt.Yarmouth;
R.Nederlands via Flevo 25.970 (Du to W.Africa 1030-1115, Sun
only) 45344 at 1030 by Eddie McKeown in Newry.

Some of R.Australia's 21MHz (13m) signals have been heard
in the UK in the morning. Early risers tuned to 21.525 from Darwin
(Eng to SE.Asia 0100-0800) 32332 at 0740 by Robert Connolly in
Kilkeel, or to 21.590 from Carnarvon (Eng to Pacific areas 0100-
0900), which Chris Shorten noted as 55545 at 0815 in Norwich!
Later, 21.725 from Darwin (Eng to SE.Asia 0800-1300) has often
been clearly heard. Atypical rating of 35444 at 1040 was noted in
Brenchley by Darren Taplin. Whilst visiting Litohoro, Greece
Zacharias Liangas (Thessaloniki) logged it as 44333 at 1100. Up
in Hafnarfjordur it was 42223 at 1225.

Also heard in the morning were R.Japan via Moyabi 21.575
(Eng, Jap to Eu 0700-0900) 35433 at 0740 by Chris Haigh in
Huddersfield; BBC via Limassol 21.470 (Eng to M. East, E.Africa
0430-1615) S10344 at 1015 in Edinburgh and S10444 at 1100 by
Jana Arunachalam in Thumrait, Oman; R.Denmark via R.Norway

Local Radio Chart

Frog Station ILR e.m.r.p Listener Freq Station ILR e.m.r.p Listener
kHz BBC (kW) _kHz BBC. (kW)
558 Spectrum R. I 750 F.I,K.N.O.0 1161 R Tay 1.413

585 R.Solway B 2.00 M 1161 Viking R.(Gt.Yks) 535 B

603 Invicta Snd(Coast) I 0.10 F,I,J,K,N,R,V,U 1170 GNR Teeside 0.32 L'
630 R. Bedfordshire B 020 D.E.F,H,I.J.N,O,S'l 1170 Ocean Sd.(SCR) 0.12 N,U

R.Cornw_all 8_ 2.00 1170. frOrwell (SW 0.28 UAL___531
657 R. Clwyd B 200 F.M.N,O,R,U 1170 Signal R. 0.20

.

L".0
657 R.Comwall B 0.50 N 1170 Swansea Sound 0.58 E,L',M
666 DevonAir R. I 0 34 E.F.I.N.0 1242 Invicta Sncl(Coast) 0.32 F,I,M*,S*,U
666 R.York 050 F,I 1242 Isle of Wight R. 0.50 D,EF,H.1.*.N.O.0
729 BBC Essex 020 D I,K N,U 1251 Caxnn R 4C1:11-FINI _I 016 .11C,F,M*
738 Hereford/Worcester 0037 D,E,H,N,0 1260 GWR (Brunel R.1 150 E,I,M,N,U
756 R.Cumbria 1.00 E,F*,M,R 1260 Sunrise R. 0.29 F,I,Kr.0,P,U
765 BBC Essex 050 D.E.F,I,N,Q.0 1260 Marcher Sound 0.64 R

774 R.Kent 0.10 F.K,N.Q.S',U 1278 Pennine RIGLYks) 043 F

774 R Leeds 050 3 -1305 R.HaUarn-161,Yks)._ 4 g 15 BF
774 Severn Sound (3CR) I 0.14 E,0 1305 Red Dragon (Touch) 020 E.N.0
792 Chiltern R. I 0.27 D.E.F,K,M,P,U 1323 R.Bristol (Som.Snd) B 0.63 E,F',M
801 R.Devon 8 2.00 E,F,H,I,J,N,U 1323 S'thern SoundISCR) 0.50 F,N,U
828 Chiltern Radio I 0.20 D*.E.F.G.K.O.r.0 1332 Hereward R.(WGMS1 0.60 A',B,F,K,O,U
828 R.Aire(Martic 828) I 012 A,13 1.332__Wiltshire_Sound 0.30 E,F,AA',N,U
828 2CR I 027 ULU 1359 Essex 0113reeze) I 0.28 F,Q,S*,U
837 R Fumess 1.00 M 1359 Mercia Snd(Xtra-AM( I 0.27 E,O,U
837 R.Leicester B , 0.45 B,D,E,r1,J,K,N,0.1 1359 Red Dragon (Touch) I 020 E.M
855 R.Devon B 11.00 F.N,U 1359 R. Solent B 0.85 N

855 13Lancashire B 1.50 1.',M 1368_131 irwittrishire 8 2_00_ AU_
855 R Norfolk B 11.50 A.B,C*,F.K,U 1368 R.Sussex B 0.50 D.F,LN,U
855 Sunshine R. I 0.15 E.F.1-1,1,0,U 1368 Wiltshire Sound B 0.10 E.E.Kr.N
873 R.Norfolk 0.30 D.E.F.LK.N,R,U 1413 Sunrise R. I 0.125 D.F,1,N,U

936 GWR (Brunel RI 0.18 D,E,F,I,M,N,O,R,U 1431 Essex RtBreeze) I 0.35 A,F.L".1,1,5*.0
945Ei_TrentlGa&AM1_ 1 0211_ EF 1431 8.2.101111 Gniril I 11 14 1),F F.I,N,ti
954 DevonAir R. 0.32 I,N,U

.

1449 R.Peterboro/Cambs B 0.15 B.E.F.I.K,N.0
954 R.Wyvern 0.16 F.G.L',W,O,U 1458 GLR B 50.00 C,D,E,F.I',L,N.0
990 WABC (Nice & Easy) I 0.09 E.F.O.0 1458 R.Cumbria B 0.50 L,M
990 R.Aberdeen 1.00 M 1458 R.Devon B 2.00 N,U
990 R.Devon 1.00 F.I N.0 1458-8 klemeactlq_ _ .. 8 _ 250 4.1.,A4,7
990 Hallam R.(Gt.Yks) 0.25 V,F,K,U 1476 County Sound I 0.50 A.D.E.F.1*.M*N.P.L
999 R Solent 1.00 D,E,F,N,U 1485 R.Humberside B 1.00 Er.K.M
999 R.Trent (GEM -AM) I 025 B,F,K,R 1485 R.Merseyside 6 1.20 C*.E1*.M.O.R
999 Red Rose R. 0.80 A.M 1485 R.Sussex B 1.00 D,F,I,N,U
1017 Shrewsbury I 0.70 E F* 0,11 tan3 StnIta.nrarant R 1 nf1 E,Fur.WABC
1026 Downtown R. 130 E.L,R 1521 County Sound I 0.64 D,E,F,1",M,N,R,U
1026 R.Cambridgeshire 0.50 EF',I.K.P.S,U 1530 Pennine RIGtYks) I 014 B.E.F,I',M.N.R.0
1026 R.Jersey 1.00 I,N,U 1530 R. Essex B 0.15 F'.l.N.0
1035 Northsound R. 0.78 Fr 1530 R.Wyvern I 0,52 E.M.N,O,R
1035 R.Kent

I 8 0.50 F N 5' U 1548 Capital B (Gold) I _ 97.50 DE.E.1* K' N P I1
1035 West Sound 0.32 F.L,M EMN1548 R. Bristol B 5.00
1107 Moray Firth R. 1.50 C.E.L.M.R,U 1548 R.Forth (Max AM) I 220 LW
1107 R Northampton B 0.50 F N 1548 R.Hallam (Gt.Yks) I 0.74 B

1116 R.Derby B 1.20 413.E.F',K,L,M.0,1 1557 Chiltern R.(Gold) I 0.76 A`D.E.M*.0,P
1116 R Guernsey_ B 0.50 EFLNRU 1557 Ocean Sound (SCR) I 0. U

1152 BRMB (Xtra-AM) 3.00 El] 1557 Riancashire B 0.25 M
1152 LBC (L.Talkback RI 23.50 0 F.I',N.O.0 1557 Tendring R1Mellow(l ? U

1152 R.Broadland 1 0.83 B,K,kr,U 1584 R.Nottingham B 100 F.K.M*.N.0
1152 R.Clyde 121 1 3.06 L 1584 R.Shropshire 9 0.50 E.O.0
1161 GWR (Brunel R.) 0.16 ID,E,F,N,U 1584 R.Tay I 0.21 L,M,U
1161

1161

R.Bedfordshire
R.Sussex

B

0.10
1.80

F,U

F.I.N,U
1602

Note:
R.Kent 8_ 0.25 af N.0

Entries marked  were logged during darkness. All other
entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Long Wave Chart

Freq Station Country Power Listener
kHz IkW)

153 Bechar Algeria 1000 0
153 Donebach 500 AliGHJ'IM'N,0*P.R'S.T.U*
153 Brasov

Germany

FranceR"ania

1200 8,..1',1,3*
162 Allouis2000 A13D,EF'11,1,J'L.M,N,O*P131

1171 . Kaliningrad Russia 1000 BP H.1' I Km R T

1

171 Medi 1-Nador Morocco 2000 F',K,T.1.1"

171 Moscow Russia 500 U'177

Oranienburg
TurkeyGerma 200

Germany 750 AC:,B.H.r.L.M'.0'.1r,r
180 Polati

183_ Saarlouis_ _Germany . 2000 kfirG.H.J'IM N Cr P R* T
189 Caltanissetta Italy 10 KCISK'189 Tbilisi 500
198 BBC Droitwich UK 500 A,E',F*.H.J*.LM,0*,P,P,T
198 BBC Westerglen UK 50 ELF'

207 Munich -Germanyo
ro c c o

500 A.B_G 11 I* I. N' O R T 11'
207 Atrial M 800 G' K -,T
207 Kiev Ukraine

5216 AMC Roumoules S.France 1400 KAI.I;E",H,r,L.M,0',P,R',T
216 Oslo Norway 200 B,F1',J*,fl',7
225 RaszsaFlesv TX Poland ? B F' H I J' I. Krr,P,O.,11' T
234 Beidweiller Luxembourg 2000 A',B,D,E*,r,..1',L.M,0*,P3
234 St.Petersburg Russia 1000 13,J,0',T,U*
243 Kalundborg 300 A'RE'F''AM'N'O'R'STU"
252 Tipaza Algeria

ark il
1500 H',J',0",T,U*

_252 . _ Atlentic152 . .. . Stteland 500 ABDEFGH1,1* L M 0' P R*
261 Burg Germany P200 B,,G,H',1(LOSI'.7
261 Moscow Russia 2000 B,J',K,M,O
270 Topolna Czechoslovakia 1500 BE".F.G.H".J.r.L.M.V.P.P.T
279 Ashkhabad CIS 150 K'
279 Minsk CIS 500 BJ.1*.k4'.0' A' T
279 Tashkent CIS j 500 K'
Note: Entries marked ' were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged

during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners:
(A) Leo Barr, Sunderland

(BI Vera Brindley. Woodhall Spa,
(C) Geoff Crowley. Hafnarfjordur, Iceland.

(DI John Eaton. Woking.
(6) Gerry Haynes, while in Talgarth, Powys,

(F) Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath.
(G) Francis Hearne, N.Bristol.

(HI Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
II) Sheila Hughes. Morden.
(J) Rhoderick Inman. Oxted.

(K) Mark Jones, Peterborough.
IL) Ross lockley. Stirling.

(MI Eddie McKeown, Newry.
IN) George Millmore, Wootton. IOW.

(0) Sid Morris, Rowley Regis.
(P) Peter Pollard, Rugby.

(Q)John Sadler. Bishops Stortford.
(R) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.

(S) Phil Townsend. E.London.
(T) Edward Tumbull, Gosforth.

(U) John Wells, East Grinstead.

Listeners: -
(A) Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa.
(B) Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh.
IC) Tim Bucknall. Congleton.
(1)1 Geoff Crowley. Hafnarfjordur. Iceland.
(6) John Eaton, Woking.
(F) Chris Haigh, Huddersfield.
(G) Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
(H) Sheila Hughes. Morden.

(I) Mark Jones, Peterborough.
(J) Eddie McKeown, Newry
(K) Roy Merrell, Dunstable.

(L) George Millmore, Wootton, I.O.W.
(MI Sid Morris. Rowley Regis.
(NI Peter Pollard. Rugby,
(01 Harry Richards. Barton -on -Humber.
(PI Tom Smyth. Co.Fermanagn.

(Q) John Stevens. Largs.
(R) Phil Townsend, ELondon,
(S) Edward Turnbull, Gosforth,
(T) John Wells, East Grinstead.

(U1Michael Williams. Redhill
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ITEg Mgc]roxial 01T7g

Int21.705 (Da to Africa 1030-1100)33232
at 1030 by Rhoderick Illman in Oxted;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 21.520 (Eng to
Eu 1100-1120) S10222 at 1100 by Tom
Smyth in Co.Fermanagh; R.Moscowvia
Kinghisepp? 21.515 (Eng to M. East,
E.Africa 0930? -1300) 54544 at 1131 in
Bushey Heath.

After mid -day R.Norway Int, Oslo
21.705 (Eng to Asia, Aust Sat/Sun only)
was S10443 at 1215 by Bill Clark in
Rotherham; UAE R.Dubai 21.605 (Ar,
Eng to Eu 0615-1645) 53554 at 1300 in
Bridgwater; SRI via Softens? 21.820
(Eng, Fr to SE.Asia 1300-1400) 42343 at
1335 in Newry; R.Vlaanderan Int via
Wavre 21.810 (Eng to Asia 1400-1430)
14431 at 1405 by Ronald Kilgore in
Colondonderry; HCJB, Ecuador 21.455
(world-wide u.s.b. + p.c.) 45334 at 1427
byJohn Eaton in Woking & 21.480 (Eng
1900-2000)35343 at 1900 by TimAllison
in Middlesbrough; R.Kuwait 21.675 (Ar
to Eu, USA 1300? -1800)45444 at 1430 in
Chester; BBC via Ascension Is 21.660
(Eng to Africa 0730-1745) 43333 at 1540
in Worthing; R.Portugal Intvia S.Gabriel
21.515(Eng to M. East 1530-1600)34433
at 1548 by Peter Poison in St.Andrews;
WCSN, MN 21.640 (Eng to N/E.Africa
1600-1955)45554 at 1615 byJohn Parry
in Northwich; WYFR, FL 21.615 (Eng to
Eu 1600-1700) 43444 at 1622 by Ken
Milne in Basingstoke & 21.525 (Eng to
W.Africa 1600-1700) S10333 at 1630 in
Gt.Yarmouth & 21.500 (Eng to Eu, Africa
1700-1900) S10444 at 1732 by John
Coulter in Winchester; R.Nederlands
via Bonaire 21.590 (Eng to Africa 1730-
2025) 44344 at 1933 by Peter Pollard in
Rugby.

There is plenty to interest the
listener in the 17MHz (16m) band. In
the morning the Voice of Greece,
Athens 17.525 (Or, Eng to Aust 0800-
0850) was S10444 at 0815 by Cyril
Kellam in Sheffield; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 17.900 (Eng to Eu 0800-0845)
S10333 at 0815 by Francis Hearne in
N.Bristol & (Eng to Eu 1100-1120)45433
at 1118 in Middlesbrough; DW via ?
17.780 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 0900-0950)
43444 at 0903 by P.Gordon Smith in
Kingston, Moray; Africa No.1, Gabon
17.630 (Fr, Eng to W.Africa 0700-1600)
44444 at 0930 in Kilkeel; BBC via
Ascension Is 17.790 (Eng to E/C.Africa
0730-1500) 23432 at 1007 in Litohoro;
SRI via Schwarzenburg 17.670 (Eng, Fr,
Ger, It to Far East 1100-1300) 43433 at
1100 in St.Andrews; Voice of Israel,
Jerusalem 17.545 (Eng to USA,
W.Europe 1100-1130) 44444 at 1102 in
Brenchley.

Later, R.Sofia, Bulgaria 17.825 (Eng
to N/W.Africa? 1200-1300)32222 at 1232
in Oxted; R.Cairo, Egypt 17.595 (Eng to
S.Asia 1215-1330) 22222 at 1236 in
Co.Londonderry; R.Yugoslavia,
Belgrade 17.740 (Engto USA 1230-1300)
55555 at 1245 in Norwich; R.Romania
Int, Bucharest 17.850 (Eng to Eu 1300-
1355) 52343 at 1312 in Bushey Heath;
RFI via Issoudun 17.650 (Eng to M. East,
India 1400-1500) S10444 at 1400 in
Thumrait and 24332 at 1430 in Worthing;
WCSN, MN 17.510 (Eng to Eu 1400-
1555) 33443 at 1405 in Chester;
R.Nederlands via Flevo 17.610 (Eng to
S.Asia 1330-1625) 53454 at 1411 in

Tropical Bands

Freq Station Country
MHz

2 310
2.325
2 445
2.485
2.850
3 200
3.205
3.220
3 220
3.220
3.240
3.255
3.265
3.270
3.275
3.278
3 279

3.280
3.300
3315
3116
3 320
3.325
3.330
3.345
3.345
3 355
1355
3.355
3.365
3365
3.365
3.370

3.370
3.375
3180-
3380
3.385
3.385
3.390
3.395
3.935
3.915
3.945

3.950
.1955
3.955

1%0
3.960

1%5
1970-
1970
3.975
3.980
3.985
3.985
3.990 Xinjiang BS. Urumqi
3.990 RPt Munich
3.995 OW via Julich
4.000 Bofoussam
4.020 China R, Beijing
4.035 Xizang PBS. Lhasa
4.081 Ulan Batar 1
4.130
4.193

4.200
4220
4330
4.503
4.603
4.600
4.735
4740
4.750
4.755

4.760
4.760
4 765
4.770
4.775
4.775
4.780
4.783
4.785

4.785 R.Tanzarua Tanzania

4.790 AIR Shillong India

4.790
4 790
4.795
4.795

4.800
4.800
4 800

4.800
4.800
4.805
4.810
4 810

4/15
4.815
4.820
4.830

4 830
4.832
4.835
4 835
4.840
4 845
4 845

Azad Kashmir R Pakistan
PAIR Manzini Swaziland
fl. Nueva America Bolivia
R. Douala Cameroon

PBS Xinjiang China

R.Popular Cuenca Ecuador
R Buenas Nuevas Guatemala
AIR Hyderabad India

LNBS Lesotho Maseru
R.Nac Amazonas Brazil

Voz de Galapagos
fl.Suid-Afrika
China R, Beijing
R.diff N Burkina
La Voz Evangelica

Gaborone
R.Tachira

R.Reloj

4 Tezulutlan, Coban
RIM Bamako
R Valera, Trujillo
R Fides. La Paz

GRIM Nouakchott

UTC DXer

-ABC Alice Springs 'Australia '1934
ABC Tennant Creek Australia 1934
Jiangxi 1. Nanchang China 0200

ABC Katherine Australia 1926
KCBS Pyongyang

IndiaN.Kor

ea 2001

TWR
Swaziland 1533AIR Lucknow1710

CPBS 1. Beijing China 2200
KCBS Wonsan N Xorea 2211

R.Togo. Lome _Togo 1908

TWR Swaziland 1818

BBC via Masan, Lesotho 1940

CongoRN Brazzaville 2155
SWABC 1, Namibia S.W Africa 2144

IndiaAIR Srinagar 1645

RRI Jakarta Indonesia 1910

La Voz del Napo Ecuador 0357

R. Beira

R.Cultural
IndiaNAozambique

1910

Guatemala 0235AIR Bhopal1649
SLBS Goderich Sierra Leone 2200
R Orion S.Africa 2201

FRCN Lagos Nigeria 1946

R.Kigali Rwanda
AIR Jammu

Inwtha 0536anda

0005
ZBS Lusaka Zambia 2132
Noumea N. Caledonia 0230
R.Botswana Gabarone 1943

AIR Kurseong India 1610

R

AIR New Delhi India
Rebelde. La Julia Cuba 2356

1604

.

GBC Radio 2 Ghana 1948

R.Tezulutlan Guatemala 0424
R. Beira Mozambique 1915

AIR Gauhati India 1650

11-Chortis Guatemala 0225
R.Malawi Malawi 2145
R.Educacao Rural,Tefe Brazil 2000
RFO Cayenne Guiana 0055
R.Candip Bunia Zaire 1706

ZBC Gweru Zimbabwe 2008
AIR Delhi India 1621

BBC Kranji
India

1710

AIR Gorakhpur
1545Qinghai PBS, Xining China1825

BBC Skelton -England 2100
Novosibirsk rly kAta CIS 1645
Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi China 0100
RFE/R1 Munich Germany 2000
RFI Paris France 2000

-11.13uea Cameroon 0445
REE Munich Germany 2000
BBC Skelton England 2100
VOA Munich Germany 2030
China R via SRI Beme Switzerland 2100
SRI Beromunster 5witierland 1%5

China 2349
Germany 1913

Germany 2000

Cameroon 2200
Cihinta 2200
Tibet 0017

Mongolia 231512

Vol the Strait 1 China

CPBS Minority Sce China 1828

China R. Beijing China 1757

Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi China 2300
Xinjiang BS. Urumqi China 0016
Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China 2300
RPerla del AcneIraq_Bolivia 22313599

R Baghdad

Xinjiang China 2320
RAfghanistan, Kabul Afghanistan 1935

Nei Menggu PBS China 0017

R.Educ CP Grande Brazil
Yunnan PBS,Kunniirif "China 2316°161412

AIR Port Blair India
Brazzaville PR. Congo 2250
FRCN Kaduna Nigeria 2020
R.Amarela Brazilna00400047
AIR Gauhati
RTD Djibouti 1900

Ma

RIM Bamako 2140
R Baku Azerbaijanijan 1717

19013

0115

1172°°54

2C745

0031

0257

1200

0146
1848

2331

Ecuador 00451

So.Africa 2258

Ouagadougou

2341

adougou 2251ua

Honduras 0425

Botswana 2005
Venezuela 0050
Costa Rica 0800
Guatemala 0055

2251

Venezuela 0352
Bolivia 0200
Mauritania 2252

J.K.L -
J.K,L.M.N.P.V.X.1

P,V,X.1

M,1

K,M,P,W,1
V

V

P,1

K.M,P,1

K.M,P.W.X,1

F,K,M.P.X,1,8
F.M,P.1

V.1

F.K,8

K,M,P,I
J,M,P,T,U,V,X,1,5

F,K,W

J.M.P.X,1

F,K.M.P.W.X1
J.L.M.P
F.L.P

MP

Freq Station
MHz

-4 850

4 850
4.860

4 865
4 865

4.865

4 865
4 870

4 880

4 885
4.885
4885
4 885
4 890
4 895
4 895

4.900

4 900

4.900

4 905
4 910

4 910

4 910

4 915

4 915
'4915
4.915
4 920
4 920

4925
4 925

F.H.J.K.L,M,P.T.U,W01.2.4.8 4.935

K 4.935
V 4 935

M.P.1 4.940
F 4.955

K.0 4.958
4 4.960
F 4.960
K 4.970
X 4 970

M.P.1

K.M,P,W.1
V

B,C,F,G,I.K.P,O,T,U,W.1,4
1

F.G.K.P.U.4

B,C,F,G,I,K,P,CLU,W,2,4

F,K.P,U,W,4

F.G,I,K,P,C14

B,K,O,P,R,S,U.W,2,4,7
B,C,F,G,P,U,W,3,4
F.G.I.K.P.Q.R.U.W.7
I,S

B,C,F,G,I,K.P,S,U,W,4
5

V
K.M.1

K,P,1.8

P.V

V

K,P,C1S,8

I.J.K.P.O.S,U,W,1,4

J,K,P.T.U.1

F,J.K,P.S.U.W.1,4
0,4

K,M,P
P 5075
F,GX,L,M,P,T,U,W,X,Z.1,8 5.090

BEGKLMPQRS.T,U,W,1,4,8 5.163

K 52413

5275
K.V.X 5.320

L,M,P,T,U,0,1 5.420

F.M.P,1 5.440

K,P,C) 5.800

B.K

P.W.1

M,W

P,W
-1

5

P.V

X

K,L,U,1

E,M,1,4,8

G.M,P,V.1

B.F.K.P,U,W.X.1

K.L.0
M,P.Q.W.X.1.8
B,F,K,L,T,1

G,J,L,Y,8
F,1

1

B.F.G,K,M,P,T,U,W,X2,1,4

Country UTC DXer

8 Yaounde - Cameroon 2050 - K.1.1,W.4

AIR Kohima India 2145 P,W,X
AIR New Delhi India 1917 K,P,Q,S
R Sociedade.F.Santana Brazil 0925 G

PBS Lanzhou China 2310 W
V. of Cinaruco . Colombia 0425 B,F.XL,P,D1.8
R. Mozambique Mozambique 0725 F

R Cotonou Benin 2253 E,K.M.P,11.W,X.4
R. Bangladesh Dacca 0100 F,T

Em Reg. Zaire Angola 1928 V

ItClube do Para ' Brazil 0156 K,F',T
China R. Beijing China 2323 M,P,1

Voice of Kenya Kenya 2035 X

RH Paris via Gabon 0420 F.K.11

R Bare. Manaus Brazil 0927 G

Voz del Rio Arauca Colombia 0100 B,F,J,K,U,2,1,8
V. of the Strait 2 China 2252 B.M.P,X1
RIG Conakry Guinea 1623 K,P

SLBC Colombo Sri Lanka 0100 D

R Nat. N'djamena Chad 2145 F,J,K,M,P,S,T,U,W,X,1,4
V of People ' Cambodia 2320 P.1

AIR Delhi India 1553 J,T.V
R2ambia, Lusaka Zambia 2015 VA
R Anhanguera Brazil 2350 K.T

R Nac.Macapa Brazil 0931 G

GBC-1, Accra ' Ghana 2252 EF,K,M.P.S.T.U.WX.4.6 -
Voice of Kenya Kenya 1910 X

ABC Brisbane Australia 1910 P,V.X.8
AIR Madras India 1714 1

R.Nacional, Bata Eq.Guinea 1640 P

R Mozambique . Mozambique 2155 X

R.Capixaba Brazil 0244 K

Voice of Kenya Kenya 1838 F.M.P.U.W.X
R. Tropical, Tarapoto Peru 0105 F

R.Abidian Ivory Coast 1550 V

R.Marajoara, Belem Brazil 0100 B,F.K.P

Baku Azerbaijan 2059 B.P

R.Federacion, Sucua Ecuador 0631 K

AIR New Delhi India 0125 F,1

PBS Xinjiang China 1643 P.V.1

R.Rumbos. Caracas Venezuela 0255 F,X,11,V,W
4.975 PBS Fuzhou China
4.975 R. Uganda. Kampala Uganda
4.980 PBS Xinjiang China
4.980 ROlimpica Int. Dom'can Rep
4-.980-Ecos del Torbes ' Venezuela
4 985 R Brazil Central Brazil
4.990 Hunan 1, Changsa China

4.990 AIR via Madras India
4.9% FRCN Lagos Nigeria
5.11115 R Nacional. Bata Eq. Guinea

5005 R.Nepal. Kathmandu Nepal
Eno R.Garoua Cameroon
5010 R.Malagasy Madagascar
5015 R.Brazil Tropical Brazil
5.020 PBS -Jiangxi Nanchang -China
5.020 ORIN Niamey Niger
5.020 SLBC Tamil Home Sce. Sri -Lanka
5025 R.Parakou Benin
5025 H Rebelde, Habana Cuba

5.025 R. Uganda. Kampala Uganda
5.030 R Catolica, Ouno Ecuador
5.030 R Continente Caracas Venezuela
5.035 R.Aparecida Brazil
5.035 R.Bangui C.Africa
5040 EP de Benguela Angola
5.045 R Cultura do Para Brazil
5.047 R.Togo. Lome Togo

5.050 Em Jesus Gran Paler Ecuador
5 050 AIR Anawal India
5 050 SBC Singapore - SingaPrae
5.050 R Tanzania Tanzania

5.052 SBC R-1 Singapore
5.055 Faro del Caribe Costa Rica
5.055 RFO CayennelMatouryl Fr. Guiana
5.060 PBS Xinjiang China

Caracol Bova Colombia
Taiwan 2 Sce, Beijing China
CPBS 2, Beijing China
Vos 1. Fuzhou China

WYFR Oakland. CA via Taiwan
CPBS 1, Beijing China

PBS Minority Sce China

Xinjiang PBS. Urumqi China
Xinjiang BS, Urumqi China

DAN=
IA) Jana Arunachalam. Thumrait. Oman.
10) Charles Beanland. Gibraltar
IC) Vera Grindley, Woodhall Spa.

IDI Tim Bucknall, Congleton.
(E) Bill Clark, Rotherham.
IF Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
(GI Geoff Crowley. Iceland
MI Ron Damp. Worthing.
In John Eaton. Woking.
IJI David Edwardson, Wallsend.

Steve Ferminger, Oxford.

Ninon Galliers. N. London.
P Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray.

IN) Chris Haigh, Huddersfield
ICI) Robin Harvey. Bourne
IP) Gerry Haynes. Bushey Heath.
ID) Sheila Hughes. Morden.

2324 1

1955 K,M,P,U,V,X
2355 P.S

0940 G

2212 13,,J.K.M,P,T,U.WX2,1,8
2315 K,P,T,1

2330 1

WOO I,P,S,Z,1

2210 J.P.T.U.W.X
0600 K,L1

0050 M.1

2255 G.K.M.N.P.Q.U.W.0,1
1849 V

0450 K

0051 1

2045 K,N,V.X

0100 A

1920 M.N.P.T.W.X
0441 K

P305 M
0009 P

0220 K.1

0439 K

1935 K.M.N.P.WX
2044 V

0215 KB
2145 G,K,M,N,P,T,U,02,1,4
0048 J.K
2030 N,P

-2148 J TX
1906
2212

2340
2030

2332

2208
2209
2209
0035
1623

2225
2230
0010
1845

AM.P.0.1
A,M,P
B.K.P.T

N.0
13,KF,S,11,1

P,U,W,Z,4,8

M,S

(RI Rhoderick Inman, Oxted.
(S) Zacharias Liangas, Thessaloniki, Greece.
IT) Ross Lockley. Stirling
(11) Eddie McKeown. Newry.
(V) Roy Merrall. Dunstable.
MI Sid Morris, Rowley Regis
(X) Fred Pallant. Storrington.
IV) John Parry, Nonhwich.
(Z) Roy Patrick, Derby.
Ill Peter Perkins. Hemel Hempstead.
12) Peter Pollard, Rugby.
(31Peter Poison, St Andrews.
(4) Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber.
(51 Alan Roberts. Quebec, Canada.

(6) Eric Shaw. Chester
(7) Edward Turnbull. Gosfonh.
(8) Jim Willett, Grimsby.
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Newry; R.Moscow, Russia 17.860 (Eng
to ? 1300-1500) 44444 at 1430 in
Basingstoke; RTM via Tanger 17.595
(Fr, Eng to N.Africa, M. East 1400-1700)
S10444 at 1607 in Rotherham; RCI via
Sackville 17.820 (Eng, Frto Africa 1800-
2000) 55544 at 1810 in Bridgwater;
HCJB, Ecuador 17.790 (Eng to Eu 1900-
2000) 45544 at 1905 in Stirling;
R.Nederlands via Bonaire 17.605 (Eng
to W.Africa 1930-2030)34333 at 1945 in
Rugby; HCJB, Ecuador 17.490 (Eng,
u.s.b.+p.c.)S10244 at1950 in Edinburgh
and 45555 at 2039 in Hafnarfjordur.

R.New Zealand's 15MHz (19m)
broadcasts to Pacific areas from
Rangataiki on 15.120 (Eng 1850-2138)
seldom reached the UK inJanuary, but
during a special sports broadcast,
which ended at 0630, their signal
peaked 44444 at 0540 in Kilkeel!
Generally poor reception from
R.Australia was also noted. The Darwin
broadcast to Asia 15.170 (Eng, Chin
0900-14001was32322 at 1100 in Bushey
Heath.

Some of the signals in the morning
stemfrom R.Sofia, Bulgaria 15.160 (Eng
to Eu 0400-0530)35434 at 0430 by Simon
Hockenhull in E.Bristol; BSKSA, Saudi
Arabia 15.435 (Ar to E.Eu 0500-1100)
44444 at 1022 in Litohoro; SRI via
Softens? 15.505 (Eng to Aust, Far East
1100-1130) SI0333 at 1115 in N.Bristol;
R.Korea, Seoul 15.575 (Eng to Africa
1100-1200) 44444 at 1120 in Norwich;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 15.450
(Ger, Eng to Far East 1100-1400) 34543
at 1138 by David Edwardson in
Wallsend.

During the afternoon the BBC via
Limassol 15.575 (Eng to M. East,
N.Africa 0600-1500) SI0444 at 1300 in
Thumrait; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn
15.450 (Ger, Eng to Asia 1100-1400)
54444 at 1346 in Middlesbrough;
R.Finland via Pori 15.400 (Eng to USA
1400-1500) 44333 at 1430 in Oxted; DW
via Warta chtal? 15.145 (Eng to C/
S.Africa, M. East 1500-1550) 33333 at
1500 in Rugby; WWCR 15.685 (Eng to
Eu, E.USA 1000-0000) 35333 at 1500 in
Derby; LJB Sabrata, Libya 15.415 (Ar
[Home Service] 1315-1745) S10333 at
1530 in Gt.Yarmouth; VOA via
Woofferton 15.205 (Eng to M. East 1500-
1700) 43333 at 1545 by Sheila Hughes
in Morden; Channel Africa,
Johannesburgh 15.430 (Eng to Africa
1600-1800) S10544 at 1605 by Philip
Rambaut in Macclesfield;
R.Nederlands via Talata Volon 15.150
(Eng to S.Asia 1530-1625142433 at 1610
by Richard Radford -Reynolds in
Guildford; R.Norway Int, Oslo 15.230
(Norw* to Africa 1600-1630; *Eng Sat/
Sun only) 33332 at 1616 in
Co.Londonderry; R.Denmark via RNI
15.230 (Da to Africa 1630-1700) SI0434
at 1645 in Sheffield; KTBN Salt Lake
City 15.590 (Eng to E.USA 1600-0200)
33333 at 1645 in Worthing.

Later, RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Eng
to Eu 1700-1730) 45444 at 1709 in
Woking; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe 15.445
(Eng to Africa 1600-1800) S10444 at
1712 in Rotherham; R.Free Europe via
Gloria 15.115 (Bul to E.Eu 1300-1900)
55555 at 1725 in Huddersfield; VOA via
Greenville 15.580 (Eng to Africa 1600-
2200) 34343 at 1809 in St.Andrews and
44334 at 1831 by Charles Beanland in
Gibraltar; WSHB Cypress Creek 15.665
(Eng to Eu 1800-1955) 34433 at 1947 in
Hafnarfjordur and SI0455 at 1950 in
Edinburgh; WINB Red Lion 15.295 (Eng

to Eu, N.Africa 1900-2100)44223 at 2030
in Bridgwater; RNB Brasilia, Brazil
15.265(Eng,GertoEu 1800-2100)S10323
at 2037 by Leslie Biss in
Knaresborough; BBC via Ascension Is
15.400 (Eng to W/C.Africa 1500-2315),
received 'quite well' at 2050 by John
Stevens in Largs; RCI via Sackville
15.150 (Eng to Africa 2130-2159) 34.444
at 2145 in Chester.

Two of R.Australia's 13MHz (22m)
broadcasts via Carnarvon have been
clearly heard in the UK most days:
13.605 to N/SE.Asia (Eng, Chin 0900-
1400) S10444 at 1110 in Winchester;
13.755 to Asia (Eng 1300-1800) was a
potent54444 at 1632 in Brenchley. Good
reception of 13.755 was also noted in
Thessaloniki (43434 at 1430)1
Hafnarfjordur (53444 at 1442) and
Thumrait (S10444 at 1630).

During the daytime DW via Julich
13.780 (Ger to Aust 0600-0955) was
33333 at 0838 by Ron Galliers in
Islington; UAE R.Dubai 13.675 (Eng to
Eu 1030-1100) S10433 at 1030 in
Sheffield; SRI via Softens 13.635 (Eng,
Fr, Ger, It to Aust, Far East 1100-1300)
S10444 at 1130 in Knaresborough;
R.Austria Int, via Moosbrunn 13.730
(Ger, Eng, Sp, Fr to Eu 0400? -1730?)
45554 at 1138 in Wallsend; R.Sofia,
Bulgaria 13.670 (Eng to Eu 1130-1300)
22231 at 1235 in Oxted; Croatian R,
Zargreb 13.830 (Various - News in Eng
1301) 44444 at 1255 in Kilkeel; AWR
(KSDA), Guam 17.720 (Bur, Ta, Hi to
S.Asia - Eng ident 1500) 14322 at 1455 in
Bridgwater; UAE R.Dubai 13.675 (Eng
to Eu 1600-1640) S10545 at 1640 in
Rowley Regis.

After dark, RCI via Sackville 13.670
(Eng to Eu 1800-1830) was 33333 at
1825 in Rugby; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe
13.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-2200)S10455
at 1910 in Edinburgh; WSHB Cypress
Creek 13.770 (Eng to Eu 2000-2200)
45544 at 2000 in Stirling; R.Kuwait 13.620
(Eng to Eu, USA 1800-2100) 44444 at
2018 in Gibraltar; RCI via Sackville
13.650 (Eng to USA 2200-2229) 34444 at
2200 in E.Bristol; WHRI South Bend
13.760 (Eng to Eu, Canada 1700-0000)
SI0444 at 2255 in Rotherham.

Some of the 11MHz (25m)
broadcasts to areas outside Europe

were logged by UK DXers:
R.Nederlands via Bonaire 11.895 (Eng
to Pacific 0730-1025) S10333 at 0955 in
Rotherham; R.Australia via Brandon
11.855 (Eng to Asia 1300-?) 33333 at
1400 in St.Andrews; Voice of the
Mediterranean, Malta 11,925 (Eng, Ar
to N.Africa 1400-1600) 43343 at 1425 in
Kingston, Moray; RTV via Sfax 11.550
(Ar 0430-2300) SI 0 444 at 1610 in
Winchester and 43333 at 1757 in
Gibraltar; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 11.570
(Eng to M. East 1600-1630) 34333 at
1615 in Co.Londonderry; AWR (KSDA)
Agat 11.980 (Eng to Asia 1600-1700)
45343 at 1615 in Middlesbrough; KHBI
Saipan 11.580(Engto NEJSE.Asia, India
1600-1755) 43233 at 1752 in Worthing;
BBC via Maseru 11.940 (Eng to E/
C.Africa 1745-1830) S10322 at 1756 in
Macclesfield; R.Nac da Amazonia,
Brazil 11.780 (Port 0800-2200) 34333 at
2033 in Bridgwater; R.Anhanguera,
Brazil 11.830 (Port 0800-0300) 25532 at
2215 in Stirling; BBC via Hong Kong
11.945 (Eng to E.Asia 2300-0030) 32332
at 2335 in Kilkeel; UAE R, Abu Dhabi
11.815 (Eng 2300-0000)23222 at 2354 by
Robin Harvey in Bourne.

Those intended for European
listeners include: R.Finland via Pori
11.755 (Fin 1100-1430, also to M. East,
Africa) 55555 at 1200 by Edward
Turnbull in Gosforth; R.Sofia, Bulgaria
11.630 (Eng 1200-1300) 22222 at 1230 in
Oxted; R.Romania, Bucharest 11.940
(Eng 1300-1355) S10333 at 1300 in
N.Bristol and 44444 at 1315 in
Thessaloniki; Polish R, Warsaw 11.815
(Eng 1300-1355) 44444 at 1310 in
Brenchley; RCI via Sackville 11.945 (Eng
2000-2100) SI0444 at 2000 in Edinburgh;
R.Damascus, Syria 12.085 (Eng 2005-
2105) 34333 at 2030 in Chester; AIR via
Aligarh 11.620 (Eng 2045-2230)44333 at
2114 byVera Brindleyin Woodhall Spa;
R.Japan via Gabon 11.925 (Eng 2100-
2200) 23212 at 2139 by Leo Barr in
Sunderland; R.Buda pest, Hungary
11.910 (Eng 2200-2255) 55555 at 2215 in
Norwich; VOFC via WYFR 11.915 (Eng
2200-2300) 33322 at 2225 in Morden.

In the 9MHz (31m) band R. New
Zealand Int via Rangataiki 9.700 (Eng
to Pacific areas 0700-1100) SI0222 at
0915 in Edinburgh; R.Vlaanderen Int

via Wavre 9.905 (Eng to Eu 1000-1025)
SI0333 at 1000 in Co.Fermanagh; KTWR,
Guam 9.785 (Chin to China 0845-1200)
S10222 at 1105 in Macclesfield; VOA via
Tinang 9.760 (Eng to S.Asia 1100-1700)
22332 at 1655 by Martin Dale in
Stockport; R.NewZealand Int9.675 (Eng
to Pacific areas? 1700-1800) 33233 at
1700 in Woodhall Spa; Polish R, Warsaw
9.525 (Eng, Gerto Eu 1600-1800133333 at
1730 in Islington; R.Nederlands via
Talata Volon 9.605 (Eng to E/W.Africa
1730-1930) 33333 at 1738 in Gibraltar
and 510333 at 1830 in N.Bristol; R.
Australia via Carnarvon 9.645 (Eng to
Asia? 2100-0000?) 34553 at 2105 in
Wallsend; Voice of Turkey,Ankara 9.445
(Eng to Eu 2100-2150) SI0434 at 2115 in
Sheffield; R.Cairo, Egypt 9.900 (Eng to
Eu 2115-2245) 45444 at 2140 in Woking;
VOFC via WYFR 9.850 (Eng to Eu 2200-
2300) 44444 at 2215 in Morden; UAE R,
Abu Dhabi 9.605 (Eng to USA 2200-0000)
SI0333 at 2235 by Julian Wood in Elgin;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 9.870 (Ger,
Sp to S.Am 2200-0400) 33444 at 2352 in
Bourne.

The 7MHz (41m) logs included the
BBC via Rampisham 7.150 (Eng to C.Am
0600-0815) 33233 at 0809 in Bourne;
WJCR, Kentucky 7.490 (Eng to E.USA
0640-1200) S10434 at 0815 in Sheffield;
R.Prague Int, Czech 7.345 (Eng to Eu
1130-1157) 44333 at 1130 in Morden;
United Nations R via IRRS Milan, Italy
7.125 (Eng 1400-1600 Sat only, u.s.b.+
p.c) 43344 at 1403 in Kingston, Moray;
AIR via Aligarh 7.410 (Eng, Hi to Eu 1730-
2230) 33333 at 1743 in Basingstoke; RN
Sfax, Tunisia (Ar 1800-2300) S10444 at
1910 in Knaresborough; R.Australia via
Carnarvon 7.260 (Eng to Asia 1800-2100)
SI0433 at 2049 by Michael Williams in
Redhill; Voice of Israel,Jerusalem7.465
(Eng to Eu 2230-2300) S10333 at 2241 in
Elgin; R.Vilnius, Lithuania 7.150 (Eng to
Eu 0000-0028) 55545 at 0000 in Gosforth;
R.Ukraine Int, CIS 7.240 (Eng to Eu 0100-
0155?) 54555 in E.Bristol.

R.Australia's 6MHz (49m)
broadcasts to Pacific areas via
Shepparton 5.996 (Eng 0800-2130) rated
55445 at 1915 in Gosforth. R.Japan via
Skelton 6.050 (Eng to Eu 2300-0000) was
S10333 in Elgin.

QUARTERLY LIST OF EQUIPMENT USED - +February, #March, *April'93.

orTim Allison, Middlesborough: Lowe HF-225 8rn wire.
+'Jana Arunachalam. Thumrait. Oman: Panasonic RF-B45 or Sony ICF-7600DS  601 wire.
.rTed Bardy, N.London: Drake R8 or RA1217  half size 5RV or 18m V Beam.
orLeo Barr, Sunderland: Roberts RC -818 r.w. in loft.
a*Charles Beanland. Gibraltar, Sengean ATS803 a att. +6m wire or AA2.
'Darren Beasley, Bridgwater: Philips D-2935 + Hex loop or a tu. + 15m wire.
+Leslie Biss. Knaresborough: Trio R600 a trap dipole in loft.
'Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa: Sangean ATS-803A whip or r.w.
orKenneth Buck, Edinburgh: Lowe HF-225 1.w. or s.w. loop.
orTim Bucknall, Congleton: Sony 1CF-2001D a. AN -I.
+rBill Clark, Rotherham, Sony ICF-2001D a built-in whip or r.w.
'Robert Connolly, Kilkeel: Sangean ATS-803A + 30m wire in loft or AN -I.
'John Coulter, Winchester: Yaesu FRG -7 + r.w.
**Geoff Crowley, Iceland: Yaesu FRG -7700 dipoles or Datong AD370.
/Gary Curra h. Peterborough, AOR AR -2030  1/4 wave elements for 9 bands.
NBernard Curtis, Stalbridge: Lowe SRX-30 r.w.
'Martin Dale, Stockport: Coder CR-70A + 23m wire.
arRon Damp, Worthing: Racal RA17 Hex Loop or 2 band Windom.
/Antonio De Abreu-Teixeira, Evesham: Sony ICF-20010 + Mag Balun 15m wire.

arEric Duncan, StAndrews: Lowe HE 150 o a.t.u. + r.w.
'John Eaton, Woking: Lowe HF-225 « Datong A270 in loft
'David Edwardson, Wallsend: Trio MOO  inverted V trap dipole.
'Steve Ferminger. Oxford, Lowe HF-225  25m wire.
'Steve Ferminger, Wales: Lowe HF-225 a whip.
elion Galliers, London: Philips D2935 a a .t.u. a 30m wire.
rP.Gordon Smith, Kingston, Moray Icom R72 + a 7.u. + 25m V dipole.
aP.R.Gurupra sad. Swartruggens. S.Africa: Sony ICF-7600DA + built-in whip.
rChris Haigh. Huddersfield: Drake 118E alp. « 20m wire.
/Robin Harvey, Bourne: Matsui MR4099+ telescopic whip.
IGerni Haynes. Bushey Heath: reasu FRG -7700 + T2FD antenna.
'Gerry Haynes, Bushey Heath: Kenwood R5000 + at u. + 30m wire.
...Francis Hearne, N.Bristol: Sharp WQT370 + r.w.
rSimon Hockenhull, E.Bristol: Philips D2345 « built-in whip.
arSheila Hughes, Mordent Sony ICF-76000S loop; Panasonic DR48 a 15m wire.
4.13hoderick Illman, Doted: Kenwood R-5000 a Mag Balun a 19m wire.
'Mark Jones, Peterborough: Saisho 5000+ 20rn wire.
+Cyril Kellam, Sheffield: Sony ICF-7600DS + AN -1 or 25411 wire.

orRonald Kilgore, Co.Londonderry: Sony ICF-2001 + builtm whip.
'Zacharias Liangas, Thessaloniki, Greece: Philips 02935 or Sony ICF-7600D a r.w.
'Ross Lockley. Stirling: Realistic DX -300 + 20m wire.
'Eddie McKeown. Co.Down: Tatung TMR-7602.
+Roy Wirral!. Dunstable: Kenwood 85000 a 40m wire.
'George Millmore, Wootton. IOW: Sengean ATS-803A or Racal RA17L loop.
orKen Milne, Basingstoke: Matsui MR -4099 a whip or 6m wire in loft.
+Sid Morris. Rowley Regis: Kenwood R-5000 11m wire.
'Sid Morris, while on the Memdip Hills: Nevada MS1000 whip on car.
..'Fred Pollan Storrington: Trio R2000  r.w. in loft.
'John Parry. Northwich: Realistic DX -480 + 33m wire.
orRoy Patrick, Derby: Lowe HF-125 22m wire.
'Peter Perkins, Hemel Hempstead, Kenwood R5000+ 20m wire.
'Peter Pollard, Rugby: Sony ICF4001D + built-in whip.
orPeter Parson. StAndrews, Lowe HF-225 a loop or indoor Joystick.
+rRichard Radford -Reynolds, Guildford: Sangean ATS-803A a 10m wire.
orPhilip Rambaut. Macclesfield: Int.Marine Radio R.700M + r.w.
+Harry Richards, Barton -on -Humber. Grundig Satellit 700 20m wire.
+Alan Roberts while in St.Bernard de Lacolle. Quebec, Lowe HF-225 + 292m Beverage
antenna.
rAlan Roberts, Quebec, Canada: Lowe HF-225 + 41m or Ilm dipole.
'John Sadler, Bishops Stortford: Omega 4020 + built-in whip.
'Eric Shaw. Chester: Lowe HF-225 + 7m wire.
...Chris Shorten, Norwich: Matsui MR 4099 10m wire.
/Tony Singh, Hitchin: Zenith 7000 or Grundig Satellit 3400  built-in whip.
*Stephen Smith, Cwmbran, Realistic 0X-302 a a.t.u. r.w.
orTom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh: Sangean ATS-803A or Morphy Richards RI91.
...John Stevens, Lugs: Hammarlund HO 180 or Icom 13-70  a.t.u., r.w.
orDarran Taplin, Brenchley: Yaesu FRG -7700 + FRT-7700 « 35m wire.
OD. Tomic, Birmingham, Texet HH1607.
/*Phil Townsend, London, Lowe HF-225 loop or r.w.
'Edward Turnbull, Gosforth, Cascade RC 320 + a.t.u. + 15m wire.
rTed Walden -Vincent Gt.Yarmouth, Grundig Satellit 3400 + r.w.
'John Wells, E.Grinstead: RCA AF188D + Loop; I.w. converter.
...Jim Willett. Grimsby: RCA AR77 . loop; Trio 9R-59DS a.t.u.. X dipole.
arMichael Williams, RedhilL Lowe HF-225 a 10m wire or I.w. loop.
....Julian Wood, Elgin: Kenwood 82000 + Yaesu FRT-7700 + 5m wire.
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CoDIN Lui ElgocaKJ
Andy Cadier,
28 Romney Avenue, Folkstone, Kent CT20 311.

Whilethe controversyoverthe
forthcoming use of the BBC's 198kHz
long wave transmitters for a 'rolling'
news service continue, here are brief
detailsof a somewhatlesswell-known
industrial communications service
provided on this frequency.

There are three transmitters
operating on 198kHz in the UK,
Droitwich in England with 500kW, also
Westerglen and Burghead in Scotland
radiating 50kW each. Coverage
includes the entire UK, much of
Western Europe, and sea areas from
south-east Iceland to Finisterre and
Biscay. This makes these low
frequency transmissions ideal for a
digitally encoded nationwide message
service in additiontothe broadcasting
of radio programmes. Both services
remain quite separate as the
programme sound amplitude
modulatesthe radio carrierwavewhile
a data signal, representing encoded
messages, phase modulates the
carrier.

A data '1' is signified by 20ms of
phase advance followed by 20ms of
phase retard. A data '0' is simply this
signal in reverse. The maximum phase
deviation of the carrier is about 22.5°.
The data is gathered into 50 -bit blocks,
which take just two seconds to
transmit, so during one minute, 30 self-
contained and individually decodable
blocks can be sent.

One of the many customers of this
transmitted data service is the
Electricity Industry, who for manyyears
have had to cope with maintaining the
accuracy of time switch equipment
located in consumers premises. The
introduction of Radio Teleswitching
enables electricity companies to
replace the time switches with data
receivers giving them remote control
over customers metering. The most
common type of Teleswitch has a 24
hour clock and a memory that stores
the programme messagesfor 24 hours.
The device then controls customers

A GEC Radio Telemeter.

60

tariff or load according to the received
and stored 24 hour programme.

In the event of a transmission
failure, the Teleswitch follows the
previously received programme,
following a power -cut a temporary
fallback programme takes over until
the next relevant signal is received.
The effects of any random noise
obliterating the signals are overcome
by routine rebroadcasts of the data
messages. Some electricity meters
include a built-in teleswitch these are
known as Radio Telemeters, which
feature an optical communications port
for programming and interrogation
purposes. Further information is
obtainable from BBC Engineering and
the Electricity Association. The
equipment pictured is manufactured
by GEC Meters, Stonefield Works,
Stone ST15 ORS.

Incoming Messages

Radiofax had a meeting with the 'Men
from the Ministry' late last year. Early
optimism was dashed by the revival of
the nowstale argumentoverfrequency
availability. Radiofax were informed
that even if a frequency were
eventually made available it could not
be guaranteed for more than three
months at a time, and a six figure
licence fee would be payable ouch!

Virgin Radio is to commence
regular broadcastsonApriI30 on some
former Radio 3 medium wave
frequencies (See 'LM&S' pages for
details) The less talk and more music
format featuring classic rock from the
last 25 years, was successfully used
by Radio Caroline during the 1980s.

At the time of going to press, the
Radio Caroline ship Ross Revenge is
still detained in the Western Docks at
Dover. Transport officials will not give
the ship clearance to leave, their
obvious fear is that it may put to sea
again and recommence broadcasting.
It had been intended to tow the vessel

to the Historic Dockyard at
Chatham for repairs and use
as a floating tourist attraction.
It is still possible to visit the
radio ship at weekends, but
you need to arrange itwith the
Ross Revenge Support Group.
Their address is, 121 Monkton
Street, Monkton, Nr.
Ramsgate, Kent CT12 4J11. The
tour of the ship costs just £5,
which helps towards the
vessel's running costs,
restoration and harbour fees.

On a similar subject Chris
Rolph, tells me that the
supporters club Caroline
Movementisto closefollowing
the next issue of Bulletin, the
organisation's quarterly
magazine. Promotions
ManagerJohn Burch iswriting
a book about offshore radio,

SHORT WAVE IRREGULAR BROADCASTS CHART

Freq Programme Content
MHz
3.910 American Evangelical
3.925 Century 21 CD Show
6.200 Several Dutch stations
6.205 American Evangelical
6.209 Irish country music

Day UTC Monitors

6.210 Rock music
6.227 Relay of Irish FM station
6.238 Caernarfon, Wales (relay)
6.250 1st of the month DX Show
6.257 Possibly relay station?

Sun 1641 A,F,G,I

Mon 1535 A

Sun 0903 A,D,F

Sun 1602 A,D,G,I

Sun 0952 A,C,G

W/E 0903 A,D,F,I

Dly 1125 A,B,C,D,F

Sun 0956 C,D

Sun 1000 A,C,D,G

Sun 1050 A,F

6.262 5 Stations (relay service)
6.273 Irish relay service
6.275 Dutch or German station
6.280 Ad. for DX loop antenna
6.295 Rock music, improved audio
6.302 W. Midlands address given!
6.400 Several stations
6.855 From the Emerald Isle
6.911 2 stns relayed from Dublin
7.410 Bill Lewis Show
7.473 Parallel to 11.400
7.480 Music from Benelux
11.400 French accent

Dly = Monitored daily.
W/E = Heard on Saturday and Sundays.

Sun 0930 A,B,D,F

Sun 0831 A,H

Sun 1023 C

Sun 1226 C,D

W/E 1307 A.B,D,E,F

W/E 1230 C

W/E 1159 A,B,D,G
Fri 1045 A,F,H

Dly 1515 A,B,D,F,H

Sun 1116 B

Sun 0833 A,D

Sun 0909 A
Sun 0944 C,F,I

A: Free Radio Monitoring, Halesowen, W. Midlands.
B: Bob Marsh, Bexleyheath, Kent.
C: Ron Galliers, Islington, London.
D: Darran Smith, Hailsham, E. Sussex.
E: David Williams, Southampton, Hants.
F: Chris Harris, Kidderminster, Worcs.
G: Roger Lewis, Ashford, Kent.
H: Paul Alce, Paddington, London.
I: Tim Bucknall, Congleton, W. Midlands.

which will be sent free to all of their
members with valid subscriptions.

Mystery Stations

Richard Gosnell in Swindon is trying
to obtain information on a number of
Italian commercial radio stations he
received during last summers
Sporadic -E conditions. His letter
covers the usual DXing problems
including harmonics and ghostimages,
butsofar has been unable to establish
why he received pop music on 54 -
56.4MHz. Each ofthe stations appeared
to be Italian, and broadcast in wide
band f.m.

Has anyone else heard Radio
Diffusione FM, Radio Toscana, or Radio
Conciada? No trace of them has been
found onthe regularf.m. band. Another
unidentified station has reached Alan
Roberts in Quebec, Canada. He reports
receiving 'Radio Neige' in narrow band
f.m. on 25.710; 25.900; and 26.070MHz
with French pop records, mainlyoldies,
between 1300 and 1600UTC. He says
thesethreefrequencies carrythe same
station but programmes are not in
parallel,and suggeststhese may come
from France rather than Canada.

Chris Midgley writes from
Liversedge saying he is interested in
starting a quarterly bulletin consisting
of logs, information, and of course
speculation on the activities of
numbers stations. This would be free
to all participants, and he says items of
interest would be sent to me for
inclusion in this column. That can't be
bad, so if you want to contact Chris
write to him c/o my address at the top
of this page, and I will forward your
letter on to him. A sample of Chris's
report includes an Englishfemalevoice
heard on 6.270MHz 6.842; 9.131; 7.887;
8.464; and 9.251 between 1900 and
220OUTC.

Tim Allison says he is not a
dedicated spy station hunter, but
managed to find several whilst
travelling around the band. His report
includes 3.370MHz at 2103 UTC; 6.290
at 2032; and 7.375 at 2039. Tim also says
he has had some success with one or
two of the Dutch m.w. pirates and
received some QSL cards.

Your letters and reception logs are
always welcome at my address at the
head of this page, the deadline for
material to be included in the July
article is the 1st May.
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GAREX ELECTRONICS
GARB VHF PREAMPLIFIERS

Miniature (only 34x9x15mm). any frequency in the range 40-200MHz, up to 25dB main.
Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 137MHz (*Sat) £12.21
Airband 118-136MHz (reduced gain due to frequency spread) £12.21
Other frequencies in the range 40-200MHz to order £14.56
Any of the above finished in die-cast box with BNC or S0239 connectors (state which) add
£12.00 to the above prices. N connectors add £14.00.

GAREX HPA-2 HIGH PERFORMANCE 144-146MHz PREAMPUFER
RF switched (35 watt max. power), 3 band pass stages for improved
selectivity 16dB gain, fitted in die-cast box with BNC sockets £49.95

GAREX DC/DC INVERIERS
A popular line for many years. Economy package: chassis section cut from commercial R/T gear,
rewired & tidied up to make free-standing unit, no expensive cabinet just basic value for money.
12V DC input, 250V 150mA DC output £11.50
12V DC input 400V 200mA DC output £12.50
(24V versions to order)

4 METRE RX CONVERTER
High quality PMR front end by famous manufacturer, modified to make a 4m
converter: 10-11MHz output. Full data. Requires xtal. approx 15MHz £17.32

4 METRE 0.5 WATT FM Tx
Tx low power driver unit matching above Rx, with modulator, ready aligned, with data- £16.30
Or + xtal for 70.45MHz. £20.35. Suitable PTT fist microphone £4.04

PYE ANTENNA RELAYS
12V operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £1.99 5+: £1.53 each

WESTMNSTER FM BANDIADOTH CONVERSION KITS
Converts 50kHz or 12.5kHz FM Westminsters (UHF or VHF) to Amateur band 25kHz spec
'Comprises 2xIF filters + squelch board £15.28

50MHz 10 WATT FM PA
Solid state assembly, 0.25 wan drive. 10-15 watts output £16.95

Also available: matching driver and modulator assemblies for complete 50MHz Tx
REVCO 50MHz mobile antennas available.

SPECIAL OFFER GARS( VHF FM MOMTOR RECEIVERS
Single channel NBFM monitor receiver, any spot frequency from 27-200MHz in neat cabinet
180x140x50mm. Built-in speaker. Requires 12V DC supply. Includes crystal for your choice of
frequency (allow 4 weeks delivery).
Ideal for Packet. RAYNET and other Emergency frequencies. Special price £59.95.
Many options available, including multi -channel, ask for details.

SPECIAL OFFER REVCO RADAC DIPOLE NEST WIDEBAND ANTENNA
Receive 25-1300MHz out -performs discones, with guaranteed Tx performance on
144-146MHz and either 50MHz or 70MHz (state which) £59.95
Upgrade kits available to allow To on 27-28MHz also 50MHz and 70MHz.

Write, phone or fax for lists. Regular lines, components and bargains for callers.
Open 10am - 5pm Mon - Fri (occasional Sets).

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS VISA

STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT, SOUTH DEVON T010 9AL
Phone: (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007

SKYVIEW SATFAX

1 JKLI11133034
12567

.1.1113,<W,RIYUCt.,
A1911 14,15 67.1

.7.74.

fff

it 99.00 NC VAT

NEW INTEGRATED
SAT/FAX SYSTEM

 Modes FAX, METEOSAT, NOAA.(APT)
 Timetable - Automatic Switching.
 Supports VGA, EGA.
 640 x 800 Resolution, 16 Grey Scales.
 Includes S/ware & H/ware interface.

Send for a free colour brochure

c_aWat/MS7E/a /70, arfew &wee,
CocZgres, LTex, 0078 ZYZ.

Vales; 0206 823185 / MA/ 0206 825328

7 ckrtealcS7atie,. 0205 359658
Access

AIL
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Scanning Receivers
MVT 7000

100kHz to 1300MHz, continuous coverage
 200 programmable channels
 Search and scan facilities
 AM, FM and WBFM modes
 10 programmable bands
 Excellent sensitivity
 LC display with signal strength meter
 Supplied with ni-cad batteries, mains

charger/adaptor, telescopic aerial, carry
strap, belt clip, 12Vdc lead and manual.a

f319.00/
40-17000

HP2000
 Continuous tuning

from 500kHz to 1300MHz
 1000 programmable channels
 Search and scan facilities
 AM, FM and WBFM modes
 10 programmable bands
 Supplied with telescopic, UHF and VHF

antennae, ni-cad batteries, carrying case,
dc cable, mains
charger/adaptor
and manual.£2793"

40-31001

VT225
Civil and military airband receiver

 Covers 108 to 391MHz in 3 bands
 AM and FM modes
 100 programmable channels
 Scan and search facilities
 LC display with signal meter
 Supplied with ni-cad batteries, mains

charger/power supply, rubber duck antenna,
strap, belt clip. 12Vdc lead
and manual.

40-00225
£249.00/

VT125UK
 VHF, AM Airband receiver
 Covers 108 to 142MHz
 30 programmable channels
 LC display with signal meter
 Supplied with ni-cad batteries,

mains charger/power supply, rubber
duck antenna, carry
strap, 12Vdc lead
and manual

£169.00
40-00125

Full details of all the above are included in our comprehensive
catalogue, £1.70 (plus 30p p&p)

All the above are currently in stock and available for immediate
delivery. Standard p&p £1.40, next day delivery £4.60 (UK Mainland).

[ICIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Cirkit

All prices include VAT (at 1 7 5%)

COSS .1.11M
VISA

Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111  Fax (0992) 464457 .1

61



LLFPC311MDD RDJ
Fill in the order form on this page in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your address - and
send it, together with your payment of £2.35, to Trading Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. If you do not wish to cut your copy of SWM, or do not wish to use the order form provided,
you must still send the coupon at the bottom of the contents page of this issue, or your subscription number, as proof of
purchase of the magazine. Advertisements from traders, or for equipment which it is illegal to possess, use or which
cannot be licensed in the UK will not be accepted.

FOR SALE

Sony SIN77, indistinguishable from new,
100% complete with manuals, bits & pieces
and boxed,£260.Also Matsui 40991Sangean)
boxed, £45. Tel: (07048) 77234 Formby.

Aeronautical charts large selection. Recent
RAF,AREAD, UK, Europe,Atlantic. Send one
pound per chart and s.a.s.e. approx 30 x
15cm stating area preferences and I'll do my
best. Mr Coucher. 186 Taplow, Thurlow
Street, London SEI7 2UL.

Alinco DJ -X1 scanner 4 months old with
guarantee plus rechargeable battery pack
and charger, discone external antenna,
books, etc., £150.0r exc ha nge for Sony style
ICF receiver. Tel: (0633) 264342 after 5pm
Newport, Gwent.

AOR AR -2000 scanner, boxed, complete, as
supplied by dealer, charger, NiCads, mobile
cable, carrying case, etc., 12 months old,
very little use,£189 o.v.n.o. Tel:109251818107
evenings Warrington, Cheshire.

AORAR-2002scanner,25-550, 800-1300MHz,
p.s.u., antenna, boxed, £295. AOR AR -900
hand-held scanner, 108-174, 220-380, 406-
470, 830-950MHz, NiCads and p.s.u., £140.
Both little used in perfect working order. B.
Massey. Tel: (0745) 730671 N. Wales, can
travel if required.

AOR AR -3000 scanner, mint condition 100kHz
to 2036MHz, boxed, manuals,frequency lists,
the best at half r.r.p., £450 o.n.o. Tel: (0675)
470842 Coleshill, North Warwickshire.

AOR AR -3000, Jim M75, pre -amp and
Skyscan discone antenna, one year old. All
perfect condition with leads, coax, manual,
etc., £500, cash only, buyer collect please.
Tel: 021-453 4634 after 5pm please, South
Birmingham.

AOR AR -3000A, little used, boxed, £450. Tel:
(0904) 83226 evenings only.

AOR AR1500 boxed, as new, with all
accessories, £230. Tel: (0227) 770449
evenings, Kent.

AOR AR2002 scanner, complete in original
box, 5 years old, very good condition, £175.
Would exchange for hand-held RX or RX/TX
(2m). Tel: (0872) 222678 Cornwall.

AOR AR3000 one year old with discone
antenna (boxed), £470 o.n.o. Or exchage for
top of range metal detector. Anthony. Tel:
(0239) 621610 after 5.30pm.

BBC -B issue 7 Microvitec Cub ADFS,
sideways RAM, many ROMS, twin Cumana
40/80, RTTY and other software, desk, etc.
Full kit, £175 o.n.o. Andy. Tel: (0248) 364667
North Wales.

Coder CR704 Mkll receiver. Any reasonable
offer accepted, initial contact by letter
please. James F Mair. 15 Mair Street,
Portknockie, Buckie AB56 2NL.

Dartcom weather satellite receiver
complete - dish, v.h.f. antenna,
microprocessor controlled receiver, latest
software and full handbooks. Needs 286PC
or better. Can be seen working. Price around
£1750 (r.r.p.£27731.Tel:102761856866 anytime,

Woking, Surrey.

Drake MSB speaker, £30. MLB1 antenna
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complete with magnetic balun and 12.5m
wire,£35.Tel: (07721704009 after 6pm, answer
phone during day time.

Eddystone EB36A mains 150kHz-22MHz,
similar to EC10, with manual, £50 o.n.o. Or
exchangefor.ECIOor similar. Pete.Te1:10727)
839908 St. Albans.

Fairmate HP-200Escanner, manual, 500kHz-
1300MHz, as new, boxed, charger, NiCad,
batteries, mains adaptor, three antennas,
£165 including postage. Tel: (0255) 435937
anytime.

Good DX OTH, WAC (50MHz) Grays Essex.
Three bedroom terrace house, central
heating, partial double glazing, close to all
amenities, convenient for M25, 40 foot tilt -
over mast to remain, £47,500. Colin G6CRX,
QTHR. Tel: (03751384179.

Grundig Satellit 3400 Professional, mint
condition,£175 o.n.o.Tel: (07536413805 South
Bucks.

Hoke Code 3 c.w./RTTY decoder, save £1701
See Hoka adverts SWM, extras include £29,
auto classification, £59, piccolo Mk6, £59,
latest V4 software, new price £446 reluctant
sale, £275. Andy Martin. Tel: 091-281 4843.

Hoka Code 3 professional utility deocoder
with options, auto classification, piccolo,
ASCII, auto storage - tape of signals, 6 months
old, £375 o.n.o. John. Tel: (0222) 851419
anytime.

Isom IC -R72 h.f receiverwith back-up battery
and f.m. unit fitted, absolutely mint condition,
not a single scratch, £475. Buyer to collect.
Tel: (0905) 772501.

Icom IC -R7000 like new, boxed, virtually
unused, £595 o.v.n.o. Would exchange for
mint Kenwood TS -680S or TS -440S. Buyer
collects or pays carriage. Tel: 102241 649451
Aberdeen.

ICS FAX -1 weather map decoder c/w all
cables, details page 45 October 1992 SWM,
£250 post paid. Telequipment D31R dual -
trace oscilloscope,£50, buyer collets. G3RDG.
Tel: 081-455 8831 anytime, NW London.

ICS FAXII software, demod, manual, FAX/
RTTY/FEC decoder for PC, £55 o.n.o. Tel:
(02491 750420/(08311 849909.

ICS FAXII system, superb weather maps on
v.g.a. screen of PC, needs good s.s.b. RX,
bargain at £100 post paid. G3DPR. Tel: (0425)
615676 QTHR.

Interpretation of Facsimile Weather Maps
& Charts (as reviewed in Short Wave
Magazine), £6.50 post paid UK. Philip C.
Mitchell, 2 The Marlowes, Newbury, Barks
RG14 7AY.

JVC NRD-525 communications receiver,
NVA-88 matching speaker, Global 1000 a.t.u.,
Yaesu world time clock, original boxes,
excellent condition, complete package,£745
o.v.n.o. John Black. Tel: 10865) 730666.

Kenwood R-5000 communications receiver
(h.f.),superbquality radio, excellent conditon,
boxed, reluctant sale,f650 o.v.n.o. R. Davies.
Tel: 10606) 77146 Northwich, Cheshire.

Kenwood R2000 receiver with v.h.f. and
manual, £280. Tel: (0452) 415056 after 5pm,
Gloucester.

Kenwood R5000, only a few weeks old, £800.
Army a.t.u. matches whip and long wire
antennas to 7552 impedance 2 to 27MHz,
£26. Also have some units for RX234 and
TXD11. Eric. Tel: (0226) 242073 South
Yorkshire.

Koyo Japan solid-state eight -band radio,
£50. Buyer collects. Tel: (06951 28945.

Lowe HF-125 receiver, like new, D125 a.m.
detector, K125 Genie Pad, 5125 Wharfdale
speaker, H56 headphones, Mkt multi -tuner,
5RV antenna and bureau, £250. Owen
Hughes. Tel: (09421833296.

Lowe HF-125 receiver, power supply,
manual, £150. Mr Ball. Tel: (0743) 361614
Shrewsbury.

Lowe HF-150 receiver, plus Sony AN1
antenna, both less than 20 hours use and
unmarked, £295 o.n.o. Trio R2000 receiver,
perfect condition with original packaging
and manual, £300 o.n.o. Paul. Tel: (07821
412997 Stoke.

Lowe HF-225 commun ications receiver c/w
f.m. unit, original packing and handbooks,
£350. Tel: (04521721510 Gloucester.

Lowe HF-225 complete with case and
synchronous detection; little used and in
mint condition, £799. Sangean ATS-803A,
£79. Sony ICF-6700W, £89. Tel: (0824) 5324
after 6pm North East Wales.

Lowe HF-225 or 150 external Wharfdale
speaker, £35. Packet modem with printer
portfor all Spectrums, tape or disc, £45. Tel:
(06841576989 Malvern.

Nevada WB1300 discone antenna, v.h.f./
u.h.f. wideband covers 25/1300MHz,
transmits 50-1200MHz, 15m cable with BNC,
£25. Tel: Skegness 762359.

Panasonic RF-B65D portable short wave
receiver, s.s.b. 150kHz-30MHz plus f.m.,
excellent condition, 14 months old, as new,
£85. Mr G. Todd. Tel: (04521 310394
Gloucester.

Passport to World Band Radio 1992, £7.50.
World Radio TV Handbook 1991, £5. Both
good condition.£12the two. Chequeor postal
order to: Mr A.C. Stapleton. 130 Sherwell
Valley Road, Torquay, Devon T02 6EX.

PC SAT III weather satellite system for IBM
compatablePC,f50. You will need computer,
satellite RX, antenna, cables, good for
NOAA, METEOR and METEOSAT. Tel: (02021
485409.

Plessey hi. receiver PRI-553A Professional,
all solid state, digital readout working but
needs attention, £150. R210 receiver,
excellent with p.s.u., speaker,£100. Marconi
preselector 2-30MHz, mint, £50. ATU, E40.
Tel: 081-985 2500 East London.

Pocom AFR-2000 decoder ARO/FEC Baudot
ASCII plus ARQ-E autospec FEC-S ARQ-S
plus other options, £400 o.n.o. G.B. Phillips.
Tel: (02711867149.

R216 receiver, 19-157MHz, original mains
p.s.u. and connectors, excellent condition,
spare home-made p.s.u. with connector,
£150. Electronic insulation tester (Megger),
as new, £70 when purchased, accept £40.
Navy Morse key, £25. Tel: (0229) 54466
Cumbria.

R216 receiver, original mains p.s.u., 'Slim
Jim' airband antenna, £125 o.n.o. R210
receiver, internal mains p.s.u., £75 o.n.o.
Bothfirstclass conditionand ingood working
order. Write first, will 'phone back. E.F.C.
Owen. 28 Chartfield Road, Reigate, Surrey
RH2 7JZ.

Racal RA17 and RA37 1.f. converter in
cabinet, with manuals, £200 o.n.o. Kenwood
MC35-S microphone, £15. Three 6146B
valves, one new,two used, OK,£15. Kenwood
BS5 bandscope unit for SM220, £30. Robin
G4PNC. Tel: (0253) 395764 Blackpool.

Racal RA17L in Racal cabinet with full
documentation, good condition in g.w.o.,
£180. GOIUD. Tel: (0454) 318539 near Bristol.

Realistic PRO -37 scanner plus books,
antennas and mains adaptor, v.g.c. Cost
£325, sell £165 o.v.n.o. Tel: (09321828062.

Realistic PRO -2006 scanner, mint condition,
includes discone antenna, heavy coaxial
cable, frequency guide, possible
breakdown/accident insurance cover
transfer October '93, £200 o.v.n.o. Possible
part exchange towards Lowe H F-150
receiver or like. Mike Whiting. Tel: (0633)
856933 anytime, Newport.

Realistic PRO -2006 scanner, unwanted
Xmas gift, brand new, boxed with guarantee,
£180. Also R2000 v.h.f. 118-174MHz, 500Hz
filter, 12V adaptor, manual, £410. Tel: (0285)
885725 anytime, Glos.

Realistic PRO -2006 scanner, £200. DX -390
h.f.RX,£100.TH1SAT PC Board, NOAAMeteo
Met, 137MHz & 1.6GHz sats, software &
handbook, £85.1nterference nearby causes
sale. All in very good condition. Martin. Tel:
(0522) 721464 after 7pm, Lincoln.

Realistic PR02006 scanner and antenna
£200, as new. Realistic DX300, £65. Tel: (0203)
370048.

Regency MX -7000 scanner, 25, 550, 800,
1.3GHz, instruction book, boxed, £175. Tel:
10228) 36958 Carlisle.

RX8 and APT -1 multi -mode decode system,
mint condition, £150. Tel: (02531 21308
Blackpool.

RX8 outfit by Technical Software, Wales.
Eight modes for BBC computer,
demonstrated near Nottingham, cost £259,
bargain £130. No offers, buyer collects, cash
only please. Tel: (03321762684 anytime.

Signal R532 airband receiver, 118-
139.975MHz including case, battery pack
and antennas, instructions, etc., 100
memories, bargain, £95. Also Spectrum ZX
48K and joystick software, etc.,£25. Tel: 081-
574 2814.

Sky Scan desk top discone antenna, model
1300, as new, 25-1300MHz, £35. Tel: (0925)
574445 Warrington.

Sony 20010, 3 months old,mint, £170 plus
post. Grundig Satellit 500, mint, £130 plus
post. Tel: (06261 67993 Newton Abbot.

Sony AIR 7,1.w./m.wJf.m. and airband,£150.
Wanted or part exchange Sony 2001D. Tel:
(05251240281 Leighton Buzzard.

Sony CRF-320, 32 -band short wave
synthesised dual conversion receiver, s.wJ
f.m./m.w./1.w., digital, built-in antennas (two),
top condition,very little used, cost new£1200,
sell £300. Tel: (03791 741021.

Sony CRF320 digital classical world band
receiver, 32 band m.w./1.w./f.m. 1.6-30MHz
first class reception u.s.b./I.s.b., c.w., cost
over £1000, sale £350. Eddystone 1837/2
digital marine general coverage, 5 filter,
v.g.c., £300.Tel: 081-813 9193.

Sony ICFPRO-80 combined shortwave/v.h.f.
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hand-held with add-on converter for u.h.f.
airband, case, carry strap, instruction and
frequency books, brand new, boxed, £175.
Victor. Tel: 081-958 9532, when out answer
machine will take call.

Sony ICF-2001D boxed with accessories and
handbook, £185. Possible part exchange for
Sony ICF-SW7600. Tel: (02221594118 Cardiff.

Sony ICF-2001D,E140. Trio communications
receiver R300, £100. Zenith valve radio, £60.
Murphy valve radio, £60. Stag colour 10in
TV, £180. Aiwa CD Mini -S, £200. Buyer
collects. Tel: 10695) 28945.

Sony ICF-76000f.m./a.m.153-29999kHz (with
s.s.b.), excellent condition, unmarked,
includes mains pack, s.w. antenna,
earphone, manuals, £95. Tel: (0562) 66104
evenings, Kidderminster, Worcs.

Sony ICF-7600DA, unwanted gift, still in box
with guarantee, 15 bands, 12 of which are
short wave, as new. Will accept £75 plus
postage. Tel: 081-6934334 answer phone on
if out, South London.

Sony ICF-PROBO hand-held receiverscanner
little used, many extras and manuals. More
details. Tel: (0203) 689992. Bargain at £165.

Sony ICF-SW1E, trnil.w./m.wis.w., 10 pre-
sets, auto -scan, timer, excellent condition,
£95. Tel: 081-391 2879.

Sony ICF-SW1S world receiver, brand new,
luxury kit, case, unwanted present, retails
£200 - will accept £100 - for quick sale. Kit
includes superb indoors amplified antenna
and full set of accessories. Mr Romokh. Tel:
071-242 0514 ext 203 office hours please.

Sony ICF-SW77 world band radio, perfect
condition, boxed, electronic station names,
etc., £230 o.n.o. Peter. Tel: 081-769 0819
evenings, South London.

Sony PRO -80 complete, still under guarantee,
little used, £160. Tel: (09341820134 Weston -
super -Mare.

Sony PRO.80 receiver, 40 memories,
frequency converter, 150kHz-108MHz,
115MHz-223MHz with p.s.b., airband, etc.
Unwanted Christmas present boxed as new,
any reasonable offer accepted. Tel: 10959521
3522 or (0831) 245249.

Sony S1N77 multi -band radio, 162 memories,
etc., only three months old, new condition,

[-Closing date for May Issue - April 2, June Issue - May 3.

boxed with manual, £200. David. Tel: 10392)
443223 daytime, Devon.

SP7 receiver 328R, a.m., c.w., b.f.o., ex -WD,
£95. Ma Isor 2m- h.f. converter, £20.
Microwave Modules 2m converter 28MHz
it., £20. Antenna switch 3-1 new, £4. All
prices include postage UK. Paul. Tel: (08441
237131 anytime, near Oxford.

TH3JNR beam with BN86 balun, unused,
£180 o.n.o. Buyer must collect. Scarab RTTY
interface and terminal unit for Spectrum
48K,£20 plus postage. Gordon GM3ULP. Tel:
(0698) 253394 Motherwell.

Trio 81000 v.g.c., manual, £225. Tel: (03941
270626 evenings, Suffolk.

Trio R600 h.f. receiver, £220. Sony 7600DA,
15 memories, s.w. receiver, £85. Also Atari
Portfolio personnel portable 128K computer,
£75. All mint condition. Tel: (0245) 322082
evenings, Essex.

Uniden300base CB, UK channels, boxed, as
new, £90. Port -A -Pak, Midland CB v.g.c., UK
channels,£50, boxed, prefer collect, butwill
send plus post please. Hamer. 9 Park Square
East, Jaywick, Essex C015 2NL.

W -FAX 869 Littlemore decoder, NAVTEX,
RTTY, FEC, ASCII, L/line adapter fitted,
needs 455kHz it. f.s.k. for r.f. reception.
240V and 12V. Also have manual, £100.
Telephone for details. Tel: (05631 40048
Kilmarnock.

Yaesu FRG -7 fitted with narrow s.s.b. filter
complete with manual and circuit diagrams,
excellent condition, £150. No offers. Will
deliver locally. Tel:(0747) 53319 Shaftesbury,
Dorset.

Yaesu FRG -7 receiver, mint condition, boxed,
manual, must be bargain, £130. Alan. Tel:
(0526) 833612 after 4pm weekdays,
Ruskington.

Yaesu FRG -7700, £295. Trio 9R -59D, £150.
Kenwood TS -830M, £550. FT-902DM, £550.
FT -101E, £275. FT -7B digital, £175, linears
KW600, £250, KW1000, £450, SB200 1.2kW,
£475, 2kW, £850, KWI 08 new monitorscope,
£150. Tel: (03986) 215 anytime, Nr Taunton.

Yaesu FRG -9600 d.c. - u.h.f., no gaps, in
excellent condition, £365 o.n.o. Would
exchange for 2m/70cm mobile rig, computer,
etc, w.h.y? Ian. Tel: (0304) 368154 6-10pm
please, Deal, Kent.

Yaesu FT-ONEsolid-state general coverage
all -mode transceiver, f.m. board, etc.,
separate professionally -built p.s.u. with fan
and ammeter, operating and technical
manuals, excellent order, £625. G3RDG,
QTHR. Tel: 081-455 8831 anytime, NW
London.

Yupiteru MVT-5000, as new, boxed with
accessories and documentation,£150. Sony
PRO -80 hand-held shortwave receiver with
s.s.b., civil airband, boxed with
documentation, £150. Colin Perkins. Tel:
(0602)277046.

Yupiteru MVT-6000 scanner 25-1300MHz,
£160. PRO -32 scanner, £60. Bill. Tel: (06981
834869.

Yupiteru MVT-7000 hand-held scanner
complete with NiCads and accessories,
unwanted present, only 3 weeks old and
totally unused, still boxed with 11 months
guarantee outstanding,£215o.n.o.John.Tel:
(09261 886713.

WANTED

Bea rcat DX1000HF receiver in good
condition, cash waiting. Tel: (0695) 28945.

Decoder Micro reader II or PK232 or similar.
Also swap any frequency lists. Rob Lee. Tel:
091-274 0249.

Genuine AR88DS-meter, alsoAmateurRadio
magazine featuring article on AR88D or
photocopy of same. Mr Stone. Hill Close,
Hallmoor Road, Darley Dale, Derbyshire.

Global AT -1000 antenna tuner must be in
good condition. Tel: (07721704009 after 6pm,
answer phone during day time.

Junked OX100U Heathkit TX for conversion
to QRO linear. R. Leask G4CE0. 80 Mill Road,
Sharnbrook, Beds MK44 1NP.

Kenwood 5000, Drake R7/R8 or other quality
receiver plus Wavecom 4010 Universal
decoder or similar. Cash waiting. Neil. Tel:
10273) 813975. Will collect.

Lowe HF-225 receiver, mint condition,
preferably with D225 option, reasonably
priced, cash, will collect 50 mile radius. Tel:
(07721632411 anytime, Preston.

Philips, Pye, PCR, PCR2, PCR3 and
information. Also Eddystone models 870,

870A, other models considered. Have 730/A
and ECIO for sale. Peter Lepino. Tel: (0374)
128170 quoting 25193, Surrey.

Racal RA17L, Racal RA117 receiver, also
Racal rack cabinet RA66, MA232 panoramic
adaptor RA218 fine tune adaptor and any
other Racal units. Cash waiting. Chris. Tel:
(0753) 840534 Windsor.

Top prices paid for your German gear for
WWII vintage. Looking for receivers,
transmitters, accessories. Will collect.
Lissok, Rue M. Peodts 9, B-1160 Brussels,
Belgium. Tel: 010-322-6737115.

Urgently required Denco dual purpose (valve
usage) green coils ranges, two, three, four
and five B9A type, your price paid. Jim
McGowan. 20 Keats Avenue, Romford, Essex
RM3 7AR. Tel: (07081340304.

EXCHANGE

Alinco DJS1 hand-held 2m plus 138-174kHz
scanner, speaker/mic, spare back, boxed
with 6 months guarantee. Exchange for Sony
AIR -7 receiver. Must be good condition with
all accessories, preferably boxed.Tel:(0909)
566724.

Drake TR7, PS7 p.s.u., ex-v.f.o., MS7 speaker,
all filters, DR7 gen cov board, a UX7 NB7 fan,
workshop manual, edge extenders boards,
every option, Exchange for Drake R7/A. Brian
Pollard. 3 Deepdene Mns, Rostrevor Road,
London SW6 5A0. Tel: 071-736 6581.

Icom IC -R100 in first class condition in
exchange for same Icom IC -R7000 with cash
adjustment. Suggest my mobile/base R100
plus fX for your 87000. R Shuck G3NXD,
OTHR. Tel: (0562) 850570.

Rol I ieflex camera,1959vintage, full working
order with case. Exchange for Signal 535
air/mil scanner. Tel: 061-707 3905 evenings,
Manchester.

Sony SW1 wanted. Exchange for Arcam
Alpha amplifier or Technics STG450L tuner,
both quality hi-fi, tuner digital with pre-sets,
cash adjustments either way, or might buy
SW1. John Fryatt. Tel: 081-553 2028 before
8pm.
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BOOK
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct
to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

HOW TO ORDER. PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 67.
POST AND PACKING; add £1.00 for one book, £2.00 for two or more books, orders over £40 post and packing free, (overseas
readers add £1.75 for one book, £3.50 for two or more for surface mail postage) and send a postal order, cheque or international
money with your order to PW Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please make your
cheques payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to
Poole (0202) 659930. Books are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time
of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

LISTENING GUIDES

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK (4th
Edition)
David J. Smith
Extensively revised & updated
(October 1992). Air band radio
listening enables you to listen -in on
the conversations between aircraft
and those on the ground who control
them, and is an increasingly popular
and fascinating hobby. A new chapter
on military air band has been added.
The author, an air traffic controller,
explains more about this listening
hobby. 190 pages E7.99

AIR TRAFFIC RADIO 8th Edition
Compiled by Ken Davies
Completely revised (early 1992) to
make this a comprehensive guide to
UK airband communications.
Frequencies and abbreviations used
in UK air traffic control. Where to
listen for tower, ground end radar
control in civilian and other airports.
Includes a section on off -shore oil
related use. 72 pages. £4.50

VHF/UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY
GUIDE iTHE)

from 26MHz to I2GHz with no gaps
and who uses what. Completely
revised and enlarged (February 19931,
there are chapters on equipment
requirements as well as antennas, the
aeronautical bands, as well as the
legal aspect of listening using a
scanner. 156 pages. E9.95

DIAL SEARCH 1992/94
George Wilcox
The listener's check list and guide to
European radio broadcasting. Covers
m.w.,I.w., v.h.f. & s.w., including two
special fold -out maps. Also includes a
full list of British stations, a select list
of European station, broadcasts in
English and 'Making the Most of Your
Portable'. 46 pages E4.25

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY LIST 8th edition
Compiled by Geoff Halligey
Completely revised, much larger &
spirally bound for easy use. Now
covers 1.6-28MHz in great depth, all
modes and all 'utility' services, with
new reverse frequency listing
showing every known frequency
against each callsign. Who's using
what frequency and mode, what's that
callsign? These are some of the
answers this book will help you find.
544 pages. E17.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1992
Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Williams
This guide was produced with the
sole aim of assisting airband listeners
to quickly find details of a flight, once
they have identified an aircraft's
callsign. Identifies the flights of
airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and
mail, to and from the UK and Eire and
overflights between Europe and
America. 122 pages. 0/P

GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
12th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference
book for everyone interested in FAX.
Frequency, callsign, station name, ITU
country/geographical symbol,
technical parameters of the emission
are all listed. All frequencies have
been measured to the nearest 100Hz.
Included are 300 sample charts and
their interpretation.
416 pages E18.00

GUIDE TO FORMER UTILITY
TRANSMISSIONS 3rd Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
Built on continuous monitoring of the
radio spectrum from the sixties until
the recent past. A useful summary of
the former activities of utility stations
providing information for the
classification and identification of
'new' & 'unknown' radio signals.
227 pages. £8.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 11th
Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short
wave range from 3 to 30MHz together
with the adjacent frequency bands
from 0 to 150kHz and from 1.6 to
3MHz. It includes details on all types
of utility stations including FAX and
RTTY. There are 19549 entries in the
frequency list and 3590 in the
alphabetical callsign list plus press
services and meteorological stations.
Included are RTTY & FAX press and
meteo schedules. There are 11800
changes since the 10th edition.
534 pages. 124.00

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND
COMMUNICATIONS 4th Edition
Bill Laver
HF aircraft channels by frequency and
band, main ground radio stations,
European R/T networks and North
Atlantic control frequencies.
31 pages. E3.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE BP255
Peter Shore
As in 'Broadcast Roundup', his
column in PW, Peter Shore has laid
this book out in world areas, providing
the listener with a reference work
designed to guide around the ever-
more complex radio bands. There are
sections covering English language
transmissions, programmes for DXers
and s.w.l.s. Along with sections on
European medium wave and UK f.m.
stations. 266 pages. £5.95

INTERNATIONAL VHF FM GUIDE
(THE)
7th Edition.
Julian Baldwin G3UHK & Kris
Partridge G8AUU
This book gives concise details of
repeaters & beacons worldwide plus
coverage maps & further information
on UK repeaters. 70 pages. £2.85

MARINE UK RADIO FREQUENCY
GUIDE
Bill Laver
A complete guide (reprinted January
1993) to the UK s.w. and v.h.f. marine
radio networks. Useful information,
frequency listings and the World
Marine Coastal Phone Stations.
62 pages. E4.95

NEWNES SHORT WAVE LISTENING
HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW
A technical guide for all short wave
listeners. Covers construction and
use of sets for the s.w.l. who wants to
explore the bands up to 30MHz. Also
covers the technical side of the hobby
from simple electrical principles all
the way to simple receivers 276
pages 05.95

POCKET GUIDE TO RUT AND FAX
STATIONS (THE)
Bill Laver
A handy reference book listing RTTY
and FAX stations, together with
modes and other essential
information. The listing is in

ascending frequency order, from 1.6
to 26.8MHz. 57 pages. £3.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1993
Clive Woodyear
This is the third edition of this radio
listener's guide. Simple -to -use maps
and charts show the frequencies for
radio stations in the UK. Organised so
that the various station types are
listed separately, the maps are useful
for the travelling listener. Articles
included in the guide discuss v.h.f
aerials, RDS, the Radio Authority and
developments from Blaupunkt.
56 pages. £2.95

SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S
CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST
8th Edition
Bill Laver
Covering the services and
transmission modes that can be heard
on the bands between 1.635 and
29.7MHz. The guides main objective is
to quickly direct the listener to the
frequency, or band of frequencies
most likely to provide the type of
stations that are being sought.
187 pages. 0/P

SOUNDS EASY The complete guide to
Britain's radio stations
Compiled by Ken Davies
A guide to the numerous local radio
stations throughout the UK. If you do a
lot of travelling this book is invaluable.
Itemised by areas, it makes finding
your kind of sounds easy.
52 pages. E2.95

VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY
GUIDE 4th Edition
A complete guide to civil & military
airband frequencies including how to
receive the signals, the frequencies
and services. VOLMET, receiver
requirements, aerials and much more
about the interesting subject of
airband radio are included.
123 pages. £6.95

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1993
Country -by -country listing of I.w., rn.w.
& sm. broadcast and TV stations.
Receiver test reports, English
language broadcasts. The s.w.l.s
'bible'. E15.95.

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)
AERIAL PROJECTS BP105
Practical designs including active,
loop and ferrite antennas plus
accessory units. 96 pages. £2.50

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE
(THE)
Peter Dodd G3LDO
Although written for radio amateurs,
this book will be of interest to anyone
who enjoys experimenting with
antennas. You only need a very basic
knowledge of radio & electronics to
get the most from this book. Chapters
include details on measuring
resonance, impedance, field strength
and performance, mats and
materials and experimental antennas.
200 pages. £8.90
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MATCHING
Wilfred N. Caron
Proper impedance matching of an
antenna to a transmission line is of
concern to antenna engineers and to
every radio amateur. A properly
matched antenna as the termination
for a line minimises feed -line losses.
Power can be fed to such a line
without the need fora matching
network at the line input. There is no

mystique involved in designing even
the most complex multi -element
networks for broadband coverage.
195 pages. £11.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK (THE)
16th Edition
A station is only as effective as its
antenna system. This book covers
propagation, practical constructional
details of almost every type of
antenna, test equipment and formulas
and programs for beam heading
calculations. 789 pages. £14.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (THE)
Volume One
Fascinating and hitherto unpublished
material. Among the topics discussed
are quads and loops, log periodic
arrays, beam and multi -band
antennas, verticals and reduced size
antennas. 175 pages. f9.50

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM (THE)
Volume Two
Because antennas are a topic of
great interest among radio amateurs,
ARRL HQ continues to receive many
more papers on the subject than can
possibly be published in BST. Those
papers are collected in this volume.
208 pages. E9.50

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK
W. I . Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX
Design, construction, adjustment and
installation of h.f. beam antennas. The
information this book contains has
been complied from the data obtained
in experiments conducted by the
authors, and from information
provided by scientists and engineers
working on commercial and military
antenna ranges. 268 pages. E7.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
(THE)
Compiled and edited by P. L nsley
G3PDL & T. Nicholson
KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.
This book is a collection of antenna
and related circuits taken from Sprat,
the G-QRP Club's journal. Although
most of the circuits are aimed at the
low -power fraternity, many of the
interesting projects are also useful for
general use. Not intended as a text
book, but offers practical and proven
circuits. 155 pages. £5.00

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION
(RSGB)
Edited by Erwin David G4LQI
This book contains a collection of
useful, and interesting h.f. antenna
articles, first published in the RSGB's
Radio Communication magazine,
between 1968 and 1989, along with
other useful information on ancillary
topics such as feeders, tuners,
baluns, testing and mechanics for the
antenna builder. 233 pages. £9.50.

INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA
THEORY (AN) BP198
H. C. Wright
This book deals with the basic
concepts relevant to receiving and
transmitting antennas, with emphasis
on the mechanics and minimal use of
mathematics. Lots of diagrams help
with the understanding of the
subjects dealt with. Chapters include
information on efficiency, impedance,
parasitic elements and a variety of
different antennas. 66 pages. £2.95

NOVICE ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Another book from the pen of W1FB,
this time offering new ideas for
beginning hams". All the drawings are

large and clear and each chapter
ends with a glossary of terms. It is
written in plain language and you
don't need to be a mathematician to
build and erect the support structures
that are presented in this book.
124 pages. £6.95

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE
ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS
W. I. Orr W6SAI &
S. D. Cowan W2LX
Efficient antennas for Top Band to 2m,
including 'invisible' antennas for
difficult station locations. Clear
explanations of resonance, radiation
resistance, impedance, s.w.r.,
balanced and unbalanced antennas
are also included.
188 pages. E7.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book provides lots of designs, in
simple and easy to read terms, for
simple wire and tubing antennas. All
drawings are large and clear making
construction much easier. There is no
high-level mathematics in this book,
just simple equations only when
necessary to calculate the length of
an antenna element or its matching
section. 123 pages. £6.95

WIRES & WAVES
Collected Antenna Articles from PW
1980-1984
Antenna and propagation theory,
including NBS Yagi design data.
Practical designs for antennas from
medium waves to microwaves, plus
accessories such as a.t.u.s, s.w.r. and
power meters and a noise bridge.
Dealing with TVI is also covered.
160 pages. E3.00

YAGI ANTENNA DESIGN
Dr James. L Lawson W2PV
This book is a polished and expanded
version of a series of articles first
published in Ham Radio following on
from a series of lectures by the
author, who was well-known as the
expert on Yagi design. Chapters
include simple Yagi antennas, loop
antennas, effect of ground, stacking
and practical antenna design.
210 pages. E10.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND
AERIALS 8P725
E. M. Noll
How to build 25 simple and
inexpensive amateur band aerials,
from a simple dipole through beam
and triangle designs to a mini -
rhombic. Dimensions for specific spot
frequencies including the WARC
bands are also given.
63 pages. £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW
AERIALS 13P136
E. M. Noll
Designs for people who live in flats or
have no gardens, etc., giving
surprisingly good results considering
their limited dimensions. Information
is also given on shortwave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimensions. 50 pages. E1.75
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE
BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132
E. M. Noll
Designs for 25 different short wave
broadcast band aerials, from a simple
dipole through helical designs to a
multi -band umbrella. Information is
also given on short wave bands,
aerial directivity, time zones and
dimension tables that will help spot an
aerial on a particular frequency.
63 pages. 11.95
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25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW
BAND AERIALS BP145
E. M. Noll
Simple and inexpensive aerials for the
broadcast bands from medium wave
to 49m. Information is also given on
band details, directivity. time zones
and dimensions. 54 pages. f1.75

MORSE

INTRODUCING MORSE
Collected Articles hom PW 1982-1985
Ways of learning the Morse Code,
followed by constructional details of a
variety of keys including Iambic,
Triambic and an Electronic Bug with a
528 -bit memory as well as a practice
oscillator and Morse tutor.
48 pages. £1.23

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE
(THE)
Mark Francis
Updates for the Novice Licence.
Designed to make you proficient in
Morse code in the shortest possible
time, this book points out many of the
pitfalls that beset the student.
84 pages. £4.95

SATELLITES

INTRODUCTION TO SATEWTE
TELEVISION (AN) BP195
F. A. Wilson
Answers all kinds of questions about
satellite television. For the beginner
thinking about hiring or purchasing a
satellite TV system there are details to
help you along. For the engineer there
are technical details including
calculations, formulae and tables.
104 pages. £5.95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV
Derek Stephenson
This book, the 2nd edition, is a hard
bound volume, printed on high quality
paper. The author is a satellite repair
and installation engineer and the book
covers all information needed by the
installation engineer, the hobbyist and
the service engineer to understand
the theoretical and practical aspects
of satellite reception with dish
installation and how to trouble -shoot
when picture quality is not up to
anticipated reception. Mathematics
has been kept to a minimum.
284 pages. £16.95

SATELLITE BOOK (THE) - A complete
guide to satellite TV theory and
practice
John Breeds
This book deals almost exclusively
with television broadcast satellites
and is a comprehensive collection of
chapters on topics, each written by a
expert in that field. It appears to be
aimed at the professional satellite
system installer, for whom it is
invaluable, but it will be appreciated
bye much wider audience - anyone
interested in satellite technology.
280 pages. £30.00

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK (THE) 2nd Edition
Martin Davidoff K2UBC
The book is divided into four mein
sections - History, Getting Started,
Technical Topics and Appendices. It
provides information on spacecraft
built by, and for, radio amateurs. In
addition, it discusses weather, TV -
broadcast and other satellites of
interest to amateurs. 313 pages £14.50

SATEWTE TELEVISION A layman's
guide
Peter Pearson
Pictures from space, that's what
satellite television is all about.
Orbiting satellites, 35000km high,
receive TV signals from stations on
the earth and re -transmit them back
again. This book explains all you need
to know to set up your own satellite
TV terminal at home, dish and
accessories, cable and tuner.
73 pages. £1.00
SATELLITE TELEVISION
INSTALLATION GUIDE 2nd Ed
John Breeds
A practical guide to satellite
television. Detailed guide -lines on
installing and aligning dishes based

on practical experience.
56 pages. £13.00

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
4th edition
Dr Ralph E. Taggartwawa
This book explains all about weather
satellites, how they work and how you
can receive and decode their signals
to provide the fascinating pictures of
the world's weather. Plenty of circuit
diagrams and satellite predicting
programs. 192 pages. £14.50

AMATEUR RADIO

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO
W. I. Orr W6SAI
Written in non -technical language,
this book provides information
covering important aspects of vft.f.
radio and tells you where you can find
additional data. If you have a scanner,
you'll find a lot of interesting signals in
the huge span of frequencies
covered, 100-300MHz & 50, 420, 902 &
1250MHz bands. 163 pages. £9.50.

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK (RSGB)
1993 Edition
Over 60000 callsigns are listed
including El stations. Now
incorporates a 122 -page section of
useful information for amateur radio
enthusiasts and a new novice callsign
section. 444 pages. £9.50

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO
AMATEURS (THE) 1993
This is the 70th edition of this
handbook and contains the best
information from previous issues.
New for this edition is some
information on feedback -loop design
for power supplies, a new gel -cell
charger project, updates on antenna
systems and new coverage of baluns,
propagation programs are compared
and colour SSTV and telephone FAX
machines are also covered. Finally
there's a new section on 'for the
workbench' with new projects for the
reader to build.
1214 pages. £18.95

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL (THE)
Another very useful ARRL book.
Although written for the American
amateur, this book will also be of use
and interest to the UK amateur. Topics
covered range from short wave
listening through operating awards to
repeaters, operating and satellites.
684 pages. E12.05

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY (THE)
The best from the Amateur Satellite
News column and articles out of 31
issues of (1ST have been gathered
together in this book. The latest
information on OSCARs 9 through 13
as well as the RS satellites is
included. Operation on Phase 3
satellites (OSCAR 10 and 13) is
covered in detail. 97 pages. £5.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE
EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL (THE)
Various Authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen
microwave enthusiast and for the
budding 'microwaver'. With
contributions from over 20 specialist
authors. Chapters covering
techniques, theory, projects, methods
and mathematics.
446 pages. £14.50

COMPLETE DX'ER (THE) CD
Bob Locher
This book covers equipment and
operating techniques for the DX
chaser, from beginner to advanced.
Every significant aspect of DXing is
covered, from learning how to really
listen, how to snatch the rare ones
out of the pile-ups and how to secure
that elusive QSL card.
204 pages. £7.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and
David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas
gleaned from the pages of QST
magazine. Plenty of projects to build,
hints and tips on interference, c.w.
and operating and snippets of
information from amateurs who've
tried and tested the idea.
129 pages. £4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO
AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George
Benbow G3HB
The background to multiple choice
exams and how to study for them with
sample RAE paper for practice plus
maths revision and how to study for
the exam. The majority of this book is
given to sample examination papers
so that candidates can familiarise
themselves with the examination and
assess their ability. 88 pages. £6.70.

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES (AN)

P290 . A. Pickard
This book describes several currently
available systems, their connection to
an appropriate computer and how
they can be operated with suitable
software. The results of decoding
signals containing such information
as telemetry data and weather
pictures are demonstrated.
102 pages. £3.95

INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
(AN) BP257
I. D. Poole
This book gives the newcomer a
comprehensive and easy to
understand guide through amateur
radio. Topics include operating
procedures, jargon, propagation and
setting up a station.
150 pages. £3.50

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE
PROPAGATION (AN) BP293
J.G. Lee
How does the sun and sunspots affect
the propagation of the radio waves
which are the basis of our hobby?
They affect the ionosphere, but
differing frequencies are treated
differently. Find out how to use charts
to predict frequencies that will be the
most profitable. What effect will noise
have on the signal? Find out with this
book.
116 pages. £3.95

INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR
RADIO AMATEURS (AN) BP2BI
I.D. Poole
An excellent book to go with the new
Novice or full callsign. Nine chapters
and an appendix deal with all aspects
and frequencies from 50 to 1300MHz.
Topics include propagation,
descriptions of the bands, antennas,
receivers, transmitters and a special
chapter on scanners.
102pages. £3.50

PASSPORT TO AMATEUR RADIO
Reprinted from PW1981-1982
The famous series by GW3JGA, used
by thousands of successful RAE
candidates in their studies. Plus other
useful articles for RAE students
including emission codes,
explanations of diodes, s.s.b. and
decibels.
87 pages. E1.50

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET
OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6AWD
Introduces the concept of packet
radio to the beginner. Problem areas
are discussed and suggestions made
for solutions to minimise them. Deals
with the technical aspects of packet
taking the reader through setting up
and provides a comprehensive guide
to essential reference material.
205 pages. £8.95

PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR RADIO
AMATEURS
Ian Poole G3YWX
The 1992 Offers a wealth of hints, tips
and general practical advice for all
transmitting amateurs and short wave
listeners. 128 pages £5.95

BLIP CLASSICS
Edited by Bob Schetgen
Operating CRP is fun. The equipment
is generally simple and easy to build,
but often performs like more
sophisticated commercial equipment.
Some QRP Feld Day stations operate
a full 27 hours on a car battery - it's
the perfect equipment for emergency
communication when the power fails.
Extracts from aST and the ARRL
Handbook. 274 pagesf3.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1993
71st Edition

The only publication listing licensed
radio amateurs throughout the world.
Also includes DXCC Countries list,
standard time chart, beacon lists and
much more.
Over 1400 pages. E19.50

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH
AMERICAN LISTINGS 1993 71st
Edition
Listings of US amateurs (including
Hawaii). Also contains standard time
chart, census of amateur licences of
the world, world-wide QSL bureau,
etc. Over 1400 pages. £19.50

RADIO AMATEUR'S QUESTIONS
ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL(THE)
4th Edition.
R. E. G. Petri G8CCJ
This book has been compiled
especially for students of the City and
Guilds of London Institute RAE. It is
structured with carefully selected
multiple choice questions, to progress
with any recognised course of
instruction, although is is not intended
as a text book.
280 pages. £7.95

RAE MANUAL (THE) RSGB
G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid
to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the
latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through
the course.
127 pages. £6.70

RAE MANUAL (THE) RSGB
G.LBenbow G3HB
The latest edition of the standard aid
to studying for the Radio Amateurs'
Examination. Updated to cover the
latest revisions to the syllabus. Takes
the candidate step-by-step through
the course.
127 pages. E6.70

VHF/UHF DX BOOK (THE )
Edited tan White G3SEK
An all round source of inspiration for
the v.h.fju.h.f. enthusiast. Written by
acknowledged experts this book
covers just about everything you need
to know about the technicalities of
v.h.f./u.h.f. operating.
270 pages. E18.00

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMAW W1FB
This book is aimed at the non-
technical amateur who wants to build
simple projects and obtain a basic
understanding of amateur electronics.
Your workshop does not need to be
equipped like an engineering lab to be
successful as an experimenter. Don't
let a lack of test equipment keep you
from enjoying the thrills of
experimentation.
195 pages £8.50

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS
Doug DeMaw W1FB
This book covers everything from
getting acquainted with new
equipment to constructing antennas,
station layout, interference and
operating problems to on -the -air
conduct and procedures.
155 pages £6.95

W1FB's GRP NOTEBOOK
2nd Edition
Doug De Maw W1FB
The new improved and updated 2nd
edition of this book, covers the
introduction to QRP, construction
methods, receivers and transmitters
for GRP. This workshop -notebook
style publication, which is packed
with new designs for the keen QRP
operator, also covers techniques,
accessories and has a small technical
reference section.
/75 pages. £7.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO
Stan Horzepa WA1LOU
What is packet radio good for and
what uses does it have for the
'average' amateur? What are
protocols? where, why, when? Lots of
the most asked questions are
answered in this useful book. It
included details of networking and
space communications using packet.
278 pages. £8.95

THEORY

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
(THE)
Doug DeMaw W1FB
Back by popular demand, completely
revised and expanded, this is a handy
reference book for the r.f. designer,
technician, amateur and
experimenter. Topics include
components and materials, inductors
and transformers, networks & filters,
digital basics and antennas and
transmission lines. 260 pages. £8.95

AUDIO (Elements of electronics -
hook 6) BP111
F. A. Wilson
This book studies sound and hearing,
and examines the operation of
microphones, loudspeakers,
amplifiers, oscillators, and both disk
and magnetic recording. Intended to
give the reader a good understanding
of the subject without getting involved
in the more complicated theory and
mathematics.308 pages. £3.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (A)
BP285. R.A. Penfold
This book covers a wide range of
modern components. The basic
functions of the components are
described, but this is not a book on
electronic theory and does not
assume the reader has an in-depth
knowledge of electronics. It is
concerned with practical aspects
such as colour codes, deciphering
code numbers and the suitability.
166 pages. 03.95

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA
BOOK
Mike Turley BA
This book is an invaluable source of
information of everyday relevance in
the world of electronics. It contains
not only sections which deal with the
essential theory of electronic circuits,
but it also deals with a wide range of
practical electronic applications.
250 pages. E8.95

FILTER HANDBOOK A practical
design guide
Stefan Niewiadomski
A practical book, describing the
design process as applied to filters of
all types. Includes practical examples
and BASIC programs. Topics include
passive and active filters, worked
examples of filter design, switched
capacitor and switched resistor filters
and includes a comprehensive
catalogue of pre -calculated tables.
195 pages. £30.00

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES BP254
F.A.Wilson
Explains in simple terms the absolute
fundamentals behind electricity and
electronics. Topics include the use of
SI units, gravity, magnetism, light, the
electron, conduction in solids and
electrical generators. 244 pages. 03.50

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
BP53. F. A. Wilson
This has been written as a workshop
manual for the electronics enthusiast.
There is a strong practical bias and
higher mathematics have been
avoided where possible.
249 pages. 0/P

REFLECTIONS Transmission Lines &
Antennas
M.Waher Maxwell W2DU
This will help dispel the half-truths
and outright myths that many people
believe are true about transmission
lines, standing waves, antenna
matching, reflected power and
antenna tuners. 323 pages. £14.50

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR
Les Hayward 111/7201 and Doug
DeMaw W1FB
Back in print by popular demand! A
revised and corrected edition of this
useful reference book covering all
aspects of solid-state design. Topics
include transmitter design, power
amplifiers and matching networks,
receiver design, test equipment and
portable gear. 256 pages £10.95
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BOOKS
TRANSMISSION LINE
TRANSFORMERS
Jerry Sevick W2FMI
This is the second edition of this book,
which covers a most intriguing and
confusing area of the hobby. It should
enable anyone with a modicum of skill
to make a balun, etc. Topics include
analysis, characterisation,
transformer parameters, baluns,
multimatch transformers and simple
test equipment 270 pages. E13.50

RADIO

AIR & METEO CODE MANUAL
12th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
Detailed descriptions of the World
Meteorological Organisation Global
Telecommunication System operating
FAX and RTTY meteo stations, and its
message format with decoding
examples. Also detailed description of
the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network amongst
others. 358 pages 018.00

HIGH POWER WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
Articles from Practical Electricity
1910-11
Edited by Henry Walter Young
A reprint of interesting practical
articles from the very early days of
radio, when materials and methods
described are from another era.
Subjects covered ranges from aerials
through detectors to things like Tesla
and his wireless age. 99 pages. 07.70

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO
1993
This book gives you the information to
explore and enjoy the world of
broadcast band listening. It includes
features on different international
radio stations, receiver reviews and
advice as well as the hours and
language of broadcast stations by
frequency. The 'blue pages' provide a
channel -to -channel guide to world
band schedules. 416 pages. £14.50.

RADIOTELETfPE CODE MANUAL 12th
Edition
Joerg Klingeiduss
This book gives detailed descriptions
of the characteristics of telegraph
transmission on short waves, with all
commercial modulation types
including voice frequency telegraphy
and comprehensive information on all
RTTY systems and c.w. alphabets.
96 pages. £11.00

SCANNERS (Third Edition)
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
A guide for users of scanning
receivers, covering hardware,
antennas, accessories, frequency
allocations and operating procedures.
245 pages. 0/P

SCANNERS 2
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
The companion to Scanners, this
provides even more information on
the use of the vh.f. and Oil
communications band and gives
constructional details for accessories
to improve the performance of
scanning equipment 261 pages.
£10.95

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS
Peter Rouse GU1DKD
Covers a very wide area and so
provides an ideal introduction to the
hobby of radio communications.
International frequency listings for
aviation, marine, military, space
launches, search and rescue, etc.
Chapters on basic radio propagation,
how to work your radio and what the
controls do, antennas and band plans.
187 pages. £8.95

SHORT WAVE RADIO USTENERS'
HANDBOOK
Arthur Miller
In easy -to -read, non -technical
language, the author guides the
reader through the mysteries of
amateur, broadcast and CB
transmissions. Topics cover
equipment needed, identification of
stations heard & the peculiarities of
the various bands.
207 pages £7.99

WORLDWIDE HF RADIO HANDBOOK
Martyn R. Cooke
This book lists high frequencies used
by aircraft and aeronautical ground
stations. Divided into sections,
Military, Civil, etc. The book should be
easy to use. 124 pages. £6.95

WRTH EQUIPMENT BUYERS GUIDE
1993 Edition
Willem Bos & Jonathan Marks
A complete and objective buyer's
guide to the curent short wave
receiver market For the novice and
the experienced listener, this guide
explains how to make sense of the
specifications and select the right
radio for your listening needs.
270 pages. £15.95

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO
MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
A fascinating reprint from a bygone
age with a directory of all the 1934
sm. receivers, servicing information,
constructional projects, circuits and
ideas on building vintage radio sets
with modern parts. 260 pages. E11.60

BEGINNERS

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO 9th
Edition
Gordon J. King
The book takes you in logical steps
from the theory of electricity and
magnetism to the sound you hear
from the loudspeaker. Radio signals,
transmitters, receivers, antennas,
components, valves &
semiconductors, CB & amateur radio
are all dealt with . 266 pages. £14.95

ELECTRONICS SIMPUFIED - CRYSTAL
SET CONSTRUCTION BP32
F. A. Wilson
Especially written for those who wish
to take part in basic radio building. All
the sets in the book are old designs
updated with modern components. It
is designed for all ages upwards from
the day when one can read
intelligently and handle simple tools.
72 pages. £1.75

SIMPLE ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT AND
COMPONENTS Book One (THE) BP62
The aim of this book is to provide an
in -expensive but comprehensive
introduction to modern electronics.
209 pages. 13.50

INTERFERENCE

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK (USA)
William R. Nelson WASHIG
How to locate & cure r.f.i. for radio
amateurs, CBers, TV & stereo
owners. Types of interference
covered are spark discharge,
electrostatic, power line many 'cures'
are suggested. 250 pages. £9.50

DATA REFERENCE

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE BP85
A. Michaels
Possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and
Japanese transistors and includes
devices produced by over 100
manufacturers. 299 pages £3.95

NEWNES AUDIO & ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
Vivian Cape!
This is a concise collection of
practical and relevant data for anyone
working on sound systems. The topics
covered include microphones,
gramophones, CDs to name a few.
190 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
This is an invaluable compendium of
facts, figures, circuits and data and is
indispensable to the designer,
student, service engineer and all
those interested in computer and
microprocessor systems.
255 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET
BOOK 5th Edition
Presenting all aspects of electronics
in a readable and largely non -
mathematical form for both the
enthusiast and the professional
engineer.
315 pages. Hardback £10.95

NEWNES RADIO AMATEUR AND
USTENER'S POCKET BOOK
Steve Money G3FZX
This book is a collection of useful and
intriguing data for the traditional and
modern amateur as well as the s.w.l.
Topics such as AMTOR, packet radio,
SSTV, computer communications and
maritime communications are all
covered. 160 pages hardback. VP

NEWNES RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
18th Edition
Keith Brindley
Useful data covering math,
abbreviations, codes, symbols,
frequency bands/allocations, UK
broadcasting stations, semi-
conductors, components, etc.
325 pages hardback E9.95

POWER SELECTOR GUIDE BP235
J. C. J. Van de Ven
This guide has the information on all
kinds of power devices in useful
categories (other than the usual alpha
numeric sort) such as voltage and
power properties making selection of
replacements easier.
160 pages. £4.95

FAULT FINDING

ARE THE VOLTAGES CORRECT?
Reprinted from PW 1982-1983
How to use a multi -meter to fault -find
on electronic and radio equipment,
from simple resistive dividers through
circuits using diodes, transistors, i.c.s
and valves. 44 pages. £1.50

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
MULTIMETER BP239
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at
beginners. It covers both analogue
and digital multi -meters and their
respective limitations. All kinds of
testing is explained too. No previous
knowledge is required or assumed.
102 pages. £2.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES &
OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267
R.A. Penfold
Hints and ideas on how to use the test
equipment you have, to check out, or
fault find on electronic circuits. Many
diagrams of typical waveforms and
circuits, including descriptions of
what waveform to expect with
particular faults, or distortion in audio
amplifiers. 104 pages. 13.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION BP249
RA. Penfold
A follow on from Test Equipment
Construction IBP2481this book looks
at digital methods of measuring

resistance, voltage, current,
capacitance and frequency. Also
covered is testing semi -conductors,
along with test gear for general radio
related topics. 102 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE
MULTIMETER BP265
RA Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a
follow-up to BP239, Getting the most
from your Multi -meter. By using the
techniques described in this book you
can test and analyse the performance
of a range of components with just a
multi -meter (plus a very few
inexpensive components in some
cases). The simple add-ons described
extend the capabilities of a multi -
meter to make it even more useful.
96 pages. £295.

OSCILLOSCOPES, HOW TO USE
THEM, HOW THEY WORK
3rd Edition
Ian Hickman
This book describes oscilloscopes
ranging from basic to advanced
models and the accessories to go
with them. Oscilloscopes are
essential tools for checking circuit
operation and diagnosing faults, and
an enormous range of models is
available. 248 pages £14.95

TELEVISION

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION
TEST CARDS
Edition 3
Keith Hamer & Gam Smith
Completely revised and expanded,
this is a very handy and useful
reference book for the DXTV
enthusiast. Over 200 photographs of
Test Cards, logos, etc., world wide.
60 pages. E4.95

CONSTRUCTION

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER
CONSTRUCTION BP276
RA. Penfold
A general purpose receiver to build,
from antenna to audio, described in
understandable English.
80 pages. £295

COIL DESIGN AND CONTRUCTION
MANUAL BP160
B.B. Bahani
Covering audio to r.f. frequencies, this
book has designs for almost
everything. Sections cover such
topics as mains and audio output
transformers, chokes and r.f. coils.
What is the required turns ratio? This
book will show you how to find out.
Tort and tables. 106 pages. £2.50

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR
OWN PCBs BP121
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to
familiarise the reader with both
simple and more sophisticated
methods of producing p.c.b.s. The
emphasis of the book is very much on
the practical aspects of p.c.b. design
and construction.
66 pages. £2.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY
PROJECTS BP192
R.A.Penfold
The practical and theoretical aspects
of the circuits are covered in some
detail. Topics include switched mode
power supplies, precision regulators,
dual tracking regulators and
computer controlled power supplies,
etc. 92 pages. 62.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76
R. A. Penfold
This book gives a number of power
supply designs including simple

unstabilised types, fixed voltage
regulated types and variable voltage
stabilised designs.
89 pages. 12.50

RADIO/ TECH MODIFICATIONS
NUMBER 3
This book is intended as a reference
guide for the experienced radio
technician. Produced for the US
market it contains modification
instructions for a wide variety of
scanners, CB rigs and amateur
equipment including Alinco, Icom
,Kenwood, Yaesu and other makes.
160 pages. £9.95

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BP248. RAPenfold
Describes, in detail, how to construct
some simple and inexpensive, but
extremely useful, pieces of test
equipment. Stripboard layouts are
provided for all designs, together with
wiring diagrams where appropriate,
plus notes on their construction and
use. 104 pages. £2.95

50 (FET) FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
PROJECTS BP39
F.G.Rayer
50 circuits for the s.w.l., radio
amateur, experimenter or audio
enthusiast using f.e.t.s. Projects
include r.f. amplifiers and converters,
test equipment and receiver aids,
tuners, receivers, mixers and tone
controls. 104 pages. £2.95

COMPUTING
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS (AN) BP177
R. A. Penfold
Details of various types of modem and
their applications, plus how to
interconnect computers, modems and
the telephone system. Also
networking systems and RTTY.

72 pages. £2.95

NEWNES AMATEUR RADIO
COMPUTING HAND BOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UQW
Shows how radio amateurs and
listeners can 'listen' to signals by
reading text on a computer screen.
This book also covers the application
of computers to radio 'housekeeping'
such as log -keeping, laSL cards,
satellite predictions and antenna
design as well as showing how to
control a radio with a computer.
363 pages. £15.95

MAPS
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
This is a five -colour chart designed
for the use of ATC in monitoring
transatlantic flights. Supplied folded.
740 x 520mm. £5.50

0TH LOCATOR MAP
This full colour map has been
produced by members of one of the
Hungarian Amateur Radio Clubs for
vh.f. and uff.f. amateurs in Europe.
The map is based on the Maidenhead
Locator System and also the main
v.h.f. and uff.f. beacons with their
locator, power output, height above
sea level and modulation system.
970 x 670mm. E5.95

RADIO AMATEUR'S MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA (USA)
Shows radio amateur prefix
boundaries, continental boundaries
and zone boundaries.
760 x 636mm. £3.50
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SUBS
CLUB
Be sure of your copy of Short Wave Magazine every

month and qualify for the Subscribers' Club as well.
Special offers and discounts are normally available to all

members, including those abroad.

Practical Motorist Subscription Offer
We have something a bit different for you this month! A lot
of SWM Subscribers must also be motorists - indeed
'practical motorists'. So, for one month only, we are offering
you the chance to subscribe to Practical Motorist for a whole
year for the ridiculously low sum of £10.00 (UK) or £12.00
(Surface to Europe, ASP overseas).

Practical Motorist is the leading magazine for practical
information on motoring and getting the best out of your car.
Full of informative articles on both new and old cars - but
with a 'practical' slant - Practical Motorist is compulsive
reading each month.

If you want to give a Practical Motorist subscription to a
friend or relative as a gift - Father's Day is coming up soon -
you can do this as well - up to a total of three special
Practical Motorist subscriptions. Each Practical Motorist
subscription must start with the May 93 issue of Practical
Motorist. For 'gift' subscriptions please put the recipients
name and address, together with your name and adress on a
separate sheet of plain paper and attach it to this coupon.

This offer is open until 7 May 1993 for UK Subscriber's
Club members and 2 July 1993 for overseas members.

R111

ORDER FORM FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevent boxes, a photo copy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR  £21.00 (UK)
 $45* (USA)
 £23.00 (Europe)
 £25.00 (Rest of World)

Please start my subscription with
the issue.

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH PRACTICAL WIRELESS. 1 YEAR.
 £36.00 (UK)  E39.00 (Europe)  £41.00 (Rest of World)  $75` (USA)

$ cheques only please.

SUBS CLUB OFFER
Please send me subscriptions to Practical Motorist,
starting with the May 93 issue.
 @ 010.00 (UK)
 @E12.00 (ASP overseas)

My Subscriber Number is

BINDERS
 Please send me SWM BINDER/s @ £ 5.50each.£
Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more. £

BOOKS
 Please send me the following book/s,
Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.

Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more

GRAND TOTAL £

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.
Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Or
Charge to my AccessNisa Card the amount of £

Card No.

Valid from to

Signature TeI
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IT'S FAST, IT'S EASY, IT'S HERE!!
it. VHF/UHF & HF PC SCANNING DIRECTORY PROGRAMS

VHF/UHF £19.95, HF £29.95 inclusive of p&p.
Send SAE for price lists - £3 for demo disk

Many other programs available

/friatk Aliche00/ff ® allow 28 days for delivery

17 Hale Low Road, Hale, Altrincham, Cheshire. WA15 8BD. TeVFax (061) 980 5506

Two -Way Radio AUCTION

1 Ea' Mobiles/Portables e Test Equipment
Ea? Computers/Software re Tools

For full catalogue Tel: (0256) 381528/381222

Saturday 8th May 1993

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine

may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources.
Short Wave Magazine advises readers contemplating mail order to

enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have full
after -sales back-up available.

The publishers of Short Wave Magazine wish to point out that it is the
responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items

offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS WITH ATU FOR HF HAM BAND TRANSMISSION
(SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 One Point Five to One 80 and 20) AND SWLs LONG
AND MEDIUM WAVE FOR BCIs. Loops 21 inches square or triangle. No special
skills required. Circuits, Parts Usts sources of supply assembly data. HIGH
FREQUENCY LOOP 80 to 10 Metres £5. LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP FOR BCLs
£3. LONG MEDIUM SHORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 METRES FOR BCL SWL £8.
SHORT WAVE ATU LOOP OR LONG WIRE £4. PRE AMP LW MW S WAVE £2
PHOTOCOPY HRO MANUAL £4. MW LOOP WITH PRE AMP ATU £3. PRE AMP FOR
G2VF HF LOOP OR ATU £4. SHORT WAVE ATU BUILT-IN PRE AMP FOR LOOP OR
LONG WIRE U. SAE details. All projects D.I.Y. METAL DETECTOR E2. F G. Riclands,
39 Paricside Avenue, Milbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF. Tel: (0703) 775064,

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (0592) 610451

Open: Tuesday -Friday 9-5: Saturday 9-4

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

t ts

FREE INFO

DEMO 8.510 plus

1230 post

ANY, ow Yeat

Computer control of Your Radio
* One program controls all radios * Create databases of popular
* Unlimited frequency disk files frequencies
* Create your own preset, * Load Memories
* Scan between any frequencies in * Kellwood R.5000 and others

any increment * Yaesu FRC-9600 and others

with SCANCAT
* JRC NRD.525

*AOR.3000 with Spectrum
Anahsis

* Iran's R.71, R-72, R-7000

(most others)

Requira PC compatible with I serial port - Interface for Radio.
Otte you areSCANCAT with your radio you will never we pin radio again without SCANCATI

Order now and get FREE ILL VHF freipienry files.

J & J Enterprises - 4001 Parkway Dr. -Bossier City, LA, USA 71112
PH. 318082 2518 (1200.2100 GMT) or FAX 318686 0774 124 hours)

SCANNER OWNERS
Listen in when you are 'out' with the amazing AUTO -VOX
Connect to any receiver with a squelch control and the AUTO -VOX will automatically
switch your tape recorder on and off as signals are detected. A MUST for all scanner owners.

Return to a neatly compressed tape of all the action
The AUTO -VOX may be fitted directly into larger scanners or recorders, taking its power

from the rig itself, or housed separately in the free project box supplied.
Supplied as a kit with all parts and instructions or ready built and tested.

KIT £12.50 AUTO -VOX BUILT £25.00
Turbo -Charge your scanner with a little help from RADIO RESEARCH

AR 1000/2000 - FAIRMATE HP100/200 - Full coverage modification. 0.5-1300MHz.
Upgrades your rig with NO GAPS - Why pay more? £5.00

Customising Packs for REALISTIC PRO -2004, 2005, 2006 & 2022.
Full of useful mods for your set. (State pack required) £5.00

400 Channel Upgrade for REALISTIC PRO.2004 with Super -Scan rate £5.00

Send a SAE for full details and prices of all our scanner upgrades

RADIO RESEARCH (SWM) 3 Pasture Close. Whitmore, Staffs. ST5 500

SUPER -TECH
Communication Specialists

YUPITERU Mifit PAMA SONY.
* Official Nevada and Kernow Stockists
* Full range of CB's, Scanners

and Accessories in stock
* Branches throughout the North East
* Mail order available

32 Russell Way, Gateshead Metro Centre,
Tyne & Wear, NE11 9YZ

Open: Mon -Fn 10am-8pm Sat 9am-7pm Thurs late night 10am-9pm

TEL & FAX: (091) 4932316
Near the UCI Cinema

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

' Access
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uniden aaahr CO Scanners
by

ELECTRONICS EUROPE

UBC 100 XLT

L

UBC 760 XLT

UBC 200 XLT

butors :
SHARMANS WHOLESALE
Phone (061) 834 9571

Fax (061) 835 3679

A

UBC 142 XLT

PRESIMEar
 Your reasoning

Quality. reliability. solidity. from
a wide -worldly known brand:

uniden -
A proven value for Scanners

and Citizen Band radios.

PRESINvear
 Your partner

Present all over the U.K.

thanks to exclusive
distribution.

PRESIDENT ELECTRONICS EUROPE HEAD OFFICE - FRANCE

PRESIDENT ELECTRONICS BENELUX - Fax int . +32 3 568 01 18 - TRADE ONLY

UBC 50 XL



For the very best in Communications Receivers
Lc -46)k to Lowe

LOWE HF RECEIVERS DO IT AGAIN!
HF-225 voted "RECEIVER OF THE YEAR" in 1990 by W.R.T.H.
HF-225 "FINLANDIA" voted "BEST DX RECEIVER 1992" at
the EDXC Convention in Finland. Final choice was from
HF-225, NRD-535 and IC-R72E.

ONCE
AGAIN
THE BEST IS
BRITISH!

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

LOWE

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020

BRANCH ADDRESSES:
London (Middlesex): 223 Field End Road, Eastcote. Tel: 081-429 3256

London (Heathrow): 6 Cherwell Close, Langley. Tel: (0753) 545255
Newcastle: Newcastle International Airport. Tel: (0661) 860418
Cumbernauld: Cumbernauld Airport Foyer. Tel: (0236) 721 004

Bristol: 6 Ferry Steps Industrial Estate. Tel: (0272) 771770
Cambridge: 162 High Street, Chesterton. Tel: (0223) 311230

Bournemouth: 27 Gillam Road, Northbourne. Tel: (0202) 577760
Leeds: 34 New Briggate, Leeds. Tel: (0532) 452657

LOWE
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Welcome to voeet FREE 24-1149e malayege eweitea9
4aggey a6 ditate agave tate#tea9.
Short wave listening, in all its various guises, is one of
the most enthralling hobbles available. This 24 -page,
pull-out magazine, presented free with the April 1993
Issue of Short Wave Magazine, has been put together
to help you get the most out of your hobby.

Inside you will find articles on how to organise
your DX time more effectively, a short wave tour of
Central America and the Caribbean, gadgets and

accessories, listening tips and satellite broadcasting -
the radio of the future? There is also a review of the
new Yupiteru MVT-7100, the latest hand-held offering
from this famous stable.

The background cover picture was kindly supplied
by Deutsche Welle, celebrating its 40th anniversary
this year. The antennas are part of their Wertachtal,
Bayern transmitter.

An Introduction to EDXC
by Simon Spanswick

GIs,
Whatever the hobby, there's a club where interested people can get information
and tips, as well as getting in touch with fellow hobbyists. Short wave radio
listening - or DXing - is no exception, but the problem is finding out about clubs
that exist. That tends to be the case, because DXing is a rather solitary hobby.
You can spend hours concentrating on all the weak signals that whizz through
the ether on their way from country to country.

0 ne organisation that may
be able to help is based
in Britain, but has world-
wide connections. The
European DX Council is

an association of short wave
listeners' clubs and DX organisations
around Europe. Founded in Denmark
in 1967 with the aim of increasing co-
operation between listeners across
the continent, the Council has
expanded in recent years and today
does much work in promoting short
wave listening around Europe.

Many DX and short wave listener
clubs belong to the EDXC, and the
Council acts as a sort of clearing
house of information between clubs
and their members. An annual guide
to clubs around the world is
published by EDXC that gives
comprehensive details on clubs in
Britain and mainland Europe as well
as North America, Asia and the
Pacific. Information on each club
includes the number of members,
any particular areas of specialisation
(such as scanning, medium wave
DXing, TVDX and so on),
publications and, quite importantly,
membership fees. The EDXC Club
List (£1.50) is available direct from
the EDXC Publications Office.

Also published is the EDXC Radio
Landlist (£2.00). This is a useful
reference guide to all the world's

radio countries that can be used to
keep track of all the different
countries you have heard, and can
help in competitions organised by
DX clubs. Or you could use it to
record which countries you have
received QSL cards from.

Reception Reports

If you do want to send reception
reports to stations, the EDXC
Reporting Guide (£1.50) is a must.
This explains how to write reports
that are useful for the station, and
tells you what sort of information is
needed.

All these items can be obtained
from EDXC at PO Box 990, London
SE3 9XL. That is also the address for
subscribing to the monthly news
letter produced by the Council, Euro
DX. Subscriptions cost £6.50 a year.

Each year, the European DX
Council holds a Conference for
listeners, broadcasters and station
engineers in a different part of
Europe. In recent years, it has taken
place in Tampere, the second city of
Finland, Paris and Barcelona. This
year it will be in Spain once again,
but further south in the Canary

Islands.
The annual EDXC Conference is a

unique opportunity to meet fellow
listeners from throughout Europe,
and from North America, Asia and
the Pacific. Many broadcasters
attend: George Wood of Radio
Sweden is a regular attendee and
stations that regularly send
delegates include the Voice of
Turkey, Radio Korea, the Voice of
Free China, Radio Moscow and the
Voice of America. In 1992, several
delegates from eastern Europe
joined the event for the first time.

Informal

The Conference includes lectures on
all aspects of radio listening,
demonstrations of the latest
equipment, computer workshops
and listening rooms. The
atmosphere is informal with
broadcasters and listeners mingling
and exchanges views and opinions.
The 1993 European DX Council
Conference will take place during the
last weekend of May. For full
information, write to Conference 93,
EDXC, PO Box 990, London SE3 9XL.

The European DX Council can
help you get the very best out of the
radio listening hobby - from
conferences to clubs! Do get in touch
with us today.

2
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The Yupiteru
MVT-7100
wide -band receiver
Over the past few years there has been a distinct move towards
smaller scanners, with more memories, wider coverage and
easier controls. Now, Yupiteru have announced their new MITT -
7100 model that is just about the best in all the above
categories. Short Wave Magazine were fortunate enough to
borrow the first one into the country and sent it to Graham
Tanner for review.

It is very difficult to cover every
available function on this receiver, as
there is so much there to cover!
Instead, I have opted to discuss the
good and bad points and give some
personal observations on using the
receiver. Although I personally listen
a lot to v.h.f. and u.h.f. airband, I was
looking forward to trying out the h.f.
s.s.b. capabilities of this amazing
new receiver.

Description

The Yupiteru MVT-7100 is a hand-
held receiver (or 'scanner'. It has a
liquid crystal display at the top of the
front panel, while beneath the
display is a 5 x 4 grid of push buttons
(most with a dual function). The
bottom third of the front panel is
taken up by the speaker grill. The top
panel contains a standard BNC
antenna connector, a squelch
control, a combined on/off/volume
control, and a multi -function rotary
switch than can be used to change
the settings of the receiver (i.e.
frequency, mode, step -size, memory,
etc.. The left hand side -panel
contains two push buttons, small
slide -switch, and a recessed RESET
button. The right hand side -panel
has an earphone socket, a socket for
a 12V d.c. supply and a small metal
clip to attach the wrist -strap. At the
bottom of the rear panel is a
removable panel that covers the
batteries; the rear panel also has a
couple of small holes to which the
belt -clip can be attached.

The instruction manual is written
in English and is very readable and
easy to follow. The chapters are
grouped to cover related subjects
(i.e. searching, or using memories,
and explain how to operate the radio

in a nice easy fashion. I only found
two errors in the manual: in the
section dealing with program -scan
the example text talks about adding
a frequency into the program -scan
sequence, but the example display
shows a different frequency. In the
section explaining bank -scan the
example text lists bank 1 as memory
channels 0 - 11 when it should read 0

99.
The power supply that comes in

the box with the receiver is a
standard UK 3 -pin mains adapter,
which is fitted with a plug suitable
for the power socket on the side
panel. The grid of push -buttons
contains the usual '0' to '9' buttons
as well as ENTER and UP and
DOWN. Sixteen of the buttons have
a dual function and their action can
be altered by first pressing the
FUNC key which changes the
operating of the button to the small
legend beneath the key.

For example, pressing the '5'
button causes a '5' to appear in the
liquid crystal display, but pressing
FUNC, then '5', will cause the push
button BEEP to mute (or switch it on,
if it was off).

First Impressions

I have owned various models of
receivers and scanners over the past
decade, and I must admit that I am
impressed with the new MVT-7100. It
boasts the greatest frequency
coverage in a hand-held, and almost
certainly the highest number of
frequency step sizes.

The MVT-7100 has several nice

features which impressed me
initially. There is a small button on
the side panel labelled LAMP, which
(when pressed) provides a backlight
to the liquid crystal display and also
all the keys on the front panel. The
previous model from Yupiteru (the
MVT-7000) only has a light for the
liquid crystal display, so seeing the
keys light -up was particularly
impressive. The light stays on for as
long as the button is pressed, so that
there is only minimal power drawn
from the batteries.

Also on the side panel is a small
recessed hole marked RESET.
According to the manual, pressing
this with a ballpoint pen (or other
suitable implement) will reset the
micro -processor - this will
completely erase all the memories.
At first I wondered why this facility
had been provided, but the manual
explains that it is possible for the
liquid crystal display to display
'garbage' messages, or you may
wish to do this just before you use
the receiver for the first time.

One surprising facility was the
battery -save function. This is quite
novel in a receiver, and I don't know
of any others which provide this.
This only operates during manual
mode (i.e. listening to one set
frequency) - it doesn't work when
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scanning or searching. There are
three alternative 'active/inactive'
settings that vary the amount of time
that the receiver is 'listening' for a
signal and is 'switched -off'
conserving precious battery power.
The battery -save function only
comes into effect when no signal has
been detected for five seconds; if
during the 'on' period a signal is
detected, the battery -save period is
suspended until the signal
disappears, and then when another
five seconds have elapsed, the
battery -save cycle starts again. I
thought that this was an excellent
idea as it can make battery power
last much longer.

The receiver has an attenuator
that can be used to weaken a very
strong (or local) signal. Many other
receivers have an attenuator, but
they tend to use a push button that is
either always on or always off,
whatever the receiver is doing.
Where the MVT-7100 scores over
others is that the attenuator setting
can be stored in a memory channel
along with the operating frequency
and mode. When scanning through
memory channels, if a memory
channel has the attenuator set on,
the display shows ATT above the
frequency and strong signals do not
overload the front-end circuit.

Memories and Scanning

The MVT-7100 has 1000 memory
channels, arranged in 10 banks of
100. When scanning (through the
memory channels), only those that
contain a frequency are scanned.
Each memory channel stores the
frequency, mode, and whether the
channel is 'in use' or 'passed' (i.e.,
locked -out). Storing frequencies into
a memory channel is very easy: enter
the frequency and mode, then the
desired memory channel number,
then press FUNC and MW (Memory
Write), and all the details are stored,
over -writing any previous value
stored in the memory channel.

It is important to point out that
when storing frequencies into
memories, that the mode and step -
size will default to whatever they are
set at prior to storing in the
memories. It is entirely possible to
store a large number of frequencies,

only to find that
you have stored
them with the
wrong mode. I did
this twice, first
storing about 20
v.h.f. airband
frequencies (that
are all a.m.) with
the mode set to
f.m., and then
storing a number
of f.m. frequencies
with the receiver
set to a.m.

As with any
receiver with so
many memory
channels, it's all to
easy to forget
which frequency is
where, which ones
have been entered,
which ones are
'locked -out' and
which have still to
be entered. My
interest is mainly

I decided to put
frequencies for my local airfield
(Heathrow) into one bank, other local
airfields into another bank, airways
frequencies in a third bank, and any
ad -hoc frequencies in the last bank.
With all these frequencies to enter, it
only took two or three tries before I
knew the programming sequence
without having to refer to the manual
each time.

One thing that did confuse me
with scanning through memories,
concerns the way that you start
scanning any particular bank of
memories. Imagine that you had
filled bank 4 with a number of your
favourite frequencies; it would be
natural to assume that you would
want to scan bank 4. When scanning,
the bank numbers to use are one
more than the bank number! To scan
bank 4, you need to press 5 and
SCAN. Once you have realised what
is happening (or read the manual),
you soon press the right key
sequences, but initially it is quite
confusing. To be fair, if this is your
first scanner, you would not know
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any different, but if you have ever
used another model of scanner, it
does tend to catch you out at first.

When you have all your
frequencies in memory channels,
and are happily scanning, at some
point you will realise that you want
to skip over certain channels for
various reasons (e.g., blank carriers).
This can be done by pressing the
PASS key when the receiver stops
on a busy frequency. The memory
channel that is PASSed will no
longer be scanned next time round.
When you decide that you want to
include the PASSed channel again,
another press of the PASS key will
reinstate it in the scan.

I was particularly impressed with
the ability to scan through different
memory banks in whatever order
you wish. Just as in SEARCHING,
where you can search complete
ranges in different sequences, you
can do the same with the memory
banks. With Heathrow frequencies in
bank 2, airways frequencies in bank
6, u.h.f. airband ones in bank 8 and
my local airfield in bank 5, it is
possible to search through these
memory banks in any sequence (for
example bank 6, then 2, then 5 and
finally bank 8).

One rather interesting memory
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scanning function is the ability to
scan only those memory channels
that contain the same mode (i.e.,
a.m., f.m., etc. as the mode at the
start of the scan. This came in handy
when I wanted to scan only the f.m.
frequencies at my local airport; it
means that you don't have to go
through all the memories PASSing
all the frequencies that are not in the
mode that you want to scan in.

As you would expect with a
receiver with so many memory
channels, there is the ability to define
a priority channel. The priority
channel is channel 1000, just like
entering a frequency into any other
memory channel. Any frequency (in
any mode) that is stored in memory
channel 1000 automatically becomes
the priority channel. To start using
the priority channel, you need to
press the FUNC key followed by the
SRCH (by first pressing the FUNC
key, you will change the next key
press to use the keys secondary
function - in this case the secondary
function is PRI). Once set, this
channel will be monitored every 5
seconds, whatever the MVT-7100 is
doing; this brief check of the priority
channel can be seen working, as the
frequency display will momentarily
change to the frequency stored in
memory channel 1000. To stop
priority channel scanning, you have
to repeat the above key presses.

One final memory scanning
method is known as PROGRAM
SCAN. This allows you to select any
memories from the whole 1000, and
to scan them in memory number
order. This allows you to select
frequencies from any of the memory
banks, and to scan though them; this
is almost an eleventh bank of

memory channels. The first
step is to mark each of your
chosen memory channels as
being part of the program
scan; this is done by
recalling the memory
channel and pressing just
two keys. To start the
program scan, press another
two keys; the receiver will
rapidly scan through all the
defined channels until a
signal is detected. Once the
signal has gone, scanning
continues through the rest

of the memory channels in the
program scan sequence.

Searching

The receiver comes with all ten
search banks ready filled with upper
and lower frequency limits. These
are listed inside the rear of the
manual should you ever need to
reset them to their original values.
The initial search ranges appear to
be set for the American market,
however, they are very easy to
change to whatever you desire.

When setting a new search range,
the first step is to set the mode (a.m.,
f.m. or whatever) and then the step -
size (see later for details of the step -
sizes available). Once this is done,
you then enter the upper and lower
frequencies, and the band -number,
and that's it. The new details then
over -write the old details. To start
searching through the frequency
range just entered, all you have to do
is to press the band -number, and
then the SRCH button, and the
receiver will start searching between
the preset limits in the mode that
you specified, in the step -size that
you told it.

During searching, if the receiver
stops on a frequency with a blank
carrier, or you wish to continue
searching after stopping on an active
frequency, all you need to do is to
press the small A button, and
searching continues upwards (or you
can press V and search downwards).
It is also possible to search through
multiple frequency bands. By

entering the different search bands
into different band -numbers, you can
get the receiver to search through
the first bank, then the second, and
then the third, and so on.

This sounds confusing, so here's
an example: In bank 1, we have 144.0
- 146.0MHz, in bank 3 we have 432.0 -
440.0MHz, and in bank 8 we have
70.0 - 70.5MHz. To search through all
these separate bands, all you have to
do is press 1, 3, 8 and SRCH. The
receiver will search all the way
through the 144MHz band, then the
430MHz band, and then the 50MHz
band. It will repeat this cycle ad -
infinitum. If you wish to spend more
time searching through the 70MHz
band, you can press 8, 1, 8, 3 and
SRCH, and the receiver will search
through the bands in that order.

When searching through a
frequency range, it is likely that you
will come across one or more
frequencies that are blocked by blank
carriers or data channels. These can
be locked out of the search by
pressing the PASS key. Searching
will continue, but the next time
round, the PASSed frequency will
be skipped over. You can specify a
maximum of 500 frequencies to be
skipped over, and the display will
show FULL if you try to PASS more
than 500 frequencies. Only those
frequencies that are PASSed during
searching will be passed over in the
search mode.

The manual says that the receiver
will search through 30 steps each
second, which is fast enough for
most people. I spent many hours
playing with the 'search' options,
and I was impressed.

HF SSB Operation

As I mentioned previously, I wanted
to spend some time using the s.s.b.
capabilities of the MVT-7100. I would
never expect to use h.f. s.s.b.
reception whilst operating with the
receiver as a hand-held, but I liked
the idea of having an alternative to
my trusty ICF-2001D. The supplied
telescopic whip antenna is not really
suitable for h.f. listening, so I
connected the receiver to my G5RV
via my antenna -tuner.

The MVT-7100 does not have a
b.f.o., but has separate u.s.b. and

5
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MVT-7100 Technical Specif i t

Frequency range: 530kHz - 1650MHz
Receive Modes: n.f.m./w.f.m./a.m./I.s.b./u.s.b.
Frequency Steps: 50Hz/100Hz (both only in s.s.b. modes)

1/5/6.25/9/10/12.5/20/25/ 50/100kHz
Sensitivity :

Memories Channels:
Search Pass:
Search Bands:
Priority Channels:
Scan/Search speed:
Antenna impedance:
Power supply
Power Consumption:
Stand-by:
Battery save:
Operating Temp range:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Supplied Accessories:
supply cable, Ni-CD batteries
screws), earphone, operating

n.f.m: less than 0.50 (SINAD 12dB)
w.f.m: less than 0.750 (SINAD 12dB)
a.m: 0.5pV (SINAD 10dB)
s.s.b: less than 0.5pV (SINAD 10dB)
1000
500 frequencies
10

1

30 channels/frequencies per second
5012

12V d.c. or 4 x AA size batteries
(at max. output): 140mA
100mA
10mA
0 - 50°C
84.4 x 155 x 38.2mm (h x w x dl
320g approx, without antenna
7 -section telescopic antenna, car power

(4 x AA size), hand -strap, belt -clip (with
manual.

I.s.b. modes, and very fine and
precise step -size tuning. Tuning an
s.s.b. signal takes some getting used
to and because you have to tune in
exact step sizes, sometimes you
cannot get a good readable signal.
The first thing to do to receive a
s.s.b. transmission is to set the mode
to s.s.b. This can be done by simply
pressing two buttons, and turning
the rotary control on the top panel
until USB (or LSB) shows in the
display; pressing ENTer will set the
mode. Once the mode has been set,
you can select the step -size; the
smallest step- sizes (100Hz and 50Hz)
can only be selected when the mode
is set to either of the s.s.b. modes.

Frequencies are entered just as in
any other mode. My usual test for
s.s.b. signals is either of the RAF
Volmet stations (4.722MHz and
11.200MHz), which operate 24 hours
per day. By tuning to the former
frequency, I was able to test the
accuracy and stability of the s.s.b.
circuit. To get a readable signal, I had
to tune about 1kHz above their
published frequency (i.e. 4.723kHz). I
also tried listening to Gander Metro
on 10.051MHz, but found that the
signal was best on 10.0522MHz (a
full 1.2kHz above the published
frequency). After 1 hour of listening,
the frequency had not drifted at all,
and was still higher than expected.

Part of the challenge of listening
to h.f. s.s.b. signals is searching

6

around a known frequency to see if it
has drifted. Although the MVT-7100
(or rather, the review model)
appeared to be slightly off -
frequency, it was still quite easy to
search above and below a known
frequency. I was not too put off by
the difference, as I was able to find
the required signals easily and
quickly. It might be a different case if
you were searching for an unknown
frequency, but I would not
recommend using any hand-held for
this task. The only other hand-held
receiver that is capable of resolving
an s.s.b. signal is the AOR AR -1500 -
it does have a proper b.f.o., but the
smallest step size is 5kHz and tuning -
in either a I.s.b. or u.s.b. signal
depends upon the precise setting of
the b.f.o. The b.f.o. on the AR -1500 is
extremely sensitive, and it is quite
easy to knock it 'out of tune'. The
small step -size and independent
settings for u.s.b. and I.s.b. on the
MVT-1500 get round this problem
superbly. Because the MVT-7100 can
store a mode and exact frequency in
a memory channel, it does away with
the need for a sensitive b.f.o.

Bad Points

The radio does not have many things
that I could find to complain about.
However, there are a few things that
I would have preferred to be
different. Primarily, I would like to
have seen the earphone socket on
the top of the receiver; currently it is
on the side panel, so when any
external speaker device is attached, it
prevents you from putting the
receiver into your pocket. This is only
minor 'moan', but as I like to put a
receiver in a top pocket to leave both
hands free, I either need larger
pockets or make -do without any
earphones.

One other item that I am not keen
on, is the wrist -strap supplied with
the receiver. This is attached to a
small metal loop, also on the side
panel. I would like to have seen
something more substantial, maybe
a shoulder -strap attached to both
side -panels of the receiver.

Finally the power -supply, there
are no markings on the casing, or on
the power -cord, to indicate the
polarity of the power -supply socket;
neither is there anything in the
manual to explain this. For those
who wish to use an existing mains
adapter (or fit a suitable plug to a
power supply), they will have no way
of knowing which connection is
positive and which negative.

Conclusion

The Yupiteru MVT-7100 is a superb
receiver. It's very sensitive, has
extremely wide -band coverage, and is
just the right size for a hand-held
receiver. The few items that I was not
happy about are mainly mechanical
and physical problems, rather than
operating or programming problems. I
was impressed by the numerous
methods of scanning memory channels
and I like the idea of being able to
register the attenuator setting in a
memory channel. The back -lit I.c.d. is
clear and very easy to read and I liked
the way that the back -lit display also lit
the push buttons.
The price for the receiver is £449. My

thanks go to Nevada
Communications, (189 London
Road, North End, Portsmouth P02
9AE. Tel: (0705) 662145) for the loan
of the review unit. I was very sorry to
have to return it to them at the end of
the review period...please can I have it
back someday?



Listening for Tips
One of the more frustrating aspects of short
wave broadcast listening is that most stations
on the bands make regular alterations to their
transmission schedules. Roy Spencer looks at
how the listener can plan ahead and follow
the changes on the bands.

The very nature of the short wave
bands is such that many
international broadcasters are forced
to make frequency changes,
sometimes at short notice. One of
the reasons for this is to keep ahead
of expected variations in
atmospheric conditions, which may
affect the reception of their signals.

Of course, stations do publicise
any schedule changes, so regular
listeners and those who are on the
mailing lists need never miss their
favourite programmes.
Unfortunately, not all DXers are able
to listen to a particular station every
day, or even every week. Many also
do not have the time to ask to be put
on a mailing list. This means that,
rather than listening being made
easier, it may be more difficult. It can
be rather annoying to carefully tune
to the frequency of a well -loved
station, only to discover that it is
broadcasting in an unfamiliar
language, or worse still - it is not
there at all.

Luckily, help is available.
Although not their primary audience,
many international stations produce
programmes specifically to help
DXers and s.w. listeners to get the
most out of their hobby. By
occasionally tuning to a few of these
programmes, it is possible to keep
reasonably abreast of schedule
changes, as well as gathering much
more useful information.

Unlike most commercial
organisations, s.w broadcasters do
not mind promoting their
competitors, even though some
stations' schedules may coincide
with their own. The contents of the
various specialist programmes does
vary, so the best programmes to
listen to will depend on the
information you need.

Among the items included may be
brief snippets of DX news and tips,
propagation information and
predictions of sunspot activity,

magazine -style
features and
interviews, along r--
with the news of 1 130o wweR --
the latest
developments in I 7.2::4141
radio -related
computer
software and
aspects of
satellite
broadcasting.

Some
programmes also
include news about pirate stations. If
you are interested in this aspect of
s.w. listening, you will find that some
of the Sunday morning hobby
pirates broadcast more free radio
details than most DXers can cope
with. For more information on hobby
pirates, see 'Off the Record' in the
July 1991 issue of SWM.

For the technically minded, the
Radio Society of Great Britain has a
regular Sunday morning news
bulletin. This provide details of the
current state of the bands, together
with sunspot and propagation data.

Table 1 provides a quick glance
to listening times which might be
useful. However, it should be noted
that the list is not exhaustive and you
might have to experiment a little as
to which broadcast can be received
best at your location. Details are, of
course, subject to change!

17.535 Ane
i 12,40 hue

1935 MHZ

Hints & Tips

As most programmes offer a great
deal of information, the following
tips maybe helpful:
Unless you can write very quickly,
tape record the programmes. Times,
frequencies and addresses often
benefit from a second listen. If your
main interest is DX news, get this

Work, Wide
Christina Radio

from the
European stations. A programme
originating in the Americas or the
Pacific is unlikely to contain much
useful information for a listener in
the UK. Organise the wealth of
information that you will collect. This
maybe done in a notebook or
perhaps a system of index cards
arranged by time or frequency.

To give you some idea of what to
expect from DX programmes:

Austria: Radio Austria
International produces Austrian
Short Wave Panorama, a magazine
style programme of features and
broadcast news. Also included is a
report from Glenn Hauser.

Bulgaria: Radio Sofia's DX
programme gives news and tips,
along with occasional interviews.
The last programme of each month
includes propagation predictions for
the following few weeks. The show is
broadcast several times during the
week, but the first play is on Friday.

Ecuador: DX Partyline from HCJB
celebrated its thirtieth anniversary in
1991. The programme offers very
comprehensive coverage of all
aspects of s.w. listening and DXing,
including a section on DX clubs and
newsletters. Bandscan details the
stations which can be heard on a
particular band in HCJB's part of the
world. A list of DX clubs is available
for one IRC from HCJB, Casilla 691,
Quito, Ecuador.
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Table 1

Time (UTC)
0030, 0230 & 0500
0815 (0915 summer)
0900, 0930, 1000 & 1030
1230, 1330, 1630 & 2330
0018, 0218 & 0418
0405
1800
0835, 1035, 1135, 1250, 1435, 1635, 1835 & 2105

Monday 1930
0330
0000 & 1330
0035 & 0635

Tuesday 0930, 1130, 1530, 1730 & 1930
1335, 1605, 1830 & 1935

1st & 3rd Tuesday
1340, 1610, 2140 & 2340
0730

Thursday 0150, 0750, 0950, 1150, 1350, 1550, 1750 & 1950
0030, 0415

Friday 2215
0050, 0250, 0350
2115 & 2330

Saturday 0730, 1000 & 1900
0415
0618, 0918, 1118, 1318, 1518, 1718, 2018 & 2218
1930 & 2130
2110

Day
Sunday

Station
HCJB, Ecuador
Adventist World Radio
RSGB
Radio Austria Int
Swiss Radio International
WWCR
RSGB
Radio Korea
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria
Radio Austria Int
WWCR
Radio Korea
Radio Australia
Polish Radio

Radio Sweden International
WWCR
Radio Netherlands
Radio Sofia
WWCR
Radio Netherlands
Radio Sofia
HCJB
Radio Sofia
Swiss Radio International
Spanish National Radio
Voice of America

Programme
DX Party Line
World DX News
GB2RS News
Austrian SW Panorama
Swiss Short Wave Merry -Go -Round
Glenn Hauser's World of Radio
GB2RS News
Short Wave Feedback

Austrian SW Panorama
Glenn Hauser's World of Radio

Communicator

Media Scan
Glenn Hauser's World of Radio
Media Network

Glenn Hauser's World of Radio
Media Network

DX Partyline

Short Wave Merry -go -Round

Communications World

Korea: Letters from listeners are
answered in Radio Korea's Short
Wave Feedback, but the programme
includes a section called 'William
Matthew's Technical Corner', which
deals with DX news. They have a
monthly prize quiz and acknowledge
reception reports during the
programme.

The Netherlands: Radio
Netherlands International's Media
Network lasts for about thirty
minutes and is presented by
Jonathan Marks. Many aspects of
DXing are covered, with features and
reviews of new equipment. The
station has a range of excellent DX -
related publications available free of
charge. For details, write to Radio
Nederland Wereldomroep, PO Box
222, 1200 JG Hilversum, The
Netherlands. Ask for a copy of the
current Listener Services Catalogue.

Italy: World DX News from
Adventist World Radio begins each
week with a look at broadcasting in a
featured country. This offers a brief
yet informative insight to the history
of radio in the country concerned.
Following this is a short programme
of DX news and tips, with occasional
receiver reviews, which is compiled
and presented by the Danish Short
Wave Clubs International. They

specialise in the tropical bands and
medium wave DXing and welcome
DX tips from listeners. Write to them
at DSCWI, Tavleager 31, DK 2670
Greve Strand, Denmark.

Sweden: The longest running
specialist DX programme is Radio
Sweden International's Media Scan
formerly Sweden Calling DXers,
which has enjoyed over 1200
editions. The programme used to go
out every week but nowadays it is
broadcast only on 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays, with a repeat on
Wednesday. A few years ago, one
programme could provide enough
news to keep most DXers happy and
the station would mail weekly
bulletins to contributors. Sadly,
those days are gone. 'Media Scan is
now presented as a lively
programme of DX features and radio
related interviews and appears to
favour news concerning recent
developments such as satellite and
packet radio.

Switzerland: Short Wave Merry -
go -Round' is Swiss Radio
International's DX programme. It is
presented by the Two Bobs - Zanotti

and Thomann - who specialise in
answering listeners' technical
questions. Sunspot reports and
predictions are provided by the
Royal Belgian Observatory. Address
questions to the Two Bobs, Swiss
Radio International, 3000 Berne 15.
Switzerland.

USA: Several stations carry Glenn
Hauser's World of Radio, but it can
be heard well via World Wide
Christian Radio. The programme
includes very detailed information
with plenty of DX news and tips.
Equipment reviews and radio
magazines are also featured.

In addition to these, Radio
Australia's Communicator and the
Voice of America's Communications
World both offer magazine style
news, interviews and features. Polish
Radio, Poland and Spanish National
Radio provide some DX news and
tips and radio related features during
their weekly programmes.

So, next time you are frustrated
because you have 'lost' a station, or
you need inspiration for a frequency
to try, give one of these programmes
a listen. Hopefully, it will add to your
enjoyment of s.w. as well as helping
to keep you up to date with the
bands.
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We also have
base and
mobile aerials
by Maldol,
Diamond,
Comet and
Jaybeam plus
a wide
range of
accessories.

I SOUTH WALES LEADING

R AMATEUR RADIO SHOP
EVERYTHING FOR THE ENTHUSIAST

These are just a
for the best pric
YAESU
FT990 General coverage RX & ATU &

PSU.

FT890 Compact HF base/mobile
F1747 Budget HF rig

FT530 Yaesu dual band hand-held

FM DUAL BANDER
TM -702E

part of our stock, phone me
es. Phil GW4 REX

SCANNERS
AOR3000A The best desk top receiver

with SSB

ICOM
IC735 Still one of Icom's best HF rigs

IC728 Fully featured, budget price

IC729 The 728' with 6 metres

ICW21E Easy to operate dual band
hand-held

IC21E Surely the smallest 2 metre
handheld

KENWOOD
TS950SOX Top of the range

TS5OS The truly 'mobile' mobile
HF

TS742 Latest tri-bander

TH78/48/28 Kenwood's hand -portable
family

AOR1500E 500KHz to 1500MHz lots of
extras

Yupiteru MVT7000 One of the best
hand-helds

Yupiteru MVT7100

Yupiteru VT225

Yupiteru VT125

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES, WITH MANUFACTURERS

SUPPORT AVAILABLE.

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS
ACCESS, VISA ACCEPTED

PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO LIMITED
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GWAELOD - Y- GARTH
CARDIFF CF4 8JN UK

Fairmate HP2000

TEL (0222) 810999 FAX: (0222) 813369

The 7000 with SSB

Air band and marine

Dedicated air band
at attractive price

One of the best
selling hand-helds

Come and see us

MONDAY to SATURDAY

9:00am - 5:00pm

CWAELOD
V-GARTH

SWANS

O 0 0 CID
O 0 o =
O 0 0 =I
MI 0 0 1:3
O 0 MI NI

LONDON-.
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Radio of the Fut
Since the start of radio broadcasting, short wave has been the only cost effective way of
transmitting radio programmes across continents. Now, satellite technology has advanced to
such a stage that it may be possible within a matter of years to supplement, and perhaps
eventually replace, short wave radio with direct satellite broadcasting. Peter Shore gazes into
the not too distant future...

A couple of years ago, the Soviet
Union existed, student uprisings in
China were being brutally put down
and short wave radio was the most
effective tool available to
international broadcasters for the
transmission of programmes. But
then, within a matter of weeks of
each other, two companies based in
the United States put forward
proposals which, they suggested,
might revolutionise the way
international radio programmes
would be delivered to listeners.

Radiosat and WorldSpace
proposed to launch satellites that
would beam international radio
services direct to
small,

portable
receivers in high
quality audio without the
reception problems that affect short
wave signals. The two companies
suggested slightly different systems.
Radiosat wanted to use frequencies
around 1.5GHz, whilst WorldSpace
suggested that a higher band,
around 2.5GHz, would be its
preferred choice.

10

At first glance, the lower
frequency proposal seemed to be
most sound, especially, said
Radiosat's Richard Marsten (a former
member of RCA Astro Electronics
Division and of NASA) as this band
offers best reception characteristics
using the least expensive satellite
transmission and reception
techniques. Losses at 1.5GHz are just
about equal to v.h.f.-f.m.

But much depended on the
outcome of the deliberations of the
World Administrative Radio
Conference, WARC-92, held in
February last year, which was to

discuss the possible allocation of
frequencies to the proposed

Broadcasting Satellite
Services -Sound (BSS -
Sound) envisaged by
WorldSpace and Radiosat.

The principal problem for
member countries (known
as Administrations) of the
International
Telecommunication Union
(ITU), the organiser of
WARC-92, was that
frequencies around 1.5GHz
are extensively used for
communications by the
military who clearly did
not wish to relinquish
access.

There was
considerable debate,
often acrimonious, as
administrations fought

to preserve their internal
frequency allocations against

international pressure. Eventually,
compromise was reached, but
resulting in a split allocation of three
separate frequency ranges in varying
areas of the world. Much of the
world opted for the allocation of
1.452-1.492GHz, but others decided

SW .

]

on 2.535-2.655 and a third smaller
group chose 2.310-2.360GHz. The
map, in Fig. 1, shows the world-
wide picture of the 1.5GHz allocation.

Proposals

Let us return to the pre-WARC
proposals of Radiosat. The satellite
envisaged by the company would
have had enormous antennas, with
apertures of between 28 and 50
metres, much bigger than anything
in orbit at present. Such a large
aperture means that the coverage
area becomes very small, but this
can be overcome by having 50
beams on each channel, with each
beam covering an earth area of
around 285 square kilometres.

The signals from the satellite
would have to cope with natural and
man-made objects on earth, but
initial calculations by Radiosat's
engineers suggested that the
margins from the 3dB points are
12dB through foliage and 15dB
through buildings. An incidental loss
allowance of 2.5dB has been built in
to those calculations.

Signal processing would be based
on the European Eureka 147
standard for Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB), which is likely to
start being introduced
experimentally on terrestrial
transmissions in early 1995. Eureka
147 offers CD quality stereo sound,
but Radiosat's intention was not to
broadcast quite such high quality as
the system allows. "International
radio is mainly voice -based
programming," says Marsten, "and
so CD quality is not needed. But we
will offer much better quality than
current short wave audio".

As for the receivers, Radiosat
claimed back in 1991 to have started
exploratory talks with manufacturers,
and said it would be possible to
market L -band satellite receivers at



ure?

around US$50(£38). Each set
would have a telescoping Yagi-
type antenna with 13-15dB
gain which, even when fully
extended, would be relatively
small. Digital tuning would be
standard as ease of operation
is one of the goals for BSS -
Sound. In addition, car radios
are a prime candidate for BSS -
Sound, using a flat plate
antenna built into the car roof.

Even if a satellite could be
constructed and receivers sold
in the consumer market place,
there are still hurdles to be
overcome. The allocation of space
orbits is governed by treaties and
any launch by a commercial
company has to be regulated
through a member administration of
the ITU. Each administration may
apply for orbit slots and indeed, the

It
WORD IS A LAMP UNTO MY FEET" PSALM 119

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO

15,690 KHZ.
7,520 KHZ.
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'parking places'. As one satellite is
insufficient to cover the whole world,
a minimum of three satellites in
geostationary orbit would be
required. Engineers are now thinking
of using different orbits, perhaps
highly elliptical, or even low earth,
orbits for BBS-Sound. That increases
the numbers of satellites required to

perhaps nine
for global
coverage. At a
cost of
between
US$100 million
and $150
million for
each satellite,
a great deal of
investment is
required.

It is clear
the BSS -Sound
is not going to
be the
exclusive
playground of
the
international
broadcasting
community.

The best way forward would be to
encourage domestic broadcasters to
make use of this new delivery

--Asiiiftid01111111111111r
No Alternative Allocations.

MI Secondary Allocation until April 1 2007.

Additional Primary for Aero Mobile on National basis.

Fixed/Mobile ONLY (no BSS(S) or BC).

government of Tonga has been
reported as taking steps to become a
space broker, applying for tens of
orbital positions with a view to
selling them off the the highest
bidder as the competition increases
for the decreasing number of space

system. For countries such as Zaire,
which has a similar area as
continental Europe, yet a population
of only 34 million, satellite radio
would be a highly effective and
inexpensive way of reaching the
entire population without the need to
invest in costly networks of medium
wave or f.m. stations, whilst greatly
improving reception over that
currently offered by short wave. It is
reported that intergovernmental
organisations such as the World
Health Organisation have expressed
interest in the possibilities that
satellite radio can offer in terms of
education for the developing world.
Perhaps, if domestic and
international broadcasters can work
together and other partners can be
persuaded to join, satellite radio has
a future.

The End?

Of course, if you are a 'dyed in the
wool' DXer, the prospect of end of
short wave radio is unattractive, as
searching for the weak signals of
domestic or regional short wave
broadcasters is a particularly
absorbing part of the radio hobby.
Satellite radio will inevitably arrive at
some point in the next ten years or
so, but I think that reports of the
demise of short wave radio as a
communications means have been
much exaggerated.

m:nw,gaggcyla,u,
1111whapomaer..4mokalopoompArta 11



Gadgets and Accessories
Whilst it is possible to be a short wave
listener armed only with a receiver
connected to an antenna, the listening
pleasure is greatly enhanced by the
acquisition of appropriate accessories,
says Matthew Probert.

A cursory glance through the
pages of any radio hobbyist
magazine rapidly brings to the
attention of the reader the
multitude of accessories
available for the listening
station. The problem restraining
the novice short wave listener is
which accessories will enhance
his or her listening pleasure and
which will only aid in the
migration of the bank balance

antenna that is poorly matched
to the receiver, such as a
random long wire antenna, but
little or no improvement when
used with a correctly matched
antenna, such as a commercial
active receiving antenna. The
a.t.u. has another, less
publicised, use -that of reducing
overloading effects when a poor
quality receiver is used with an
external antenna or when a

This unit combines a pre -selector with a pre-
amplifier to give the best of both worlds to the
listener.

from black to red!
The suitability of any

individual accessory will vary
from one short wave listener to
another, being dependant upon
individual circumstances and
desire. An understanding of the
use of individual accessories
will enable a short wave listener
to determine which items may
prove beneficial in their
receiving shack. Respecting the
old axiom, 'one man's meat is
another man's poison', the
following description of
accessories is arranged in
alphabetical order.

ATU

An a.t.u., or antenna (aerial)
tuning unit, is primarily designed
for impedance matching the
antenna to the receiver. This
operation results in stronger
signals being received from an

12

nearby transmitter causes
interference on frequencies
other than the one at which it is
transmitting.

On the negative side, some
a.t.u.s will provide little
improvement with very badly
mismatched antennas. The
general opinion amongst
experienced radio amateurs and
short wave listeners is that an
a.t.u. is essential for serious
short wave listening.

Audio Filter

An audio filter is a box that
connects the receiver and an
external loudspeaker or pair of
headphones and reduces the
amount of noise heard.

Audio filters may be either
'passive' or 'active', an active
audio filter
being a

device that

Clock

A clock is vital for noting the
time of programme details when
reporting reception to broadcast
stations. Notice that the time
should be UTC (GMT as it used

to be called) and must be
accurate!

Computer

A computer can be used for
controlling some
communications receivers or,
with suitable software, for
decoding Morse code, RTTY,
FAX and slow scan TV signals.
The only problem with a
computer in the shack is the
large amount of interference
that can be generated by the
computer, which unless you can
find some way of preventing it
reaching the receiver will
obliterate all but the strongest
signals. The problem of
interference should not be
underestimated, but is not
guaranteed to be a problem.

External
Loudspeaker

The readability of received
signals will often be improved by
the connection of an external
loudspeaker. An external
loudspeaker is also useful for
use with an audio filter.

This Sony cassette
recorder was reviewed
in the September 1991
issue of SWM.

requires power from an external
power supply.

Audio filters may be
comprised of one or more of the
following:

low pass, high pass, band
pass or notch filters.

A low pass filter reduces
high pitched (treble) sounds,
such as 'monkey chatter' from
adjacent s.s.b. transmissions. A
high pass audio filter reduces
the volume of low frequency
(bass) sounds, such as mains
hum. A band pass filter is a
combination of low and high
pass filters to eliminate both
high pitched and low pitched
noise. A notch filter eliminates a
narrow band of frequencies, and
is used for removing whistle
from a signal.

An audio filter will often
improve the readability of a
received signal, but it should be
remembered that it only affects
the audio signal and, as such,
distortion caused by adjacent
transmissions will not be
improved by an audio filter; an
audio filter is not a replacement
for a high quality i.f. crystal
filter!

Cassette Recorder

Many communications receivers
allow a cassette recorder to be
connected so that transmissions
may be recorded. If you are
interested in collecting
broadcast station QSL cards,
then a cassette recorder will
prove to be invaluable so that
you may record a programme
and play it back whilst making
notes of the programme's
contents for reception reporting.

If your communications
receiver is equipped with a timer
and remote socket, a cassette
recorder may be used for
recording programmes whilst
you sleep or are otherwise
engaged.



for Short Wave Listeners
Frequency
Allocation Table

It is essential when searching
for specific radio signals to
know their approximate location
within the short wave spectrum.
A frequency allocation table will
provide you with the allocations
of each part of the short wave
band to the various services;
Amateur, aviation, marine.
military, etc. Alternatively, a
good frequency guide is a
valuable aid.

Great Circle Map

A Great Circle Map is a world
map in a circular format centred
on an individual country or town,
often London. Around the edge
of the map are printed
directional bearings from 0 to
360°. If you are using a rotatable
directional antenna, a great
circle map centred on your
country will enable you to point
your antenna at the desired part
of the world.

Headphones

A pair of headphones are
essential for maintaining
domestic peace during those
midnight DX sessions! At other
times, headphones keep out
domestic noise and interference
ranging from the sound of the TV
to requests to do the washing
up. All things considered, a
useful addition to the shack!

If you don't want to buy
a ready-made a.t.u., why
not have a go at
building your own?

Log Book

A log book enables details of
transmissions received to be
recorded for posterity and cross
referencing. A log book can be
very useful for reminding you
when and where a particular
broadcast station may be
received, and for keeping track
of how many countries have
been received.

Morse/RTTY
Decoder

A Morse/RTTY decoder or
reader is a box that connects to
the external loudspeaker socket
of the communications receiver
and decodes the received tones
into text that may be displayed
either on a built-in monitor or on
a connected television screen.

At first thought these little
black boxes are quite fantastic,

00000000
DO 0 0
DO 00

decoding all those bleeps and
whistles from government
embassies and Morse signals
from low power amateur
stations effortlessly. There may
be, however, a few negative
issues. Depending upon your
receiver, the decoder may have

to be

connected
to the
external
speaker
socket of
the

iiiii000011111101011011
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communications receiver. It is
then not possible to
simultaneously listen for suitable
signals and decode them.
Instead, you must tune into a
signal, plug in the decoder and
hope you have tuned in
correctly. If not, you have to
tune in 'deaf', always assuming
that the station being decoded is
still transmitting! Even if you do
get tuned in correctly, these
automatic decoding machines
can have trouble with hand -sent
Morse code.

Pre -selector

If you have a receiver that is
prone to overloading, or if you
are bothered by local
transmitting stations breaking
through into the other received
transmissions a pre -selector
may help reduce the problem. A
pre -selector is a box that
connects between the receiver

re: /OLP tocra.l.1
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and the antenna and allows you
to tune it to only accept radio
signals with a an narrow band of
frequencies reaching the
receiver antenna socket. Some
pre -selectors are passive
devices, others may contain a
pre -amplifier to boost the

wanted
signal, in
which case

it will need to be connected to
an external power supply.

Receiver Pre-
amplifier

Weak signals may be boosted by
a receiver pre -amplifier
connected between the antenna
and the receiver. These devices
should be used with care as
they can cause overloading of
the receiver front-end, which
manifests itself in symptoms of
distortion, noise and broadcasts
being heard on frequencies
other than the one they are
transmitted on. This symptom
being called 'harmonic
reception', and is a very big
nuisance to short wave
listeners.

By now hopefully, you will
have some idea of what is
available for the enhancement
of your listening pleasure, and
know a little more about those

peculiar add-on devices which
are so frequently advertised,
and yet so rarely described.
I'm sure some of you can think
of others, but at least this
article may start you thinking
that a radio and antenna isn't
the whole picture.

Good listening!

Both these decoders
are popular with
s.w.l.s. You don't need
a computer, just plug
these into the external
speaker socket. It's a
good idea to invest in a

adaptor so that you
can plug in an external
speaker as well as the
decoder.
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Organise your
DX Time
Do you ever feel you are not using your DXing time as effectively
as you could? Perhaps you have missed a programme because
you were unable to find your note of the station's new frequency.
Or you have an hour or so to spare but can't decide on a station or
band to try for the most likely success. Roy Spencer believes a little
time organising your listening post could help overcome these
frustrating problems.

A reasonably active DXer or short
wave listener can accumulate a
surprising amount of paper in a short
period. Along with replies to letters
and reception reports, there may be
unsolicited new schedules and
magazines. Add to these notes of
new stations to listen out for and
details of stations already heard and
you can have quite a pile!

Many of us have demands other
than DXing on our spare time, so it is
useful to have our listening post in
some sort of order. Then when you

in time order. If your DXing time is
always during the same hours, you
will, of course, not need details for
the whole day.

On each card, I enter details of
those stations which I might be able
to hear at that particular time. A
typical entry shows the station's
name, country, frequencies used and
the time the broadcast is expected to
end. An example of a card is shown
in Fig. 1.

If I wish to spend some time
DXing at 2000, for example, I simply

Schedules

Most
international
broadcasters
send out two or
more frequency
schedules or
programme guides
each year. It
doesn't take long
before they form an unruly heap on
the desk or the floor. It is worthwhile
to extract useful information from

each schedule as
soon as possible,
then file it away.

When a new
schedule arrives,
transfer the
required details
onto the
appropriate time
cards, ready for
use. Mark all
entries in pencil,
so they may be
erased when

2000

WCSN, USA 13770 (20001
Switzerland 3985, 6165, 9535 (20301
Portugal 11740 (Mon -Fri only) (20301
Pyongyang 9325, 11760 (2100)

Fig. 1: A typical Index card.

Fig. 2: A page from a log book.

Frequency Data Tinto
St.,t End

Station IL Country Progremme details SINPO

5930 2 1819 1827 R. Prague International 'Listeners' Review' - pornography in Czechoslovakia 54444
15575 2 1828 1829 R. Korea. Seoul Mineral water in Korea 44334
21480 2 1905 1910 HCJB, Ecuador Preview of 'DX Partyline': News 44343
8190 2 2256 2300 Swiss R. International 'Swiss Shortwave Merry -Go -Round' 54444

have a few spare moments, the time
is not wasted by hunting around for
the latest programme schedule or
the address for a reception report.

Probably the most important
information to keep to hand is details
of what you can expect to hear
during your DXing hours. The way
you keep the information is a matter
of personal taste but it must be
easily found when needed. I keep a
series of index cards, measuring
about 150 x 100mm. There is a
separate card for each 15 minutes of
the day, from 0000 to 2345 and filed

find the card for that time and check
the notes for suitable
stations/frequencies to try.

You may prefer to keep the
information in an exercise book or
loose-leaf binder. I have found that
these methods, while fairly
satisfactory, are more awkward than
cards to work with and pages soon
become worn.

necessary.
File schedules

away in alphabetical order - first of
country, then name of station. They
may be stored in a variety of ways,
from ring binders to shoe boxes or
perhaps in a drawer. So long as they
are easy to find if they are needed
again!

Log Book

A log book is invaluable for
recording facts to help in finding a
particular station on a later occasion,
as well as bring of historical interest.

My own log records details of
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broadcasts heard as follows: the
date, start and finish times,
frequency in kilohertz, station name,
country, location of transmitter if
relay is in use, brief details of the
programme, language if other than
English and SINPO rating. A few
entries in typical log are shown in
Fig. 2.

It may be useful to keep separate
log books for different types of
station, such as a.m., f.m., s.w.,
utility, amateur and so on,
depending on your interests.

Letters Sent

It is a good idea to keep track of
correspondence sent and awaiting
reply. To do this, I use sheets of A4
paper, divided into columns for the
destination, date sent and date of
any reply which is later received. A
notebook would be equally effective
for this purpose.

A quick glance at the Reply
column shows which letters are
outstanding at any time.

Additional columns may be
included according to your own
needs. They might be for the cost of
any return postage submitted, the
length of time
taken to receive
a reply or brief
details of
the
corres-
pondence.

Stations
Heard

If you have heard
or verified a
number of
stations,
you
may be

unable to remember whether or not
you have a QSL card for a given
station. I use index cards for this
purpose also. Using a card for each
station, they show the broadcaster's
name and country, with notes of the
date that the broadcaster was first
heard and whether a QSL card is
held or awaited. Like schedules, the
cards are filed in order first of
country, then station.

Clock

It is almost essential to keep a 24 -
hour clock in the shack, set to
UTC/GMT at all times. It can be more
than a little confusing to hear
announcements in UTC when
looking at a clock which is set to
BST!

Reception Reports

Whilst it is not really necessary, it
can be useful to

keep a carbon
copy of each
reception report

which is
sent. It may

be convenient
to file these in

date or station
order, according to the

number you send out.

New Information

DX news, hints and tips can
come from a variety of sources,

from specialist radio
programmes and club bulletins to

the 'Long, Medium & Short'
section of Short Wave
Magazine.

It is vital to record this new
information as soon as

possible so it can
be used whilst it

is fresh. Record
suggestions

for new frequencies to try
on the index

RADIO SWEDEN siLinit
A selection of the stickers and
pennants you can hope to receive
following your reception reports.
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cards for the appropriate
time. As many news
items lose their validity
after a short time, I also
note the date of the item
on the card. If I have been
unable to confirm a

particular tip after a few weeks, it is
erased.

QSL Cards

I used to display my QSL cards on
the wall of my listening post but as
my collection grew, there were
constraints on space. I tried storing
them in country order in a shoe box,
but as the cards do not come in a
standard size this was far from
satisfactory.

I now keep QSLs in scrap/cuttings
books, which are available from
most stationers, newsagents and
even some supermarkets.

The cards themselves are held
firmly into place by transparent
photograph corners. Each cuttings
book comfortably stores about 100
QSLs. As QSLs may only be
displayed with one visible side, it is
possible to enter any desired
information adjacent the appropriate
card.

Stickers and
Pennants

Stickers may be used to decorate
covers of the QSL books, but this is
impossible for those which are
intended for display in a car window.
These may be displayed in picture
frames, by sticking the outward side
of the sticker to the glass. A
disadvantage of this, apart from the
obvious cost involved, is the amount
of wall space taken up by the frames.

Pennants pose a different
problem. They are best displayed by
pinning to the wall as decoration,
although they do seem to attract
dust - particularly those produced in
fabric. To avoid dust, pennants may
also be displayed behind glass, but
due to their size this could be
expensive.

There are probably a few other
ways you could improve the
efficiency of your listening post,
depending on your level of activity
and interest. Although the initial
setting up of a system similar to that
described here may take a few hours,
the investment in time is well
worthwhile for later listening
sessions.
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Aids to Better
Reception
It's not everyone who can afford the
latest hi -tech short wave receiver
these days, so one is tempted to look
around for alternatives if one wants
to improve one's receiving facilities.
This can often be done by the
addition of supplementary units,
says Arthur C. Gee.
The performance of the middle range
short wave receiver can be much
improved by the addition of two
units that are all too often ignored by
the s.w. listener. I have recently
invested in a couple of such units
that have produced a very
worthwhile improvement to
reception facilities.

The first of these is a pre -selector
for the antenna side of the set-up.
One so often spends considerable
amounts of time and money erecting
as effective an antenna as one can
and yet the improvement in the
antenna system possible by the use
of a pre -selector unit is quite
overlooked.

For the past year or so, I have
been using a Hamgear PMX Pre -
selector made by Hamgear
Electronics, 125 Wroxham Road,
Sprowston, Norwich. This is a
very nice little unit that fits
conveniently on top of my Trio R-600
receiver. It tunes in six switched
ranges covering 1.7 to 34MHz, with
antenna load and gain controls
brought out to the front panel. It
requires a minimal 12V 40mA d.c.
power supply that can be provided
by a battery or a.c. power supply.

The literature that comes with it
gives full instructions on how to
connect up and tune for the best
results. Attention is drawn to the
improvement made when used with
the antennas frequently pushed into
use by the average s.w. listener, such
as any odd length of wire, be it
vertical or horizontal, where
restricted space only is available or
when anything from the picture rail,
loop antennas, window sill whips or
even garden fence is used as an
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antenna. Experience over the past
few months thoroughly confirms the
value of installing such a unit.

The second unit recently installed
is an audio filter unit. As I wanted
something to enhance c.w. signals, I
was more interested to hear of a unit
being launched onto the market by
Stuart Dodson G3PDD, an old friend
of mine who now lives in the next
village to me. A phone call soon
brought him round with one to try
out.

Its principle facility is its ability to
copy very weak signals which are
below the level the human ear can
resolve or are buried in the noise. It
does this by wiping out the noise
present in the receiver output and
then amplifying the signal.

Audio filters really come into their
own when band conditions are going
out and the ionised layers of the
ionosphere, which are responsible
for refracting the radio waves, are
breaking up when only low angle
singles are refracted.

With such conditions only DX
stations can be heard but not copied
due to heavy noise present and the
very weak nature of the signals.
Obviously something is required to
cut out most of the noise and at the
same time provide some useful
amplification.

This is when an audio filter comes
into its own. A demonstration of
Stuart's prototype receiving a c.w.
signal through heavy noise, so weak
that one would not have bothered to
try to copy it, soon proved the claims

made for it. The filter easily changed
it into a signal too loud to wear
headphones. Such comments as
'Using the filter is as good as having
a four -element beam at sixty feet'
and 'With this filter you will be able
to listen to the insects talking to one
another!' are thoroughly justified.
This latter comment led to the unit
being named the Insect Filter.

Not surprisingly, a filter of this
high performance and gain requires
both input and output attenuators.
These are provided with front panel
controls. These are calibrated in S -
points rather than dB as S -point
indication is more understandable to
the uninitiated dB. Up to 10 S -points
or 100dB of attenuation are provided
for.

It comes in a smart metal case
200mm wide by 150mm deep by
75mm high and requires a d.c. power
supply around 13.8V. Listeners with
computers will be interested to learn
that provision can be made for a
built-in flexible computer terminal
giving outputs at audio frequencies,
t.t.l. and RS232C.

The unit is available as a kit or
ready-made and tested and a 'get
you going alignment service' is
available if required. Full details
from: Stuart Dodson, The Haven,
Lound Road, Blundeston,
Lowestoft NR32 5AT. Tel: (0502)
732322.

Pre -selector and Audio Filter units
both built-up and in kit form are
readily available, of course, apart
from the two mentioned herewith,
but the principle of the
improvements made is the same no
matter what the origin of the units
might be.
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A Short Wave Tour of
the Caribbean
No matter how Central America and
the Caribbean were created they
offer any number of interesting and
enticing targets for DXers. My
purpose here is to review the current
short wave broadcasting scene in
this area and, I hope, offer some help
in tuning in these stations.

Short wave broadcasting in
Central America, as well as the
Caribbean, is in nowhere near as
healthy a state as it was 20 or 30 or
40 years ago. A quick check of the
1967 edition of the World Radio TV
Handbook shows listings for more
than 20 short wave stations in
Honduras, over 25 in the Dominican
Republic, over 20 in Haiti, seven in
Nicaragua. A decade ago, Nicaragua
was down to four, Honduras and the
Dominican Republic seven each and
Haiti four.

The numbers have slipped even
further in the past decade. Trinidad,
Jamaica, the Turks and Caicos
Islands, Grenada, Martinique,
Panama and Belize had stations
years ago but are not represented on
short wave today. Central American
short wave seems to be an
endangered species, particularly the
commercial stations for which short
wave doesn't really serve much of a
purpose any longer.

It seems that fewer and fewer
people in Central America own or
listen to short wave radios. Even
most of the governments no longer
operate short wave stations, though
most have at one time or other in the
past.

The short wave transmitters of
commercial stations are, in many
cases, little more than an
afterthought - sometimes even a
now and again hobby of a station
owner or chief engineer and not high
on the list of priorities when it comes
to making a living. If a transmitter
breaks down it may not get attention
any time soon - if ever!

Still, given all these negatives,
every now and then a new religious
or even commercial short wave
station does appear and hope
springs anew that perhaps, just
perhaps, a resurgence is right
around the corner.

The stations often operate with
split schedules, meaning they are on
the air for a few hours in the local
morning and again for a period in
the local evening. This is sometimes
due to economic factors, perhaps to
conserve fuel or because of electric
power supply shortages, or it's a
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case of there really being no need to
be on in the middle of the day.

The numerous church or
missionary -run stations devote much
of their broadcast time to
programming in local indian
languages, so Spanish is not
necessarily the language one will
hear.

I've supplied mailing addresses
for DXers who like to send reception
reports and seek QSL replies. Except
for the larger, more established
religious broadcasters (such as AWR
and TIFC) reports in Spanish are
recommended. Return postage
should also be included - in the form
of mint stamps of the country in
question or International Reply
Coupons, though IRCs are of little
use in the smaller towns.

This listing does not include the
BBC and Deutsche Welle relays at
Antigua nor the new Radio Exterior
de Espana Costa Rica relay since
they are quite easily heard and
provide no local flavour in their
programming.

XEXQ at the University of San
Luis Potosi, Mexico, is active on
short wave only rarely.

Costa Rica

Costa Rica has a fairly even mix of
religious and commercial
broadcasters, though the commercial
stations are not as consistently
active.

Radio Reloj is one of the oldest
continually active short wave

When God flung the earth
into orbit, He may well
have grabbed the globe
right in the middle of the
Western Hemisphere; that
big squeeze creating
Central America - with
little bits spitting out into
the waters, becoming
islands in the Caribbean.
Gerry Dexter takes us on a
radio tour around the area.

stations in all of Central America,
even without tracing its roots back to
its short wave predecessor, Radio
Cristal. Part of the large Sistema
Radiofonica HB group, TIHB operates
24 hours a day on 4.832 and
6.006MHz, using 3kW on each
frequency. It's easily spotted by the
time checks aired every minute. In
between are news headlines, sports

announcements. The station
proclaims itself 'numero uno en
Costa Rica'. Reception reports go to
Apartado 341 1000 San Jose.

Faro del Caribe, the 'Lighthouse
of the Caribbean' is one of the
world's older missionary stations,
but unfortunately, not as well heard
as it was years ago, due to frequency
and schedule changes. TIFC began in
1948 and was Costa Rica's first non-
commercial station. The frequency of
5.055MHz is used with 5kW between
1000-2000 and 2300-0600 (with
English from 0300 to 0400),
6.175MHz with 2.5kW operates from
1000 to 2000 and 9.655MHz, with
500W, from 1000 to 1800. The station
is a good verifier. The address is
Apartado 2710, 1000 San Jose.

AWR Latin America, also known
as Radio Lira, is one of the several
short wave stations operated by
Adventist World Radio. It expanded
its original facilities after the
purchase of the transmitters once
used by the now silent Radio
Impacto, located at the town of
Cahuita. The frequencies used are
5.030, 5.970, 6.150, 9.725 (sometimes
9.722.5), 11.870, 13.750 and
15.460MHz, with transmitter powers
of 20 and 50kW. The main broadcast
periods are 1100-1500 and 2300 to
0500, though not all frequencies are
in use for both. Each period includes
from one to two hours of English.
The station is an excellent verifier of
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reception reports, which can be
directed to: Apartado 1177, 4050
Alajuela, Costa Rica.

Radio Casino, at Puerto Limon is
usually a difficult catch, even for
listeners in North America who are,
obviously, in a much better position
to log it. That's due to the station's
frequency (variable 5.953MHz),
which often means it's buried under
signals from strong international
broadcasters. TIQ runs one kilowatt
and is scheduled from 1030-0600,
including English from 0400 to 0600
and at 1100 to 1200. It's also said to
carry some Spanish language
programming from the Voice of
America. The most opportune time
for reception would seem to be
during the last hour or so its UTC
morning schedule. Write to: Apartido
287, 7301 Puerto Limon.

Radio Rumbo, TICAL, located
near the town of Cartago (at the foot
of the Irazu Volcano), is one of many
Central American stations that seem
to be active on only a periodic basis
though perhaps, in this case, it may
simply be that we're unable to hear
the station on anything like a
consistent basis. It runs 3kW on
6.075MHz, operating from 1100 to
0530 with all Spanish, commercial
programming, featuring mostly Latin
American music. The potato cartoon
character on its QSL is a reflection of
the area's agricultural speciality. The
mailing address is Apartado 140,
7050 Cartago, but the transmitter is
actually at nearby Taras.

Radio Universidad de Costa

Rica is a non-commercial outlet
carrying news, educational and
cultural programming as well as
programs from various international
broadcasters. It first went on the air
in 1948, although short wave activity
has been on a rather on/off basis
over the years. The station is located
near San Jose, at San Pedro Montes
de Oca, on the Rodrigo Facio campus
of the University of Costa Rica.
TIUCR uses 6.105MHz with 2kW from
1258 to 0400. Reception reports
should be sent to Ciudad
Universitaria Rodrigo Facio, 1000
San Jose.

Radio For Peace International.
This station was established seven
years ago on the campus of the
United nations -affiliated University
for Peace and is also connected with
World Peace University of Eugene,
Oregon. The programming is largely
in English and is a rather eclectic mix
that tends to tilt to the left of the
political spectrum. Radio For Peace
International has expanded steadily,
adding hours, frequencies,
transmitters and higher power. It
now operated 24 hours a day,
though not all frequencies are in use
around the clock. Transmitter powers
are 2, 5 and 30kW. Check 7.375MHz
(24 hours), 7.385MHz (mostly using
upper sideband) running 0000-1200,
13.630MHz 24 hours, mostly in u.s.b.,
15.030MHz variable, 1400- to 0800
and 21.465MHz variable operating 24
hours. Reception reports go to
Apartado 88, Santa Ana, Costa Rica.

Cuba

It will be interesting to see what
happens to the broadcasting picture
in Cuba after Castro retires. Surely
we can expect an explosion of
private broadcasting! Perhaps some
will even use short wave. Meantime,
the choices are limited.

Radio Havana Cuba is the only
government -operated broadcaster in
the area that uses short wave on a
regular basis. Although economic
hard times have forced RHC to drop
some of its languages, services and
frequencies, many are still in
operation and RHC is not hard to find
on the short wave dial. Try English
beamed to Europe from 2100 to 2200
on 17.705MHz. QSLs may take a
while to arrive. RHC's address is

Apartado 6240, Havana, Cuba.
Radio Rebelde - Named after the

clandestine station Castro had up in
the mountains before he came to
power, Radio Rebelde is one of
several multi -station networks in
Cuba. the two short wave
transmitters are located at Bauta and
use 3.365MHz variable with 500W
and 5.025MHz with 10kW. The
schedule nominally runs from 1030
to 0500. Reports go to Apartado
6277, Havana 6, Cuba.

Dominican Republic
Short wave broadcasting from the
Dominican Republic is not in a
healthy state, although there have
been two or thee times in the past
couple of years when the patient
seemed to improve, only to have a
relapse. Radio Clarin, the best known
Dominican Republic station in recent
years, is permanently off short wave.

La N-103, or simply 'La N', this
station made a brief appearance
during 1992 then vanished. It is
worth keeping an ear out for a
possible return, however. The
station, with call letters HIQQ,
relayed its sister f.m. outlet on a 60m
frequency varying slightly around
4.800MHz, operating between 1000
and 0600. Address: Apartado 320,
Santiago.

Radio Barahona is another
station that came on short wave (18
July 1990) was active for a time, but
then disappeared. Whether this is to
be permanent or not is impossible to
say. HI5V was using a healthy 5kW
on somewhat variable 4.930MHz.
check between 0000 and 0400. It can
be reached at Apartado 20339, Santo
Domingo. Incidentally, there are at
least two Dominican Republic
broadcasters that have licences to
operate on short wave but have
never done so.

Radio Cima Cien is another
fairly new one on the short wave
bands. The programming is almost
all local music - the salsa and
caniendo. The few announcements
during the late evening (local) are
usually only mentions of 'Cima
Caniendo' and 'Cima Salsiando'.
HIVR operates on variable 4.960MHz
with 1kW from 2100-1000, though it
often signs off as 0400 or 0500. The
first QSLs from this one are now
being received from Apartado 804,
Santo Domingo.

Radio Amanacer Internacional
is operated by the Seventh Day
Adventist church and has been fairly
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A Short Wave Tour of Central

consistent in its operation in recent
years. HI1J uses 6.025MHz with 5kW
between 1000 and 0400. At one time
it aired programmes intended for
listeners in the United States and
may still. Reports go to Apartado
1500, Santo Domingo. The station is
pretty good about replying to
reception reports.

Radio Estrella is the newest
short wave station from the
Dominican Republic. Radio Estrella is
6.205MHz (power and call unknown)
and runs a quite variable schedule.
It's been heard to sign off as early as
0010 and as late as 0439. The
address is Apartado 135-2, Santo
Domingo.

Radio Santiago, HIAZ, is often
heard on one of the few 31m band
frequencies in use in Central
America. It has a history of irregular
operation, however. Check variable
9.878MHz between 2300 and 0400.
There are occasional English
identification announcements on this
commercial station - 'This is Radio
Santiago, International Wave'. the
address is Apartado 282, Santiago.

El Salvador

There is only marginal short wave
activity from this tiny country. The
former clandestine station Radio
Venceremos has now 'gone legit'
and is operating an f.m station. Now
and then this also appears on short
wave. It is scheduled from 1200 to
1500 and again at 0000 to 0300 or
0400 but operations are irregular.
The last reported frequencies were,
variously, 6.300, 6.320 and 6.750MHz.
The government's Radio Nacional
continues to ignore short wave, as it
did through the civil war.

Guatemala

Commercial short wave broadcasting
is not allowed in Guatemala, so the
only stations on the air are the
religious and educational types.
some are run by Catholic groups,
others by Protestants. In many cases
the stations operate on a split
schedule - a few hours in the local
morning, off during the daytime,
then back in the evening. Most of the
stations broadcast all or part of their
day in local indian languages. You'll
hear a lot of ranchera and marimba
music, too. All frequencies
mentioned may be slightly variable.

Radio Maya de Barillas. Run by
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the American Evangelist
Missionaries, Radio Maya was
founded in 1962 and uses two
transmitters - TGBA on 2.360 and
3.325MHz, both operating from 1030
to 1400 and 2330 to 0330 and both
using 1kW. Not surprisingly, the 90m
band outlet will be much easier to
hear than the 2.360MHz frequency.
Reports may be sent to Radio Maya,
13026 Barillas, Huehuetenango,
Guatemala.

La Voz de Atitlan. Located at
Santiago Atitlan, on the shores of the
famous lake, this station was started
by the Diocesia de Oklahoma (USA)
in 1968 and later turned over to a
local community group. In 1980 the
station director was kidnapped and
murdered by a right-wing military
group. Several other community
leaders also disappeared and are
believed to have been murdered.
Broadcasts stopped in 1980 and
resumed in 1982. TGDS uses 1kW on
2.390MHz between 2200 - 0115
(Sundays 1900 to 0000). The address
is simply Santiago de Atitlan,
Departamento, Solola.

Radio Cultural, popularly known
as TGNA, got going in 1950,under
the operation of the Central
American Mission (now CAM
International). It broadcasts religious,
cultural and educational
programming in Spanish, English
and several indian languages. TGNC
uses 3.300MHz with 10kW from 0955-
0630, with English from 0300 to 0430
(Sunday 2345-0430). TGNA uses
5.955MHz with only 250W from 1000-
0630. Its QSL card, showing the
quetzel bird, is in many an s.w.l.'s
collection. Reports go to Apartado
601, 01901 Guatemala City.

La Voz de Nahuala is operated
by the Diocesis de Spokane (USA)
and airs the majority of its

Radio XEUJ, Linares, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico on 5.980MHz has been
inactive for some time, but apparently
still holds its short wave licence.

programming in the Quiche
language. TGVN uses 3.360MHz with
1kW between 1100 and 1400 and
again from 2100 to 0300. The same
hours apply to the 5.040MHz
transmitter, also operating with 1kW.
Letters to La Voz de Nahuala,
Nahuala, Depto Solala.

Radio Tezulutlan began in 1975
and is largely funded by the Catholic
church in Guatemala. The name,
incidentally, is a K'ekchi Indian word
for 'land for war'. TGTZ began using
3.370MHz with 1kW two years after it
opened with 5kW on 4.835MHz. The
schedule is 1100 to 1600 and 2100 to
0300, though that will vary at times.
Reports go to Apartado 19, 16901
Coban, Alta Verapaz.

Radio Chortis, from Jocotan, a
town of about 2500 in Chiquimula
Department, is operated by the
Jocotan Catholic church. Like all the
other Guatemalan short wavers,
Chortis concentrates on educational
programming for a local audience
along with religious and cultural
programmes, announcements on
behalf of individuals (called 'avisos')
and a radio school of the air. It
operates TGCH on 3.380MHz using
1kW from 1100 to 1300 and 2100 to
0300. Address: Central Social, 20004
Jocotan, Chiquimula.

Radio Buenos Nuevas. On the
air since mid -1987, this station is
owned by a group of 29 Mam
churches to serve the approximately
half a million Mamindians in the
area. The station operates with 1kW
on 4.800MHz from 1100 to 1400 and
2200-0230. listen for the Spanish
language ident 'desde el corazan del
territoria Mam en San Sebastion,
transmite Radio Buenas Nuevas'.
Reports to TGBA go to 13020 San
Sebastian, Huehuetenango.

Radio Mam, not surprisingly
from its name, also specialises in
serving speakers of the Mam
language. It is owned by the
Asociacion Cultural Mam (Mam
cultural Association) and has been
broadcasting since 1975, with TGMN,
1kW on 4.825MHz from 1300 to 1700
and 2000-2330. The station can be
addressed in care of Acu'man,
Cabrican, Dept Quetzaltenango.

Radio K'ekchi' recently
celebrated its fifth year of service to
the K'ekchi' indian population in Alta
Verapaz Department. The station is
funded by an association of Baptist
churches serving this part of
Guatemala. programmes are in both
K'ekchi' and Spanish. TGVC's 2.5kW



America and the Caribbean

signal can be heard on 4.845MHz
from 1100 to 1700 and 2100 to 0300.
Reports go to the station in the small
town of Fray Bartolome de las Casas,
16015 Alta Verapaz.

Union Radio/AWR Guatemala -
Also known as La Voz de la Iglesia
Adventista in Latinoamerica, the
station was originally intended to be
AWR's main outlet in Latin America,
until that honour was given to the
Costa Rican station. AWR Guatemala
operates from large and modern
studios in the capital and, in addition
to its own programming, airs
programmes from a number of
different AWR production sources. A
single 5kW transmitter operates on
variable 5.982MHz (usually slightly
lower) from 1200 to 1500 and 0000 to
0200. The call letters are TGUMA.
The address: Apartado 51-C,
Guatemala City.

Haiti
Several Haitian medium wave
stations used to be at least
occasionally active on short wave -
Radio Citadelle, Radio Lumiere, La
Voix de l'Ave Maria, La Voix du Nord
Ouest, among others. The last one
known to be active, 4VEH Cap
Haitien on 4.930MHz, has not been
heard from in some time and is
believed to be silent on short wave. It
most recently used 1.5kW and
broadcast to about 2300 a sign -off.

Honduras

Although there are not many stations
on the air from Honduras, there is, at
least, a mix of religious and
commercial outlets, although the
latter are on -again, off -again
situations with little real effort put
into maintaining a short wave
service, much less building one. A
couple of stations, Radio Landia -
4.965MHz in particular, appear briefly
every few years and then go off
again.

Radio Luz y Vida (light and Life)
is operated by the Emmanuel church
of Honduras and supported by the
US -based Evangelistic Faith
Missions. HRCP, with 1kW on 3.250,
slightly variable, has been on the air
since 1980. It operates from 1230 to
1630 and 2200 to 0400 and is located
on a ranch north of the town of San
Luis. The mailing address is
Apartado 303, San Pedro, Sula.

Sani Radio started broadcasting
in mid -1986, using 4.755MHz and

Radio Reloj de Costa Rica is one
of the region's most stable

stations when it comes to short
wave activity.

running 10kW. Then it went silent for
a period, later appearing on 6.299. In
recent months, however, it seems to
have gone silent yet again. The
station was financed, in part anyway,
by the United States government's
Agency for International
Development (USAID). A nominal
schedule is 2000 to 1600 and 2000 to
0200 in several different indian
languages. It is located in hot and
steamy Puerto Lempira. The mailing
address is Apartado 113, Le Ceiba.

La Voz de Evangelica, another
Protestant religious broadcaster, has
been on short wave since 1965. The
station is certainly one of the longest
and most consistently operating
short wave station in Central
America. HRVC is widely heard with
its 5kW transmitter operating on
4.820MHz from 1030 to 0500, with
English aired on Mondays from 0300
to 0500. The station is owned by the
Conservation Baptist Home Mission
Society, based in the USA. Address:
Apartado 3252, Tegucigalpa.

La Voz de Evangelica
Mosquita has been a come and go
performer since it first went on the
air in 1981 as a service of the Global
Outreach Mission. The problems are
partly a lack of operating funds and
the difficulty in getting replacement
parts into the Puerto Lempira area,
which is not serviced by any roads.
Power to the station is supplied by
its own generator, the fuel brought in
via dugout canoe to Tansin Island,
where the station is actually located
(on the campus of the Miskito Baptist
Institute). As this is written HRXK is
in one of its active periods, using
about 100W on 4.910MHz slightly
variable. Broadcasts are in Spanish
at 2300, Miskito at 0000 and English
at 0200. The address is simply Puerto
Lempira, Honduras.

La Voz del Junco is a
commercial broadcaster and makes
only occasional appearances on its
assigned 6.075MHz frequency. when
it does, HRMH uses one kilowatt.
Broadcasts began in 1973, stopped
on short wave in 1980, re -started in
1983 and have been spotty since. the
name is taken from the term for a
locally made sombrero. If you catch
their signal, reports may be sent to
Apartado 6, Santa Barbara.

Radio Copan International has
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not yet began a regular service,
although it is expected to at almost
anytime, with assigned call letters
HRJA. It did air brief test broadcasts
at least twice last year. It is affiliated
with the planned station Radio
Miami International, also expected to
initiate broadcasts soon. Watch
9.950, 15.675 and 15.690MHz for
future broadcasts. Reports may be
sent in care of Radio Miami
International, 8500 SW 8th St., Suite
252, Miami, Florida 33144, USA.

Mexico

Only a couple of Mexican short wave
broadcasters are active on anything
like a regular basis. The others are
heard only briefly about once per
year. These inactive station go on the
air to keep the Mexican
telecommunications authority from
terminating their licences.
Unfortunately, s.w.l.s can never be
sure when these transmitters will be
turned on.

Radio Huayacocotla. Also
known as Radio Huaya, and 'La Voz
de los Campesinos' XEJN began in
1965 as a radio school of the air. It is
essentially that today, although now
part of a different organisation. The
2.390MHz frequency is its only
representation on any radio band.
And, with just 800W, it isn't heard all
that often, even in North America.
Broadcasting hours are from 1200 to
1500 and 2100 to 0100. Note that it
uses the same frequency as La Voz
de Atitlan in Guatemala. Address:
Apartado 13, Huayacocotla, Veracruz.

Radio XEUJ, though still listed,
has not been reported in some years
and is probably inactive. It is listed
for 5.980 from 1100 to 0300, using
500W. Address: Apartado 62. 67700
Linares, Nuevo Leon.

Radio Mexico International,
operated by the Mexican
government, seems to follow the
inconsistent pattern of most of the
private Mexican station. It has
recently been active on its 5.985 and
11.770MHz frequencies from 1255 to
1700 and 9.705 from 2000 to 0500.
Reports go to Apartado 19-737,
03900 Mexico DF.

Radio Mil is a long-time Mexican
broadcaster although, due to
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Radio for Peace International is located

on the campus of the University for
Peace in Costa Rica.

reception vagaries, it's difficult to
know if it operates on a regular
basis. Every now and again XEOI is
heard on its 6.010MHz spot with its
Spanish language commercial
programming. It's scheduled from
1200 to 0600, later on weekends.
Reception reports go to Nucleo radio
Mil, Insurgentes Sur 1870, 01030
Mexico DF.

La U de Veracruz, also known as
El Eco de Sotavento and Nucleo
Radio Oro, is part of a five station
broadcast group. It, too, is not active
all the time, but every now and then
its 250W signal shows up on
6.020MHz. The nominal schedule for
XEUW is 1130 to 0600. The address
is Ocampo 119,91700 Veracruz.

Radio Universidad de San Luis
Potosi, is, as its name
suggests,owned by the University of
San Luis Potosi. Unfortunately, the
station is very seldom active. When it
is, XEXQ uses 6.045MHz with 250W
between 1300 and 0500. The address
is Apartado 456, 78000 San Luis
Potosi.

Musica Romantica is another
dormant outlet. XECMT is licensed
for 6.090 with 1 kW from 1200 to
0400, though in past years it was
running much later. The address is
Apartado 79, 89800 Ciudad mante,
Tamaulipas.

Tus Panteras is part of a large
broadcasting organisation called
Sistema Radio Yucatan. Apparently,
it has relayed various medium wave
outlets in the past, which explains
the several different names it has
used over the years. Unfortunately,
this one is also inactive most of the
time. XEQM is assigned 6.105MHz
with 250W from 1200 to 0600. It has
a history of being difficult to QSL.
Reports go to Apartado 217, 97000,
Merida, Yucatan.

Radio Universidad de Sonora,
is another university station that is
off the air much more than it is on.
When it is on it airs cultural
programming in Spanish on
6.115MHz (XEUDS) with 1kW and is
nominally scheduled between 1500
and 0715. The address is Apartado
1817,83000 Hermosillo.

La Voz de la America latina is
another very large Mexican radio
broadcaster. Medium wave XEW
(250kW on 900kHz) is the key station
of the Sistema Radiopolis Sa and,
when the short wave (XEWW) is
active, XEW is the station one is
actually hearing. Once a regular on
short wave, XEWW is now heard
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only on occasion. Check 6.165, 9.515
and 15.165MHz, each listed with
500W and supposedly 24 hours per
day - when on! The address is
Ayuntamiento 52 06070, Mexico DF.

Radio Education is quite a
steady performer. XEPPM is part of
the government's education
department and operates on
6.115MHz 24 hours a day, using 5kW.
It airs a lot of cultural and classical
music programming, relaying
programmes from the radio
departments of other Mexican
universities as well as its own. The
address is Angel Urraza 622, 03100
Mexico DF.

la Hora Exacta broadcasts time
signals each minute and airs news
and other announcements and
adverts on a 24 hours a day basis. It
is a service of the Institute Mexicana
del Radio. XEQK operates with 500W
24 hours a day (when active!) using
9.555MHz. Reports to: Institute
Mexicano de la Radio, Margaritas 18
Colonel Florida, 01030 Mexico DF.

Radio Unam (National
Autonomous University of Mexico) is
not always active either, though it is
more active than many. It has had a
short wave voice since 1937, though
it went off in 1984, then returned a
few years ago, this time on an
occasional basis. In addition to its
educational and classical music
programming it airs transcriptions
from some of the major international
broadcasters. XEYU broadcasts on
9.600 with 1kW between 1400 and
0000. The address is Adolfo Prieto
133,col, del Valle, Mexico DF.

La Q Mexicana is part of the
group that operates XEW.XEWW
previously and, like those, is only
rarely heard on short wave. When
active, XEQQ (relaying medium wave
XEQ) will be on 9.680MHz with
500W. The address is the same for La
Voz de America Latina.

Netherlands Antilles
Trans World Radio at Bonaire has
probably been heard by most short
wave listeners. Those who haven't
logged it yet will probably want to
get it done soon.As most know, the
station is leaving short wave at the
end of June and will use satellites
instead. TWR Bonaire currently airs
English at 0400 to 0500 and 1100-
1330. Check 9.535, 11 815, 11.930 and
15.345MHz. They are offering a
special QSL (a replica of their first)
for the remainder of the time they
are on the air. Address: Trans World
Radio, Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles.

Nicaragua

The end of civil war here hasn't
brought a flood of short wave
broadcasters. What little activity
we've seen has been on the same
pattern as that of the Dominican
Republic.

Radio Rica - the name is an
acronym for Radio Informaciones de
Centro America - showed up briefly a
year or more ago, then vanished.
The station used nominal 4.920MHz
with a listed 1.2kW and had an
address of Apartado 38, Managua.
Will it return? We can but wait and
see.

Radio Nicaragua, the
government station, was active when
the Sandinistas were in power. The
new government hasn't returned it to
the air and there's probably little
reason to expect to see this one
come back anytime soon, if ever. The
assigned frequency is 5.950 with
50kW.

Radio Miskut was active for a
period last year, but hasn't been
reported recently. Assigned to
5.970MHz it began on such spots as
4.560 and 4.690MHz, later appearing
on 5.560MHz. The power is supposed
to be 1kW and a nominal schedule
1100 to 2330 in effect, broadcasting
all or most of the time in the Miskito
language. Address: Puerto Canezas.
And that's the end of the tour. Good
luck in adding most - no, all of them -
to your log!



The new MVT7100...
...the ultimate scanner!
MORE MODES:
AM/FM/WFM/USB/LSB

MORE FREQUENCIES:
100kHz to 1650MHz (no gaps!)

MORE MEMORIES:
1000 Channels

Plus:
Delay and skip functions
High speed search
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Three-way tuning
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YES
ALWAYS THE BEST DEAL

As an INDEPENDENT RETAILER, in less than 3 years MARTIN
LYNCH has sold more AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT in the U.K.

than any other independent in the same period.

WHY?
BECAUSE....At MARTIN LI NCH Ice understand your individual needs and we take it
as read that you'll require a unique personal package, put together by professionals, to

meet all your AMATEU4 RADIO & RECEIVER requirements.

Just imagine the sheer pleasure of spending time chatting to someone who is as
enthusiastic about the hobby as you are and what's more, can answer all your

questions.

View at your leisure the complete range of YAESU, KENWOOD, ICOM, ALINCO,
YUPITERU, AOR and more, together with the vast range of used equipment &
accessories from the leading manufactures, all with a meaningful warranty.

Having selected the equipment of your choice, benefit from our "MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE". If the equipment is not as described on mail order, (we always

accurately portray the condition of equipment to our customers), we give you your
money back - no quibble, full stop.

Benefit from our almost unbeatable turnaround time on equipment repairs - just ask
around at many of our satisfied customers.

Be given the opportunity of paying for your purchase the easiest & most cost effective
method for you. Whether it is on our extended FREE FINANCE TERMS, TRICITY

CHARGE CARD, CREDIT CARD or even CASH, you will always have piece of mind.

And the prices? No we haven't forgotten. AT MARTIN LYNCH we promise you an
extremely competitive price....but you'll have to accept the benefits of dealing with a

company that really cares.

Whether you're in the U.K. or overseas, we want your business. You'll be reassured
when you come to MARTIN LYNCH, CUSTOMER ('ARE really matters...

ESPECIALLY YOURS

For more information call or write to us today

081-566 1120
286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W5 4UB

FAX: 081-5661207 Out of hours number: 0860 339 339

rlsoRTIN LyNcft
G4HKS

TILE ANIATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE
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